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This document contains a detailed description of the progra.n
organization and structure.
	 Its primary purpose is to aid the programmer
in developing an understanding of how the model described in volumes I
and II was implemented into a computer program.
2. SCOPE
The section on program structure presents a complete picture
of the organization starting with the overlay diagram and proceding through
a discussion of the characteristics of each subroutine. Because of the
importance of labeled common in the communication of parameters
between modules it is discussed in detail.
The section on program modification gives some indication,
by means of practical examples, of the difficulties one might encounter
in attempting to change the program.
Tire storage ma, produced on thg	 p p	 e JPL direct couple system
is essentially an overlay diagram with storage requirement information
and thus acts as a supplement to figure 1.
The source program listing and appendix A are self explanatory.
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Section 1
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The program consists of 49 subroutines arranged into an
overlay structure comprising a mail link (link 0) and 8 dependent links.
This structure is schematically illii stra yed in Figure 1 where vertical
lines represent the links into which the program is divided, and horizontal
lines (from which the vertical lines proceed) represent the logical origins
of the links. Included in the diagram are the deck names of the sub-
routines assigned to each of the program links.
The functional responsibilities of each link are discussed in
section 3 which includes a detailed description (with flow charts) of each
subroutine.
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The program employs several labeled common blocks for
communicatinu information between modules. Two types of labeled
common can be identified:
a) Inter link common contains information which is
pertinent to at least two parallel links and must
therefore be preserved during the overlay process.
b) Intea link common contains information which is
pertinent only within a link or chain of links and need
not be preserved during overlay.
2.1	 INTERLINK COMMON
The 6 different interlink labeled common blocks are listed
(by name) in Figure 2 which is a two entry table: the first entry being
the labeled common name and the second entry being a list of deck











FOLDP, PRMSZZ, PRTC/_ Z,
RAYTRZ, OPUNC Z, RE kDSZ,






DPRN TZ, GE TRHZ., INC RMZ.,
















PRNT	 PRTCZZ, READSZ, STAR9Z,
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'he data items associated with each common block are presented
in the form of a table containing three entries:
a) Symbol - This is the symbol employed by the program
to represent the variable(s) listed under "Parameter".
If the variable is a vector or matrix the dimensions are
included.
b) Type - Each variable in the program is of a c,ortain type




IV _ I:iteger Vector
RV = Real Vector
IM = Integer Matrix
RM = Real Matrix
1
C) 'Parameter - This describes the physical data or
parametLr(s) associated with "Symbol".
2. 1 . 1	 DATA
Associated with DATA are all. of the input parameters except
sensitivity and profile plot.
COMMON/ DATA/
Symbol Type .	 Parameter
NCNTRL I	 No, of options
CONTRL(10) IV	 Input options
TI TLE(1 2) RV	 Input title
DATE(3) IV	 Month, hay, Year
PUNCID R	 Punch identification
DATA(3486) RV	 Geometry, Design, etc, data =
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The various NAMELIST input symbols are defined in the
input description section of volume II. Each namelist parameter is
equivalenced to some component of the real vector DATA, e. g. ,
ODTST = DATA(31 ). The DATA position establishes a unique location
for each parameter which is of paramount importance when processing
symb(d cards. The following table lists the equivalent DATA index for
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Program Structure
Symbol Type DATA Index NAMELIST Ref.
ITNPR T I 13 D
RELY R 14 G
FNUMB R 15 D
FLNGH R 16 D
WFLGH R 17 D
ZETA R 18 L
HEXPP R 19 D
DEXPP R 20 D
W EXPP R 21 D
DLPLN R 2&. G
OMGA2 R 23 G
OMGA1 R 24 G
DELLS R 25 G
EPRAD R 26 G
PSC AL R 27 G
OMGAF R 28 D
SPFEA R 29 D
DUMIN It 30 D
ODIS T R 31 G
HO R 32 G
DELH R 33 G
SYSMX R 34 D
WXDIR R 35 D
WYDIR R 36 D
ROTAN R 37 G
NDSGN(1) IV 38 D
TR-6 7 -700- 10-2
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Symbol	 ..ype	 DATA Index	 NAMELIST Ref.
NDSGV(l ) IV 42 D
wolulI(1) RV 53 D
WCLRIi(1) RV 60 D
WI^1II'i'(1) RV 67 D
EIMHT(1) RV 74 D
CIMPI ;1) RV 81 G
WCLRS(1) RAJ 88 D
LATTC(1, 1) RM 94 G
St;RFC(1, 1) RM 182 G
DESGN(l , 1) RM 2182 D
SUBST(1) RV 2682 S
BOUNDS(1 , l) RM 3182 B
NCOND I 3483 B
ATRGGR I 3484 D
GA USS R 3485 D
2.1.2	 PERTB
PERTB common contains the sensitivity input parameters





	 RM	 Perturbation Matrix
NPER TB
	 I	 Mp No. of Parameters
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2. 1. 3	 PLOTC
PLOTC common contains the profile plot input parameters













I	 No. of points per arc
2. 1. 4	 SYMBLS
SYMBLS common contains the symbols from design,
substitution, and boundary condition symbol (input) cards. The symbols













AZOBJ common contains the object azimuth and its sine and




	 R	 e in radians (Azimuth)









It is used in connection with the print
	
page and line numbers.
control subroutineformat the output.
	
(PR TC TL) to
COMMON/PRNT/
—SY–b= T YPe Parameter
LINE
PAGE I	 Current Line No,
I	 Current Page No,
2. 2	 INTRALINK COMMON
Figure 3 lists






F'OLDP, pR TC Z Z
TMPATT TWNR4Z9 TWNRSZ
SMPOPZ, MEVC TZ, STAR3Z,
TMDESN
STAR7Z# STAR8Z
DO TPZ, DPRN TZ






CODRNG CLOSSZ, EIRGCZ, CELAIZ
PROFLZ, ZYCUTZ
	
ZPFILEZ, ENDPTZ, RAN EZ,EIRGCZ
	 '
F
-gure 3, Decks Requiring Intralink Common
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The following subsections describe the intralink labeled
common blocks in detail.
	
2. 2.1	 HEADER
HEADER common communicates the current option and the





J TEMP	 I	 Current Option No.
	
JSUBS T	 I	 Current Substitution Set
	
2.2.2	 TMTWIN
TMTWIN common consists of the single real vector TEMPS
(1200) which is used to store position and direction data at each surface for
a specified pair of rays.
	
2.2.3	 TMPATT
TMPATT common contains all of the data associated with



































NM No. of Misses
I NRF,	 No. of Reflections
I N No. of Vignet s
_v
I NR No. of Successes
R x Average x
R y Average y
R x* RMS x
R y* RMS y
R R* Spot Size
R S Image Plane Position
RV X.
RV 1yi Image Coordinates
R m See volume I section 6x
R k.x See volume I section 6
R See volume I section 6
MY
R k See volume I section 6
Y
R A See volume I section 6
x
R Bx See volume I section 6
R C See volume I section 6
x
R A See volume I section 6
Y
R B See volume I section 6
Y
R C See volume I section 6
Y
R A See volume I section 6
R B See volume I section 6
R C See volume I section 6
r
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TMDESN common is used as a repository for various design
parameters including the weight vector W and the error vector F.
COMMON/TMDESN/
Symbol	 = C	 Parameter
PERIOD I P Incrementation Period
PCOUNT I P No. of FailuresC
NOFFND I NOF No. of Offenders
JAIL(10, 10) IM H Jail Matrix
SENTN(10) IV G Sentence Vector
DIMVC T I M Dimension of E
CORD(6) IV 1, 1 <_i<Nc Color Orderi
SIZE R tK Scale Factor
DETERM R III Determinant of I
E 0 LNG R E Old Length
^o
ESLNG R ( E= I New Length
IMPRV R e Relative Improvement
VCTSTR(6000) RV W, E, 8E/Bu I , .
	 .	 8E/bun,
VINDX(1 1) IV i - M + 1	 1 < i < 11
DJOLD(7) RV Temporary storage for d^




.'.. Z. 5	 ELMAIR
ELMAIR common contains the edited element and air space
matrices and the vertex coordinates relative to the entrance pupil.
COMMON/ELMAIR
Symbol Type Parameter
N ELM T I NE No. of Elements
N AIRS I NA No. of Air Spaces
EI.MMTX ( 2, 100) IM E Element Matrix
AIRM TX(2, 100) IM A Air Space Matrix
V TXC RD(100) RV b i Vertex Coordinates
2.2.6	 CODRNG
CODRNG common contains the range and code matrices.
COMMOTI/CODRNG/
Symbol Type Parameter
ZHAT(2, 100) RM nZ Range Matrix
YHAT(2, 100) RM AY Range Matrix
CHAT(2, 100) IM AC Code Matrix
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LINK 0 THROUGH LINK 8
3. 0	 LINK 0
Link 0 is the main or control link of the program. It consists
of the main program (FOLDP) and those subroutines which are required
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FOI.DP is the main program which calls upon the input link
and selected subroutines depending upon the options being executed.















This is a system routine which processes floating point spills. It is
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	 ERRORZ (ERROR, ERRORI, ERROR2, ERROR3, ERROR4)
ERRORL is a general purpose message printer with 5 entry
points which handle a variety of message types and formats.
Calline Seauence
CALL ERROR (ETEXT)
CALL ERRORI (ETEXT, AVAR)
CALL ERROR2 (ETEXT, IVAR)
CALL ERROR3 (ETEXT, EVAR)
CALL ERROR4 (ETEXT)
where ETEXT is a 6 word (36 character) message to be printed along
with (AVAR) a BCD word, (IVAR) an integer word, or (EVAR) a real
word. The initial concept was the cause job termination for all except
ERROR4; however, the current mode is to always affect a normal. return.
Utility Routines and Common References
COMMON	 -	 None
Utility	 -	 None




































GOOFZZ is a job terminator which does nothing except to
call the system subroutine EXIT.
Calling Sequence
CALL GOOF











3.0. 4	 PRMSZZ (PRMSUB)
PRMSZZ performs substitution and restoration of the N
s
substitution sets. If N s
 = 0 it makes an immediate and normal return to
the calling program. If N s
 > 0 then the j th call in a sequence of N s
 + 1
calls causes the jth set to be substituted and PRMSZZ takes the alternate
return. The last call (N
s 
+ 1) restores the nominal system and resets
PRMSUB so that the sequence can be restarted.
Calling Sequence
CALL PRMSUB($ALT)
where ALT is the statement number to which PRMSUB returns for each
new substitution set.
















PRTCZZ is a print control routine which causes page ejection
















RAYTR Z traces a ray of color i from the object point (h, 0)
with unit radius entrance pupil coordinates (xo , yo) to a point (x NPyN, /N)
01 a- N' Alternate returns are provided to handle misses, internal re-
flections and vignets. RAYTRZ will optionally preserve the position
(x, y, z) and direction (Qx , Qy , Q Z ) of the ray at each surface in the system.
Calling Sequence
CALL RAYTR(XOHAT, YOHAT, HEIGHT, COLOR, XVCT,
YVCT, SMISS, $NM, $NR, pNV, DFLAG, XMTRX,
QMTRX)
XOHAT: x	 x coordinate on unit radius entrance pupil
.. YOHAT: Aoy0	 y coordinate on unit radius entrance pupil
HEIGHT: h	 Object height
COLOR: i	 Color index
XVCT: Vector for storing (x N
o
 yN' zN)
QVCT: Vector for storing (QxN' QyN' QzN)
SMISS: Set to surface number if miss, reflect, or vignet
$NM: Alternate return if ray misses
$NR: Alternate return if internal reflection
$NV: Alternate return if ray vignets
DFLAG: Input flag to control saving position and direction
at each surface.
XMTRX: Matrix for storing (x,, y., x.)	 0 <_ i <_ N





The azimuth of the object (6) as well as sin6 and cosh must
be entered into AZOBJ common before calling RAYTR.
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SCALEK is a standard JPL library subroutine whose purpose
and usage are described in the attached writeup. A flow chart is not







C. L. Lawson, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 1965 July 13
Program language: FORTRAN IV for IBM 7094
Purpose 	 To compute four numbers
 which define a "pleasant" grid for
plotting a variable for which upper and lower bounds are known.
Me_ thod	 The numbers C O D, KMAJOR and KMINOR are chosen to minimize
D-C subject to the following conditions:
1. CsAsD, C 9BsD, C<D.
2. 101AJOR - 3,40 0 6,7,8,9, or 10.
3. KMINOR - 2 ,5, or 10.
4. The major scale unit, u = (D-C)/1C4AJ0R 1
 is to be of
the form KMINOR * 10P
 for some integer p.
5. If zero lies in the closed interval between A and B,
then both C and D will be integer multiples of u so
that zero will lie on a major grid line. Otherwise,
C and D may differ from a multiple of u by a multiple
of lop.
If A _ B = 0 the algorithm proceeds as though A = -1., B = 1.
If A = B 0 the algorithm proceeds as though A = .99*A, B = 1.01*B
Usa a	 CALL	 SCALEK(A)B,C,D,KMAJOR,KMINOR)
The numbers A and B are supplied by the user and represent
bounds on some variable, say x, which the user desires to
plot. Either A s B or A a B is permissible. SCALEK will
compute numbers C,D,KMAJOR, and KMINOR with C < D such that
the interval C s x s D subdivided into KMAJOR major subintervals
each subdivided into KMINOR minor subintervals provides a
"pleasant" grid for the variable x.
Example
	
The following example illustrates the use of SCALEK along with
appropriate JPL plotting subroutines to produce a of







SCGRID /110. , 940. ,1020. , 30. / , NBUF/290/
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CALL	 BGRID(BUF91000*KMAJX + KMINX*XMAJX 9 1000*KMAJY +
KMINY*194AJY,1)
CALL	 PLAB(BUF,KMAJX,6H(F9.4),KMAJY,6H(F9.4))
Efficiency of Graph Space U. a
	 The fraction of available graph space
used is given by the ratio r . IB-Al /(D-C). In a sample of
twenty-five instances of the use of SCALEK in actual applications
this ratio was between .9 and 1. eleven times, between .8 and
.9 eleven times and between .7 and .8 three times. It is
conjectured thLt the lowest possible value for r is .67 as
long as JB-A) > 10-7
 *max (1AJ,JBJ).
Subroutines Used	 ALOG100EXF









Link 1 is the input processor link and contains modules which
read and validate the numerical input and list all or a subset of the data
region. Link 1 is entered from FOLDP whenever a new case is to be
processed.
R
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3. 1. 1	 OPUNCZ (OPUNCH)
OPUNC Z punches a sequenced deck of not more than 583 cards
containing the non-zero members of the DATA vector. The first two cards
contain identification information and should be discarded. The remaining
cards are punched in a 6012 format. Octal card 580 is always punched,
and serves as an end of case card for the octal deck.
Calling Sequence
CALL OPUNCH























READSZ processes the input data cards for a single case.
The following functions are performed:
a) Reads any combination of NAMELIST data including
$INPUT, $GEOM, $DESIGN, $BNDRY, $SUBSTN, $SENST
and $CRPLOT.
b) Executes a limited numb. : of validity checks and issues
error messages.
c) Performs a number of type conversions from real to
integer.
d) Processes symbol cards by calculating and preserving
the DATA index for each valid symbol which is read.
Calling Sequence
CALL READS
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3. 1.3	 REREZZ (REREAD)
REREZZ rends card images from the system input file
(logical 5) in an 80A1 format until an :END OF CASE card is encountered.
Each car- (except octal) which is read is listed on the system output file.
A count of the number of cards is kept so that REREZZ can reposition the
input file by executing the appropriate: nurriber of BACKSPACE commands.
If octal input is encountered, the oct.'d cards are not listed, but the number
of cards in the octal deck is printed. The purpose of REREZZ is to pro-
duce a card image list of the current case deck.
Calling Sequence
CALL REREAD
Utility RoutIzies and Common References
None
^ ^. 	 ^.'	 t . ',n	 .^	 'h *4	
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I	 Program Structure
Link 1
3. 1.4	 STAR9Z (STAR9)
STAR9Z lists all of the geometry data with descriptive
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3.1.5	 STAR1 Z (STAR10)
STAR1 Z lists all of the design data with descripti-, ,-e headings
as well as the boundary ccndition matrix (if NCOND > 0) sensitivity data
(if NPERTB > 0), and profile plot data (if NPTS > 0).
Calling Sequence
CALL STAR10
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3. 1.6	 MTFPNZ (MTFPN)
MTFPNZ punches a deck of cards in NAMELIST format
which, when input to optical system analysis program PAGOS, provides
data necessary for the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) of that.program.
Calling Sequence
CALL. MTFPN





















dimension (N) and if




I Check TOK for
i dimension (NK) S
Card(s)	 if TOK (1-NK) = 0.
Check TS for
dimension (N - 1) & i
TS (1-(N-1)) = 0.
Check BETAS for
dimension (N) and




Check DELMU for Punch DELMU
dimension (N) & if
Card(s)
DELMU (1-N) = 0.
Punch RHOS Check RHOS for
dimension (N) & if
Card (s)
RHOS (1-N) = 0.	 1
Check XMUS for di- Punch XMUS
mension (N-1) & if Card(s)
XMUS (1 - (N-1)) = 0.
i
Punch Check DFORNI for di-
DFORNi mension (4*N) & if




dimension (N) & if
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3.1.7	 UNBCD. (UNPBCD)
UNBCD, uses the DECODE/ENCODE capability of Fortran to
unpack a 6 character word into 6 words of 1 character each.
r
Calling Sequence
CALL UNPBCD (BCDWRD, BCD)
where BCDW2D contains the word to be unpacked and BCD is the first of
6 words for btoring the 6 characters. The characters are right justified
with leading zeros,
Utility Routines and Common References
None
a	
N	 y^„} > 
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i.^^ ^( {xY S: y 
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ubroutine	 ACD (1-6) = 0 BCD^'JRJ into
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3. 1 .8
	 VCNVR. (VCNVRT, MCNVRT)
VCNVR, is used by READS when processing symbol cards in
order to convert; vector and matrix subscripts frorn BCD to integer so
that the corresponding DATA index can be determined.
Calling Sequence
CALL VCNVRT (BCDWRD, ISUB, $ERR)
where BCDWRD contains a BCD vector subscript of the form X)bbbb.
XX)bbb, or XXX)bb and ISUB is the location where the integer subscript
is to be stored. If VCNVRT detects an error the alternate return $ERR
is invoked.
CALL MCNVRT (BCDWRD, ISUB, JSUB, $ERR)
where BCDWRD contains a BCD matrix subscript of the form X, Y)bb,
X, YY)b, XX, Y)b, o ,,:. XX, YY), ISUB is the location where the integer
row subscript is to be stored, and JSUB is the location where the integer
column subscript is to be stored. The alternate return $ERR is invoked
if an error is detected.
Utility Routines and Common References
COMMON - None
UNPBCD
'.	 i	 e	 trs^r,
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Link 2 has the responsibility of producing a profile plot of
the lens system on the SC4020 plotter. By definition a profile plot is a
two dimensional picture which results when the system is "cut" by the
z - y plane. Each element is represented as a (scaled) closed curve making
it necessary to have the ability to find the point of intersection of two
plane curves, Becauseo.fthe problems entailed with translated, tilted,
and aspheric elements the capability is currently limited to standard
conics only.
All references to the plotter are contained in subroutine
CPLOT so that adaptation to a different plotting device (such as







ARPTSZ generates a set of N points which lie on a. plane
conic y = f(z) fo: z  < z < z  and are equally spaced in the z direction
by an amount z = (z B - z A)/(N - 1).
Calling Sequence
CALL ARPTS (IS, ZA, YA, ZB, YB, N, ZLST, YLST)









YB:	 YB = f(zB)
N:	 Number of points to insert in (z 
At 
zB)
ZLST: Vector for storing z. 1 < i S Ni
YLST: Vector for stor ' aag y. 1 <
_ i <_ Ni
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CELAIZ determines the vertex coordinate 6. of each surfacei
relative to the entrance pupil. It also determines the element matrix E
and the air space matrix A which are edited by a process which effectively
deletes any repeated element or air space.
Calling; Sequence
CALL CELAIR($ALT)
The alternate return is invoked if CELAIR determines that
a profile plot cannot be produced.
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Given curve 1 of the form y = f (z) for z	 < z < z
	
1	 1 ,min	 1 ,max
and curve 2 of the form y = f2	 2, min	 2, max'(z) for z 	^ z < z	 CLOSSZ
determines if they intersect at some point. If there is a point of inter-
section, CLOSSZ. determines P 1
 : (zl , y J ) lying on curve 1 and P2 : (z 2' y1)
lying on curve 2 such that z 2





CALL CLOSS (I1, Z 1 MIN, Z1 MAX, I2, ZZMIN, ZZMAX,
DZMIN, ZICLOS, YICLOS, Z2CLOS, $ALT)
I1:	 Surface number of y = f l (z)
Z1MIN: z 1 ,min
Z1MAX: zl, max






ZiCLOS: z1 P 1Y 1 C L OS : yl'
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Z  = Z  + Z 
2.
Compute





































CPLOTZ employs the JPL FORTRAN IV compatible SPLOT*
package to generate a binary file (logical 18) containing data to be plotted
on the SC4020, in particular, it produces a scaled cross sectional picture
of the leris system.
Calling Sequence
CALL CPLOT (ZMIN, ZMAX)
where ZMIN is the minimum value of z relative to the entrance pupil and
ZMAX is the maximum value relative to the entrance pupil.






















Plot -y v^ ij 
izj cN
SDNPUT
Plot yj vs. z j
15 j 5N
















Add Tick	 SDNPUT	 Compute




Read and	 Read and
A
	Plot Ray 2












Generate	 I	 Position II	 Write
Information	 to Ray 1 Data	 Plot Params








Given y = f l (z) for z  ('Z  ; min'
or surface 1 and y = f 2 (z) for z  [z 2, min'
of surface 2, CROSSZ determines the poir
Z  is relative to the vertex of surface 1,
zl , max relative to the vertex
z
2, max, relative to the vertex
I of intersection ( z ip yI ) where
Calling Sequence
CALL CROSS(I1, Z 1 MIN, Z1 MAX, I2, Z2MIN, Z2MAX,
ZCROSS, YCROSS, $ALT)
I1: Surface number of y = f l (z)
Z1MIN:
z1, min
Z 1 MAX: z 1, max
12: Surface number of y = f2 ( z)
Z2MIN:
z'2, min




$ALT: Alternate return if no intersection
Utility Routines and Common References
COMMON/DATA/
COMMON / E LMAIR /
t	
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ENDPTZ generates vector NARCS and the 3 dimensional
array ARCS. The Ith layer of ARCS contains the end points of the arcs





ARCS(	 , I) _
y l	 y2 . . . YN
where NARCS(I) = N. Element I is composed of N - 1 arcs where
2 < N <_ 5; the end points of the Kth arc being (z 
K0 
yK) 
and (zK + V YK + 1).
Each arc is either a horizontal line (yK = Y  + 1)' a vertical line ( zK = zK+1) 1
or a portion of a plane conic. If I I and I2 are the surface numbers of the
curves which form element I then all z values are referenced to the
1,A vertex of I1.
Calling Sequence
CALL ENDPTS (DZMIN, ARCS, NARCS)
where DZMIN is the minimum permissible air space thickness, ARCS is
the 2 x 5 x 100 array described above, and NARCS is a vector containing
the arc count for each element.
Utility Routines and Common References
COMMON/DATA
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EIRGCZ employs subroutine CROSS to edit the range and
code matrices by subjecting each element to intersection constraints.
Calling Sequence
CALL EIRGCD
Utility Routines and Common References














PFILEZ creates a binary file (logical 11) containing NE
 +4
logical records each one of which is 601 words long where N E
 is the
number of elements (NE





_ i < 300) where 1 S N < 300 is the number of points distributed along
the upper half (y Z 0. ) of the ith element for z
min S z S z max .
The first NE records describe the NE elements and:
Record NE + 1:
Record NE + 2:
Record NE + 3:






CALL PFILE (ARCS, NARCS, ZMIN, ZMAX)
ARCS:	 Three dimensional array determined by ENDPTS
NARCS:	 Vector determined by ENDPTS
ZMIN:
	
Minimum z relative to entrance pupil.
ZMAX:	 Maximum z relative to entrance pupil
Utility Routines and Common References
COMMON/DATA/
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PROFLZ is the main or control routine of the profile plot
link. It is called by the main program (FOLDP) whenever a profile plot
is to be generated.
Calling Sequence
CALL PROFIL
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RANGEZ determines the unconstrained ranEgo matrices 2 and
A
Y and the code matrix
	 Range is computed for each curve as if no other
curves were present. The only constraints are the presence of a peak
(circle or ellipse) and the maximum aperture y = ymax' The elements
of 2 (z coordinates) are always referenced to the y
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ZYCUTZ determines the point of intersection of the line
y = a or the line z = a with a curve of the form f(z, y) = 0 or, equivalently,
y = g (z)•
Calling Sequence
CALL ZYCUT (VHCODE, ALFA, IS, BETA, *, ELNO, SURNO)
VHCODE:
	
1 Line is y =a (Horizontal)
2 Line is z =a (Vertical)
ALFA:	 a
IS:	 Surface number of curve f(z, y) = 0.
BETA:	 Point of intersection of the form z = (3 if
VHCODE = 1 and y = P if VHCODE = 2.
Alternate return if no intersection.
ELNO:
	 Element number of surface in question.
SURNO:	 1 Left surface of ELNO
2 Right qurface of ELNO
The parameters ELNO and SURNO are used to obtain bounds
from matrices and Y which describe the interval of definition of
f(z, y) = 0, i. e. , z
min	 max	 max
< z < z	 and 0 < y < y 	 where






 rnin)	 z min
If a is outside the interval of definition, ZYCUT invokes the




















Link 3 is called upon when the program is executing options
4 and 5 in order to perform twinray diagnostic computations.
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TWNR4Z is called upon by the main program to trace 2 rays
from the object point (h, 0) _ (h 
max 
0.) where h
max = ho + (N H - 1) Ah.
Ray 1 is traced through (xo , yo ) _ (0. , - 1) on the unit radius entrance
pupil and ray 2 through (xo , yo) (0. , 1. ). If the rays are denoted by R 1
and R 2 then TWNR4Z employs RAYTR to compute and save the position
and direction of the rays at each element in the system, that is,
J(P k' 	 k ) ' 0<i<_N ki	 k=1,2
where P represents position and Q direction. If there is a ray failure
(miss or reflect) then N k < N and a message is printed. The position
and direction data are used to compute thickness, Xk, aperture radius,





















Print title	 + FLOAT (NOBJH-1)TW NRY4	
* DELHon new page
XMTRX2(I, j) 0.
	 XMTRXI(I, J) = 0.	 Print twinray
QMTRX2(I, j) = 0.	 QMTRXI(I, J) = 0. 	 heading
I _ 1, 3; j - 1, 100	 I = 1, 3; j = 1, 100	 HMAX
THTR - 0.	




N2 = NSURF	 Trace ray








Print ray RAY	 \

















TAU1 - 0.	 J
AU = 0.
TAU1 _ TAU1
+ XMTRX1(3, j + 1) 	 TAU1 =	 No	 I > N1
	




TAU1 = TAU 1	






Yes QMTRXI(3, J)	 TAU2 - TAU2
	 + XMTRX2(3, j + 1)
= 0. ?
	 if SURFC(5, J) < 0.




M 1 = QMTRX 1(2, J)












.: t	 R::.	 5	 X	 ^;	 _+ty.F
	 KA	 t










3. 3. 2	 TWNRSZ (TWNRY5)
TWNRSZ is called upon by the main program to trace 2 rays
from ^.bject point (h, 0) _ (0. , 0. ). Ray 1 is traced through (xo' yo)
(0. , 0 on the entrance pupil and ray 2 is traced through (xo , yo) = (0. , I. ).
RA'YTR is used to compute and save the position and direction of the rays
at each element in the system, that is,
j k —4k
1( i, Q i ); 0	 i. < Nk !	 k = 1,2
where 15 is the position and Q is the direction. If a ray misses or reflects
then Nk < N and a message is printed. If a ray vignets a message is
printed, but N  = N.
The data for position is stored in arrays XMTRXI and
XMTRX2. The direction data is contained in arrays QMTRXI and
QMTRX2. The thickness is also computed and printed in tabular form
along with the position and direction values for each of the two rays at

























THTR = 0.	 XMTRX2 ( I, J) = 0.	 XMTRXI (I, J) - 0.
SNTHTR = 0.	 QMTRX2 ( I, J) = 0.	 QMTRX 1(I, J) - 0.
CSTHTR 1'-	 I = 1, 3;J =1,100









N = NSURF + 1
	 (0. , OMGA2),	 0.
NI = SMISS - 1
	 Yes	 Ray missed No
D
Print ray RAY Print ray RAY





N1 = SMISS - I
l
G^{L^
0TR - 67 - 700 -! 0 - 2
10ft -- YTT 2
;tructure
I=J - I










TAUI = TAU1 if	 + XMTRXi(3, j + 1)	 TAUT =
	








• X7%4TRX2(3, J + 1)












	 if SURFC ( S, J) < 0.
RETURN
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3. 4	 LINK 4
Link 4 is essentially and interface link between the several
lower level links and the ray trace subroutine (RAYTR). By appropriate
communication with subroutine SMPOP the complete pattern of rays is
traced and a variety of statistical information returned to the calling
program including such things as spot size, rms x, r;-ns y etc. This
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LATTZZ is used to generate the ray nestte rn by producing 1
ray for each entry. The coordinates are stored in (xo , yo ). MRAYS,
which must be set to zero by the calling program prior to the first entry
to LATTZZ, is incremented by 1 for each entry and contains the current
count of the number of rays which have been generated. To generate the
entire pattern LATTZZ must be entered NRAYS times. It is assumed
that yo does not changa between calls.
Calling Sequence
CALL LATT (XOHAT, YOHAT, MRAYS)
XOHAT:	 Storage for x0
YOHAT
	 Storage for yo.0
MRAYS:	 Ray number being generated.
SLICE:
	 Current slice number.
NSLR:
	 Ray number within current slice.
Utility Routines and Common References
COMMON/ DATA/
x	 s	 ;	 ..Fu sx	 i	 .	 ,l^.^	 rtH^s	 4 i+  a Y j x	 s
.^q	
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,4,	 ^	 x a	 o+	 -
. s _........	 r a s	




4^ °$'^	 +a'.'!'4.r 'fir-.1.	^, '^§ i.}^^x. •^	 $ ^^ ^	 . ^ s.t
SUBROUTINE









	SLICE =	 Yes	 NSLR >_
an
	





LATTC ( 1, SLICE)
NSLR = 0
XOHAT = LATTC(1, SLICE)
WHAT = LATTC(2, SLICE)
NSLR = NSLR + 1




DELY + LATTC (2, SLICE)







MERIDZ traces a ray from the objact point (0. , 0. ) through
(xo , yo ) = (0. ,	 l) on the entrance pupil to PI = ( x l , y l , 
z 





Qyl.' Qz1)X1 1 Using P I and Q l , MERIDZ computes
B F, and f/.	 If MERIDZ returns a value of zero for either B F, and f/ this
should be interpreted as BF, = co	 or f/ = co The run is terminated if
the ray misses or reflects.
Calling Sequence
CALL MERID (COLOR, BFOCUS, FSNUMB)
COLOR:
	 Color number currently used.
BFOCUS:	 Storage for back focus, BF,.
FSNUMB:




	 0.	 (Sin 0)
	
must be set by calling program
CSTHTR:
	 1.	 (Cos 0)
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SUBROUTINE	 BFOCUS = 0.
	 RAYTR
M ERID	 FSNUMB = 0.
	 Trace ray



















ALPHA = - QVCT(3)/	 QVCT(2) = 0.
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3.4.3	 SMPOPL (SMFOP)
For a specified combination of object point (h i , 0) and color i,
SMPOPZ traces the entire pattern of rays and returns the information listed
below, the various parameters being de.11ned in Volume I, Section 6.
S^	 Image Piane Position
NM Number of misses
N RF. Number of reflections
N V Number of vignets
NR Number of successes
A vignetted ray is considered to be a failure in all instances except the
design option (CMFLAG = 2 or 5). The remaining outputs from SMPOP
depend upon the value assigned to the input trigger, CMFLAG, as follows:
1)	 CMFLAG = 1
M ,k , m k
x x
	 y y
Ax , B  , .. . , B, C






2)	 CMFLAG = 2
x (S`) , y (S`)
xi (S ` ) (XCURL)	 1:5 i 5 NR
Yi ( SQL )	 (YCURL)	 ^ ► 	 ^^
lI
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3)	 CMFLAG = 3
X ^S^) , v (S^` )
Xi S^) (XCURL)	 15 is NR
Yi S^)	 (YCURL)	 of	 to
0. Ray i is ok.
TEMPS (i) =	 1 • Ray i is missed.2. Ray i is reflected.
3. Ray i is vignetted.
	
4)	 CMFLAG = 4
R (Si ) , y (S^ )
x (S) , y (S) , R (S^ )
x i (S!` ) (XCURL)	 i:-- NR
Yi (S!^)	 (YCURL)	 ^ 	 ► ^
	
5)	 CMFLAG = 5
m  , k  , my , k 
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Calling Sequence
CALL SMPOP (COLOR, HNUMB, HEIGHT, BF 1,CD4FLAG, TEMPS))
COLOR : Color index i
HNUMB : Object point index j
HEIGHT : Object height hi
BFI	 : Back focus color 1
CMFLAG : Computation flag
TEMPS : Used if CMFLAG = 1, 3, or 5
The remaining variables are transmitted through TMPATT COMMON as
seen on page 111-2 -10.
Utility Routinei and Common References
COMMON/DATA/
COMMON/A?OBJ/
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	 SJSTAR -=TLINK(I) = 0.
SWOP	 DEI.D +
	I = 1, 425
	 CIMPL(HNUMB)
Set SJSTAR= (
	 MRAY S = 0
SJSTAR + BFI	 Set MR = MR+
RCNT = 0if IMODE=O




RYCN T = 0
C MFLA G = 3	 TEMIP S(I) = 0
?	 I = I t 200
No
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^.	 a	 x. ♦ 	 y	 },
A
Set TEMPS
(RYCNT + 1) = 1.
if CMFLAG = 3I 
NMISS = NMISS + 1 I
B
Set TEMPS
(RYCNT + 1)= 2.
if CMFLAG = 3
I NRFLCT = NRFLCT + 1 I
I
I
.t •t 4^^^)'^.4^ ^A''^^+C Yli ^A, ^^°n^^ 
yf ^ ^ l ,6 
+1' a ^^^^	 x g ;r'.d	 A








R	 4 ltl ^e








TEMP (NRAYSB 4 , 200)	 }
Compute SL,
	 Set
E	 XCURL (NRAYSB),	 RYCNT = RYCNT + 1
YCURL (NRAYSB)
	 if CMFLAG = 3
RCNT = 0	 No

















' E= NRAYSB	 CMFLAG>1	 NO	 KYBAR = KYBAR6 CM FLAG < S
?	 + TEMP S(j + 200)




"°	 ^.yt ^^!^ppp^^^°°°	 i	
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--	 TEMPS(K + 200) -KYBAR
K = 1, NRAYSB
I
s





KXBAR =	 LMODE = 1?
KXBAR + T3:MPS(L)






I = 1, NRAYSB
AX = AX/X.NR
BX = BY/XNR
C X = CX/XNR
Ol	
No	 ComputeCMFLAC =5?
	 J = 1	 AX, BX, CX







J > NRAYSB ?





ACAP - AX + AY
BCAP = BX. + BY








x 'Tfy P404 n i} 1-i:, y f^'aq 
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YEAR = YBAR/ XNR
XBAR = XBAR
+ XCURL(I)
for I = 1, NRAYSB
MAR = XBAR / XNR
XCURL(J)
XCURL(J) - XBAR
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YEAR = YBAR	 YCURL(L)
+ YCURL(K)
	 YCURL(L) - YEAR
















Link 5 is responsible for performing design computations and
is entered whenever option 2 is specified. The downward communication
is directly from FOLDP to STAR2 which is the design control subroutine.
Link 5 communicates back up to subroutine RAYTR by going through
link 4. Control is returned to FOLDP upon completion of the design
process or abandonment due to unexpected failure.
l
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3, 5.1	 BNDCHZ (BNDCHK)
BNDCHZ checks the "improved" lens system for boundary
violations using the parameters of the current design variable. The
checking i ncludes those constraints defined by the boundary condition
matrix, BO' TNDS, provided NCONU > 0. The lens length is checked if
SYSMX is non zero, and the system is checked for feathering.
When a boundary violation has occured an appropriate message
is printed, and BNDCHK executes the alternate return signifying the
detection of an error condition. The error message print out can be
supressed by setting IFLAG to a non-zero value when calling BNDCHK.
Calling Sequence
CALL	 BNDCHK ( m , IFLAG)
Return executed on detection of a boundary violation.
IFLAG:	 Flag set to non-zero if supression of error message
printout is desired.
Utility Routines and Common References
COMMON/DATA/
COMMON/ PRN T/
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D	 Determine order of
indices of refraction
Yes





AMAX set to maxi -
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Yes
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CORDEZ is used to determine the relative ascending order
of a set of N indices of refraction 1 < N < 6. An integer vector cor-
responding to the set of indices is calculated such that each element of the
vector is the ordered position of the corresponding index within the set.
Galling Sequence
CALL	 CORDER (N, DVCT, OVC T)
N:	 Number of colors (indices of refraction).
DVCT:	 Zrector containing the N indices of refraction.
OVC T:
	 Integer vector containing the relative positions
of the indices in DVCT.
Utility Routines and Common References
None
^ u
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3. 5.3
	 CYCLE?, (CYCLE)
CYCLEZ uses the current set of design variables,	 the
parameter vector Uo , and E = E (Uo ) to attempt to compute L = such
that I E,., I	 <1901. During this process failures may occur in the form
of a singularity in the solution matrix, ray failure, boi, .,idary violations
which are unrecoverable, and negative improvement.
In the case of too many successive failures CYCLE? executes
the alternate return and the design is abandoned. When an improvement
has been made the normal return is used. If a negativ,: improvement has
been made the parameters are restored so that the design may proceed
on the next step.
Calling Sequence
CALL	 CYCLE (1,1
Alternate return executed when too many
successive failures have occurred.
Utility Routines and Common References
COMMON/DATA/
















, 4 y^RI 
^y	 ^j
	







SUBROUTINE DETRM = 0. JMAX = NDSGN(3)
CYCLE ESLNG = 0. IMAX = NDSGV(1)
IMPRV = 0.
TB
INCRM Set DESGN(3, J)
to max of DUMIN
Increment I = 1 or	 DESGN(3, J)









VCTSTR(KZI) =	 KZE = VINDX(1) + K - 1




K= K+ 1	 K> DIMVCT 7
Restore
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I	 Restore	 Print design







KI SIZE - ZETA
L
SIZE	 IFLAG 0








I 1, IMA X.
2. * ZETA
SIZE - SIZE
BMATRX (I) - SIZE*	 INCRM	 BNDCH K
BMATRX (I),	 Increment NDSGV(I + 1)	 Check for
I = 1, IMAX	 by BMATRX(I), 	 boundary violation
I - 1, IMAX
IFLAG = I	 INCRM
BMATRX ( I)	 Restore
BMATRX (I)/SIZE	 NDSGV(I + 1),
I 1, IMAX
	































Yes (EOLNG- SLNG) IMPRV > 0. ?
/ EOLNG
EOLNC = ESLNG






VINDX( 1) + K - 1	 VCTSTR(KZI)
KZI=	 K=K+i
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Print ray failure GOOF
while regcn-







3. 5.4	 DOTPZ (DOTP)
DOTPZ is us 3 to calculate the inner product of 71 and V2
where V1 and V2 are vectors of dimension M. The result is stored in
argument PROD.
Calling Sequence
CALL DOTP (VC T1, VC T2, PROD)
VC T1:	 The first of M cells containing the M-
dimensional vector VV1.
VC T2:	 The first of M cells containing the M-
dimensional vector
r
PROD.	 Result of dot product V 1 V2.
DIMVC T:	 M, dimension of vectors. (TMDE SN common).












3. 5. 5	 DPRNI Z. (DPRNT)
DPRNTZ consists of two entry points, DPRNT and EPRNT,
and is used to print out the results of each design step.
In DPRNT the design variables, incremental factor, deter-
minant value, old and new error vector lengths and improvement are
printed on a single line.
In EPRNT the current values of all the design parameters
for the current design step are printed. Up to six parameters for each






































3. 5. 6	 GETRHZ (GE TRHO)
GETRHZ performs two functions. The first is to compute
the back focus for color 1 using the initial value of p 0
 (EPRAD). The
back focus is stored in BF1.
If the f number, f(R)/, in FNUMB is not zero then the GETRHZ
replaces po with p0 
(3)
which is computed as follows. Let o (0) be the
initial value of Po and f(1) / be the corresponding f/number. Then:
P 
(i)	 p (i-1) f(i)/
0	 o	 f(R)/
where f(i) / is the f/number with p = oo 
for i = 1, 2, 3
Subroutine MERID is utilized in calculating the f/number.
Calling Sequence
CALL	 GETRHO (BF1)
BF1:	 Computed back focus for color 1.
EPRAD:	 Recomputed value for the radius of the entrance
	 lj
pupil provided FNUMB is non-zero.
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INCRMZ is used to increment each of the parameters
associated with the design variable defined by the first argument of the
calling sequence. This argument, J, points to the Jth column of the








The second argument FACTOR, contains a multiplier A
which is applied to AV,
J 
before incrementation. Thus each parameter in
V  is incremented by X AVj . Depending on the associated sign of a
parameter the increment is added or subtracted. Also if the parameters
are radii of curvature then the increment is applied to the reciprocal.
Calling Sequence
CALL	 INCRM (J, FACTOR)
J:	 Design variable number specifying the design
variable to be incremented.
17'ACTOR The multiplier A which is applied to AV. before
incrementation.




















INCRM	 IDESGN(l , J)
C
lu1=	 Yes


























JURYZ consists of two entry points, JURY and JUDGE. It
is used to handle the logic to restrict a combination of design variables
which has resulted in failure while designing from appearing in sub-
sequent design steps.
JURY is entered when a combination of design variables has
failed. If there is sufficient storage the combination is jailed (restricted
from a, ppea--ing in a design step until, its sentence has been served).
JUDGE is used to test the current design variable combina-
tion to determir :e if it is in jail. If the design vari .aiWe combination is
not in jail, JUDGE mades a normal return. Otherwise the sentence of
the combination is reduced by one. If the sentence is now zero the design
variable is released from jail and a normal return is made. JUDGE uses




Is the alternate return taken if the sentence of a
jailed design variable combination is greater
than zero.
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MEVCTZ is used to compute the M-component weighted error




The weight vector, W, which was generated by MWVCTR, is
utilized in the computations. If any of the rays required in the generation
of E miss or reflect, then MEVCTZ invokes the alternate return ( ), If




CALL MEVCTR (EV^T'OR, *. KFLAGI, KFLAG3)
	
EVCTOR: Vector containing the M-component
	 1
weighted error vector,
Alternate return utilized in case of ray failure.
KFLAGI: Curved image surface option flag.
KFLAG3: Gaussian weighting option flag.
















SUBROUTI'.1.	 No	 LANIDA = 2.	 GF,TF'f InL :70 	 K FLAG 3 =0	 Compute
IIIEVCTR	 ?	 GAUSS4*2	 back focus f3F1
i Yes
HEIGHT =\
THTR = 3. 1416
	EPRAII*OVtGA2	








RAYT R	 Ray	 Compute
failure or	 No
Trace ray	 VCT 3 -0.	 —^ XOHAT
? ) L=L+1
A
THTR = 0.	 No	 EVCTOR (L)
	






HEIGHT = HEXPP	 RAYTR
XCIHAT = 0.
	YOI [AT = 0.	 Trace ray	
13
..	 4..	 .c ":	 1^.	 ' . rid	 )	 e•	
;g	 Nrr^	 4 
	






Ray failure No	 Compute




8 = ROTAN* EVCTOR(L)MRAYS = NRAYS 3.1416/180. VCTSTR(L)XNCLRS =NCLRS SNTHTR = SINF1 *XOHAT
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	 MXSUM = 0.
KXSUM = 0.








KXSUM = KXSiJM + KXBAR
?	 MYSUM = MYSUM + MYRAR







End file	 KXSUM = KXSUM/XNCLRS	 Compute
Rewind file
	




















ALFA = e (-BETA/LAMDA)
XBAR = MXBAR * SJSTAR
+ KXBAR






K = 1, NRAYSB
Yes
S	 KFLAG3 = 0?
No
BETA = WXDIR * * 2
* XCURL (K) * * 2
+ WYDI R * * 2
* YCURL(K)* * 2
No
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L=L+1
EVCTOR(L) =	






XIBAR (I) = XBAR




YBAR = YBAR + YMAR(I)
I = 1, NCLRS
YBAR = 0.	 YBAR = YBAR/XNCLRS
L=L+1
EVCTOR(L) = VCTS 1 R(L)*
(YIBAR(I) - YBAR)
I = 1, NCLRS









5!4S	 1	 1 ,	 _.L	
N	 ra	 }§	 i	 k+	 yf1.r rt.
	


















L = DIMVCT?	 Last set?
No	 No













3.5. 10	 MODDLZ (MODDL)
MODDLZ is used to compute the increments which are
applied to the design parameters of each design variable of a design
step. For the set `C) ; J 1 , J 2 ,
	
in }, representing the design vari-












where A j ,i is DESIGN(2, I)
Here 1 < I <_ NDSGV(1), the number of design variables per design step.
Calling Sequence
CALL	 MODDL
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y . Link 5
3. 5.11	 MWVCTZ (MWVCTR)
MWVCTR is used to generate the M- component weight vector
--+W which is stored in VC TS TR(1) through VC TSTR(M), where M = DIMVC T.
All of the weights used to calculate VC TSTR are taken from DATA common.
If the number of components in VCTSTR is unequal to DIMVCT the run is
terminated by a call to GOOF.
Calling; Sequence
CALL	 MWVCTR
WFLGH:	 Focal length deviation weight.







WOBJH:	 Vector of object height weights.
WCLRS:	 Vector of color weights.
WCLRH:
	
Vector of lateral chromatic aberration weights.
WIMHT:	 Vector of image height deviation weights.
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STAR2Z is the control routine for the design logic of the
program. Several tests are made to determine if the design specifications
are valid. If the design problem is too large for the available computer
storage, the run must be terminated. After NDSGV(4) successful itera-
tions have been made the program makes a normal return.
Calling Sequence
CALL	 STAR2
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MRAYS = 2* MRA	 LMODE = 0?
No
MDIM = 2*
MDIM =	 No LMODE - 17?
	 MRAYS*NCLRS


















return? Perform substi- DIMVCT
tutior, operation + MDIM
No
Print problem












- NDSGN(2) + 1)
VINDX(1) =	 GOOF
DIMVCT + 1	 Terminate run
PCOUNT = 0
NOFFND = 0	 C







SENTN(1) = 0	 MWVCTR
JAIL(I,)) = 0
	
C	 I = 1, 10	 Generate
	
J = 1, 10	 weight vector
MEVCTR







DJOLD(II) = CIMPL ( 1I)	 failure com-	 Terminate
	
II = 1 1 NOBJH	 puting EO	 run
DOPT
VCTSTR ( DIA4VCT + 1)	 EOLNG= EOLNG	 No ^
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3. 5.13	 MATINV (MATINV)
MATINV is a standard JPL library subroutine whose purpose
and usage are described in the attached writeup. A flow chart has not
been included in this instance.
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MATINV/Matrix Inversion with Accompanying Solution of Linear Equations
PURPOSE
rCR7 AN W Subroutine solves the matrix equation AX . S, where A
In a square c""dent matrix and 8 is a matrix of constant vectors.
A'1
 is also obtalnedj indeed, lawrai-3n may be the sole aim in a
particular usage. Finally, the determinate of A is avallablej other




Jordan's method is used to reduce a matrix A to the identity matrix I
through a succession of elm.entary transformations;to tn_, .... tl A . I.
If these transformations are simultaneofely applied to I and to a matrix
B of constant vectar*, the result is A' and X where 0 • B.
USAGE
Entrance is made via the IMTRAN statement in the calling program:
CALL	 MATINV (ND1M. A, N,B, M, DETEA1rl, Sl, S2 )
where 1. NDIM is the dimension if the arrays A,B. That is,the dimension
specifications for these arrays are assumed to be: A(ND3M,N'),
B(NDIlrl,M'); N'a;wo M'&M.
2. N iN the order of A;N:1.
3. M is the n%uber of column vectors to B.
4. MWpj4 is the location in which the determinant is to be placed.
5. Sl must be dimensioned atleast 3N, and S2 must be dimensioned
atleast as large as N.
6. A,B,MMM,S1 1,52 are REAL names; NDIX,N,M are INTMER names.
Suitable variable name may replrce tae dummy variables listed above
at the users' discretion.
Notice that since the dimension information is provided by the calling
subprogram, reassembly of MATINV is not required for different matrix
also*.
At the return to the calling program, A 1 if stored in A and X is stored
In B.
Entering M . 0 or negative signals that the routine is, to be used solely
x	 for inversions- note, however, that in the CALL statement an entry







1.MATINV is the entry point nose for deck KWT1.
2. StarjAge required: (720) 8 ' (464) 1A
 locations plus user supplied
arrays 81 and S2.
3. Runping time is approximately equal to W2
-4*6 Milliseconds.
The foiloving time were obtained for inversion of ill-condi-
tioned matrices:







4. Array 'Si' is .ordered as follows:
a. Sl(1) to S1 ( N) to an array to prevent duplicate pivotings
on any single rov.
b. Sl(Wi) to S1 019 is a 2-column array vhich records ain necutive
rov interchanges.














L.nk 6 is called upon whenever option 3 is to be executed,
the conuiiunication being from FOLDP to STAR3. STAR3 employs sub-
routine SMPOP (Link 4) to produce average x, average y, rms x, rms y,
image height, and spot size on the prinipal image plane and a specified
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PARAXZ traces a ray from the object point ( po
 52 2 , Tr )
through ( x01 yo) = (0. ,S1 2 ) on the entrance pupil to P  = (x l , z l , z 1
 ) on a-N
with direction Q1 
(Qxl' Qyl' Qzl). Using P 1 and -4 PARAXZ computes
FL and FP.
If the values for FL and F P
 are 0. , this indicates a value of
infinity for each. If the ray misses or reflects, the run is terminated.
Calling Sequence
CALL PARAX (COLOR, FOCALL, FOCALP)
COLOR: The color numbor currently used.
.	 FOCALL: Computed focal length, FL.
FOCALP: Computed focal point, FF.
THTR: Tr	 (0)
SNTHTR: 0.	 (Sin 0)
	 Must be set by calling program i
CSTHTR: -1.	 (Cos 0)
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SURFC(COLOR + 4	 No
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STAR3Z is the controlling subroutine for option 3 which causes
optics diagnostic calculations. A table of focal length- focal point, back
focus, and f number for each color is produced. A table of exit pupil
positions for every combination of color and non-zero object height is
output. For every specified color-object point combination the ray
statistics are computed. Also for each combination the average x,
average y, and spot size are calculated for all specified planes and three
special planes chosen to minimize rms x, rms y, and spot size. Inter-
mediate information is also output for assistance in further statistical
computations. The values of MR , N M , NRF q N V,, and NR are included in
the ray statistics for each color-object point combination.
Calling Sequence
CALL STAR3
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THTR = 3. 14159
SNTHTR = 0.
and F'OCALP	 CSTHTR = -1.
I-1








if I = 1
Generate proper
format FMT, to
Replace an Y Generate list








using LINE - L114E + 1
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THTR ROTAN*
Yes	 3.14159/180.




SMPOP	 MRAYS - NRAYS
'['race ray J = 1	 if LMODE = 0I = 1
pattern (I, J)	 MRAYS - 2*NRAYS
Print h"_,...ing	 Print ray	 Print



















; Y r	 ''	 ^'t A 	 F^	 b +iL(J
LAMDAX = - BX/AX Print plane loc.
LAMDAY = - BY/AY heading
LAMDAR = - BCAP/ACAP
y
LAMDA(K) = LAMDAO + LAMDAT = LANIDAX
FLOAT(K-i )*DLPLN,
KTEMP = i 
K = 1, MPLN
I
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	 (	 Print data for























KTEMP = 3	 mint minim













3. 7	 LINK 7
Link 7 is responsible for producing scaled spot diagram
points plots on the printer-one plot for each object point-color combination.
Subroutine START which is the control routine is entered directly from
FOLDP whenever option 7 is to be executed. Subroutine SMPOP (Link 4)
is employed to produce image coordinates on the principal plane which
are tran.3formed to printer coordinates by subroutine GETLC.
r
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 1	 GETLCZ (GETLC)
GETLCZ is used to compute the character and line position
of a given point. The point is then output according to its character and
line position on Cie spot diagram pcAnt plots.
Calling Sequence
CALL GE TLC (X, Y, SMIN, DELI., DELC, NCHAR, NLINE)
The X coordinate of the point.
The Y coordinate of the point.
Value assigned to lower left corner of grid.
Increment in the Y direction (line).
Increment in the X direction (character).
Character position of point on grid.
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3, 7 , 2
	 STAR7Z (STAR7)
STAR7Z is used to produce the spot diagram point plots
required for an option 7.	 The coordinates of the specified ray pattern
oii the unit radius entrance pupil are printed along with the line-character
coordinates,' and the plot character for each ray. A scaled point plot of
the entrance pupil pattern is then produced on the printer. If there are 35
or fewer rays, each ray is assigned a unique plot character. Otherwise
x's are used if the ray number exceeds 35.
For each combination of object point and color the ray
pattern traced to the image plane. A tabular listing of each ray of a
given object point and color i.- printed followed by its spot diagrampoint
plot. The plot scale is the same for all point plots and is printed on eac'n
plot.
If any ray has failed (missed, reflected, or vignetted) an
appropriate comment is printed in the tabular listing and the respective
point is deleted from the plot.
Calling Sequence
CALL	 STAR7
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	 PRTL(1) = PLTCHR(38)
PRTL(103) = PLTCHR(38)
PRTL(K) = PLTCHR(38)
K = 3, 101, 2
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Set XTMIN to min.	 \
XCURL ( K), set XTMAX	 No
'	 NRAYSB = I?








	 XMAX = XTMAX
YMIN = YTMIN
YMAX = YTMAX
Set YTMIN to min.	 \
YCURL(K), set YTMAX
NSPOTS = I?to max. YC ,'RL(K)
K = 2, NRAYS:1
No
I
XMIN = AMINI	 YMIN = AMIN1
(XMIN, XTMIN)	 (YMIN, YTMIN)





J= J+ 1 L	 Yes	 I >NCLRS?
H
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Compute scale	 AMIN(XMIN, YMIN)













MIN > 0 or	 Yes SMAX = AMAX1
SMAX < 0? (ABS(SMIN), SMAX)
SMIN = -SMAX
No
DELL = LENGTH/61. LENGTH =SMAX - SMIN




Read ( 11) HNUMB, I
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Link 8 performs a specified sensitivity analysis on the lens
system under the control of option 8. One of the primary purposes of
this type of analysis is to study the tolerance (sensitivity) of the design
with respect to geometric fabrication parameters such as curvature and
element spacing. Subroutine ST.AR8 employs SMPOP (Link 4) to evaluate
the nominal and perturbed systems in order to produce sensitivity
coefficients.
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STARBZ performs the computations for the sensitivity
analysis which is used to determine the effect of perturbing certain
parameters. Statistical data for each object point and color for the
nominal system is calculated and saved. Then each parameter specified
by PERTB(I, 2) is perturbed by the percentage given in PERTB(I, 1) and
the system is recalculated for each object point and color. If there were
no ray failures the values for average x, average y, rms x, rms y, and
spot size are printed for each object point anti color combination. If
the refocus option, REFOCS, has been set non-zero, values are also
printed for the minimum rms x, rms y, or spot size plane location for
all colors taken together. When all combinations of color and object
point have been completed the perturbed parameter is restored, and the
process is repeated using the next parameter in PER TB until all NPER TB





Number of parameters to be perturbed, Mp.
PERTB:	 Perturbation .matrix each row of which con-
tains the perturbation percent, index of
parameter, and parameter symbol (2 words
of 6 characters each).
REFOCS:
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MR= MR + MR




















I STATN (1, K, J)
NRAYSB, NMISS,
1 = t + 1	 NRFLCT, NWICN
for K = 6, 9
STATN(1, 1 1 J) = XBAR
STATN ( I, 2,J) = YBAR
STATN ( I, 3, J) = XSTAR
STATN(I, 49 J) = YSTAR









E I	 1 O
HEIGHT =CL3(LK3) = 0.	
HO+ FLOAT (J-1)*LK3 = 1P425
I=1
	SMPOP	 GMX (I, LK3 - 412)
	
Trace ray	 = CL3 (LK3 )
j	 pattern
	
LK3 = 413 0 425
r3^ .i 	 ix	 c4





Print I STATN (I, K, J )
I = 1, NCLRS
C J = 1, NOBJH
K=6,9
K=1
TMP =	 SYMBI =
DATA(INDX)	 IPERTB(K, 3)












IGMX(I, 14) = NRAYSB
IGMX(I, 15) = NMISS
IGMX ( I,16) = NRFLCT
IGMX(I, 17) = NVIGN^`,
=y
v^,v'+3r',J	 Y t	 t 	










XOBAR = STATN(I,1, J) 	 XOSTAR STATN(1, 3, ))
F	 YOUR = STATN(I, 2, J)	 YOSTAR = STATN(1, 4, J)
	ELAMDA = SJSTAR
	 ROSTAR = STATN(I, 5, J)
K
YBAR = GMX(I, 3)	 XBAR = GMX(I, 1)
*ELAMDA	 *ELAMDA
	 Assign 10200
+ GMX(I, 4)	 + GMX(I, 2)	 to IGO
XSTAR = SQRT ( GMX(I,5)	 YSTAR = SQRT(GMX(I,8)
*ELAMDA *ELAMDA + 2.	 *ELAMDA *ELAMDA + 2.
Ow
*GMX(I,6) *ELAMDA	 *GMX(I, 9) *ELA.v1DA
+ GMX(I, 7))	 + GMX (I, 10))
GAMMA (L) = 0.	 DXSTAR = XSTAR - XOSTAR
L=1,5 	 DYSTAR = YSTAR - YOSTAR
DRSTAR = RSTAR - ROSTAR
No	 GAMMA(1)
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RSTAR = SQRT(GMX(I,11)
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LINE	 LINE + 3
























Print XBAR, YEAR,	 Print DXBAR, DYBAR,
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Program modification ranges from the simple task of altering
a single source program statement to the complicated problem of imple-
menting a new capability. Conversion of the program to some computing
system other than the IBM 7094 involves, in general, a number of hard-
ware dependent difficulties related to such considerations as word size
and character size. The programming language (FORTRAN IV), the
modularity concept (48 subroutines), and the program structure (overlay
links) • ere selected and developed not only to simplify implementation
and checkout but also to make m,-;dification less complicated.
Section 1
ADDING CAPABILITY
Consider first, the problem of adding sor_ie new capability
to the program ane assume for the moment that no new input parameters
or symbols are involved.
An examination of figure 1 (Overlay Structure) reveals that
there are two levels (origins) in the overlay arrangement. Those links
(namely 5, 6, 7, and 8) which require the specified entrance pupil pat-
tern to be traced must interface with subroutine SMPOP and hence start
at origin 2. All other links start at origin 1.
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Program Modification
Tf the capability to be added is a modification of, or an addition
to, an existent capability the new subroutine(s) should be added to the
appropriate link and interfaced as required. As an example, suppose
that a new definition for the merit function	 has been devised based upon
some criteria other than rms spot size.
	 The error vector E being de-
fined differently is evaluated by a new subroutine, say ME2CTR. This
subroutine would be included in link 5 and appropriate alterations made
to deck CYCLEZ in order to optionally call ME2CTR instead of MEVCTR.
Deck ME2CTR would contain any of the common blocks needed such as
DATA and TMDESN.
Suppose then that the alteration represents a completely new
capability to be included as a separate link (link 9) into the structure.
If this link requires the entrance pupil pattern to be traced it must be
started at origin 2 (parallel to 5, 6 etc. ) and there must be o.- ,e or more
calls to subroutine SMPOP (link 4). If the entrance pupil pattern is not
required then link 9 should start at origin 1, which gives it access to the
print control routine, PRTCTL, and the ray trace routine, RAYTR.
Whenever it is necessary to change one of the labeled co*n-
mon blocks, in particular a change affecting size, all decks containing
the labeled common in question must be altered in the same manner.

















Each statement in the program is uniquely identified by its
sequence number which appears in the right hand margin of the compila-
tion listing and is punched in columns 73 through 80 of the corresponding
source card. For example, statement RD401340 of READS is "L = I + I".
Suppose there is a requirement to input the parameter Y whose
FORTRAN name (symbol) is GAMMA. All input processing is handled
by link 1, in particular, subroutine READS is responsible for reading
and performing validity checks on all input parameters. It may be pos-
sible to include GAMMA in one of the existent NAMELIST statements
such as GEOM, (RD007000, RD007100, and RD007200), in which case
the modification is almost trivial.
If none of the existent NAMELIST statements are adequate
a new one, such as NAMELIST/NEW/GAMMA, should be inserted into
READS, as well as the appropriate read statement, READ (5, NEW).
Since the presence of
 "NEW" data might be optional it may be necessary
to introduce a sixth IFLAG into the INF UT NAMELIST data (see
RD006500 through RD006510).
The normal method of communicating the value of GAMMA
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for example, inserting the statement, COMMON/ NDATA/GAMMA, into
READS, STAR10, FOLDP and all other modules which reference GAMMA
is sufficient to effect the communication.
A more complicated situation results when GAMMA is to be
included in the DATA vector (see DT001100). In general, this occurs
when either (or both) of the following circumstances prevail:
a) GAMMA is to be included in the octal input/output,
that is, included in the octal punch of the data region.
b) GAMMA is to be an input symbol.
Assume that both conditions are to be satisfied and, further,
that GAMMA is a real vector with dimension 20. The following modifica-
tions should be made to READS and all other decks containing
COMMON/DATA/:
a) Change the dimension of DATA from 3483 to 3503
(DT001100).
b) Add the statements "DIMENSION GAMMA(20)" and
"EQUIVALENCE (DATA(3484), GAMMA(1))11.
In addition, READS must be altered as follows:
a) Change the dimension of SYMBL4 to (2, 8). (RD002000).
b) Change the value of NSY1AB4 to S. (RD002500).
C)	 Add the statement "DATA SYMBL4 (1, 8), SYMBL4 (2, 8)
/6HGAMMA( , 3484/11.•
* It must appear in FOLDP in order not to be destroyed during overlay.
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d) Add GAMMA to an existent or new NAMELIST statement.
e) Change the upper limit of the DO statement, RD102600,
from 3483 to 3503.
f) Change the upper lirr,it of the DO statement, RD105100,
from 581 to 584.
g) If necessary, add statements to read and check the
validity of GAMMA.
It should be noted that any parameter vector or matrix which
is to be included as a new input symbol must consist of exactly 5 char-
acters be it integer or real.
The inclusion of GAMMA in the input DATA vector also makes
it necessary to modify several other subroutines of link 1, in particular,
a) In subroutine OPUNCH change the upper limit of the
DO statement, OP005200, from 581 to 584.
b) In subroutine REREAD change the upper limit of the
DO statement, RR103600, from 580 to 583.
C)	 Include a statement or statements in subroutine STARS
or subroutine STAR10 to list GAMMA with appropriate







CHANGING THE DIMENSION OF E
One of the primary reasons for employing overlay is t
maximize the amount of scratch storage available to the design link in
order to permit the dimension of the error vector ELl to be as large as
possible. In the interests of speed and reliability the program is organized
to perform all design computations in core which imposes a limitation on
the "size" of the problem which can be handled.
Although M, the dimension of E, can theoretically be as
large as 16, 893', in practice it is restricted to being considerably less
than this in order for the program to be operable on a 32K 7094.
If n represents the number of design variables where
1 < n < 10, then the n + 2 vectors W, E, I1 , 2 , .	 . ,	 each of
dimension M, must be simultaneously available in core storage, re-
quiring M(n + 2) locations. These vectors are stored one behind the
other starting in VCTSTR(1) which is located in TMDESN common. If
NDIM is the dimension assigned to VCTSTR (currently 6000) then M
must be such that:
M NDIM .n+2
* See volume I section 8 pages I-8-6 and I-8-7.
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At the outset of a design computation option FOLDP calculates
M and checks the inequality expressed by equation (1) using NDIM = 6000.
If M is too large the run is aborted with an appropriate comment at which
time the user can decrease M by selectively decreasing such things as
the number of rays, the number of object points or the number of colors.
It is clear from equation (1) that M can take on larger values
when n is small the maximum value occuring when n = 1 so that
M 5 (NDIM/3). Although vectors 1  and E must be preserved
during a complete design cycle, the derivative vectors I1 , I2,
are not needed following the generation of matrix I. The program utilizes
this fact by permitting subroutine BNDCHK to employ the last 619 locations
of VCTSTR as scratch storage, the assumption being that NDIM is large
enough so that the final 619 locations will not overlap vectors 1rV or E.
This will be the case provided M L 619 or
NDIM ;-> 1857,	 (2)
which is lower bound on acceptable values for NDIM within the frame-
work of the program. The upper bound on NDIM is determined by the
amount of storage available when links 0, 4, and 5 have been loaded.
Suppose that it is desirable to change the value of NDIM
from 6000 to some other legitimate value and call it NDIM. The following
modifications are necessary:
a) Change the dimension of VCTSTR from 6000 to NDIM
in TMDESN labeled common. (L7002000)
b) Change 6000 to NDIM in the IF statement S2005600 of
subroutine STAR2.






	 Change EQUIVALENCE statement items in subroutine
BNDCHK from the form (A, VCTSTR (6000 - j)) where
0 < j < 618 to the form (A, VCTSTR(NDIM - j)).
Y
	 It should be noted that a re-design of the design link utilizing
utility storage (disk or tape) would make it possible to consider more
complex systems as (presumably) it would not be necessary to hold all of
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Conversion is used here in a general sense to include nc.t only
re-writing the program for a different computing system, but also the
adaptation of the program to a 7094 ,whose monitor or peripheral hard-
ware differs from the JPL 7044/7094 direct couple system. An example
would be the re-design of subroutine CPLOT to generate plots on some de-
vice other than the SC4020.
4.1
	 INPUT/OUTPUT
There 2.re a variety of problems which arise in connection
with the input/output activity of the program. As an example, the octal
format (6012) employed by subroutines OPUNCH and READS to punch
and read "re-start" data cards is not defined on a hexadecimal computing
system such as IBM 360. Some sort of hexadecimal format is required.
i'
Subroutine REREAD which produces a card image list of the
current case deck backspaces the input file which is not valid on some
systems, e. g. , when the input file resides in a card reader. A possible
solution would be to have REREAD copy the card images onto a new file
as they are read and make all subsequent input references to the new
file.
The spot diagram point plotting which is handled by link 7
(STAR7 and GETLC) produces printer plots scaled to certain size
(11" x 15") paper in such a manner that a grid of 62 lines and 102
characters is essentially square. This logic would have to be altered
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A major difficulty in going to another computer is the
dependency of symbol manipulation logic on the 7094 word and character
size. On the 7094 each word accomodates six 6 bit characters whereas
(for example) on the 360 each word accomodates four 8 bit characters;
consequently, a 6 character symbol requires one word on the 7094 and
two words on the 360.
Subroutines VCNVRT and UNPBCD are employed in the
conversion of vector and matrix subscripts from BCD to integer .and
they would be completely inadequate on a 360 and probably any other
system. UNPBCD uses integer arithmetic to unpack a word of six
characters into 6 words of 1 character each and thus depends upon word
size, character size and the characteristics of integer arithmetic.
4.2
	 SIGNIFICANCE
There are two known areas of the program in which
numerical results are rather sensitive to the basic accuracy of the
computer.
The computation of vector Ii involves differencing the com-
ponents of two vectors which are nearly the same, that is,
I = E (U + AV - E (Uo	 o)J
where I DU. I is small in order to have an accurate approximation of theJ
partial derivative. On the 7094 with a basic accuracy of 8 decimal digits
See volume I section 8. 2. 2. 	 f
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program Modification
only the first several digits of I.J are meaningful,the remainder being
round off noise. As a consequence, on a different computer or computing;
I  in a different manner the results may only agree (with FOLDP) to 2
or 3 significant digits. In some cases involving 4 or more design vari-
ables per iteration the design step, although valid, may be totally different
from that produced by FOLDP. This situation was actually experienced
during the checkout of FOLDP when results were compared with the
original Lehman program.
During ray tracing and, in particular, when the program is
attempting to find the point of intersection of a ray with an aspheric sur-
face, the iteration algorithm involves the generation of a sequence of
values 0 1 , 6 2 , . . . , 6 K where
0 = Z K z 
K Q 
with Z  lying on the ray and Z  on the aspheric.
Convergence occurs when K is such that 1 0 K <_ E . Again,
because of round off noise in differencing two values which are nearly
the same, only the first few digits of 0 K are meaningful. The 0 sequence
is assumed to be ordered, namely,( OK I ^ I 
0 K + 1 I for all K and a
violation of this monotonicity property constitutes a miss. The value
E = 10 -7 is currently being used on the 7094. When E = 10 -8 was tried
the 0 sequence occasionally became non-ordered giving rise to a "false"
See volume I section 3. 1. 3
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iviiss: the reason behig that with t so sraall tho 0 values were essentially
nothing but noise and hence not necessarily ordered.
In order to prevent false misses due to round off noise
choose E to be equal to or greater than 10
-S
 + 1 where S is the number
Of significant decimal digits of accuracy of which the computer is capable,
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IJOEi	 1C1 , t0,10000 FIRNETT	 111F01MATICS
I1OJ49 14APIHOGO
$15LOR FOLOF 09/19168 FOL00040
$ISLOR ERRORZ 09/19/68 ERROJ044
SIBIOR GOOFZZ 09/1!/68 64:1F0004
$IOLOR PRMSZZ 09119/68 PRM50000
ItBLOR FRTCZ2 09/19166 FRIC0t104
IIOLOR RAYTRZ 09/19/60 RAY7000
WA IGIN LIN 0.1 ORGt (REA',SSZ,STA.%yZ,STARIZ,REREZZ,0PU14C4s MIFF ta.)
IIBLDR OPLI NCZ 09/19/68 oFU1;0ow
IIBLDR READSZ 09/19/68 READW10
IIBLDR REREZZ 09/19/68 RERE0000
IIBLDR STARIZ 09/19/68 STAR0000
IISLOR STAROZ 09/19/68 STARCiCi;'i0
SIBLOR UNOCO. 09/19/66 UNS00000
$IBLOR VCNVR. 09/19/68 VCNVO0.10
SIBLDR MTFFNZ 09/25/68 MTFF0000
LMIGIN LINK2 ORG1 tFROFIZ,CELAIZ,RAIJGEZ,E1gPTZ,PFILEZ,CFLOTZI
$INCLUDE .ACF. WIN 2)
$INCLUDL OUT. ALIIA 2)
$INCLUDE GETJS. IL I,NK 21
$INCLUDE SDINI. CLINK 2)
$INCLUDE SONP, ILIW 2)
$INCLUDE SETBN ILIM 2)
I1N;LJOE SINTR. ILIW 21
$INCLUDE SLABL. (LI1"'t	 2)
$INCLUDE SPRY. (LIt%w% 21
$INCLUDE $TERM. (LIUK 2)
$INCLUDE STORE. ILIIZL 21
$INCLUDE XXNDT . IL1tQlC 2)
SIBLDR ARPTSZ 09/20/68 ARP74400
$IBLOR CELAIZ 00/20/68 CELAnOSO
IIBLOR CLOSSZ 09/20/68 CL0550000
SIOLOR CPLOTZ 09/20/68 CFL05050
$1BLOR CROSSZ 09:20/68 CfiOS0000
SIBLDR ENDPTZ 09/70/68 ENOF0000
SIBLDR EIRGCZ 09/2.0/68 EIRGOC,00
IIBLDR PFILEZ 09/20/68 PFIL0000
SIBLDR FROFLZ 09/20/68 FROF00110
SIOLOR RANGEZ 09/20/68 RANG0000
IIBLDR ZYCV72 09/20/68 ZYCU0t100
W RIGIN LINKS CK141 (TWN14Z,TW•4R5Z)
SIBLDR TWNR4Z 109/211/68 TWN= OOD
IIBLDR TWNRSZ 09/20/68 TWNR0000
I.NtIGtN LINK4 ORG1 .(SMPOPZ,MERIDZ,LATTZZ)
41CLOR LATTZZ 09/2:1/68 LATT0050
JIBLO%R MERI^.Z 09/20/68 MER14rTn
SIBLDR SMFOPZ 09/20/68 SMFOCjti4
WQ161N LI NK 5 OAG2 ISTARR2Z,CYCLEZ , ONDCHZ , JU Y2,4Elr%HZ,14WVCTZ , N.EVCTZI
$INCLUDE MATINV !LINK 51
IIBLDR ONDCHZ 09/24/68 EN000040
11BLCR CORO:Z 09/24/68 CORO4004
SIBLDR CYCLcZ 09/24/68 CYCL4000
110LOR OOTFZ 09/24/68 007P4000
1tBLOR DFRhTZ 09/24/60 Dprktl 1500
1IOLDR R;:TRML 09/24 /68 GETROOSD
11GL0%	 tNCFMZ Oc4/2416G INchcin00
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	 FADE 1
IIOLCR MEVCTZ 09/24/68 MEVCO500
110LCR MOC4L2 09/24/68 MI0;40000
IICLCR K►JVCTZ 09/24/60 11MV0004O
IICLCR STARE: 09/24/68 STAROOOO
07ntGttl LtNK6	 03% Cr 	 ISTAR3zoFARAXZ)
IIOLCR FARAXZ 09/24/68 PARA4400
IIOLtR STAR32 09/24/66 STAROOOO
SAIGIN LIPA?	 ORGZ	 ISTAR7Z#GETLCZ)
SIOLCR GETLCZ 09/24/60 GETL0004
11CLOR SIAM 09/24 /66 STAPOODO
SA&CO N LINKO	 ORG2	 (STAROZ)
IlVLCR STAROZ 09124/66 STAROMO
I
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IMR 1NF,N010001,449Ci3'0,7?3S?,A'4 1C Itifivo L104KC 7094 A	 10/01 66
	 PAGE	 2
OVERLAY 0;161N CARDS AND ASSI f4NED LINK t1UM^,ERS
*a+tGIN LINKS ORGS (READSZ,STAR9Z,ST1S LINK Is PARENT LINK 15 0
*>RIGIN LINK2 ORG1 tPROFSZ , CELAIZ , RAIS LINK 2, PARENT LINK IS 0
INCLUDE .ACT. (LINK 2)
INCLUDE OUT. (LINK 2)
INCLUDE GETJ5. (LINK 2)
INCLUDE SDIN1. (LINK 21
INCLUDE SDNPT (LINK 21
INCLUDE SETBN (LINK 2)
INCLUDE S1NTR. (LINK 21
INCLUDE SLABL. (LINK 21
INCLUDE SPRY. (LINK 2)
INCLUDE STERN. (LINK 21
INCLUDE 57 M. (LINK 2)
INCLUDE XXNDT. (LINK 2) 1
"11GIN LINK3 ORG1 (1WNR4Z,TWNR5Z)	 15 LINK 3, PARENT LINK 15 0
6XIGIN LINK4 ORGS (SMPOPZo MERIDZ#LAIS LINK 4, PARENT LINK 15 0
W14IN LINKS OR02 (STARM CYCLEZ,BNIS LINK 5, PARENT LINK 15 4
INCLUDE MATINV (LINK 5)
W1161N LtNK6 OR62 (STAR3Z,PARAXZ)	 15 LINK 6 9 PARENT LINK 15 4
6DRIG1N LINK? ORG2 tSTAR?2,GETLCZ)	 15 LINK 7, PARENT LINK 15 4
SY W N L1NKa ORG2 (STAROZ)	 15 LINK S, PARENT LINK 15 4
1
1
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• MEMORY MAP •
SYStCN 000:10 THRU 02717







11.E LIST ORIGIN 03030
► °E • ExLCU1 1 0N INITIALIZATION 03044
CA .t O'I r4 JEC1 FROORAM 03103
CDJECI FROGRAH 03110 THRU 72023
LINK	 CECK 01141" CONTROL SECTIONS (/NAME/:NON 0 LENGTH,	 (LOC)=DELETED, •=NAT REFERENCED)
0	 FOt:F 03110 /OATH	 / 03112 EVEN 03111 /PERTS / 12004 EVEN 12003 /SYMELS/ 12176
/HEADER/ 146'_2	 /PLOTC / 14624 EVEN 14627 ...... 15116 •
ERRORZ 15132 EVEN 15133 ERR"ai 15274 ERRORS 153:14 ERRO Z 15316 ERROR3 15330
ERRC:14 15342
GO0F22 15352 EVEN 15353 GOOF 15366
PRMSZZ 15400 /DATA	 /(03112) EVEN 15401 FRM3UD 15541
FRTC22 15566 /DATA	 /(f3112) /PRNT / 15570 EVEN 15567 /HEADER/(14622) PRTCTL 15662
RAY1Rt 55674 /A20EJ / 15676 EVEN 55675 /DATA	 /(;13152) EVEN 15701 RAYTR 20050
.LINK 20167 /.LOT	 / 20167	 /.LRECT/ 25200 /.LVEC / 2031.14
.LXCON 20336 .LXSTR 20336 .LXSTP 2 1.1341 .LXOUT 211407 .LXERR 20416 .IXCAL 2042'. #
.LXRTN 20421 16EXIT 2!14t1 #	 .OBCLS 20644 • .LXARG 20762 .LO 21005 #
.CLSE 21013 .LFCL . 2 ^14 #	 .LUN D 21:115 .OFOUT 21016
.IOOEF 21057 .OEFIN 21057 .AIIAC 21063 #	 .CLOSE 21065 .OPEN 21067 .READ 21071
.WRITE 21:173 .BSR 21103 .REAOR 21113 .RELES 21115 #	 .LAREA 25126
.LFBLK 21144 .LISX 22147 #	 .RLHLD 21157 # .AREA% 21162 .LUN3L 21170
.ENTRY 21174 .GOA 21231 .*0 21235 .DERR 21251 .N0PX1 21252
.COMX1 2125 4 .EX34 21276
.LOVRY 21303 .LOVRY 1213031 .LOT (2:1167) .LRECT 120200) .LVEC 1203041
.LXSL 22010 .LXSEL 220%0 .LXSLI 220%1 .LXT S1 22:114 # .LXOVL 22054 #	 .LXMOD 22116 #
.LXIND 22142 .LXOIS 22145 .LXF LG 22146 .LI CH 22147
.FFTRF 22155 .FFF1. 22155 # .FWFL. 22331 #	 .rPOUT 22342 .FPARG 22350 /.COUNT/ 22352
OVFLOW 22417 # FPTRP 22422
.ERAS. 22461 E.1 22461 E.2 22462 E.3 22463 E.4 22464
.XCC. 22465 CC.1 22465 CC.2 22466 CC.3 22467 CC.4 22470 4'
111 22471 EXIT 22471 .EXIT. 22471 I
FXEM 22472 .FXEM. 22472 FXEM (22472) .FXOUT 23041 .FXARG 23047 /.OPTW./ 23123
/.OPDS./ 23127 4 F
Foul 23137 .FOUT. 23137
FCNV 23172 .FCON. 23172 .FCNV. 23215 .ENDFS 23227 .CNVSW 23231 .FDXI 23235
.FOX2 23236 .CBC 23240 .DECIO 23404 .0EC2:1 23432 .CDSW 23450
.DDFIX 23454 .FIXSW 23455 .CDBC 23522 .CORSI 23762 .CDRS2 23764
.01 23767 .02 23771 .FER R2 24056 # .ANP1 24112 .ONPT 24127
.LN1P 24215 .AOUT 24264 .DFLI 24362 .FLT 24436 .EXFON 24524
.OEXFN 24526 .FXD 24527 .HOU1 24702
INTO
24752 .LOUT 25100
.C►OUT 25117 .XCF 25150 ASTE RN 25252 4 EVEN 25565 .TEST 257%Z
	
I
.Kr,0141 25732 .LIST 25735 .DONE 25746 .OUTBF 26012 our 26;142
.0510 26:143 .WIDTH 26044 .GA114 26045 .6AIN1 26046 .FBDBF 26c156
	
f',
EVEN 26G67 .CD0FL 26103 .DOFL6 26104 .MOD
	
. 26111 .FEX 26112
.FEXP 26113 .016 26114
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1BlDR 1NF,N010001,44903- 0,77387,AM IC	 IBJ43 L10MKC 1094 A 10/01/68 FACE	 S
T1O3 26134 .F100. 26134 .FCNT 26237 .FBLT. 26335 .Foot. 26355 .FRLQ. 26401
.FRLR. (264011 .FWLK. 26445 .FWLR. (26445) .FB1BF 26505 .TRITE 26577
F105 26605 .FIOS. 26605 .FSEL. 26745 .FILR. 26751 .FRTS. 26760 .FR%,. 26765
.FILL. 26770 .TCLS 26772 0 .FOPN 26776 REOF 27002 0 .TOUT. 27145
.REED 27153 0 .BIN 27154 0 .FCT 27155 .FCKSZ 27157
V104 27241 .T10N1 27241 .F104. 27271 .FFIL. 30054 .CODE. 30075 .FRIN. 30102
FARD 30300 .ENCO. 30300 OECD.. 30302
TWRO 306GE• .FWRO. 30666 .4020. 30715
FWRB 30726 .FWRS. 30726
TROD 31001 .TROD. 31001
TRDB 31027 .FRDS. 31027
►FUN 31053 .FPUN. 31053
FROU 31270 .FROU. 31270
FOOT 31346 SETPL 31346 RESPL 31350 .POUT. 31351 .OU72. 31456 0 .003. 31501
FMwT 31505 NMOUT 31505 # NM1N 315Ci7 * .NMS W. 31511
UN05 31512 .UN05. 31512
UN1.36 31513 .UN06. 31513 .oUFSZ 31514 #
UN07 31517 .UN07. 31517
UN11 91520 .UNII. 31520
UNS2 31521 .UN12. 31521
UN18 31522 .UN18.' 31522
floe 31523 .F10U. 31523 .CTUIO 32235 .NML ST 32260 .NAME. 33716 .INTAP 33717
FLOG 34347 ALOGSO 34347 ALOG 34350 #
FXFF 34553 EXP 34553
FSCN 34674 COS 34674 SIN
-34675
FSOR 35070 SORT 35070
FxP1 35143 API. 35143
FXP2 35257 .XP2. 35257
FBST 35375 .FBST. 35375
FEET 35612 .FEFT. 35612
FF•WT 35712 .FRWT. 35712
FSLDI 36017 .FSLI. 36635 .FSD1. 36043 #
FSLBI 36054 .FBLT. 36:172 .Fool. 36100 #
FSL1 36112 .SLI. 36112 .SLI1. 36117 • .SDI. 36125 .8D11. 36133
FSLOO 36146 .FSLC). 36164 .FSOO. 36172 #
FSLBO 36203 .FBI-O. 36221 .7600. 36227 0
FSLO 362e1 .SLO. 36241 .SLCe. 36247 .SDO. 36254 .5002. 36263
FRET 36275 .FRET. 36275
IT 36376 TICK 36376 0 STOPW 36401 0 ALARM 36401 # CLOCK 36404 FIVE 36546 0
SCALEK 36564 SCALEK (36564) EVEN 37225
ERRS13 37316 ERR113 (37316)
.10CS 37351 .L(0) 37351 .MONSW 37371 .TEO R 37440 .DEF1. 37520 .JOINX 37564 0
.CLOS. 376:13 .ATTC. 37616 .SMS 40430 * .SM9 40072 * .OPEN. 40113
0OP4 40141 0 .OPT 411172 t .OP9.2 40256 0 .RLSE. 4026 1.1 .RER2. 40260
.READ. 40261 .RER1. 4:13:14 WRIT. 40306 .MNTIA 45476 0 .EOFEX 40557 0
.FEEIT 46627 .GTIOX 4:1650 .RW7 45766 # .RE? 41411 0 «EN,TR 42052
.SEL59 42054 0 .BSR. 42473 .EOT OF 42620 .ETQF3 42626 * .SWITC 42655
.TCMEX 43162 .5AS10 43165 #
.IOCSM 43170
1	 OPUNCT 43170 /DATA	 /(03112) EVEN 43171 OPUNCM 43354
REAOS2 43312 /DATA
	 /(03112) 15YMDL5/(12176) /PRNT	 /(15570) /PERTB /(12004) /PLOTC /(14624)
EVEN 43373 READS 50515
t, r n :22 50542 EVEN 5.0543 REREAD 51176
SIAR12 51214 /DATA	 /(:131121 /SYMBLS1(12176) /PPiNT	 /(15570) /PER'S /(120041 /PLOTC
	 /(14624)
EVEN 51215 STARIO 53260
'r
I (
f	 3	 _ a
	
r 7k	
! ..	 31+.	 -	 j	 4451	 ^dY7'Sr !t^'^	 ^. rf 	 s^'^jit S	 5•c x	 rt	 ,r	 s'
-s	 tY ^^tl	 s	 l r	 4	
'^ity*^ dYtrtah1{^fY_^ 	
) x },	 G )
'	






1BLCR INFoN010001.44903-0,77387jAM IC ISJ03 L104 r•C 7094 A 10/01/68 FACE	 6
STAh9Z S33U3 /DATA /(031121 /SYMDLS/(12176) /FRNT	 /(15570) STARS 55720
Ua6CC. $5741 UN•BCC 56023
VCNVR. SSS.46 EVEN 56047 VCNVRT	 56350 MCNVRT	 56375
MTFFUZ 56416 /DATA /(03112) EVEN	 56417 MTFP N	 62307
.ACF. 43170 EVEN 43171 ADV	 43272 C AVE RA	 43275 FORM •:3302 4 EXIMG 43305 t
RD1M6 43310 *
OUT. 43313 OUT 43313 EVEN	 43423
CETJB. 45432 CETID 43432
SrIN1. 43515 $DINIT 43515
SD!IPT 4302 SDNPUT 43604
SETBN 45227 RESBN 45227
SINTR. 45230 SINTRF 45230 EVEN	 45261 EVEN	 45265
SLABL. 45272 $LABEL 45272
SPRT. 45365 SPRNTA 45365 SPRINT	 45372 4<
STERM. 46167 STERM 46167
STORE. 46227 STOREP 46227 EVEN	 46313
XXN^.T. 46321 XXNDT 46462
ARFTSZ 46556 /DATA /(03112) EVEN	 46557 ARPTS	 46706
CELAl2 46750 /DATA /(03112) /FRNT	 /(15570) /ELMAIR/ 46752 EVEN 46751 CELAIR 52371
CLOSSZ 52425 /DATA /(03112) /ELMAIR/(46752) CLOSS	 53006
CFLOTZ 53114 /DATA /(03112) /ELMAIR/(46752) /CODR NG/ 53i16 EVEN $3115 /PLOTC /(14624)
CPLOT 57432
CROSSZ 57472 /DATA /(03112) /ELMAIR/(46752) EVEN	 57473 CROSS 60252
ENDFT2 60345 /DATA /(03112) /ELMAIR/(46752) /CI>`.R NG/(53116) ENDPTS 62137
E1RGCZ 62321 /ELMAIR/(46752) /CO:RNG/(53116) EIRGCD	 62604
FFILEZ 62622 /DATA /(03112) /ELMAIR/(46752) /G?lR NO/ (53116) /FLOTC /(14624) /AZOBJ /(15676)
EVEN 62623 FFILE	 64043
FROFLZ 64134 /ELMAIR/(46752) /Cil-PIRNG/(53116) /PLOT C /(14024) /FRNT	 /(15570) EVEN 64135
FROFIL 66521
RANGEZ 66544 /DATA /(03112) /ELMAIR/(46752) /CO.R NG/(53116) EVEN 66545 RANGE 67320
ZYCUTZ 67364 /DATA /(Ci3112) /CCORNG/031161 EVEN	 67365 ZYCUT 67617
3	 1WNR4Z 431?0 /DATA /(03112) /AZOBJ /(15676) /FRNT	 /(15570) /TMTWIN/ 43172 EVEN 43171
TWNRY4 46431




4	 LATTZZ 43170 /DATA /(03112) EVEN	 43171 LATT	 43267
MERIO2 43315 /DATA /(03112) /AZODJ /(15676) MERID	 43462
SMPOPZ 43504 /DATA /(63112) /AZOBJ /(15676) /TMPATT/ 43506 EVEN 43505 EVEN 44357
SMPOP 45274
S	 MATINV 45363 MATINV	 (45363) EVEN	 46257
BNDCMZ 46314 /DATA /(:13112) /FRNT	 /(15570) /AZODJ /(15676) /TMDESN/ 46316 EVEN 46315
.EVEN 62315 MCMK	 63376
CORDE2 63440 EVEN 63441 CORDER	 63510
CYCLEZ 63543 /DATA /(!13112) /FRNT	 /(15570) /TMDE SN/(46316) CYCLE 65151
DoTPZ 652:13 /TMDESN/(46316) DOTF	 65226
VFRNTZ 65256 /DATA /(03112) /FRNT	 /(15570) /TMDESN/(46316) EVEN 65257 DFRNT 65656
EPRNT 65661
CETRMZ 65664 /DATA /(03)121 /AZOBJ /(15676) EVEN	 65665 CETRMO .65747
INCRMZ 65765 /DATA /(03112) INCRM	 66240
JURYZ 66263 /DATA /(631121 /Tk: ESN/ (463161 JURY	 66475 JUDGE 66500
MEvCT2 665:13 /DATA 103112) /TMFATT/(43506) /AZOD4 /(I5S76) /TMDESN/(46316) MEVCTR, 70627
KOOL2 7:1672 /DATA /(A3112) EVEN	 70673 MODDL	 70754 #.
k	 iy	 t	 sx	 r'
r	
- r	 ^ g^ x f^ 	 ^	
f,tr Y ;K • -'^.9i Fx' 
^^ 'f•rY'^^3{^r y^s^ ^J . ^
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Ic	 It i rim, LISYMC ?094 A 10/51/68	 fA4E	 7
W,-av	 I Z 757? 0 /DATA M31121 / IM?.' ESt4 / ( 46316) EVEN	 70771 mwvclR 71301
SlAlk ZZ 71322 /DATA /(03112) / pRtAT	 1(15570) / lMr, E 5N / (4 6316) EVEN 71323	 SIAR2	 72003
S	 FA :i &XZ 45363 /DATA f(03112) lhzrjloj /(15676) PARA X	 45540
STAR32 45567 /DATA /( 031 12 ) /TMPAIT/(43556) 1AZ0SJ f(ISM) /rFRNT M WO)	 SIAR3	 51400
7	 CEILCZ 45363 GETLC 45476
SIAR?Z 45535 /DATA f(03112) /IMPAII/ (435cs) 1prILNT	 /(15570) /AZOBJ /(15676)	 STAR?	 52062
SIA7.62 45363 /DATA /(05112) /TMr-ATT/(43506) /PRNI	 M5570) /PERIC (12504)	 fA203J /(156761
$TARO 51104
vo turrEr%S 72024 THRU	 77772
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FORTRAN
	
A. LEtJS CES1G ► 1 P=,_,GRA".
FOLDP	 -	 EFT(	 SOU=CE S T AILMENT	 -	 IFNIS)	 - G9/19/58
c
c CESCRIFTl 'f- tii Io
^•\r^r, lr,2ac rOLCP PE = '•v?y S AU1 1:01401C fES1GtJING OF OPTICAL SYSTEMS CT
	 !^ LI•ti^+..^E;i1Ci30
c ARIZEF.' '.EAST 53UARES PROCE I.U=E.	 T!1: "AIN PROGRAM IS A
c ROUTUNE
	
P 4`0CESSING A SI'.,LE CASE. WHICH 111VOLVES R:EA:1'4 ^"^t;;)irgrC INPUT DATA A• :. EXECUTING, THE SET OF USER SP ECIFIED OPT 111' :5. ^\;;,lla5a
cc THE FOL 1441; 14, OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE ... x•;,;11 L^i7 a
c. t.
C aR^t1;11"•90
c 6	 TE RUIIJATE PROCESSING
^ia1IconC 1	 1`:TUT DATA O'1 OCTAL CAR1,15 lllaC 2	 DESIM. COMFUTATlC.IllsCi;1112 0c 3	 SPOT DIAGRAM CO'r UTATIO:JS
Guc 4	 TWI:JFCAY CIAG 140STIC FROM
 MAXIMUM OBJECT HEIGHT %%Xclono
Do 
1 1 4 0C 5	 T'.(171RAY CIAGt1:rSTIC FRO1.4 ZERO OBJECT HEIGHT
C 6	 PUNCH OCTAL C/.:.i S
^L1D116ac 7	 PLOT SPOT D I AG RAIKS
aXX ^1C,111,C 6	 SEUSITIVITY WA-FUTAT(ONS, XXtc,II
c 9	 PF.IIJT GEOMETRY CATA
*40o.11913c to	 P :IttT ALL INPUT DATA
• ^ 'at112a0
c 11	 Fr-.X ILE PLOT
W400121li
c 12	 PU78CH CARDS FOR PAro:05 14TF
^Ci11121g
C ` rco122aCOMMON / D ATA If t:CUTRL,
	 G:ONTRL(1J).
	
I I ILEt12) • 0 ATE (3). PU'1C1% ^
^TC,:11Ci001 CATA(30 ESI	
_ rr^'iL`illaaDIMENSION	 lkr.CJ4 (7) . WCLRH(7) . Wll ,', HTt7) 9 E1MHT ( 7) •	 CIMrL(7) • :TaC^:tl'3L11 WCLRS ( 61 .	 t4DSGV ( 11)•	 LAT T Ct3.25) •	 EOU)1^S (3,15J1 
^^,T(i!`i21L1a
2 SURFC(25.1Gro}, LESGNt1Ci,5:)) 9 SUBST (5GJ).	 ILATTC(3 i 26) 0 e^	 ro
"TC'•^^2aa3	 iSURFC(2 ,3.!n:i^9	 TDESGN(14.5 r,: •	 ISUBST(5r^	 Drl ,	 IEfJ^S (3.105) +TCi;,^3!',aEQU1VALEfJCE:	 ( BATA(1) • LMIXE ) •
	
( DATA(2), NRAYS )
	 ( DATA CS: +T1t11 ariaI	 NSLCS ) .	 ( :^t.Tl.te) .	 HCLRS ) .
	 ( DATA ( 5) •
	
14JAIL	 )	 ( DATA (S) • ^TlLillLla2 NSUDT ) .
	
C .LTxt7) . NSUBP
	 ) ,	 t DATA ( 8) . NIFLN ) •	 ( DATA(9) .
^T1Y112ri53	 IMODE ) •	 9 -^1.7 A(1ti) • NSPLN ),	 t DATA ( 11) • tijBJH ) •	 ( DATAt TV a1SL104	 NSURF	 ) •	 ( D47 A(13) •	 AFL AG
	 ) ,	 ( DATA(14) .
	 DELY I .
	
( DAT,A(15) ,
^Tlril:l'i0S FNUME ) ,	 ( --L71.t1S) • FLNGF( 1 .
	
I DATA ( 171 • WFLGH I • ( DATAt18: 1,
^+T1L115Cia6	 ZETA ) r
	
t D1.7A919) •
	 HEXPP	 ) .	 ( DATA(20) .




'M%lTl a17t;,a8 OMGA1 ) .
	
( ^,1.7A(25) • DELC	 1 .	 ( DAT A(25) • EPRAD ) •
	 ( DATA( 21 ; rZ tot$Da9 PSCAL ) .
	
( '-AT A(28) . OM-GAF	 ) r	 ( DATA ( 29) ,	 SPFEA 1 .	 ( BATA( 35' . ZTlal9aaA CUM 1 14 ) .	 ( DAT1.(3:) • ODIST ) 9	 ( DATA(32) •
	
14:0	 ) .	 ( DATA( 331 «Z1onuoE DEL"	 1 .	 ( r47„t:4) •	 SYSMX 1.	 ( DATA(35) • WXDIR ) •	 ( CAT t.(3S? . ?,TlLti:lti^JC WYCIR ) .	 t DATA937) •	 ROT AN ) .
	 ( DATA(387 • NDSG14
	 ) •	 ( CJ.TA(;^ f
=Tla^2o5C NOSGV(1)	 7 .	 ( D1.T1.(53) I WOSJ49;)
	 ) •	 ( DAT A(60) • WCLRH(l)




	( DATA ( 81) z r: liT2201iF	 C1MPL(1)	 7.	 ( DATA(68), WCLFS(1)





).	 ( DAT A(182),
	 SURFCt:,t!% ZTit:,nC,0H	 15V fiFCti.i:	 C=SGN(1•.)•




':11i`id3+3;1EOUIVALE N CE	 t :j.TA(3484) ,
	 AT^S.R ) .	 t OAT AI3485) , GAUSS 1 ^:1a3!;;iDINTEGER
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FOLCF




EOUIVM-E ► lCE	 I	 FERTCII ► ll a	 1PER IClI,I1	 1 fC003Ci"► ;5
CIMENS10 1 4	 IFER1C130141 FC0Ci4G00
INTEGER	 REFOCS PC :1;5000
C
C THIS CLOCK OF	 COMI-Vrtl C4141AINS Tt1E S Y MCCILS USED
	
IN DESIGN SYOCi1GC►0
C AND SUCSTITUTION	 -	 UTILIZED FOA PRINT OUT SY00200G
COMMON / SYMCLS / SDES l4112,5G1s	 SUDSYN,(2,25D)9 CD Y S YM 12 ► 100) SY003000
INTEGER	 SDESN, SUCSYM, C,DYSYM ST004riorl
C
COMM414 of HEADEk /	 JUMP,	 JSUEST NN101.1500
C
COMMON 	/ PLOTC /	 Y14AXX, 02MIN, NPTS 'C00f000
C
CALL	 FPIRPID,D) HN10G70G 2
1000 CALL	 REREAD 14NIOICIGO 4
CALL	 READS HN101100
C
C PROCESS PROGRAM CONTROL COMMANDS 14NIO1200 6
00 "tOCi00	 1 s 1s NCNTRL MN102000
IF( CONTRL 111	 .E0. 0 )	 60 TO 320:10 HN1G2200'
C
C TEST FOR LEGAL PKIGRAM CONTROL COMMAND 14NIO3000
IF( CONTRLl11
	 .GE.	 I	 .OR.	 CONIRLM	 .LE.	 12 1	 GO TO 1500 MNID3200
CALL	 ERROR2c 36H ILLEGAL PROGRAM CONTWX 0. 1 414A140	 , CONTRL(I) 1MN1035110 21
GO TO 20000 MNIG3600
15o0 JTEMP x CONTRL(l) MN104000
MID!! r 0 MN104100
GO TO	 2conoo, 2000, 3cloof 400:1, 5000 ► 6 1 0:1, 70001 SCOW# 90001 MNIC14200
1 l000r,	 11000 ► 	 12000 1,	 JTEMP MN1G4400
C
C DESIGN CALCULATION MNS05000
20otl CALL	 STAR-2 HN105200 20
JSUDST z JSUEST ♦ 1 MNI053G0
GO TO 200110 MN105400
C
C OPTICS D1AG ?ejST1C CALCULATION MNlnvnon
3C►C,C1 CALL	 STAR3 14NIO0200 32
JSUDST x JSUDST • 1 MN1063G0
CALL	 PRMSUa1 13r►0G ) 14N1064Cn. 35
GO TO zclo00 M14106600
C
C TWIN-RAY DIAGNOSTIC CALCULATION 14NI07000
40ri:1 CALL	 TWNRY4 MN1072011 39
JSUDST x	 JSUDST • 1 14N107300
CALL	 FRMSUDI S 40C►0 1 HN107400 42
GO TO 20:00 HN1G760C►
C
C TWIN-RAY D1AGN •:► ST1C CALCULATION HN1;?ariC►0
5t1 15 1.) CALL IWNRY5 MN 1584 00 46
JSUCST	 t	 JSUr£•T	 4	 1 HNISS500
CALL	 FRMSUD( S5000 1 MN106600 49
GG TO 20ric.. MN10gr►00
C
C FU14CM :I CTAL	 CI.SCS MN20110, ,r
6:i:::i CALL OFUt4CH 1414201X►[► 53
GO 10 "14201400
► AGE 2
r	 t ,7	 g y 	 Ad1' H.i^ ^^^^r. fNMI	 rr ^rx ► rs lea^^^^+nc''gx."fg'L'"CCI,"^?,^` 	 ,"^,.
{rFy	 F	 .t
"^	 ':^	 ^ 	 . 'r-iit^^^.,.=^ti, _'.3^3',•.i ."^i^._. ^. E_ 	 r^_^t.^ 7C ifit^c%Jw A.u. ^.m	 ... ._	 ...	 -	 +.	 ^	 ^	 -
fORTaAN {'FTICAL LENS :ESION FROONAM
POLOF	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 IFN(S) •
C
C	 SPOT DIAGRAM PLOT
7000 CALL STAR?
JSUDST s MOST 4 1





MOT s MOST 4 1
CALL PRMSUDI 16000 1
GO 70 20000
C









C	 CROSS SECTION PLOT
11000 CALL PROF 1 L
JSUIDST c MOST 4 1




















































































































































ND SON 001 fife I
WCLRH '00126 R
CIMPL .00153 R
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	 06154 0	 I
I MCJ^ F
	 0004 3	 t
NSUI%t	 015646	 I
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r eormAt1 OFTICAL LEN S DES16N F ROORAM 09/19/66	 FAGS	 S
FOLOP STORAGE MAP
SUB ROUT I NE5 CALLED
FFTRF SECTION	 14 REREAD SEC IIUN is READS	 SEC IV)N
ERROR2 SECTION	 17 STAR2 SECTION 16 STARS
	
SECTION
FRMSUD SECTION	 20 TWNRY4 SECT ION 21 TW11i;Y5	 SECT ION
OPUNCH SECTION	 23 STAR? SECTION 24 STARe	 SEC IV.)N
STARS SECTION	 26 STARICP SECTION 27 FROFIL	 SECTION
MTFPN SECTION	 29 EXIT SECTION 34 .EXIT.	 SECTION
.F':EM. SECTION	 32 SYSLOC SECTION 33
EFN 1FN CORRE SPONDENCE
EFN 1FN LOCATIO14 EFN IFN LOCATION EFN	 1FN	 LOCAT'
lon.0 3A 11541 20000 86A 11762 32Ci00	 90A	 11?6!
1500 23A 11653 2000 27A 11627 3000
	 31A	 1163E
4000 36A 11651 500Ci 45A 11664 600Ci	 52A	 1167;
?000 55A 11703 WOO 62A 11716 9oti0	 69A	 1173'
lODC10 72A 11735 11 GOO 7?A 11?44 1200Ci	 E4A	 1175
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M
STITLC
	 C44O4 HUGAGC 'RINTCR
SIN/TC CRRORt 1494.x4? 	 LINK 0 MINOR ,ERRORI. ... .CRams CR001000
I	 (
I (I
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T	 7	 r '*'^ !'^jn^ tee	 '''-"r9{	 +s'>,•" f r k ^ ^.	 ^.^^t`a `^f	 x r ,^ iE j
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	 Ion1Al	 PASC 1
CRRORt
	
- UN SOURCC STATEM9MT - IFM161 -
AU/ROUTINE
	
944044 CT9NT I 64001100
DIMENSION	 9T9NT45) 9R0011o0
C
C	 THIS SUIROUTINC IS USED TO PRINT OUT AN top" MESSAGE AND E400loo0
C	 PRINT ONE VA'JC UN094 SEVERAL FORMAT TYPE$ 94001100
C	 ERROR
	
- TENT ONLY EROolloo
C	 CRRORI - TENT AND NCO 94001300
C	 CNNORI - TENT AND INTEGER 94001/00
C	 ERRORS - TENT AND REAL E400l6o0
C	 CRNOR4 - TENT WITH RETURN CRoo15o0
C
`/RITE( 5931100 )	 CUNT E4loloo0
311100 FORMAT( 1N0. SAS I CR1ollo0
0o 10 31000 ER-TEMPS
C	 CALL	 SOW CRIolloo
CNTRY	 ERRORS  CTCNT. AVAR) CRID3000
WRITE( 5.31110 )	 CTCNT. AVAR CR103100
32110 FORNAT4 1110. SAS. 1N. AS l E11103100
00 70 31000 ER-TEMPI
C	 CALL SOW ER103300
ENTRY	 CRRORI( CTENT. IVAR ) C4101000
WRITE( 5.31110 1	 ET9NT. IVAN ER104100
311110 FORMAT( INO. SAS. Me If ER106100
00 TO 31000 CR-TEMP3
C	 CALL	 GOOF E4104300
ENTRY	 CRROR3( CTCNT, EVAN) E41o3o00
MR1TC( 5.31130 )	 CTCNT; EVAN E4103100
3!130 FORMAT( 1110. SAS• IN. 011.5 I E41o31o0
C	 CALL	 GOOF CR103300
00 TO 31000 CR-TEMPI
ENTRY	 CRROR4( CTENT) 94106000
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^u.. 'wt^ '!a• J + ll fi...	 _ ^	 ^	
s{ft	 ..	 ..	 .
'^
1	 t	 ,rx	 t	 ^	 q	 ^y
	
!7k+r {,r	 '. F$-.;	 77. Y,













can"	 KCTto"	 3	 CRRORI	 KCTION	 1
ERRORS	 SECTION	 •	 CRRORI	 SCCTIOi	 1
SUSROUTINC• CALLCD
.FwRO.	 SECTION	 S	 .FSLO.	 SECTION	 •
.►FIL.	 SECTION	 11	 .FCNV.	 SECTION	 12
ERN IFN CORRCS'ON09MCC
pN 	 IF"	 LOCATION	 EFN	 IFN	 LOCATION
30100	 FORMAT	 00011	 32000	 14A	 00123
30M	 FORMAT	 00011	 32130	 FORMAT	 00003












tw e"0I000I .41500-01TT'ilT.AN Ic
	 ISJOS VI3NJO 7044 A
	 104147
a^
STITLC	 ABNORMAL JOS TZINIMATION OONTpS
U@F TC soar: 1494 ANT
	 LINK 0 NOW)	 5/001000
'ASC 10
i'^^' x r }'`;	
a^	 } t t xs t;♦












ABNORMAL RJR tCRMINATION OUT/Nit
	 t0^'^'
*WT I
	CFM SOURCL •TATCH94T - pN/sf -	 PAS[
•URROUTIM[ i0O1
t	 Kool000
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exit	 WCTION	 4	 S1'OLOC	 KCTION
cru IF" CORRCSPOIOCK9
WN	 IF"	 LOCATION	 IPM	 IF"	 LOCATION
TNC FIRST LOCATION NOT YSCD BY THIS PROBRAM /B 000009





















IRJm VIS"J0 TON A	 10/31/07	 'AS[ •
M
ST I TL[	 SUBWWT I1; TO PCWORM 'ARAIRT[R AW&TITNTIOIIR










StsROUTIMR TO PERF ORIN PARAMETER SUBSTIri'TIONS	 10/31147	 P46C 1
PRN611
	 - E► N	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IFINMSI -
	
Sts ROIL T I ME P NNSUB U• 1 	 6800ttoo
C
C	 ••• INPUTS ••• 880010110
c NSUs7	 NUMBER OF SUBSTITUTION SETS	 (DATA COMMON) 8800fo01
c NSUB •
	NUMBER OF SUBSTITUTION P ARAMETERS PiR SET	 1DATA COMM) 88001001




C	 N• OUTPUTS 0" 8800101!
C	 THE OUTPUT 18 A NODI F fED DATA VECTOR CONTAINING TIME SUBS TITUTA/V001014
C	 I.E	 VALUES. ..8001016
c •	 wLTERMATV RETURN USED UNTIL THERE ARE NO MORE SETS 88001018
C Ssnn10e0
C	 ••• DESCRIPTION w 8800fort
C	 PRNSUB IS (ESIGMED TO CYCLE THROUI:H THE NS SUBSTITUTION SETS. 88001(1:1
c	 TO THIS END IT MIST K CALLED NSO1 TIMES IN SUCCESSION. 	 AT THE88n010A
C	 JIM CALL SET	 J IS SUBSTITUTED INTO THE DATA REGION AND THE 88001(1:6
C	 ALTERNATE RETURN 19 USED.	 ON 'ME NS*1 ENTRY THE NOMINAL 	 SYSM11580171030
C	 IS RESTORED FOLLCKD BY A NORMAL RETURN.	 IF CALLED AGAIN THE 8800103!
C	 SE6UENCE IS SESTARTED. 88001031
C S W1936
COMNOI'N/DATAMLMNYTt'f) .DATA13163) 380011VJ
E6UI V ALCNCE	 1NUOT.DATAt61) . (NStRP.DATAMII l , ISLEST(I) .ISUJDST(I) , 38001600
IDATA(Mill)) S8nol000
DATA	 JKT / O / 38fxvoo0
INTEGER
	
SORE So" I no
DIMENSION SUBST49001 .1A' 9ST1900) 3800(=n0
C	 START OF PIM UA SUEDROUTfNE 3onm000
C
C	 IS P ARAMETER SUBSTITUTION DESIRED s89n3to0
Ire NSUBT	 .LE.
	 0)	 KTURM SBn93300
IORG a NSUB T • "SUMP 38003/00
C
C	 FIRST	 TIME CALLED FOR SUBSTITUTION PROCESS 88903900
IF(
	 JSET	 .GT.	 0 )	 GO TO 3000 88003600
C
C	 INCREMENT SUBSTITUTION SET INDE X AND SET FLAG FOR	 S89Moo0
C	 REPLACEMENT OF NJNIAL SET BY CURRENT "ST. SET	 380M100
tno0 JSCT r JKT • 1
	
SBo01l00




3000 ►FLAG • 1	 58009000
1 non SORG a ( JK T - 1 ) • NSUEP	 8800lt00
C
c THIS LOOP REPLACES NONIAL SET WITH SW.	 fir NFLAG z t AND	 $8009500
C RC S TORC S THE NON I AL SET WHEN N F L AG s 1 S8009600
9000 DO	 5000 f •	 1.	 NSUBP 88009100
IN	 • 10R6 • I S8009000
C COMPUTE	 INDEX TO POINTER TO POSITIO N OF PARAMETER IN DATA SBOnS000
11	 • IABSI	 ISUBSTI	 I N	 )	 ) S8006100
C COMPUTE	 INDE X TO SUBSTITUTION VALUE	 IN SUBST VECTOR 58006900
it
	
• SORB • I S80o6600
STENP s	 DATA(	 It	 ) 58006100
OA TA 1 It
	
► 	 .	 SUBST I	 Is 1 S800i600







t IJ11APOUTIMC TO rCMOM • ASAKTts SIWSTITUTIONS
P S'MSJI	 - CIM	 Baum STATC1t1111 - frills)
KIUQII Ir SUBSTITNTIOM KT MAS KPLACCO TK MOMIAL KT
II I wLAs .[s. it ) atTLIAI i
MAVC All THC SLWSTITUTIM KTS s[[M U&M
Ire JKT .
 LT.  MOUB T ) b to t000





















SUBROUTV4	 TO PCRF ORr P ARAMCKR IUIITITUTIONI
P amirs I too ASC
	
"At
IumwuTI M E Po"Sub
COMMON	 V A R I "t E I
COMMON K OC R DATA ORIiIN 00001
SYM60L L OC A T 1000 T Y►C SYMBOL LOCAT IOM T V"
OLAM IN T rfn000 ' a DATA 00033 R
Maus• onn41 I SUSST M!!1 R
UNOINENSIONEO PROGRAM VARIABLE!
SYMBOL OC A T I ON T YPC I YMOOI LOCATION TYPE
830" us$$? I IONG 11"To I
M/ L As (164 Y If I 1 (10617 1
11 tl"rI I Il (10610 I
ENTPY POINTS
P ON"




ETrN IFN	 COARE&W	 ,ENCE
or IFN LOCATION p,i IFN _ATION
3000 11A noTs! lMY: AA JS121
LOG I 13A (16111 OEM 24A MOW)
TMI[ F IRST LOCATION NOT USCO 11 Y TMIS PROGRAM IS O/MI.
10/310*1	 P W f
LCM 6 TM	 00606
S YMBOL L OC A T ION T H(
NSLA • 00040 I





























P RINT CONTROL ROUTIME Ionia?	 PAiE	 1





C	 000 INPUTS 000 PT00100111
C TTTL[	 A T! CHARACTER DIED TIRE PT001004
C DATE	 CURRENT DATE	 MIMIN.OAT.MAR PT0010011,
C L INE	 CURRENT L IM RASINIER P1001000
C P AL.[	 CURRENT PAGE MaNsfR PT001olo
C J TEIIP	 OPT ION "Loan P TOD1 O' •
C JSURST	 SUBSTITUTION WT MUN/ER PTOGIO14
C
C	 •M OUTPUTS 0" PT00101e
C	 PRTCTL IMCRORIITS PAGE AM UNITIALIAS LIVE PT0011N10
C
C	 aM DESCRIPTION MS PTOOIGM
C	 rRTCTL /S CALLED WHOEVER A NEW S AGE Cr OUTPUT IS TO RE GO&RATPT001CM
C	 ED.	 IT PAW EJECTS AND PRINTS ONE LINE ( AT TIC TKIP Or THE NEW PTODION
C	 PASC)WIICH INCLUDES TW TITLE. DATE. OPTION NU84R. S1ESTfTUT1O'TO0101S
C	 N SET NUIMIER . AND PAGE MMKR . P TOO 1 O!0
C
COMrON / DATA / DUMNVI (11) . 	 TIRE(1!) . DATE(3) , DATA(3404) PT()flli'JDD
INTEGER
	 DATE PTOC`l.'!OO








C	 TH1 ► SUDNOUTINE PRINT& TITLE, DATE. AND PAGE NO.. AID P.MdDO()
C	 CONTROL THE PRINT IODEIIES PT006100
PAGE = PAGE • 1 PT0115000
MUTE	 t S.	 3if00 )	 TITLE, DATE.	 JTEW,	 JSUDST. PAGE PT00111000	 !
3!100 frORNAT(	 IH1.	 IrAS. 3Y.	 Fr.	 MI.	 I!.	 1H/.	 f2, 39, 7HCOr1TNOl.	 13. PTDOWW
1 3x.	 16HSMT&T1TUTfON SET, 	 I3, 3x, 4HPA4E.	 11 ) PTOTMDD















COMMON BLOCK DATA	 ORIGIN	 00001
SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE S YI+OI
	 LOCATION	 TYPE 




CONNON BLOC% PRNT	 'MIGIN	 CISSS7
LINE 00000	 I PAGE	 00001
	 1
COMWA BLOCK HEADER	 ORIGIN	 M471





FwRO.	 SECTION	 10 FSLO.	 SECTION	 11
.rrfL.	 SECTION	 13 FCNV.	 SECTION	 14
EFN	 IFN	 CORRE SPONDENCE
!Fk Irk	 LOCATIOi EFN	 frN	 LOCATION
31: 100 FORA T	 CIS 7 D3
THE F IRST LOCATION NJT USED BY THIS PROGRAM IS 09773.



















I F N	 LOCATION
1
.V











	 RAY TRACE ROUTINE










NOUT(1F 10/1147	 'AGE	 )
RAYTRZ
	
-	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 -	 i f " (5)	 -
SUBROUTINE	 PAY TR( X OHAT .YOMAT,HEIGHT,COLOR,XVCI QVCI.$NIS&.*	 RY001900
t0rLA6.XMTRX,QMTRX) RY001600
C RY002000
C XOHAT	 X COORDINATE OF MAY ON JNIT RADIUS ENTRANCE PUPIL RYf102f00
C YOHAT	 Y COOROINATE OF RAY ON UNIT RADIUS ENTRANCE PUPIL 4Y002200
C WEIGHT	 OBJECT WEIGHT RYDO2300
C COLOR
	 COLOR MUNGKR RY002*X10
C xvCY
	 VECTOR FOR STORING XN.YN.ZM RY002900
C OVCT	 VECTOR FOR STORING OxN,QYM,QZN RYD(12000
C SWISS	 SET BY RAYTR TO SURFACE NO.	 IF MISS,	 REFLECT. OR VIGNET RY002700
C *	 RETURN 1	 fir
 MAY MISSES A SURFACE RYO!Y26D0
C •	 RETURN 2	 If MAY IS INTERNALLY REFLECTED RY%. 290t)
c *	 RETURN 3 IF RAY VfGNETQ RY003000
C D► LAG	 SET NON-ZERO BY CALLING PROGRAM IF DATA TO BE SAVED AT ALL SURF.003100





C OMTRX	 MATRIx FOR STORING	 (QxI.QYI,QZ1)	 1-0,a,...,N RYM3300
C R YD034 00











C R Y(T()J D00
C RAYTR TRACES A RAY FROM THE OBJECT POINT 	 (HEIGHT,THTR) W1TN MIT RAD- RY00S100
C IUS ENTRANCE PUPIL COORDINATES	 (XGHAT.Y0HAT)	 TO A POINT	 (XN,YN.ZN) ON RYOO5200
C THE FINAL LENS SURFACE. RY009300
C R Y0054 00
COMMON/DATA/DUMMY(27) ,DATA(3463) RY!)%.	 ()DO




INTEGER COLOR. SMISS,DFLAG,TYP" VfGFLG.TLTFLG RY007300
REAL LAMOA,NX,NY,NZ,KAPPA.MU,MU RY006000




COMPUTE PO AN^ 00 ... RY101400
C RY101300





Qi=S-SURFC (4 .1) RY!02100
DELTA=SPRT(0X*0X • QY*4Y#QZ*QZ) RY102200	 4
OXxex/^E: TA RY102300
aY*QY /DE LTA RY102400
OZ=QZ/DELTA RYf02300
C RY103000



















RAT	 TRACE ROUTINE 10/31 AT
RAY lit
	 -	
EFN	 SOURCE	 6TATEW NT	 -	 1r11(6)	 -
C	 1 % OrLAG.NE.O 	 RAVE	 P(1-1)	 AND
	 0(1-1)	 ... RT103900
C RY103400
IF ( O r L AS. E6.0) r,0 TO 60 RT103700
1941RX I1.1)xX IIY103000
1114 10 	 (1!. 1) .T RY103900
XN T4 11 0.11•Z RY104000
9N TR X (f.1)s6X 1IT104100
amTR X (1t.1) n RT RY104200
ONTR X 43.1)a6Z RYIQ4300
60 IF'QZ.EQ.0.)GOO	 TO	 190 RYf04400
C RY109000
C GET PARAMETERS FOR ITN SURFACE
	 •.. RYI09100
C R r 109200
T YPEz ISUW C(1.I) RYI03300





GO TO 200 RYI05700
C RY106000
C SURFACE	 IS STANDARD CONIC OR ASP)E RIC ... RY106100
C GET POINT ON %ERTEX PLANE ... RY1116200
C RYfD6300




IF(R. NE. O.)GO	 TO 130 RYf06800
C R Y 107000
C SURFACE	 IS A PLANE	 ... RYfD7100
C RY107200




GO TO $50 RY107700
130 GO	 TO	 (140. 19 11, 160, 140,14n. 130, 160). TYPE RY107000
C RY109000





GO TO 170 RY109600





150 ALFAX (B- 1 .) 4QZOQZ - QY4(QY RY2171307
BE I As YsQY-Rtt07 R"'101400
GAMA=Y*Y RYA'^1900







16 1.1 ALFA-(9-1.)*eZ•0Z-GX*QX RY202300
BETA=x4QX-R*QZ RY202400












C RAY Nfzwu SUW ACC 1 ...
C




210	 LAMDA=- CANA /CKTA*SIGN (SORT (DEL TA) .KTAII
C






C COMMUTE NI IF MDT AMN"IC ...
C






GO TO 27 O









U= SURF c (1 s . I)
V= SURF C 1 IS . 1)
C





IF(ABS(U) # ADS (V),NE.D.)GO TO 310
C
C SURFACE IS TRANSLATED ONLY ...
C
TL TTLGr 1
LAMOA= - r /Rr
GO TO 90
C




































































PAGC 1RAT TRLCt ROUTIIK
RATTRt
	 - QM ROIIRCt 6TATEWIOT - IYMIS) -
c catPum a s point ...
c
t>M^w>,.wr.wt
1 Ipr : w R>N wR T MMR i
LAM As - I" /6 sp
No K • l AND A04R
Tz T+L AIOA.*T
ra i*l Alt AAR i
rtR.Ir.O.)GO TO 3"
c






RO 00 3S O
C
C TILTED CONIC ...
C
3190 ALF 4-0" Ip'P -1.
6tTAW IL*ex • r"r# To* 7-111"
i.AMA=xsa • TO Y • Zr:
DEL TA=DETAAETA•ALFA &ANA
IF (DEL T A) 1.0.360.300
310 LAHDA=-4AMAOW TA
GO TO 400
"0	 LAMDA= -4AMA /IRE TA*SIN) (SORT (DELTA). BETA) )
C
C COMPUTE 911 PRIME ...
c
100 x= Y •l AM "OX
Tz Y *LAM"* Y
t= i K AMA A** t
c




















































































WAY TRACC ROUTIM	 10/11147	 PACE S
RATTR!
	




THE rOLLOH11A 16 AN ITERA ION LOOP M(ICN CONVERGES TO THK RC9UIRC0
C ROOT.
C
MU	 GO TO (1101 .1101 .1101 .1101 .1!0.190.1701 . TY*(
"Of CALL GOOF
C
C SURFACE Or RE VOL UT 1011.. .
C














180	 ZP: ( ((ASArHIOA1)IIHIoA3)IIHI*Ar11IHIOPHI
fr(R.E9.O.) GO TO 531
DELTA1sTW-TR1rHI
IF (DEL T AI.LT.O.) GO TO 190






IF (LAHDA.EO.O.) GO TO 310
LAHOAsLANDA/OI
C






Ir (LANOA.GT.1.0-7) GO TO !39
JCNTvjCNT-f
IF(JCNT.6T.0) W TO 110
RY301300
R Y3o9100














































RAT	 TRAct GONU TIME 10/31 AT	 PAGC	 t
RATTRI
	 -
	 VFW	 SOURCE STATCHCMT 	 -	 fir M16)	 -
COMrUTC NORMAL VECTOR... RT404900
C
Son GPNf s(I1Rl4PN I•RI) 3MIH31 3HIN!)44'NI RT40s000
IF Ia. ca. 0.1	 40	 To $43 RY409100
GP HI*GPNI • (1..(:.40CLTAII RYI08900
243 60	 TO	 (Ilnt .4401 .1101 .44ot .944.949,94s) . 	 TYPE RY409300
S44 PNIK•R.e n R7401400
PHIYSR. •T RY401900
GO TO 947 RY409600
174! PNI n .o. RY409r00
PHIYsR.4T PY406000
GO TO !41 R r4txom
S46 PHf7(sR.ex RYI05000
P O41 Y 80. RY4081M
S47 Nxs -GP Hf*PH IN Rr40sm
NYs -GPH f *PHI r Rr40s3Oo
M I• f . R T4 094 00
RY40P100
C CHECK FOR V fGW T I INS ... RY4unt'3D
c RY407700
390 IF (V)GFLG.NE.o)GO TO 710 Rr4cyrom
AIIaSURFC(s.1) MY407900
AR I s •UW C (3 . I 1 R Y4 000017
fr (A8$(Afi+ • A9S(A2f).EY.0.)GO TO 110 MY400100
f► (A21.NE.0.)GO TO 690 MY40MOD
c R r400!^00
CIRCULAR APERTIAW ... RY409000
c RY4091 00
QHOs x47(. To y R Y409M
IFITYPE.E0.4	 .AND.	 TLTrLG.EG.2)RHOIRHD 4 r*Z-ZPP 4ZPP RY409300
IF	 A 7 1 . L T. O.) GO	 TO •40 MY409400
IF	 RHO.GT.A1I4Af I) VfGrLGr1 RY40"00
GI`	 TO 1t0 RYlol oou
44n 1' (RHO.LT.AI1*A1f)VIGFLGrf Rr101100
GO TO 710 RYs01100
c RYSnt000
C RECTANGULAR APERTUR'S	 ... XTSM ro
c Rrscl"m
030 R14OX2Ad8 (x) RY901r300
RHO Y: AR S I r) R"024 ou
IF(TYPE.NE .4	 .OR.	 ITYPE.Ea.4	 .AND.	 TLTTLG.NE.!))GO TO 600 itYlars00
GIs (1 . -v) / (U4U•V4V) Rrsfeew
A)Rs-610V*V R. T301TToo
RHO7(sARS((t.-G1*U4U)*x• A114Y-Uor) RY10^^00
RHOY IABS (Al2•x4 (1 . -GIOVOV) •Y - V4Z) RT30tf00
4en IF(A1I.LT.O.)GO	 TO 700 RYS03000
IF(RHOX.GT.Afi
	
.OR.	 RHOY.GT .A2))VfGF LG+I RYS03100
GO TO 11 o RY303Ro0
7179 IF(RMOX.LT.A33(A1I)	 .AND.	 4H0Y.LT.AiI)VIGF L Gs I RY903300
Ito If(TYPE.ME.4)GO	 TO 730 RY103400
xs7(•xT RY103900
Ysf•YT 11Y10"00




,t 	 S	 ^^.'M
f+.A t.	 ^	 ^ •.i	 .1 •Y r




•AGr	 ITRAY TRACE ROUTING
RATTRZ
	
- Er of	 RouRCE STATENENf - trio (6)	 -
C
C
C REF RACTION ...
C
C






LANOA a -!. • LANOA





	 DEL. TA- (NUANU) - ( (NUONU) - 1 . ) / (L ANDA*LANDA)
fr(0ELTA)100.610.6i0
C











































































COMMON @LOCK A xwj (a 16 IN 00001 LENGTH n000s
srN60L LOCATION T M s YMtiOL LOC ATION I'm
 s ymem LOCATION T Y►E
THTR 00000 4 SMTHTR 00001 R CSTHTR 0000t R
COMMON RLOCR DATA ORIGIN 00004 LENGTH 066N
a►Mfr 00000 R DATA 0M33 R "SURF 00040 1
RHOO 00064 R • 00011 R 3(ow C o(n!a R
IsuwC oosto I
UNDIMENSIO►ED PROGRAM VARIADLES
SY049M LOC A T ION TYPE 6 YMSOL LOC A T ION I'm 3 YNDOL LOC AT ION TYPE
"E o641t 1 VIWLG ON13 1 TLTFLG n64T4 1
LANDA (104 19 R NK nm74 R NY (14:11 R
NZ n6700 R KAPPA 017 01 R Nu of 1 at R
MU 06703 R x 01104 R Y (7173 R
1 06106 R iK (16707 R 4Y (is? f 0 R
K Os11f R OELTA (11712 R 1 '161!3 1
R 01711 R • 36719 R s1 1611E R
AL F A 067 f 1 R RE TA (117!0 R DANA (161! 1 R
I" Os1tt R YT 01123 R u 01124
v n61ts R w 06144 R 2PP 1161!1 R
4jPP 06730 R At 0X731 R A3 (IEYlk! R
AI 06733 R AS 06731 R of (35139 R
as 06734 R 84 118737 R B! 116740 R
T41 (16141 R Ti! (471" R JCNT ns743 I
?HOLD 01744 R PHI 06712 R ZP n61d4 R
[LL TAI n6747 R GPHI (16730 R PHIK 6111 F'
PHIY 06732 R 411 06133 R Ail 1167 34 f'
RHO nslls R RHOX 06794 R RWY 11{13/ R







SY S LOC	 WCTION
4
If





IFN LOCATION ErN IFN LOCATION
Soo 144A 10709 s0 1TA 01111 110 44A 073:4




























































430 84A 07760 $50 137A
150 39A 07237 160 41A
2o'J 46A 07333 210 48A
2to 52A 07407 230 34A
270 57A 07423 310 69A
380 78A 07662 390 ODA
440 90A 10015 4401 92A
450 95A 10044 470 97A
331 10RA 10130 540 126A
3312 124A 10206 $43 230A
345 133A 10264 546 135A
710 173A 10556 650 160A
680 154A 10523 700 170A
740 1?'8A 10521 780 183A
810 189A 10713 820 191A
090 210A 11020 86J 205A

















114F I N GI0W.'s1 	 AM iC
	 I  XS Ll;i"r.F T094 A
	 cog/ 19 /58	 FAGS
!'s
1TITLF	 OCTAL CARD FUNCA ROUTIN E
lIC6 "C UFUNCZ M94 ' XR7	 LINK 1	 (OFUNCM)	 OP S ID In lr cl
c




,S,^t^^'$^^ . ^^°uhf fhrrt' l	 C t ^, f .^ t +d 71r ,t` ^^ ^r'^ f E	
AV
OCTAL CARD PUNCH ROUTINE
OFUNC2	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - .IFN(S)
TR- 67 -700- 10-2










COMM-:,N	 / DATA / DUNM y ( 11) a 7 1 7 LE ( 12) c DATE ( 5)9 FUNCID,
	 DA7 A(
DIMENSION	 IDATA(3486) rip r,0165ri




C START OF OPUHCH SUBROUTINE OP0In2Cir,0
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE PUNCHES OUT THE ENTIRE FROGRAM DATA AREA	 OF0ri21r,r,
C ( THE DATA ARRAY ) ON CARDS IN
	 ICTAL FORMAT OP002200,,
C
C PUNCH OUT TITLE A14D DATE INF ORMATION OPM30CIG
FLINCH	 32!ilires	 (	 TITLE(I) s	 1	 =	 1,
	 12	 ) c	 FUNCID OF003200
32rr,r, FORMAT(	 12A6#	 AS ) Or- 0 Co 54 00
PUNCH	 3201 i t	 ( DATE ( I) r	 I =	 1 v	 3 ) 9 PUNC H. OF 0ri36rcrc
32 r,) r, FOrMAT ( 36H FORTRAN IV LENS DESIGN PR-:GRA14 RUN OF , 	 12,
	
1H- 120	 OFrcr,56sc
Z	 IH - c	 I2 c 	 27X9	 A5	 ) OF0!GGG
C
C PU14CH OUT DATA lt)F l
_DRMATION AND CARD SEQUENCE NUMBER OP00500r,
DO
	 M5 1 = to 581 OF0052rcrc
ITEMP n 6
	 (	 I- 1) •
	i Oprcrc54C+D
JTEMP, c	 ITEMP	 • 5 OFrwsclJ
KTEM-r e I - 1 OP r,c,58 r,c,
IF ( KTEMP	 .EQ. 580 )	 GO TO 750 COP rcri59rirc
^.0	 5ri!i K c	 ITEMP 9	 JTEt4-r OFri!i6ri0rr
IF(	 IDATA(K)	 .NE. 0 )	 GO TO 730 GF0ri610r,
bt:,o CONTINUE OF0G62rirc
Go Ta 100c, COP a cis 3W.





A5 c	 13 ) or- twa coos
1!'nn CONY INUE OPriOMir,
C







y^ v 1	 t
	
7	 "^f ,Fa	 rIr ix^,rtr	 x	 p	 s	 r	 .E
m	 Y x # Irma },'	
^	
^	
`.^rsL 3 .., e -	 .e.__
YTR- 67- 700-10-2
'	 Page III-1 -4
Program Listing
Link 1
' Page Revised 10/1/68
9CTAL CARD FUNCH ROUTINE FAGS	 2
OFUNCZ STORAGE	 MAP
SUCROUT INI E	 OPUNCH
COMMON	 VARIA.LES
COMMON CL{rrr% DATA ORIGIN ;10 ,51 LENGTH 66671
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYN,grjL LOCATION	 TYPE
CUM14Y 01515ti+15 'R TITLE 515:'+13 r% DATE GC+G27	 I
FUNCI D 06632 k CAlA 501'+33 R 1DATA 661533	 I
UN YDIMENSIONED PROGRAM VAPIACLES .
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCAT1014	 TYPE
1 06672 1	 • ITEMP 06673 1 JTEMP 56674	 1








EFN	 IFN	 CORRE SF+:dJDENCE
ffN IFN LOCATION EFN IFN LOCATION EFN IFN	 LOCATIC
32!isn FORMAT 0 ,712 32:115 FOR;4A7 06714 10:115 38A	 07647
756 33A 07026 555 35A 57023 320215 F 0 R M A 7	 66732
















114F NCoIf;^ .61 449C,3-SO?367 AM 1C	 ICXit LI WA. KF 1099 A	 rig/19/68	 FADE
11 ME	 INPUT ROUT 1NE (CASE DECK CARD PROCESSOR)
11tFTC ^%EA.SZ M94 xR?	 LINK 1	 (READS)	 EeDDCi1:1C^G
46
INPUT R-?UTI) : E (CASE DECK CARD Frti,)CESSOR)
RE AD 51	 . EFN	 SOURCE STAIE14EI47 	 1FN(S)
TR - 67- 700-10-2




09 / 19 /68	 FAGS























































Odd CESCRIP1104 **C RCOOIr^C1




1Ni-UT	 CARCS WHICH CV'4rrtlSEfi ;Dr,lr,r,2
THE CURRENT CASE CECK.	 EVERY CASE DECK 6EGINS WITH CO'41ROL RDGS053
NAMELiST DATA	 (:INPUT)	 ANC ENDS WITH AND END OF CASE CAR;. R015CISS4
THE CASE DECK 1S	 (IN GENERAL)	 COMPOSED OF	 1!i SETS OF CARDS AS RDOGIG!i5
iULLOWS	 .......... R0001cG6
RDCOSOCA?











MONTH ,DAY,YEAR	 (315) RD or, v.)is
RDOO1O16





4. GEOMETR Y DATA (ONLY IF	 IFLAG(1)=1) ONE OR IMjRE CARDS RDO01021
RDOOl!i22
SGEOM	 LM,:DE,NRAYS,DELY,)dSLCS,LATTC, RDOOIS23
NCLRS,NIFLN, l ►•U:o r-E,CI)4PL,NSPLN, RDOOI Co? 4
DLFLN,OMGA2,OMGAI,DELD,EPRAD, RCOOIO25
PSCAL,OD I ST , M-j ► DELH,t4n JH, RDOOIO26
ROT AN,NSURF, SURF C RCriril!i27
RDOO1028
S. DESIGN DATA (ONLY IF	 IFLAG ( 2)zl Orl 2) ONE OR MORE CARDS ROOCISO29
ROOM r.30
SDESIGN	 NDSGN , NDSGV , N JAIL ,FNUMF„ FLNGH, RDOC1O31
We- LOH, ZETA ,HEXPr,DEXFP,WEXPP, RDOCIO32
W:,E JH,WCLRS ,WXD I R,WYD I R,WCLFH, RCO!11033
E1MHT,WIMHT,OFtGAF,SPFEA,DUMIN, F:COM0534
SYSMX,ITFrcNT,NCOND,CESGN,ATrcGGR,GAUSS 	 S RDOOIS35
RCOOI036
DESIGN SYMDOL	 CARDS	 (ONLY	 IF	 IFLAG(2)=1)	 (6(A192AG)) RD!irilrw
RDCOI036
G. EOUNDAR Y COND. DATA (ONLY IF	 IFLAG(6)=1 OR 2) ONE OR MORE CARDS RDO51039
RD Sri y04V,
SENDR Y	ROUNDS	 S RDn.01041
RDSO1042
1YjUNDA ,,. Y CONS.	 SYMDOL	 CARDS	 (ONLY	 IF	 IF LAO (6)=1)	 (6(1X,2A6))RCr,GIG43
RCOO1 G4 4
T. SUDSTI7UTl0N SET DATA	 (ONLY	 IF	 IFLAG ( 3)-1 OR 2) ONE OR MORE CDS.RCGri1045
RMD1G46
ISUESTN	 NSUET ,NSUDP, SUPST	 ¢ RDOG047
• RD Cori i O4 8
SUDSY ITUTION	 SYM ,,,:L	 CAn05	 (ONLY	 IF	 IFLAG(3)=1)
	
(6 (IX 92AG)1 VIDS,IS49
RCOS1:i5C,
E. SENSITI V II Y DATA	 (ONLY	 IF	 1FLAG ( 4)=j OR 2)	 CO NE OR M,:RE CARDS RDCCill151
RDOGIG52
1SENST	 NFERTC, ,EFvCSrFE N% 1 5	 1 RDOGIG53
TA.	 yrt, a S v < ,°	 , a
(
4	 Ufa it c	 L	 t (	 i 	 '^	 ^,l^S K W+`^
	
T
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INFUT	 ROUTINE
	
(CA!E	 DECK	 CARD	 FR:CF.SSJ ?,) O9/19/65
RE ADS Z	 EFN	 S,:,UF,CE	 S1ATE1)E41	 -	 1FN(S)	 -
C Rr !iri16S4
C SENSITIVITY	 SYMEOL	 CA-%- S	 (ONLT	 IF	 IFLAG(4):1)	 (5t1X	 2 As) I RD,^o1G55
C RDC,oIo5G
C 9. FROrILE PLOT	 DATA	 (': M : L Y	 IF	 IFLAG ( 51:I)	 ONE O bi M:71E CO3r4l 5 RDoo11557
C RDw,Io56
C SCRFLC,T	 YMAXX,CZMINrNPIL	 S RD Coo 1o59
C RD01)S Cie. o
C 1O.END OF CASE CARD	 (MANDATOR Y ) ONE CARD RDOOIOG1
C RD 0!i 1 G62
C ENO OF CASE	 (SOW RD or, 1063
C
COMN,ON	 / DATA	 / NCNTRL,	 CONTRL(Io),	 T ITLE ( 12),	 DATE ( 3),	 FUNCID, CTGol000
I DATA(34K) 01 On. IIore
DIMEN S ION 	WOP JH ( 7)r WCLr%M ( 7)r WIMHTt7),	 E1MHT ( 7),	 CIM-FL ( 7),• CTr,li2Ooo
t WCLRS(6),
	
NDSGN(41 r 	NDSGV(11),	 LATTC(3926),	 COUNDS(3rlor,), 07Oli21rio
2 SUF,FC(2!irlG!i)9	 DESGNtl.lirS;i), 	 SUCSTCSOG),	 ILATTCOeM, CIOO22OG
3 15URrC(2o,tr,r,)r	 ICESGN(1:i,SG),	 ISUDST(5r,0),	 ICNDS(3,1 ,101 01.)02305
ECUIVALENCE	 (DATA(1),	 LMODE	 ) r 	( DATAt2),	 NRAYS	 ),	 ( DATA(3), CT101r,!lo
I NSLCS
	
) ,	 t DATA ( 4)9	 NCLRS	 ) r	 ( DATA ( 5) ,	 NJA1L	 ) ,	 C DAUM) , 071r, IICoco
2 NSUCT	 ) r	 ( DATA ( ?) ,	 NSUCF	 ) ,	 ( DATA ( 6) , NIFLN ) ,	 ( DATA ( 9) , VIO 12o0
3 IMOCE	 ) ,	 (	 0ATA(10) ,	 NSFLN	 ) ,	 (	 DATA(II) ,	 N'ODJH ) ,	 (	 DATA( 12) , 071013r,0
4 NSURF	 1,	 ( DATA(13),	 AFLAG	 1r	 (	 DATA(14),	 DELY	 ),	 (	 DATA(15), DTIo1400
S FNU14C l r	 ( DATA(16) ,	 FLNGH	 ) r	 ( 0ATA(17) , WFLGH ) r ( CAT A(1 6) , 011015oo
6 ZETA 1 r	 ( DATA(19) r 	HEX -FF	 1,	 ( DATAQo) r 	CEXFF	 ),	 ( CATA(21) r D7101600
7 WEXPF	 ) ,	 ( DATA(22) ,	 DLFLN	 1 r	 t DATA(23) r C.0f,A2	 ) ,	 ( CATA( 24) , DT1o17on
8 0140A1	 ),	 ( DATA(25),	 DELD	 ),	 (	 DATA(26) r 	 EFRAD	 ),	 ( DATA(27), DTIoISo0
9 PSCAL	 ) ,	 ( DATA(26) ,	 OMGAF	 ) r	 (	 DATA(29) ► 	 SFFEA I ,.	 (	 DATA(3;1) , CT1o19Go
A DUMIN	 ),	 ( DATA(31)r 001ST	 ),	 t DATA(52) r	 We	 I,	 (	 DATA( 33), DTIC12ooG
t3 DELH	 ),	 ( CATA ( 34),	 SYSMX	 ),	 C	 DATA( : 5), WXDIR,	 ),	 ( DATA ( 36) r DT1021oo
C WYDIR	 ),	 ( DATA(37),	 ROT AN ),	 ( 101 A7A(S6)9	 NDSGN(1)	 ),	 ( DATA(42)r071022on
D NCSGV(t)	 1 ,	 (	 DATA(53) , W':PCJH(1)	 ) ,	 (DATA16 1.0 r WCLRH(I)	 ) , D11023o0
E (	 DATA (67), WIMHT(t)	 ),	 (DATA04),	 EIMHT(I)	 1,	 (	 CATA(81), DT1024o0
F CIMPL(1)	 ),	 (	 DATA(86) r	 WCLRS(1)	 .), CT1O2500
G ( DATA(94),	 L1,1701,1),	 ILATTC(Srl)	 ),	 (	 CATMM),	 SURFC(191)1 C710260o
H ISu;kr C(I,1)	 ) r	 (	 DATA ( 2162) ,	 DESGN ( 1,1),	 IDESGNOrl)	 ) r 071x,2700
I C	 CATA(26S2) ,	 SUr,ST(I) r	 IS'JDST(1)	 ),	 (	 DATA(3162) ,	 0:'Ut4DS( 1,1) , CT1ri28Ur,
J IE)1DS ( l,l)	 1 r	 (	 CATA(3483),	 NCOND	 ) DTIO29oo
EOUIVALE14CE	 (	 DATA ( 3484) ,	 ATROOR ) ,	 DATA ( 3465) r	 GAUSS ) DIIo30oo
INTEGER	 OONTRL,	 AFLAG,	 DATE r	 ATRG'•'. 01202 Orin
REAL	 LATTC Mo2ncir,
C
C THIS CLOCK OF CC_MMI N CO147AINS THE SYNDOLS USED
	 IN DESICN SYr,O1001)
C, AND SUCSTITUTION	 -	 UTILIZLD F:, R PRINT OUT 5Y5o2O r,
COMMON	 / SYMDLS	 / SDESN ( 1295 0 ),	 SUCSYMC?. , 25!i), S!mn5c,oG
INTEGER	 SCESN,	 SUCS`.	 ,	 CDVSYM SYOO''Ono
C
COM^)i,N /F RNT /I I NE , F AGE F T Oo25 oo
INTEGER PAGE P Trice? 7rice
F A t, E
C
C	 THIS SLOCK ,Jr COMMON CONTAItJ'^ FE  `URDATI:,)J VALUES
COMM--!W / FERID / FE -ITC (301- 4 ) , NPf7 ilC i REFOCS
EQUIVALENCE	 ( PE;iTt(i,t) , IFF.rTCO il) )
CIM'MENSION IFE RIB C5r„4)
INTEGER FEFOCS
C












	 sf r rW^ ^.° y,f
	
°T. `' y ae-az^F'a	 _	 s	
_	
_







I14-U1	 Fo V1 114E	 (CASE	 CEC'c	 CAF;	 FF,vCESS;,it r,cJ•19 /f d	 FADEREACS2	 EFL(	 S:-URGE
	
STAIENENT	 -	 IFN(S)	 -
C
CIMENSI:N	 1FLAG(6),ISIGNl6) RCaC,12C,r, ,
C
IN1E(,EF
	 SYtdg tl (2,131.	 S Y! ^=2 ( 2x251	 SYN LL3( 2 ,2i	 SY'1C1^ (2,71, F^:GCs2GG!'
I	 S Y MCLS(2,3 1p	 CLEA', t	CUFFEn(12),	 CLAN" RCr^r,2lr,r,
CATA	 NSYMEI
	 /	 13	 /,	 NSYMPC2	 of
 25
	
/,	 NSYMC3	 /	 2	 /,	 NSY14C4	 /	 7	 /, RC
I NSYME5	 f 3	 i. AD .iG26 G
C
DATA	 5 Y MDL1
	
/ 6NLMv^.E
	 ,	 1,	 6H10,AY5	 ,	 2,	 6H':SICS	 ,	 3,	 6H'JCLRS	 ,	 4,RCOG3r,Grs
1 6HNJAIL	 ,	 S,	 6HNSUCI	 ,	 6,	 WJSU I^ P	 r	 7,	 6HNIFLN	 ,	 6,	 6H1 ►'>;E
	
,	 9, RCr}r,31r,r,








/ 6H;ELY	 ,	 14, WNUM P,	 ,	 15, EHTLtJGH	 ,	 16, 6HWFLGH ,RCr,:}35r^G
I	 17,	 6MZE T A	 ,	 18,	 6HHEXFF	 ,	 19,	 6 ►10EXFP	 ,	 Vol
	
6M4EXFF	 ,	 21 , RDaa35",:i
2 GHCLFLN	 ,	 22,	 6H'tMGA2	 ,	 23, 64:AMGAI	 ,	 24,	 6HCEL0	 ,	 251	 6HEFRAD ,RC r,li37QG
3 26,	 6Hf: SCAL	 ,	 27,	 6 ►r:,MGAF	 ,	 2$,	 6HSPFEA	 29,	 6HCU'^IN	 ,	 3a, RDa,33$r,r,
4 6tN70157	 ,	 31,	 6Ht ►:p	,	 329
	
6HCELH	 ,	 33,	 6HSYSMY	 ,	 34,	 6HWXDIR ,RC;i,;,39rr,
5 35,
	
6 ►1WYC:R	 ,	 36, 60,".TAN	 ,	 37,	 6HGAUSS	 ,	 3465	 / RD4a4riar^
C
CAT#	 SYMCL3
	 / 6 ► INCSGN(,	 30, 6 ►(NDSGV(,	 42	 of RCC1645ria
DATA	 SYMDL4	 / 6 ►(W:)CJH(,	 53,	 GHWCLRH(,	 6r„	 6HWIMHT(r	 E•7,	 6HE114HY(,FiDa;iSar,r^
1 74,	 6HCI Mr- L(, 	 $1,	 6 ►MJCLRS(,	 $so	 6HSUCST(,	 26$2
	 / RCaa51ari
CATA	 SYMCL5
	 / GHLAIIC(,	 94,	 6HSURFC(,	 1621 6HCESGN(9	 21$2 RDaa55aa
C
NAMELISI	 / INPUT	 /	 IFLAG, NCNTRL, CONTA.L,
	 CLEAR, PvNCID RrcocG5r,a
C
e	
C	 1FLAG(5)	 NAMQLISI DATA PRESENT 	 IF VALUE(S)	 IS	 1. RDriri65r,2C NCNTRL
	 NUMBER OF CONTROLS TO EE EXECUTED,. RDaor,Ssp
C CONY R L ( ILI)	 CONTR,.LS	 (O-TIONS)	 TO EE EXECUTED. RDrir,65r,5
C CLEAR	 CLEAR CATA REGION IF fbjN- Urv:o. RDr,:165Da
C PUNCID	 OCTAL DECK ID, RDria651a
C
NAMELIST	 / GEC-0•1	 / LM4CE,
	
NRAYS,	 DELY, NSLCS,	 LATTC,	 NCLRS, RCar,7atia
I NIPLN,	 114-: ,CE,











C LM4XE	 LATTICE MODE	 ([„ l, OR 2)	 DETERMINES FAITERN. RDa;i72CIE
C NRAYS	 NUMCER OF RAYS 14 CE GENERATEC. RDoC72r4
C DELY	 Y SPACING INCREMENT. RC0072r,5
C NSLCS	 NUMCER o:,F
	 SLICES	 ( TRIPLETS)
	 014 CN T RANCE PUF1L. RC ;1a72:i8
C LATTC	 (XI,YI,N1)
	 I=1,2, ... ,NSLCS	 RAY PATTERN MATRIX. RDaa7215
C NCLRS	 NUMCER OF COLORS. RDaa7212
C NIFLN	 NUMCER ,:,F PLANES	 (OPTICS ONLY) . RDaa7214
C 1MODE	 PLA14E SETTING MODE	 (a OR l) . RD a7216
C CI MP L(7)	 2 DISTANCES FOR CURVATURE OF FIELD. RDGr,721s
C NSPLN	 LOCATI.,N FOR FIRS T PLANE TACULATED. RDa;i722C-
C CLFLN	 INCREMENT F l:R PLANE SPAC1140 , RD cv.)7^,








C DELD	 6ACK FOCUS	 INCREMENT. RDrsri7228




	 FLOT	 SCALE FACTOR. ROOC,?232
C	 DISTANCE Frv:• M .1 DJECT	 TO FIRST	 SU i-.FACE. RCaa7234
C Wl	 INITIAL 0r,JECT	 HEIGHT, RDar,7236
C CCLH	 G,JECT H-100	 INCREMENT. RDar,7238





^....	 ,.	 '°	 _.	 '..	 :..	 .•..':.x.	 •..9 ^L'x^.'exJ'	 Y*^e„^^axK^`i•^la^rKx..;^'rpi.i^.•5,: ^a> _^t.. Sx^ •? A	^^ ^	 ...	 .	 ^...	 .__	 >,.	 .....	 ....
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09^19^CE	 FACEIt.PUI r-.-:PUT I I ;E (CASE CECI' CARP PROCESSOR)
REA^lSZ	 . EFN	 SOURCE STATEM'NT - IFN(S) -
C NSURF NUmv ER OF	 LE N S SUZF ACF$.
C rv;TAN AZIMUT)4 OF	 :p eJECT (CEGREES) .
C SurrCtZ r,,1G:•,) SURF ACE	 MATRIX... COL'J"N	 J DESCRIES	 JIM SU lkFACE AS
CC FOL LOW 5	 ......,...
CC
C SURF C(1.J1 SURFACE TYFE
C SURFC(21J) AIJ	 APERTURE PARAMETER
C SURFC(39 J) A22	 APERTURE I•AIRAVETER
C SURFC(r. ,J) DISTANCE FROM FFEVIOUS SURFACE
C SURFC(50J) REFRACTIVE	 IN D EX	 COL-07%	 1




c SURFMoo •)) REFRAC i IVE INDEX COLOR 6
c Sulu c (I I , J) RADIUS OF CURVATURE




k SURF013,Jo XT	 NCR. AXIS DISPLACEMENT
c SURFC(1/+,J) YT	 VRT.	 AXIS DISPLACEMENT
c SURFC(15rJ) U	 X DIRECTION CGjSINE
c SURFC(16.J) V	 Y DIRECTION COSINE
c
+ ASPNERIC	 (FOLYN rDMIAL) ...
c
-
Sur<rc (13 p J) A2	 DEFORMAT II:N COEFF 1C IENT
c SURFC (14 . J) A3	 DEFORMAT 1,:N COEFFICIENT
c SuRrc(Issi) A4	 DEFORMATION COEFFICIENT





























RO :.Ci7 2 9S
ROOC-7290
R: 007300
RD 007 3 02
NAMELIST / DESIGN / DESGN, NDSC•No N"SGV. NJAILo FNU ►•'Er FLNGH t 	XODNt lcln
1 WFLGH, ZETA. ►1LXrP, D'W-Pi WEXPPo tit,:uJH, WCLRH, WI'O ►IT, EIMhITo	 RM.5eloc,
2 ".JMC#AFo SPFEA. DUM1N, WCLRS, WXDIR, WYDIR l NC414D, SYSAX,,	 RDCi082:T0
3 . ATF(,GR. GAUSS	 RDO'.i82:i1
c
C N:SGNtI















C W t m0 (7 )




NUMDER OF DESIGN VARIAELES. RD0:412S2
MINIMUM FERMISSII;LE DESIGN VARIASLE NUMDER. R00062N
MAXIMUM FER241SSIPLF: DESIGN VARIADLE NUMDER. R00082156
NUMDER OF DESIGN ITERATIONS. RD008208
NU'4Q,Ek OF DESIGN VARVSLES FER 1TERAY1 ,_N. RD006210
INITIAL SET OF DESIGN VArRIADLE NUMDER S. 80058212
JAIL SENTENCE. RODSE%214
rtECUIRED r/ Nut•;,ER. RD408216
RECIUIRED FOCAL LENGTH. RD00821H
WEIGHT ON FOCAL LENGTH. RD00822"^'
MAXIMUM ALLC&lACLE INCREMENT FACTOR. RD:D8222
#7 &.',JECT
	
HEIGHT FOR EXIT PUPIL. RDD08224
E X IT PUPIL pISTA I ICE FROM LAST	 SURFACE. Root'i8226
WEIGHT ON EXIT PUPIL DISTANCE. R0008228
SET OF	 t.o l JECT	 H-IGHT CEPEtlDEN T )	 WEIGHTS ON SP" T . SIZE. " RDGci(t23c,
SET	 :,r	 WEIGHTS ON	 LATERAL	 CH7'v4'4AT1C	 ArE 7'.i%ATI411. RD000232
SET Or WEIGHTS ON EXPCCTEC 	 ' SA1S. RDC0S?34
SET OF EXFECYED	 Y BARS. RDC61236






f'^^^^4 ^+.T f iaT^l	 3(*f	 j a { 3




(CASE DECK CARD PROC,-SSOR)
READS ? 	-	 EFN	 SOURCE SIAIE14ENI	 -	 1FN(S)	 -
C SPFEA MINIVVM FERMISSML E FEATHER TH1Cr.NESS.
C DUN,IN MINIMUM	 INCREMENT VALUE.
f '•CLRS ( 6) SET OF	 ( C {, LOii CEPENDI ENT)	 WEIGHTS ON SPOT SIZE.
C WXDIR X DIFECTIONAL WEIGHT.
c W Y DIR V DIRECTIONAL WEIP-HT.
C '4C-:lND NUMBER JF BOUN DARY CONDITIONS.
C SYSt"X MAXIMUM FERMISSIDLF. LENS LE)lGTH.
C 11PR14T SUBSIDIARY DESIGN PRINT TRIGGER.
C AIRGGR C,r-T ION FLAG TO KE-COMPUTE OR NJT RE-COMPUTE D (J) .
C GAUSS STANDAPD DEVIA1I 1:04 FOR GAUSSIAtl WEIG)	 I N0.
C 0ESGN ( 1:i,5!11 DESIGN MATRIX... 	 COLUMN	 J DEFINES	 J I M COMPOSITE DESIGN
C VARIAiLE	 AS FOLLOWS	 ..........
C'
C DES(ASI,J)	 NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
c DESGN(29J)	 IJ.IJ	 REDUIRED
c DF.56N(3, J)	 DELTA VJ
c DESGN(40)	 K1J	 (DATA INDEX	 PARAMETER 1)




C DES6N(90)	 K3J	 (DATA 1NCEX	 PARAMETER 6)
c DES6N ( l0.J)	 IJ . IJ	 G:,MPUIEC
c
NAMELIST / SUDSTN / SUDSY, NSUBT, NSUP,F
c
C NSUDT NUMBER OF SUBSTITUTION SETS.
c NSUDF NUI4DER OF PARAMETERS PER SET.
C SUDST (Sr,C,) SUBSTITUTION VECTOR.
c
NAMELIST / SENST /	 NP-ERTS, PERTB, REFOCS
TR- 67 -700-10-2












































NUMBER OF PARAMETERS TO BE PERTURDEt).
	 R010086o2
REFOCUS FLAG (r„1,2, Or 3) .	 RDO06604
PERTURDAT I"44 MATR IX ... rvCQ J DEF INESTHE JIM FERTU RBAT I :lNrcrr,Ci86Ci6
PARA ,IEYER AS FOLL{JdS.......... 	 RDO;i86oa
RDOO6610
PERTB(J,1)	 PER CENT BY WHICH FAr%AMETEr IS CHANG.RD !i 6612
PERTB(J,2)	 DATA INDEX	 R00:16614
PERTS(J,3)
	
FIRST 6 CHARACTERS ,. ,F SYMC,jL
	 RCriCiSS16
PERT0(J,4)	 LAST 6 CHARACTERS C-F S YMvOL	 RDO'.;8618
NAMELIST / ENDRY / BOUNDS
	
RD r,:i a7 oo
C
C E j UN p S ( 3,1l5!i)C:U !: : A RY CONDI T ION MATRIX... COLUMN J CESCRIDES THC JTH RDcCta7ri2
C	 BOUNDARY COW” 17 ION AS FOLLOWS .......... RDri!i87ri4
C RD oo a7 06
C	 Bxi.,UNDS(I,J) DATA INDEX RDCiria7Ci8
C	 BOUN: S(2,J) MINIMUM PERMISSIBLE VALUE R0 ulcl671s
C	 BOUND S(3,J) MAXIMUM P ERMISSIBLE V ALUE RDri!i8712
C




C YMAXX	 MAXIMUM APERTURE R/,,' IUS
	
Rr:,;i^8r2
C 42M)tj	 MINIMV!A AIR SPACE THICKIIESS	 RDr,C,a8Ci4





' +^	 ^ "^^^°^ 	 1 MIM  i 	 hT	 `^ ^'.,.	 ^ 7'P xiS1 ^d+''!	 f. l	 a i ^i^ ^ ! ^> 	 r	 )	 Y. 	
e	
F	 }	 v	 t
4' t4'^^'+
	
4	 y	 ^^t^p,^+ 1"r ^	 ^ ^: ^^ ^s.Y ^7^iG a r r ^ ti^ S
	
e	
i^ ,^"1 ^lK	 a'	 3	 '^^^ ^ xi^[3;a ^.y	
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RD 1 C12 Orin
RD1029firi
RD 1 fi30fifi
RD 1 fi31 Ofi
























RD 11.564 C Ct
RD 1 fi66 1.i0
RD1C168nfi




RDIrr7 2fi0 	 67
RD 1 Viz 3lifi
RDItv5!i0






INFUI FGU11NE (CASE DECK CAR D
 PROCESSOR)
READSZ	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S)
C
CATA CLA14K if 6H	 /s MINUS / 6H-	 /
CIMENStON Eurr RR. (6)
EQUIVALENCE ( AFLAGo ITNFRT )
INIEGEA, SYHED (4.2)
DATA SYHt0(1o1)/19H WITH SYMDOL CARDS /o
1	 SYHED (I X21 / 21 ►1 ^1; I; /:BUT SYMeyL CARDS/
C
C	 START OF SUDRi:UTINE READS
C
C	 THIS SUDR-OUTINE ►IANDLES ALL OF THE INPUT T4 THE PROGRAM
C	 READ IN PROGRAM CONTROL DATA
READ ( S t 114PUT )
IF ( CLEAR .Ea. 4 1 GO TO 1500
P AGE s0
C	 ZERO PNIO ,RAM DATA AREA AND TITLE
04 12G:1 1 c I o 34 VG
120!i DATA(1) : 0.0
C	 ZERO FERTURDAT IO)4 DATA
CO 1400 J = Ito 30
CO 1400 K c to 4
1400 PER1D(J P K) c G.ti
NFERTD c 0
REFOCS c 0





C	 READ NEW TITLE
READ ( So32100 )	 ( TITLE(I)s I e IeI2 )
321	 FGRMAT(12AG)
C	 READ NEW DATE
READ ( So32110 )	 It CATE(I)1 I = 193 1
32110 FORMAT( 3C 3X s 12 ) )
15:it7i IF( CONTRL (1) .NE. 1 ) GO TO 20rio
C	 HEAD PROGRAM DATA rR M OCTAL CARDS
16 r. READ ( 5x32115)
	
( SurrRR(:)) i J s I#6 ) KTEMF
321 i S P ORM AT ( 60121 5X v 13 )
ITEMP a 6*iKTEMF • I
JTEMF c ITEMP + 5
J c 0
CC' I s l.*or I = ITEMP , JTEMF
J •-- J + 1
10C,C. DATA(1) c EUFFRR(J)
IF( KTEMF .LT. 580 ) GO To 1606
C




W 4I TE ( Go 32 1.15ri )
32!lS:i rot-.MAY(
	 1riX o 28H PROGRAM	 JNFORMAT I: rN 1
IF ( CLEAR .NE. Cot)
	 GO TO 20!05
WR)TE ( 6. 32x.55 )
32!^SS F.:J:iN,t, T( IHri, 1ri11 CLEAR = fig 	 1!5X. 24H D ATA REC.I4W NOT CLEARED )
UU To 2:i1!i
W•% I T C ( G. 32"^5ri )
r	 ^	 +w(	 t
^	 ^	 _; ^^o ^^^{"^>^^	 ^• d^}^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^,^	 gyp'.» t ro ^>^ '! ^ f ^ r ^ ^^^t ti	
...,
	










	 DECK	 CArD	 FROCESS ,;, R) 0	 IVE,$
READS7	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE STAIEMENI 	 -	 iF14(S)
3 	 r,5!l FG.MAT(	 1H0,	 1GM CLEAR :	 1,	 10X,	 24H DATA	 WAS CLEARED
	
) f•D3C,d",G"^
2C. 1F(	 IFLAG(1)	 .t:E.	 0	 )	 60	 10 2015 RC1082^:9:,
W RITE	 ( 6,	 32065	 ) 75
32465 FOLMAl	 IMD,	 13"	 IFLAG ( I1	 a	 0 1 7X,17M NO GEOMETRY DATA	 1 RDI084Ci0
Go TO 2020 RC1!i851'i0
?015 WRITE	 ( 6,	 32C,70 1 RD1085rx0 77
32r.t !, F eIRMAT(	 IMG,	 13H	 IFLAG ( I)	 :	 1, 7X9	 22H GEOMETR Y DATA F ,:,LLOWS) RDIr,L465C,
?r,2D IF(	 1FLAG(2)	 .14E.	 0 )	 GO TO 2025 RD1Ci870s
WRITE	 ( 6,	 32075	 ) RD Iris? 5, 80
32G75 FO'•,M A I( 	1M0,	 1311	 IFLAG(2)	 = D,	 7X,	 15H Wo DESIGN DATA ) RC108800
Go 10 2030 RD108850
2;,2g IDXn IF LAG (2) RDID89!i0
WRITE	 (6, 3208011:X,(S Y MED(I,IDX)91:1,4) RD108g10 R3
32:,6x, AI(12HD IFLAG(2)
	 =I2,OX19HCESIC. N DATA F4LLC 'WS 4A6) RD108920
2D3r9 1F(	 IFLAG(3)	 .1+E.	 Co)	 Go TO 2035 RC109Cos
WRITE	 ( 6,	 32085 ) RD109ci50 92
32r,s5 FORMAT(	 IMO,	 13H IFLAG(3)	 = D, 7X 9 	21H W., SUDSTITUTIr_N DATA	 ) RoID9Ioo
60 TO 2040 RCIng15C9
2r,35 1DX:IFLAG (3) RD1092oc,
WRITE	 (6,32!i9D)iCX,(S Y HED(19IDX),1:194) RD1.)921Ci 95
320,95 FOi.MAT(12HD IFLAG(3)
	
=12,SX25HSUSSTITUT104 DATA F ,7LLCWS4A6) RD109220
2D4 ,5 IF(	 IFLAG (4)	 .EQ.	 0 )	 GO TO 2 1545 RDI09355
IDX: IF LAG (4) RD 109370
WRITE	 (6132 1591)1CX,(SYHED(I,I OX) ,Ic1,41 RC109360 105
y2 rig I FOF.MAT(12H0 IFLAG(4) 	 =12,8X24HSENSIT1VIT't DATA FOLLCA154A6) RD10939!i
6o To 2Ci5C,
	 _ RDIC',9420
2x,45 WF.1TE	 ( 61	 32:192	 ) RD 109450 113
32,592 FORMAT(	 %HG,	 13t( IFLAG ( 4)	 : 09 7X, 205t	 NO SENSITIVITY DATA	 ) RC109470
IF(	 1FLAG(5)
	
.E l .	 0 )
	 GO TO 2055 RCI09460
WRITE	 ( 6,	 32093 ) RDID9482 116
32x,93 FORMAT(	 1H0,	 13H IFLAG (5)	 =	 I s
 
7X,	 18H PLOT DATA r0LLCQS ) ROICS484
67 To 2200 RD i 094 86
2!055 WF0,17	 6,	 32094	 ) RD109488 118
32!',94 FORMAT c	 SMO,
	
13!1 IFLAG ( 5)	 :	 099 7X,	 13H No PLOT DATA ) RDID94SO
22!',!1 IF ( IFLAG (6)	 TO 2210 RDIr,9500
WRITE	 (6832200) RC1!i9505 121
322n6 FORMAT (IH0, 13H IFLAG (6)	 : C„7X 927M NO BOUNDARY COND1 111 ,N DATA) RD10951Ci
64 To 2290 RDI095I5
221C, IOX=IFLAG(6) RCI!19520
WRITE
	 (G, 32210)1DX,(S YMED(I,I DX) ,1:194) RDID9525 124
3221 !i F0R14AT(I2H0 IFLAG(G)	 =I2,8X31ND:,UNDARY 0:11401710N DATA FOLLOWS4AS) VD109530
229x- W ri)TE	 (6,32D95)1:CNTRL9
	
(C0NTRL(1) 91=1,NCNTFL) 83.109535 131
32!#95 F 1:1 RMAT(	 IMG,	 94 NCNTRL :,	 I2,	 9X9	 35H NUMDER OF Fi;OGRAM CONTRC ,L CORLS!i955Ci
IMMANDS
	
//	 IDtt	 CQUIRL =,	 1015 ) 8010196001
WRITE( 69
	 32D`?4 )	 FUNCID 80109650 138
32D9u FC, FL'1AT (	 INri,	 9H FUNC ID	 :,	 11( 9	 AS	 ) RD1!19700
IF(	 1FLAG(I)	 ;EQ.	 D•)	 00	 70.30001 80109800
C
C READ GECoM ETRY DATA RD20Icmcl
C
READ	 (	 S,GE-„'.	 1 RC20I20,0i
C TZS1 GE_," ETRY	 INFUT DATA FOR C4 ?.,^ECT VALUES 8020 ) 5!1!1 141
(F(	 L,!C,DE
	
.'_T,	 D	 .0R.	 Lv-:J:E
	 .01.	 2	 )	 CALL	 ERF,:R2(	 36H	 ItIC^:Fci:ECitD2Ci16Ci^:9
11	 VALuc	 F-.
-, R	 LV::"E	 ,	 LM:,;E	 ) R:2!i1 ?!i0 144
IF(	 14-AYS	 .LT,	 1._1%.	 NRAYS	 .61.	 2 1.1!1	 )	 :ALL	 ER Oi•2i	 36H	 NUt^gE f.RD2020!iri
1 or	 RAYS EXCEE'.S LIMITS	 , NRAYS ) RC2!i210r9 147
^^`6.'nY`!kq p ri r ^^Fd^Y	 ' i ^ 7P,x ;^"t r,^ r°'










it:FUT r.0UTI1lE (CASE DECK CARD FR0CESS,.F1 	 09 1 19 /f, 8	 F AGE E
REACST	 - EFN	 SouRCE SIATEMENT - IFN(S)
IF NSLCS .LT, 1
	
.OR. NSLCS .61. 26 1 CALL ERROR21 36H 1403E ii ^'.:2Q^4CiG
1 ,:,F E.F. SLICES EXCEEDS LIMIT, NSLCS 1	 R02525155
	
1SC,
I	 lit NCLRS .LT. 1	 ,OR. NCLRS .61. 6 1	 CALL EAR l r%2( 36H 11U4CErc : tiD2"^26GCi
IF COLOt,S EXCEEDS LIMITS 	 # NCLRS )	 R0252?SS	 153
IF ( IM ,:-',E LT. 0	 .OR.	 IMCDE . GT. 1 )	 CALL ER rsij':2 ( 364 1 NC^^ ,iF.ECRD2c,34UCi
11 VALUE FOR IM':IDV	 o 1MODE )	 RD253555	 156
IF ( N-7EJ ► t .LT. 1	 .OR. NjEJH .67. 7 ) CAL! EriR,:,"%2( 3(.H NUMBER ORD253655
IF O,JEC1 HEIGMIS IS ILLEGAL, N4CJH )	 RD253700
	
159
IF( NSUnr .LT. 1	 .OR. NSURF .61. 98 1 CALL ERR:,r•.2( 35H NUMDER RD2G4r,c,5
10F SU fiFACES EXCEEDS LIMITS , MSURF ) 	 R02C,4I5i)	 162
IF( NIPLN .LE. Co ) CALL E RROR?( 36H HUMCER OF IMAGE. PLANES 15 1NRr,2C,45C6
ICORREC T , NIPIN )	 RC2046C6
	
165
If( OMGA1 .Co. 0.0 .OR. OMGA2 .Ea. 0.0 ) CALL ERROR( 36H SCALER02CiSC60





1F( EFRAD .LE. 0.0 ) CALL ERROR3( 36H ENTRANCE PUr-IL RADIUS IS IR02"5455
lL(EGAL	 EPRAD )	 RD205500
C
C	 CONVERT SURFACE TYPE TO 114TEGER	 RD258555
	
171
25nn JTEmP x NSURF • 1 	 RC208ci5C1
CO 2525 1 = 1, JTEMF	 RC2081^ici
IF( iSU -lrCo,I) . 07. IciciSr, 1	 ISURFC ( 1,11 = SURFC ( lil)	 Rono2cm.
2525 CONTINUE	 RD208305
C	 TEST FOR VALID SURFACE DATA 	 R03011:10
Liz 265G 1 = 1, NSURF	 RD30Iloc,
IF( ISURF01,1) .LT. 1 .0R. ISURFC(1,1) .07. 7 ) GO TO 2750	 RD351205
CO 2550, J	 NCLRS •	 RC302050
IF ( SUFFC ( J*4 9 1) .EO. 0.0 1 GO TO MC,	 Rona I on.
255!1 CON  INUE	 RD302200
IF( SURF030) .GE. 0.0 ) GO TO 2600	 RD302400
CALL EAr^:)R2( 36H SECOND APERTURE VALUE 1S NEGAi1VE , 1 )	 RD3Ci2SG5
	
206
2C.!',C, IF( 1SURTC(10) .NE. 4 .OR. ( SURFC(150) ** 2 • SURFC(1(%, 1) #!,21RD3ci2GCici
1 .LE. I.c, ) 60 TO 2655	 RD3027CiC1
CALL ERrvOR2( 3611 WCCI RREC T DEFN. OF TILTED AXIS	 1 )	 RM200	 215
2650, C4tJT 1NUE	 RD303GCi5
Go To 26 1.iU	 RD303200
27GC, CALL ERR l:lri2( 36m INCORRECT SURFACE TYPE NUMSER GIVENe 1 ) 	 R030.540CM, 	 221
275!1 CALL ERrc':R2( 35H INDEX ,:,F REFRACTION = 0.0 FOR SURFC, 1 )	 R0304200	 223
26C,", KTEFIF a 0	 R0304900
C
C	 CONVERT NUMSER OF RAYS TO 114TEGCR	 RC305cici0
Co 2650, 1 = 1, NSLCS	 RD355155
IF( ILATTC(391) ,GT. lfi ci!ici )	 ILATTC(3,1)	 LATTC(3,1)	 RD3C1520ci
C	 TEST NW15ER OF RAYS IN EACH SLICE	 RD3053c,0
IF( 1LATTC(3,11 .LT, 1
	
.OR.	 ILATTC(3,1) .GT. 2".C, 1	 CALL ERR"JR2 R031.154ci5
1 ( 36HiNCOR -RECT NUt4CER OF RAYS IN SLICE	 , I 1	 RC%3ci55Cic,	 23?
KTEt4F _ KTEMP . ILATTCO31) 	 RD355655
2650, CONTINUE	 RD3Ci57C`iClC




EQUAL OR EXCEED NRAYS	 RD3r,61cc,^
IF( WW'S .GT. KTE^!F- 1 CALL ERRO g2( 36H'IRAYS .01. 7 1J1AL110. C,F rcrcD3C,62r,0
SAYS 1N LATT, KTEMF ) 	 RD31mo."C1	 244
3!:!1!1 IF( )rL AG (2) .EQ. 5 1 GO TO SCO50	 RD357055
C
C	 RCA, DESIGN 114FFUl	 RD4G10cici
C
7READ	 (5 ► CESIGN ) FiC4G12r^,
c 24 S
IF S	 2ETA	 .EO.	 0.0 1	 CALL	 cRROR(	 369 DESIG(i SCALE FACT(-., R	 IS 0. 13 F04G121G
I	 1 RW1220 251
IF( CUMIN	 .EO. 0.0 1	 CALL	 ERROR( 36H OUMIN ► MINIMUM DELTA U ► 	 IS YcD4G123n1
10.0	 1 RD4G1240 254




	 .GT.	 NDSGN(1)	 W.	 N05GN(4)	 .LE.	 0 )	 CALL	 ERROR R0401265
2 ( 36H A VALUC	 IN NDSGN 15 INCGRRECT	 ) R0401270 257
IF( NDSGV(I)	 .LT.	 I	 .OR.	 NDSGV(1)	 .07.	 1C, )	 V.,
 TO 304E R04012(k7i
ITEMP	 z NDSG V ti)	 •	 I Ru Gt29G
00 3020	 1 z 2 ► 	 ITEMP R04013OG
IF( NDSGV(1)	 .LT, NOSGN(2)	 .OR.	 NDS0V(1)	 . 0 1 . NDSGN(3)	 )	 GO 10 R04Ci131G
1 3040 R040132G
IF(	 1	 .EO.	 ITEMP )	 GO 10 3090 RD401330
L s	 1	 •	 1 R0401340
wo	 u2D	 J s L, ITEMP RD401350
It'( NDSGV t 1) 	 .EO. NDSGV W)	 )	 GO 14 3040 RD401360
3020 CONTINUE RD401370
GO TO 3090 R0401400
3 r,4 C, CALL	 ERROR( 36H A VALUE IN NOSGV 	 IS INCOrrECT	 ) RD4014In 288
3"r90 IF ( HCOt(D	 .LT. 0	 NCG,ND .67.	 1C1!1 )	 CALL	 ERROR2( 364 NUMWIR04 I45S
I OF MRY. CCMITIOt1S ILLEGAL ► : + COND ) R040146G 291
ITEMP z NDSGN(%) 80401500
C	 CONVERT NUMCER OF DESIGN FARAMETERS TO INTEGER R040160G
CO 3125	 1=1 ► ITEMP RD401700
-
IF(	 IAES(	 ICESG )r ( 1,I)	 I	 .GT.	 Ici!mc, 1	 IDESGN ( 1 ► t)	 c DESGN ( 1, I) RD4016W,
C CHECK FOR SYMGOL CARLS 80401810
IF(IFLAG(2).E0.2)GO TO 3125 RD401815
CO	 3100	 J e 19	 12 R0401820
SDE SN (J ►
 I 1	 a FLANK 80401651.1
3100 CONT INUE RD4GI915S
3125	 CONTINUE RD40191G
IF(1FLAG(2).CO.2)GO TO '360? R04GIS15
C	 READ PARAMETER SYMD:,LS 10 EE MODIFIED DURING DESIGNING R04G250G
CO	 3800	 1 = 1 ► 	 HEMP 80402600
J7EMP	 z	 LADS(	 IDESGN ( I,1)	 ) RD4027015
KTEMP z 2 4 JTEMP RD40275Ci
READ	 (	 S,	 32120	 )	 IS1GN(I) ► 	 EUFFERR(I) ► 	 EUFFEr(2) ► 	 ISIGN(2) , R04026DO
I DUFFER(3) ,
	
DUFFER ( 4) ,	 IS104 ( 3) ► 	 SUFFER ( 5) ,	 tUFFER ( 6) ,	 ISIGN(4) , R04C:2820




32120 FORMAT( 6(	 A1 ► 	 2A6 )	 ) R040295G
C	 STORE DESIGN SYMSoOLS FOR PRI141 OUT RC4Co3r,.1r,
00	 3154	 it z	 I,	 KTEMP RD4t;,31nCo
3150 SCESN(M,1)	 = DUFFER(M) R04G32Cir,
CO	 380r,	 J z I,	 JTEMr RD4t,35OCi
C	 TEST FOR INTEGER VARIABLE RD4C13700
L z	 2* (	J-	 I) •	I RD403600
00	 32!ir,	 K t	 I ► NSYMEI RD403800
IF( DUFFER(L)	 .NE.	 SYMDLI(S,K)	 )	 GO TO 3200 RC4039011
IDESGN(J43,I)	 z	 SY M,DLI(20K) RD4r,44r,G
GO TO 50S ... RD 4 C04 5
32,,x, c..NT I NU_ Rte G460G
C	 TEST FOR	 REAL VARIA'.LC R0405000
CO	 33!10	 K _	 1 ► 	 tWt4r,,2 RD405%SG





INPUT ROUTINE (CASE DECK (A F D FR-;-CESS,)R)	 09 / 19 /68	 FADE






INPUT	 r<vU11NE	 ( CASE DECK CARL FFOCESS I)R) 09/19 /64	 PAGE
READSZ	 •-	 EFN	 SOURCE SIAIEME147 	 - IFN(S)	 -
IF(	 CUFFER(L)	 .NE.	 ,K)	 )	 Grp TO 3300 RD(0520!1
I0ESGN(J+3
	
I)	 :	 SYM 9,L2(2 ,K) RC405300
GO 70 WIG RC40540ri
33x,0 CONT 114UE RD4 IDS 500
C TEST FOR INTEGER VECTOR RD405800
CO	 3325	 K = 1, NSYMB3 RD405Sl00
IF( BUFFER(L)	 .NE.	 SYMBL3(1,K)	 )	 GO TO 3325 RC4060clo
CALL	 VCNVRT(	 CUFFER(L+I)t	 IDEX9	 53350 ) RC4r,Slor^ 362
IDESG N(J+ 3,1)	 =	 SYMBL3 ( 29K)	 ♦ 	 IDEX	 - 1 R04 'v62Ci0
Go TO 38x,4 RD406300
3325 C,^NT INUE RC406400
W3 TO 3454 RC4065',:^
C
C PRINT ERROR MESSAGE AND SUCSCRIPT IF THE CORRECT SUBSCRIPTR0406700
C CAN Mil BE EVALUATED RC406800
3354 CALL ERROR%( 36H ILLEGAL SUBSCRIPT	 IN DESIGN DATA	 BUFFER(L ♦1)) RC4C,6900
C TEST FOR REAL VECTOR RD457wir3 373
3454 CO	 3504	 K =	 1s NSY1404 80407100
IF(	 DUFFER(L)	 .NE.	 SY146L4(ItK)	 )	 WJ TO 3500 RC407200
• CALL	 VCNVRT( BUFFER(L ♦ 1)r	 ILEX,	 $3350 ) RC4073GC, 363
I0ESGN ( J + 3, I)	 a	 5 11IMBL4 ( 2,K)	 +	 IDE X 	-	 I R04074On.
GO 14 3844 R04GT500 -
3504 C.-r1 T MUE RD407600
C TEST FOR REAL MATRIX RD4080Ci0
CO	 3604	 K c I t NSYMC5 RD408100
IF( BUFFER (L)	 ME. SYMCL5 (1 ,K) 	 )	 GO To 3600 RD4Ci8200
CALL	 MCNVRT( CUFFER(L+1 )r 	IDEX,	 JCEX P 	53350 1 RD408300 399
LTEMP e 3 RD4084Ci0
IF( K	 .EQ. 2 )
	
LTEMP	 c 20 RD408500
IF( K	 .EQ. 3 )	 LTEMP	 s	 10 R0408600
Iri:SGN (J+3, I)	 a	 SYMCL5 (2 ,K)	 ♦ LTEMP	 #	 (	 JDEX -	 1	 )	 ♦ 	 IDEX	 -	 1 80408700
GO To 36Cri RC408800
364:1 C.,N T INUE RD409Ci00
C
C DESIGN SYM BOL HAS 14:07 BEEN IVENTIFIEC RD4092riri
CALL	 ERRC, ` l( 36H ILLEGAL SYMDOL	 IN DESIGN DATA BUFFER (L) )RD4Ci937C,
C MINUS INDEX	 INDICATES NEGATIVE DESIGN INCREN,ENT RD4G94ris 413
384¢ IF(	 ISIGN(J)	 .EQ.	 MINUS	 )	 ICESGN(J+3,1)	 =	 - IDESGN(J+3,1) RC40950r,
38G2 iF (IFLAG (6) .EQ.0) GO TO 50614 RC451Ci00
C
C READ BOUNDARY INPUT R0451200
C
READ	 ( 5, BNCR Y ) RD<51400
C CHECK FOR.	 SYM^, ,:iL	 CARDS RD451410 426
IF ( IFLAG (E) .EQ.?)GO TO 50CV3 RD451415
ITEMP : NCOND / 6 R04516Ci0
IF(	 MOD ( NC., t4l , 6 )	 NE.	 0 >	 ITEMP	 c	 ITEMP	 ♦ 1 RD451800
MTEMP c 0 RD45MS
Dv	 4eGC,	 I	 =	 lr	 ITEMP RD45220D
READ	 (	 5,	 3213Ci	 )	 (	 EUFFER(J),	 J	 =	 it	 12	 ) RD452<00 437
JTEMF	 c	 12 RD4526SS
IF(	 I	 .EQ.	 ITE MP 	 .AND.	 MOD( NCOND,	 6	 )	 -NE. 0 1	 JTE MP t	 2 $ R04528C^C,
I MOD(	 NCotip,	 6	 ) RD453OSS
DO	 s8;14
	
J n	 1,	 JTEMF,	 2 80453200
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Page, Revised 10/ 1 /68
SNPUT F%-)Ut INE (CASE DECK CARD PROCESSOR)	 WIS/68	 F AG E 1
READS2	 - Er 14	 SOURCE 510EMENT - IFN(S)
C STORE COUNDARY SYMCOL FOR PRINT OUT R0453b00
CDYSYM(I,MTET4PT	 c CUiFER(J) RO/.5380!1
C0'fSYM ( 2,M,lEMF)	 t	 CUFFER ( J • 1) RD45ev'n
•	 C TEST FOR REAL VARIADLE R0454200
CO	 4OGO	 K --	 1, 11SYMU2 RD4544D0
IF(	 CUFFER(J)	 .NE.	 SYMCL2(1,K)	 1	 GO 10 400,0 RO45460D
IIrNDSt1, Mt E t4P )	 =	 SYMCL2(2,K1 R0454800
Go 10 A8GG R0455000
t	 G CONTINUE R0455200
C TEST FOR REAL VECTOR R04554Ciro
CO	 42G!1	 K c 1 , NSY1164 R04555013
IF( CUFFER(J)	 .NE.	 S YMDL4(1, K )	 )	 GO 10 42 150 Ramers
CALL	 VCNVRTt CUFFER(J+I),	 IDEX,	 145GS 1 R045570ti,
ICftCS(1, MT E MF )	 c	 SYMBL4(2,K)	 •	 IOEX 	-	 I R0455800
60 10 48GG R04559cir,
42GCi CONTINUE R0456D0D
C TEST FOR REAL MATRIX RD4562M
CO	 440E	 K c	 1, IISY1405 R0456305
IF( CUFFER(J)	 .NE.	 S YMCLS(S, K )	 )	 GO TO 4400 R04$64On
CALL	 MCtjVRT(	 CUFFER(J+1) ,	 1DEX,	 JOEX,	 1450,0 ) R045651.50
LTEMP c 3 80456600
IF( A .EQ. 3 )	 LTEMP c 30 RD456700
C
C TEST FOR 1140EX OF Pr-FRACIION R04568Ci0
IF( K .NE. 2 )	 GO 10 4300 R0456900
LTEMP c 20 RD457D06
1F(	 ILEX	 .LT.	 5	 .OR.	 1DEX	 .G'T.	 10 )	 GO TO 4300 R045TSD^
C PARAMETER 1S AN INDEX OF REFRACTION, USE NEGATIVE INCEY•	 RD457400
If(	 ILEX	 . NE.	 5 )	 CALL	 ERrv0R4 (	 36H ILLEGAL	 1146^OEX OF REFR.	 IN DOURD45750 !1
S IJDARY	 ) R0457600
IrN:S(1,M1EMP)	 c	 -	 ( SYMDL5(2,K)	 • LTEMP #	 (	 JDEX-1	 ) • 4 )	 RD457700
60 TO 4800 RD457800
43!i 10 1CN E05(1, 111EMP)	 5YN,DL5(2,K)	 ♦ LTEMP #	 I	 JDEX-1	 >	 +	 IOEX -	 1	 RC4579Ci0
GO TO 460 1.5 RD458000
44oC, CONTINUE RD45820Ci
C
C KlUNDARY SY14G7L HAS WIT PEEN IDENTIFIED 80458400
CALL	 EFiF--.lFl (	 36H ILLEGAL SYMCOL	 IN C!UNDARY DATA , CUFF ER(J)	 ) RD456GW3
4SCin CALL	 ERRo:RI ( 36H ILLEGAL SUBSCRIPT 	 IN Q,OUNCARY DATA ,DUFFE R(J+1)) RO459!'i!i!i
48CiG C014T114UE R04592r,rl
5C, C, C, IF(	 IFLAG (3)	 .EQ. 0 )	 GO TO 8000 R0501000
C











REA^. ( 5, SUCSTN )
IF( ( NSUE1+1 ) # 14SUDP .GT. 5 0,5 10 )
i CALL E^iR:, R2( 36H SUDSTITUTION Llf4l7S ARE INCORRECT , NSU,T )
C CHEC K FOR SYMCOL CARDS
IF(IFLAG(3).E0.2)GO TO 800,0
ITEM.P c NSUCF / G
K1EMP c NSUCP	 NSUET • 1
MTEMP c I
IF t W:D ( NSUr -r , 6 ) .NE . G I	 11EM-r a (TEMP • 1
CO 6:.C,'i 1 - 1, ITEmF
READ( 5,3213n 1	 ( CUFFER(J), J = 1, 12 )


















1NFUI ROUIINE (CASE DECK CA o+: 0rz-:pCESS4R)
READS2	 • EFH	 SOUr`CE STATEMENT - IF(f(S) •
TR-67-700- ! 0-2





JTEMF s	 12 RD5C123G7
IF (	 1	 .EO.	 11EMF	 . AND.	 MOC ( NSUBP ,	 6	 )	 .NE .	 0 1 J1ENP	 s	 2 ri	 RD 502400
WDO ( NSUDP , 6 1 RDS x2500
CO	 6000	 J s 1,	 J TEMP s 2 R05G26015
C STORE SUr511101"J'i SYMBijLS FOR PRINT OUT R45027013
SUDSVM ( 1,M1EM F )	 BUFFER ( J) RD502750
SUBSYM(2,MTEM R )	 x EUFFER(J • 1) RD502800
141EMP	 s MTEMr	 ♦ 1 RDSP2850
C TEST FOR INTEGER VARIABLE RD503000
00	 52C:0	 K s 1, NSYMBI RDS03100
IF(	 BUFFER(J)	 .NE.	 SY14ELI(1,K)	 I	 GO TO 5200 RD5G3200
ISUCSI( K1E1tP	 )	 z	 • SYMBLI(2,K) RDSG3300
GO TO 6000 RD5034013
52nD CON  INUE RDS03500
C TEST FOR REAL VARIABLE 80504000
a7	 $300	 K = to NSVMO2 R0504100
IF(	 BUFFER (J)	 NE.	 5YMI^,L2 (I ,K)	 1	 GU TO 5300 RD504200
ISUBST( r'TEMP	 )	 c SYMBL2(21K) RD5C,4300
G4 14 6000 RD5G4400
5300 CONTINUE RD504500
C TE.•T FOR INTEGER VECTOR R05Ci5000
DO	 5350	 K =, I  NS YMp'3 80505100
IF(	 BUFFER(J)	 .NE.	 SYMCL't.(1,K)	 )	 GO TO 535:1 F7S05200
CALL	 , VCNV,iT ( CUFFER(J+1) ,	 ICEX,	 45400 ) RD5053Cini




5350 CONT INUE Rwiwi0
GO 10 5550 80505700
C
C FRINT ERRO R MESSAGE AND SUBSCRIPT 	 IF THE CORRECT SUBSCRIFTR05c,6r,ri0
C CA14 NIT BE EVALUATED RD506100
54 r,0 CALL ERR R%( 36H ILLEGAL SUBSCRIPT IN SUBSTUTN. DATA, BUFFER ( J+1))RD5Ci6400
C TEST FOR MAL VECTOR RD5 cis S00
555x, C4	 56riCi	 K e 1 , NSYM04 RD506600
jr(
	
BUFFER ( J)	 .NE.	 SYMBL4 ( 1,K)	 )	 GO TO 5600 RD50V00
CALL	 VCNVRi( BUFFER(J+1), 	 IfEX,	 15400 ) RMi6800i
ISUDST( KTEMP	 )	 a SYMBL4(2,K)	 +	 IDEX -'1 RD507000
GO TO 6000 RD507100
5690 CONTINUE ROSG72GG
C TEST FOR REAL MATRIX R0507500
CO	 5700	 K c 1, NSYf1B5 R050765G
IF(	 BUFFER (J)	 WE.	 SYMBL5 (I ,r.)	 )	 GO TO 5700 RD5078G0
CALL	 MCf;VRT(	 CUFFER(J+1),	 IDEX,	 JDEX,	 S540Ci 1 RD5079G0
LTEMP c 3 ROSGRDC,O
IF(	 K	 .EO.	 2 )	 LTEMP -- 20 KD5rislso
IF(	 K	 .EO.	 3 )	 LTEMP	 a	 l i: RD5G8205
ISUCSI f	 KTEMP	 1	 z	 S7Mv,,L5 (2,K)	 ♦ LTE14F	 JDEX 1	 )	 •	 IDEX	 -	 1	 RD5:issciri
c CONVERT N._,.	 RAYS AND SU*dFACE TYPE T4 INTEGER NEG. 	 IN:EX	 RD5G6520
IF(	 (	 K	 .EO.	 i	 .AND.	 IDEX	 .EO.	 3	 )	 ._'R.	 (	 K	 .EO. 2	 .AND.	 IDEX	 R14151.18540
1	 .EO.	 1	 1)	 1SU;ST(	 KTEMP	 )	 a	 -	 ISUBSI(	 KTEMP	 ) RD508560
6,:0	 TO 6r,rn R05Ge6GG
57rer. CONTINUE KD5Cif37G0
c
SUDSY )TUT ){-N 'SYMCCIL HAS N07 BEEN 1DENT IF IED 	 R05G9:,00
ChtL	 36)) ILLEGAL	 I'f Su,STITUTI 1:0: DATA, DUFFEA.(J) )RD509100 	 644
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INPUT A-BUT I t4E (CASE LECK CARD FR4CESS^^Rl






09/19 /68	 F AGE
C
C CONVERT SUDS1110ION VALUES 1ij INTEGER R050935r.
KTEMP t NSUCF • NSUC1 • 1 R05G940r►
DO	 6240	 1 t I  NSUCF RDSr► 94Sr►
IF(
	
1SUrS1 (	 K1EMP	 )	 .61.	 0 )	 60 10 620 10 R0509544
ITEMP	 t	 1 R0509550
C4	 S1GO	 J t 1 ► NSUCT RD509600
IF (	 ISUDSI ( 1 TEMP)	 .01-	 100:1:1 )	 ISUDST ( ITEMP)	 s	 SUCSI ( 1 TEM-) RDSOfl650
61OC- ITEMP t	 IIEMF	 • NSUCP 405497O4
6205 KTEMP t KTEMP	 • 1 R0S097S0
er►uC, IF(	 IFLAG(4)	 .EQ.	 0 )	 60 10 12040 80601040
C
C READ FERTURCAIION DATA 80601500
C
READ	 ( S ► 	 SENST) R0602cros
IF( toERIC
	
LT.	 1	 .OR.	 NPERTC	 .67.	 30 1	 CALL	 ERRfjR2 (	 36H NUMCER06022ri0
IR OF FERTURDATIONS IS ILLEGAL	 ► NPERTC ) RD6024GO
C CKCK FOR SYMDOL CARDS R0602410
IF ( (FLAG (4) .ED.21G4 TO 12044 R0602420
ITEMP a NPER I D / 6 RD602Gri0
14TE14P	 s	 I R0602840
1F( WJD( NPERTD ► 6 )	 .NE. 0)	 ITEMP a HEMP • I K0603mi0
C
E READ ITEMP DATA CARDS CONIAINING SYMBOLS TO RD6032W
C CE FERTURCED 110603400
DO	 1r►000	 1 t It	 ITEMP R06056010
READ	 ( 5 ► 	 32134 )	 (	 DUFFER(!) ► 	 J t	 1 ► 	 12	 1 RD603800
JTEMP t 12 R06S4040
IF C	 1	 . EC .	 1 TEMP	 . AND.	 KID( NPEFln r 6 )	 NE.	 G )	 JTEMP	 t . 2 #	 RD644204
I MOD( NFERTD ► 6 ) RD604400
DO	 10000	 J t	 1 ► 	 JIE14P ► 2 R06051DOO
C
C STORE PERTURBATION SYMCOLS FOR PRINT OUT R06G5204
IPERTDtMICM-P,3)
	
t SUFFER(J) R06054 00
IFERTD (MTEMP ► 4)	 t BUFFER (J. 1) R06O56r►r►
C
C TEST FOR REAL VARIADLE R06MODri
07	 8200	 K c Is NSY14D2 R0606200
IF( CUFFER(J)	 .NE.	 S YMDL2(1 ► K )	 I	 GO TO ts2G0 RD606440
LFERID(MTEMP,2)
	
s SYMDL2(2 ► K) RD6066r►0
GO TO M000 R0606844
82ri0 CONTINUE RD6i'7Gr^4
C
C TEST FOR REAL VECTOR RC64744ri
C4	 -400	 K t	 1 ► NSY14D4 RC60754r
IF(	 Ct1FFE,• (J)	 NE.	 SY1ADL4 (1 oK)	 )	 60 TO 8440 RD60?60ri
CALL	 VCNVRT (	 CUFFER (J+1) ► 	 IBEX ► 	 29 nCj ) RD607704
If ChTo(MTEMP ► 2)	 c	 SYMCL4 (2 ► K)	 •	 1DE X 	-	 1 RD6r!7804
6G TO	 1!'iriri :1 R060?90:1
1v on CONT INUE RD608444
C
C TEST For REAL MATRIX RD6084C&
DO	 86 :10	 K =	 1 ► 	 NSY14D5 RD6085ri4
IF(	 Ct►FFER (J)	 .14E.	 SYMDLS (1 -K)) 	 64	 TO	 8640 R06C,86L'O
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INPUT	 R•)UTINE	 (CASE	 CECK CARD 49/19/60	 FAGS
READS7	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 -	 IF 14 -
IF (	 K	 .EO.	 2	 1	 LTEM;	 s	 20 R060svin
IF(	 K	 .EO.	 3	 )	 LTEM;	 s	 10 R4609n00
IFERI t(MTEMNe2l	 x	 SYM£LS Q sK)	 •	 LTEMF	 A	 (	 J DE X - 1	 )	 • ILEX	 -	 1	 RDO:.,;:tr0
GO TO 1On00 R0609204
t600 Cr.ONT INUE RD6n93no
C
C FERTURCATION SYMCOL HAS Nil CEEN IDEN I IF ' ED R0609550
CALL	 ERRORI( 3611 ILLEGAL SYMDOL	 IN SENSITIVITY CATA , CUFFER(J)	 )R46n9600
C
C SUDSCRIPT CANNOT CE EVALUATED CORRECTLY R06Wrin 753
CALL	 ERRORI ( 36H ILLEGAL SUBSCRIPT 	 IN SENST . DATA OCUFFE R( Jot) ) RD6r,96 #.6 756
I;p;^15r. MTEMP	 s M IE14F	 •	 I R060000
120Gn jr(	 IFLAW1	 .E0. 0 )	 GO TO 32000 Ito 7GIri0ri
C
C READ PLOTTING DATA RD741500
c
READ	 ( 5,	 CRFLOT ) RD7ri2ri00
C
C TEST PLOT INPUT FOR CORRECT VALUES RD7022:iri 7r!	 j
IF(	 YMAXX	 .LE.	 0.	 )	 CALL	 ', RR-:,R3(	 36H TUBE DIAMETER FOR PLOT lS IR07024;i0
INCORRECT O	 YMAXX ) RD7026 "I 767
IF( DZM1N	 .LE.	 0.	 )	 CALL	 ERR.1R3( 36H MINIMUM AIR SPACE SEPARATIORD7;i3ri;iri
IN WRONG	 0 D2141N ) RD703200 77ry
IF( NETS	 .LT.	 2	 .OR.	 Nr-TS	 .01.	 149 )	 CALL	 ERROfi2( 36H NUMBER ORD7L13400
IF PLOT POINTS EXCEED S LIMIT, NPTS ) RM13600
C 773












HSI ZP 40041 1
16 , 04 40044 1





{J4G AP 00066 R
CC I S T DOWI R
sY SMx 44;174 R

















LYMCOL LOCATI ,:014 TYPE




Ilaul R:,UT ( , iZ ICASE CCCK CARD PROCESViR1
READS?	 ST'JftAGE MAP
TR-67-700- 10-2




09 / 19 /lB6	 FA4E	 1
SUCROUI INE I •U r S
COMk4r V Ark IAELE S
DATA ORIGIN 00001 LENGTH
SYMBOL LQC AT ION TYPE SYMCQL LrjC At ION T YF I
CONTRL 000,01 I TITLE 40013 R
PUNC10 00032 R DATA 00033 R
NRAYS dr,05t 1 NSLCS d4Ci35 1
NJA11. 00037 1 NSUCT 00044 1
N1FLN 00"•,42 1 IWO-DE 00443 1
N DJM G444S 1 NSURF WONG 1
DELY 00054 R FNUMC d44S1 R
WFLGM 40053 R ZETA 41001.1154 R
DEXPP 04456 R WEXPP 0.1457 R
C446 A2 d4051 R OMGA1 00062 R
EPRAD 01%4 R PSCAL 00065 R
SPFEA 4:1067 R DUMIN 00074 R
HD 04072 R DELH C,4G73 R
WXDIR DUO R WYDIR 00076 R
NDSGN 04100 1 NOSGV 00104 1	 +
WCLRM Gri126 R WIMMT 00135 R
CIMFL 00153 R WCLRS O416l R
ILATTC 41.1174 1 SURF C 01,324 R
DE601i 4424;1 R IDESGN 0424 0 1
ISUCST 05224 1 WjUNOS 06214 R
NCOND 06665 1 AT Roo R 06666 1
1TN^RT 00047 l
SYMELS ORIGIN 06672 LENGTH 42424
SUCSY14 41134 I. EDYSYM 02114 I
FRNT CORIG114 11316 LENGTH 00002
PAGE 00001 1
PERTC ORto114 11320 LENGTH 40172
NPERTC 00170 1 REFOcs 00171 1
PLOTC ORto1N 11512 LENGTH 44003 %
CZM114 00001 R NPT: 00002 1	 Y
'DIMENSK.1NED PROGRAM VARIADLES
SYMCOL LOCATION TYPE 5YMC:,L LOCAT10N TYF
ISiGN 11523 1 SYMCLI 11531 1
SYMSL3 11645 1 5YMEL4 11651 1
DUFFER 11675 1 CUFF RR 11711 R
6 1.1,IME14S101JEC Pr: ,GR AM VARIADLES
i
• ;1:r
R, {^	 0	 'F^d^^d•'•"^e	 F:" ^	 Sl:"^#Jktd	 ^	 ^	 t ^^.,..,}^^	 ^	 •	 !	 ^.ffT F ^.	 i	 -yJ	 4
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(CASE DECK CARD	 FR".I CESS'7K1 01/19/G6 FADE
	 1G
REA06T STORAGE MAP
S^NG.^L LOCAT I ON 1YFE SYMEOL	 LOCATION 1V PE SYMVE L LixAT10!1 TYPE
CLEAR 11727 1 CLANK 11730 1 1 11731 1
11732 1 K 11733 1 KTENF 11734 1
1TEKr 11735 1 JIEMP 11736 1 iDX 11737 1.
L 11740 1 NSYMEI 11741 1 NSYMD2 11742 1
t:SYMOj 12743 1 1DEX 11744 1 NSY14D4 11745 1
06 ItMC5 11746 1 JDEX .1"47 1 L1EMP 11750 1
M114US 11751 1 MTEMP 11752 1
ENTRY F01111 S
READS	 SECT 1011 13 '
SUDROUTIIIES CALLED
.FRDU.	 SECTION 14 or ROD. SECTION	 SS FRTCTL SEC 11014
.FWr%D .	 SECT ION 17 ERROR2 SECTION	 18 ERri4R SECT ION	 1
ERR0R3	 SECT ION 2c^ VCNVRT SECT I ON	 21 ERrv: RI SECT 1004
MCNVRT	 SECTION 23 ERROR4 SEC 11014	 24 .UNC15. SECTION	 F
.FRTN.	 SECT 9 ")N 26 .FCNV. SECTION	 27 .UI406. SECTION	 i
.FF IL.	 SECII,OU 29 CC.1 SEC I1011	 30 CC . 2 SECTION
CC.$
	
SECTION 32 CC.4 SECTION	 33 SYSLOC SECTION
EFN	 :'N CORRE SPO11DENCE
a-N 1FN	 LOCATION EFN IF14 LOCATION EFN IFN LOC. ATV.
1500 40A 13171 Mr.1 10A 13115 1500 19A 1313:',
32i 11,r, FORMAT 12403 32110 FORMAT 12404 2060 GSA 13246
1,6 C,0 43A 13175 32115 FORMAT 12407 1800 57A 13232
32C,50 iURMAT 12412 20015 721. 13272 32055 F4^iMAT 12422
2'liG 73A 13300 3206:1 FORMAT 12434 2015 77A 13313
xC,g5 FORMAT 12446 2020 78A 13321 32670 FORMAT 12457
2':,25 62A 13334 3207•v FORMAT 12471 2030 96A 13360
32 1.0 80 f 0 R M A T 12502 2L135 94A 2337 32685 FORM0 12512
2;',4Ci 102A 13417 32090 FORMAT 12524 2045 Ij%A. 13450
32091 FORMAT 12535 2056 114A 13456 32092 FORMAT 12546
21,55 118A 13471 32093 FORMAT 12557 220:1 119A 13477
32094 FORMAT 12570 2210 123A 13512 32266 FORMAT 12600
229n 132A 13536 32210 FORMAT 12612 32095 FOr.14AT 12624
320,96 FORMAT 12644 300., 246A 14262 250:', 173A 13766
2525 183A 14007 26501 216A 14107 2700 220A 14113
2550, 200A 14051 2750 222A 14120 2660 207A 1411,65
2a50 224A 14125 2856 240A 14166 5006 523A 15.,67
3040 287A 14345 3020 282A 14340 3091, 289A 14351 r
3125 310A 14431 3100 308A 14427 3802 424A 15111,U
" 150 415A 15074 32121.1 FORMAT 12651 3150 324 A 14561
32 1.50 341A 24634 33CIG 353A 14663 3325 3691. 14724
3350 372A 1473:; 34 S6 37SA 14740 3566 39CiA 14776
36 1.11 411A 15061 48:10 519A 15463 32136 FORMAT 12654
CW50 462A 15262 4201 478A 15322 4500 526A 15453
44 C95 S22A 15440 4300 56 8A 15426 6c,!i:i 673A 16230
6 1.1 108 101 -45A 1613E 526:1 565A 15672 5366 S77A 15716
5350• 593A 15754 5466 596A 15760 5556 599A 15770
3er
 „,;	 ru x•e^*	
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114FUl	 ROU11 1 4E (CASE	 CEC r. COD Fn^7CESS ,:E1 G9	 19 /6t% 	FA6E
REACS2 SIORKE	 MAP
Sr,S ri 615A 16523 S7GCi 641A 16123 62b4	 6G9A	 1622
61 l5 r 666A 16216 125,1515 762A 757A	 1655
rlr56 713A 16413 8404 729A 16451 754A	 165:
06 :or) 75r^A 16531 32SCIO 775A 16633
1ME r 1r%5 T 	LCI CAl1011 N01	 USEC,	 EY TM1S Frkr.4RAM 15 16663.
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CARD IMAGE LIST ROUII14C	 09/19/65
	 FADE
RERET2	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT -	 IFt((S)	 -
SUCROUIINE	 RE RE A4 RR !i!1 15n
C
C 4a0
	 CESCRIP110 t i	 r.ii Rrisr,15C2




C CURRENT CASE DECK.	 REREAD READ;S Fr.,*.M	 THE	 SYSTEM RRr,Cf5r,E
C INPUT FILE	 (LOGICAL S)	 IN AN $riA1 FORMA1 U01L AN	 EN: OF CASE RR!iC15Cs
C CARD	 IS ENCOUNTERED.	 All CARD	 IMAGES (EXCEPT OCTAL)	 ARE	 PRINT RRCC.,151C
-	
C ED --ONE CARD PER- LINT USING	 AN 8!iAl FORMAT. RERE0 RE-POSITIORRr,C1512
C NS THE
	
INPUT FILE BY BACKSPACING OVER THE CAR: REC ,:,RDS WHICH RRCC1514
C WERE READ. RROO1516
C
C




DATA	 TEST	 SHE	 , 6HN	 , raHD r 6"	 , 6N: RR0024C6
1 6 H	 , 6H	 , rHC	 , 6HA	 , 6HS	 , 6HE RR;iC25C,0
C
DATA	 CHAR	 6HO	 , 6H1
	
, 6H2 , 6H3
	 , 6H4	 r RRCri26riri
1 6H5	 , 6MG	 , 6H7	 A RRO!i28ri!i
C
DATA	 OEND	 / 6H5 	 6HS	 ► SHD / RRrr,3rr,,^
C
C START OF SUBROUTINE REREAD RRO!i35riO
C
WRITE	 ( G o 	 32!)CC ) RRC64 r,CO	 1
32r,;1C, FORMAT(	 IHl,	 5X,	 34HLENS DESIGN PROGRAM INPUT LISTING	 ) RROO45CC
IEIACKS	 v	 I "01.55r,r,C,
OF LAG
	 t, RRO552CC
1C,C:i READ	 (	 S,	 32!;24 )	 ( BUFFER	 J) ,	 J --	 1,	 Sri) RRO1155C0	 3
32420 FORMAT (	 SCiAl	 ) Rr-,:,r^;.Gliri
DO	 1500	 I	 a	 t o 	11 RRCoCi7Gr,C
IF( DUFFER(1)	 .NE. TESTO)	 )	 GO TO 2C#00 RR0Cs72SCs
1500 CONTINUE RRC074C6
C
C TEST FOR END OF CASE FOR PREVIOUS DATA CASE RROCISr}C,C,
IF(	 IEACKS	 .LE.	 1	 1	 GO TO 10CC RRrri65C,C,
w TO 3r,;in RRr,r,gr,r,r,,
2000 IF( OFLAG	 .NE. 0 1	 64 TO 280C RRIr,1r,CC
C
C TEST FOR OCTAL DATA BY COMPARING IN,= UT WITH OCTAL CHARS. RRIC,llrC,
DO	 22ri;i	 L	 a	 It	 72 Rai cot
DO	 21ri0	 M a	 1,	 S RRIC1."co t"
IF(	 BUFFER(L)	 .EO.	 CHAR(M)	 )	 GO TO 220 1.1 RR1D Gr,C
211;0 CONTINUE RRIr,18ric,
60 IO 2800 RR1C2Cli0
2200, CONTINUE Rirl!i22Cr
C
C OCTAL DATA PRESENT (iRICi3C,rC,
OF L AG = 1
ICACKS c ICACKS • I
ICNT a I
23r :, CO 235!1 K e 1, 3


















Page Revised 10/1 /68
CARD	 iMA6E	 LIST	 ROUTINE G9/19/6E
	 FA6E	 I
RERE2i	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE S T A T EMENT	 -	 IF14(S)	 -
T4	 25C' C' KRID35GD
REM:	 (	 S,
	
(	 rUFFER(J), J	 S,	 8D	 1 RF1r,36DD S9
IEACKS =	 IBACKS	 •	 1 KRIG3tkoo
IC141	 c	 ICNT	 •	 I RRI44DGD
6O TO 23GD RR1D:2DD
25 pC, WAVE( 6, 32C,60 1	 CHI KR1D44UD 61'
32L-.6Co F44MAT(	 IN:i,	 5 	 ► 	 2(	 **** OCTAL DATA INPUT	 *,%**,	 14,	 194 CARDS 114 : RRIC146oD
1ECK	 •CC><	 ) RRID47DD
6O TO 1UDD RRIr48Dri
C
C	 PRINT DATA CARD KR2DID^;,ri
2eUC, WRITE	 ( 6,	 32D4D )	 ( turFER(J), J	 e	 ! i to	 ) KR2D15DD 70
32 C04 C, f'O',b 'T (	 1P1D,	 1DX ,	 8DA1	 ) RR2D2DDD
IEACAS s	 IEACKS •	 I RR2D25r,r,




FIR INT	 END OF CASE	 CARD RRn35on
WR I T E 	 (	 6,	 32:14ri	 )	 (	 CUFFER(J) , J	 c	 1,	 11	 ) RR2D400ci
C
C	 EACKSFACE DATA INPUT KR2045oo 78
CO	 4G 1.1,n	 1	 =	 1	 IDACKS RRn5DDr,
BACKSPACE	 S RR2G55"5D 87
401.5n CONTINUE RR2 soori
C
C	 END OF REREAD SUBROUTINE KR2ri65r^D
RETURN RR2D8DDD
END RR2G85oo
a	 p . ^^t


















SUDR4UIINE	 RE RE a,
CIMENSIO:E: Pr%-:V
	 t•1 VARIASLES
S ►!^ ►^ LOCATION TYPE SYMEOL	 Lr.#CATION	 TYPE
tLFFLR 0SoGi R TEST	 50121	 P,
ale: 55144 R
UN;IMENSIONED PR."GRAM VAPIAUES
SY ►'^^L LA. CATION TYPE SYMBOL	 LOCATIr.44	 TYPE
CFLAG 0!1147 1 IEACKS	 Coco 15 	 I






.Fwrp.	 SECTION	 4 .FRDD.	 SECTION
	 S
.UND6.	 SECTION	 7 .FFIL.	 SECTION	 g
.UNo5.
	
SECTION	 10 .FR7N.	 SECTION	 11
EFN	 IFN	 CORRESPONDENCE
EFN IFN LOCATION EFN	 IFN	 LOCATION
312 1.5 	 G FORMAT 501165 1clGr,	 3A	 r;	 c,a 123.E
Wore 18A 50252 2SCIS	 25A	 501262
23clo 70A Go364 220101
	 41A	 503Ci6
23[.C. 46A 00317 2350	 55A	 Ciri326
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PASS 1090IETRT AND SUBSTITUTION INPUT DRIOT ROUTIIC
	
11/00/07
STAR92	 - ETN BDNQ STATUNT - I►NfN •
WROUT119 •TART 811001!011
C
C	 •N DESCRIPTION "0 S600im
C	 •TARO LISTS ALL OF THE GEMTRT INPUT DATA WITN DESCR IPTIVE 89001201
C	 TITLE&.	 IT NSUBT.NE.O TIC VAB:TITUTION INPUT DATA IS ALSO 811001101
C	 LISTED IN A T#AtAAR TOM 117 /ARAICTER AND BY ET. 56001100
C
COMMON / DATA / NCNTRL. CDINTL(/m , TITLE112) . DATE(3I , PUNC /D, 07001000
f DATA13401 DTO01100
DIMENSION	 MOBJH (T) , WCLRN(7) . WSHM 7) . EINNT01 . CINPL (7) , OTOOP000
f MrLRS(G) . NDBCN(4) , NDS6111Il) . LATTC13,f!S) , BOUNDS13,100) . DTO0110
P S110C IRO. 100) . KJON ( 10 0  so , NMT 1900) , ILATTC (3 9141 . 0 ro01200
3 ISUWC(2D.fOO) , IOESON(I0,501, IWAST(900) . 1009(3,f0O) DTOOl300
EOUIVALENCE	 (DATA(!) . LNOW 1 , 1 DATA(!) . PRAYS ) , ( OATA(31 , DTIO1000
I NSLCS I,	 ( DATA 64) , NCLRB 1 , 	 1 DATA (5) , NJAIL ) ,	 ( DATA (6) , OTIO1200
t NSUBT 1 . I DATA (7) . HOW ) , I DATA q) . NIPLN ) , ( DATA (0) , OTIOIROD
3 /NODE I,	 ( DATA (IO), NSPLN 1.	 I DATA( I1), NOBJN 1,	 I DATA(!!), DTIOf300
A NSUW ) ,
	
( DATA (13) , ATLAS 1 ,	 ( DATA(14) , W16Y ) ,	 ( DATA (I3) , OTIO1400
S TNUNB It I DATA (M) , TLNSH ) , / DATA 117) , WLGN 1 , ( DATA (I O) , OTI 01900
6 :ETA 1 ,	 ( DATA (f!) , HOOP ) .	 1 DATA 120) . OEXPP ) , 	 ( DATA (2f) , DTfOIGOD
7 WC31" I ,	 ( DATA (22) , DLPLN ) ,	 I DATA 123) , O((GA2 ) , 	 ( DATA (24) . OTIOfT00
O ONSAf ) , 	 ( DATA (23) , OELO	 1 ,	 ( DATAIRS) , EPRAD ) , 	 I DATA(27) , DTIOISOO
O POCAL 1, 	 ( DATA (2!1 , ONSAT I,	 ( DATA (20) , f1PTEA I, 	 ( DATA (30) . OTIOI900
A OUNIN I,	 I DATA (3 f) . OOIST I * 	( DATA (32) , NO	 If	 ( DATA 133) , OTf 01000
B OELH	 I,	 ( DATA (34) , SYSM)( I, 	 I DATA(35) , 111014 It	 I DATA (36) , DTIOlf00
C HVO IR I,	 ( OATH (37) , ROTAN It 	 ( DATA (3O) , NDSGN (f) 	 ) ,	 ( OA TA (42) ,DTIO200
0 ND SOW /fa	 ).	 ( DATA (93). NDDJNISI I 	 (DATA 940). MCLRN(I) I, OT1ol30A
E ( DATA167) . MINHT(f)	 ) ,	 (OATA174) , EINNT(1) 	 ) ,	 ( DATAISI) . OT102400
T C1NPL (!)	 ) ,	 I OATA(SO) , 1ACL0111 It OTfOl900
0	 ( DATA (W) , LATTC( I of) ► 	 ILATTC (1,1)	 I,	 ( DATA ( IN) . DOWC(I.1) DT100600
H ISURTC(f.f) 	 ).	 ( DATA(2180, OESSM(I,I), 	 IDESGN(I,I) 1, DTIOFT00
I	 ( OATAIRS02)a SUBST(I).	 1SURST11)	 ),	 ( DATAl31O2)9 BOUNDSCI,I), OTIOIBOO
J IBND8(191) 1. 	 ( DATAC3409). "COND ) DTIOl6011
INTEGER	 CONTRL, ATLAS, DATE OTROILVO
REAL	 LATTC OT202000
C
C	 THIS BLOCK OF COMMON CONTAINS THE 3T100LS USED IN DESIGN SY00I000
C	 AND SUBSTITUTION 	 -	 UTILIZED FOR PRINT OUT 3YO01P000
COMMON / SYNBLS / SDESN(f2.30). 3103YN(2,250), BOYSYN(2,100) 81,003000
INTEGER
	
SOESN, SUBSYN. BDYSYM SYO01000
C





DATA	 SURFA / ONPLANE . 6NSPIERE. SWARABO. 6MLOID 	 . OMELLIPS, 50002000
I SHOID	 . ONHYPERB. OHOLOID , OHMNIZO, ONNTAL 	 , SHVERTIC, 50001100
2 GOAL	 . OMCIRCUL, SOAR CTL. 011INDEII 	 SMPARABO, OMLIC CY. 80002200
3 GHLINOER, SMELL/PT, OHIC CYL, 6MINDER 	 GHHYPERB, GHOLIC C. 39002300
4 OHYLINDE. OHM
	
, SHTRANSL, SHATEO/T. OHILTED , SHASPHER, 50002400
S SHIC OT . OHREVOLU, ONTION	 , 6101400110, SNNTAL A, OHSPHERI, SOOD2s00
O OHC CTLI, OHNDER	 . SHVERT/C. SHAL ABP, OK`IERIC . 614CYLIN6. s0002S00
7 6HEIt
	
SH(CEFOR, OHNED PL. SNAIE)	 $M(DEFOR, SNMED SP - S00o2700
e SHMERE)	 OH(DEFOR. 04NCO PA. 6HRA00LO, OHIO) 	 . sN(DEFOR. 89001800
V OHNED EL. OHLIPSOI, $MO) 	 , OH/OETOR, OHNED NY. SMPERNOL, 59002900
A O)(OID)	 . OM(DEFOR, OHNED CI. 6NRCLE)	 . 60IDEFOR. SHNED PA. 80003000
C ^ ^	
r^^ h X. ^	 d.s	
. a^--	 e








SEONETRY AND $UBSTITUTION INPUT PRINT NOUTIMI 1110$/97
ATAN91	 -	 EFM	 &OUNCE STATEMENT	 -. IFNIS!	 -
N SNRABOLA, $001	 . $NIDEFOR, GUM EL, SNLIPK), $H(DEFON• $9003108
C SNNED NY. $NPENBOL. $NA1
	
/ 6900!100
01NENS ION	 SUMP  1741 , PL WE 191 , FNT 19) 5900610O
DATA	 $LANK / ON
	 / 59000000
DATA	 FMTII)	 / $NIIN of /, FMT(11
	
/ 60010,3119	 1, FNT19)
	
I ON Is	 !1590011900





C	 START OF STARS WBROUTINI 59101000
C
CALL	 PRTCTL $9101100	 1
WRITE 1 $, 31000 )	 We DEL", M011JN, ROTAN, OOIST, MCLRS, 	 INOOE•	 59101900
1	 OELO. ( CIMPL11), lot  NOBJN ) $0101900	 3
31000 FORMA TI	 I"Ot SONINITIAL OBJECT MCOUNT .......................... HO$9101000
1. $X. E14.7	 / 53H OBJECT NEIGNT INCREMENT ........................ 99301100
IDCLM. 4101 E14.7 / 94" NUMBER D/ OBJECT POINTS .....................59101100
3...	 WSJ".	 19	 / 04H AE/MOTH M OBJECT .............................1910000
4.	 ROTAN. EST.? / 94H DISTANCE OBJECT TO SURFACE 1 .................$91011400
S.. 0016T, 017.7	 /I 54" NUMBER CIP COLORS ...........................$$101900
5.... NCLRS,	 19 // 94" MODE NUMBER FOR PRINCIPAL PLANE .............$9101600
7...	 1MODE,I91 93H 1ISTANCE FOR PRINCIPAL PLANE ................... $9100300
909L0, EIS.? / 94H INCREMENTS TO SPECIFY CURVED IMAGE ............. $11011900
ACIMPL,	 IX, 49IS.7 .' SSX• 3E1$.7 ! $9103000
C
WRITE ( S. 39010 I 	 NIPLN, NSPLN• OLPLN, LMOOE, NRAYS, DELY, $9103900
1 M&LCS $9103500	 10
37010 FORMAT(	 IN	 ,	 9JHNUM11CR O7	 IMAGE PLANES ......................... 00/5910/000
1PLN.	 19	 / 94H POSITPON OF FIRST IMAGE PLANE .................. NSPL59104100
9N,	 13	 / 94H SPACING OF	 IMAGE PLANES ........................ OLPLN9$9101100
3	 917.7	 // 94H LATTICE MODE .................................• . l"0089104300
4E.	 19	 / 94H NUMBER OF RAY$ .................................NRAVS,19104400
9	 19	 / 93H VERTICAL	 INCREMENT .............................	 OELY • 	59104900
S EIS.?	 / 94H NUMBER Cr	 SLICES ................................ NSLCSSSI04000
7,	 19	 / 94H MAY PATTERN .................................... 	 LATTC	 19104100
S // 9X, 9HSL/CF..	 11X,	 1HX,	 ISX,	 INY• SIX,	 11NNO. OF RAYS) 191045910
C
DO	 1000	 1 n 1. NSLCS 591136000
WRITE	 1 S,	 3!090 )	 1,	 I LATTCIJ,I).	 J s 1. 3 I 19103100	 13
39020 FORMAT( IN , 	 111, E17.7. E!$.7•	 I& r 19305100
1000 CONTINUE 39105300
C
WRITE 1 S. 32030 ) N3UBT. NSUBP, ONGA9. OMGAl. EPRAO, PSCAL.NSURFS91.111900	 !0
32030 FORMATI IHU, 9314NUMBER OF SUBSTITUTION SETS.................... NSSOIU?600
JUBT. 111 / 94H NUMBER OF SUBSTITUTION FARAMETERS .............. NSUB$#107100
2P. is/ 94 14 PARAXIAL SCALE FACTOR (FOCAL LENGTH)........... ONGAt, $9103100
! EST.? / 94H MCR1D/OVAL SCALE FACTOR (BACK FOCUS)........... ONGA1S9107300
4, E17.7 / 9414 RADIUS OF ENTRANCE PUPIL ....................... EPRAS910T400
90. 917.7 / 94H SPOT DIAGRAM SCALE FACTOR ...................... PSCS9107900
SAL. E17.7 // 94H NUMBER OF SURFACES ............................. N$9107900
T SURF , 1s )	 19103700
PASS 0
C
C	 SET LINE COUNT TO EJECT PAGE. PRINT TITLE AND DATE
LINE s SO
C
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'Aft 3SE011tTRr AND W95TITUTIOM IIAUT'R1MT ROUTpt
STAN*?	 - EPN &OUNCE STATTNENT - IP1145) •
00 11000 1 a 10 NSUr
I► 1 LINE .ST. 11 1 CALL 'RTCTL
LINE a LINE • 11
C
C	 BLANK OUT PIR$T LINT dI SUO P ACT P111MT
00 1900 1 a 1. 9
1500 PLINCIJI a BLANK
IT • I6uMC11.p
N • SUR►C 1 11. I)
9 • SURPC411.11
C
C	 DETERMINE SURFACE TT'E
40 TO t 1000. 8000. 3500, 1090. 5000. 7 000. 5oo0 ) . IT
C
C	 CONIC a NEVOLUTION
1000 /► 1 R .NE. 0.01 00 10 11100
'LINE/I1 a SUWAIII
40 TO 10000
1100 IP1 9 .NE. 0.0 ) $0 TO 1100
•LINCf11 a SURtA/11
$O TO 10000
Mo IF( 9 . NT. 1.0 1 SO TO 13oo
PL INE (1) a SURFA 111
PLINE 111 a SUWA141
60 TO 10006
1300 IP/ 9 .LT. 1.0 1 00 TO 1400
'LINE111 a SUNPA/T)
'LINE 111 a SURPA 151
00 TO 10000
1400 IF( 9 .LE. - 1.0 1 60 TO 9000
'LINE 111 a SUIFA 111




3000 PL INE 11) a SUIFA 191




3500 'LINE(1) a SURPA/11)
PLINE1!) a SURTA111)
4000 Ir e R Co.. 0 0 ) 00 TO 9000
IF( 9 .NE. 0.0 1 40 TO 4100
JTEIM a 11
00 TO 4400
4100 IP1 9 .Nt. 1.0 ) 00 TO 4100
JTEM' a 11
GO TO 4500
4 tDo fr o
 
A . LT. 1.0 1 00 TO 4500
00 4300 J s It 4
4300 'LINE IJ #1) a SURIA IJKI)
r►O TO 10000
4 500 IF( 9 .Lt. - 1.0 ) 00 TO 9000
JTEM' a 19
4500 00 4 700 J s 1. 1
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SCoNCTRT AND SUBSTITUTION IWVT PRINT ROUTINI
STARS!	 - CrN 4OURCC STATCNCNT - pN(S) -
KTCNP a JTCIIO • J




5000 Do 9100 J a of 3
$too III INC cJ) a SUWAtJo19)
IF I R . "t. 0.0 1 40 TO 9100
PLINC441 a 9URrA(t)
4o TO 10000
9100 IF( 9 .:(C. 0.0 1 00 TO 9300
PLINC(4) a SUR►A(1)
So TO 10000
9300 1► ( 9 .NC. 1.0 ) 40 TO 9400
PL INC (4) a SUWA 131
PL INC (9) a SUWA (41
So TO 10000
9400 IF( 9 .LT. 1.0 ) 00 TO 9900
PLIN9(4) a SUWA(T)
PL INC (5) n SUWA (9)
40 TO 10000
1900 Ire 9 .LC. - 1.0 ) 00 TO 9000
PLINC(4) a SURrA(S)
PL INI (1) a SUKUl1A (a
00 TO 10000
c
c	 ASPNERIC V RCVOLUTION
4000 00 $ t 00 J a to 4
4100 PLINC(J) a SURFA(O1S)
ITCNP a 4
for  R .NC. 0.0 ) Go TO 4100
J TCNP a 41
I TCNP a 3
60 TO 4000




0300 Ire 9 . NC. 1.0 ) GO TO 4400
JTCW a 40
GO TO 4400
4400 Ire 9 .LT. 1.0 ) 00 TO 4900
JTCNP a 1S
00 To 4000
4100 Ire 9 .LE. - 1.0 1 00 TO 9000
JTCNP a 11
4400 00 4100 J a 1. ITCH/
KTCNP a JTCNP • J
4100 PLINC(JH1 a SUWA(KTCNP)
00 To 10000
c
C	 WRI20NTAL ASPNCRIC MINDEN
1000 0o 1100 J a s, 9
1100 PLINC(J) a SURIA(Ja311
Go To Moo
c































































$EONETRV AND w0$tITUTION INPUT PRINT ROUTINE 11 /o9w1
$TANOR
	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE 11TATEIQNT	 MISS$)	 •
C	 VERTICAL AVNERIC CVLINDER $9301000
1000 DO	 •100	 J • 1, 0 89301000
9100 PLINE(Jl • $UMPAIJ031) $9301700
9200 I19MP • 3 119301000
I► t • .Mt. 0.0 1	 b TO 0300 89300000
JTEMP • 90 149300100
110 TO 89 00 "sown
9300 I► t 0 .MR. 1.0 )	 110 TO $400 39306300
JTCM* • 93 119300100
11914P • 4 $930000
b TO 9$00 $930000
$400 IF t 0 . LT. 1.0 1	 40 TO 0100 $9300100
I TCHP • 4 $0300000
J19MP • 10 $9300000
M TO 1000 119300000
$11ao IF( 0 .LE. - 1.0)	 Go To 9000 $9300100
JTEN' • $T $93098!10
8900 DO 0300 J • 1, 11910 41930000
R 19MP • J 1910 • J $9309600
$TOO PL INE 1011) • VJWA -R19NP) $9309800
40 TO 10000 119309100
C	 8URFACE ECCENTRICITY VALUE to INCORRECT $8901000
0000 CALL	 ERRORO( 3110 ECCENTRICITY VALUE WRONG - SURFACE , I	 ) 89401000
C
C	 PRINT SURFACE TVPE AND NUMN $96ot000
10000 WR I Tc	 do 32090)	 I . - ( PL INE t J) , J • 2. 9) /19408100
94030 FOR' V ( 1140, TM$URFACE. I3, 81(, OAS I $04088001
WRITE	 (11, 320110 )	 I8uRPCII11)1	 ( $uWC(d.t). J s 8, 10 1 $94011100
39030 FORMAT( 1890. 28 1(, 4NTVPE, 121(, 29MAPERTURE PARANE19Ri, 91(, 89401000
19NDI$TANCE Of 116, 7X, 3EIl.T	 / /	 4390 22MINDICE$ or RBFR$94027o0
!ACTION	 OF fif e $921.7 ) $002000
Ire	 I1)URFC t 1. f)
	 .07. 3 )	 GO TO 10000 $9403000
WR 119 e g o 32070 1	 $URFc (2 I , I) , 11URFC 118, I) $9403200
38070 FORMAT( IND.
	 111 1(.	 IMR,
	
1111,	 Ilia / 111(, Kill.? 1 $9403300
b TO 11000 $9603000
10800 IFt ISURFC(I,I) 	 .Me. 4 )	 GO TO 10600 $9603000
WRITE	 (9, 310$0)	 ( $URFC(J,t), J s 2I,	 29 1 89406000
38010 FORMAT( 1890. 2911,	 IMR,	 1111.	 296, 2311, 2NXT,	 1311. 2NYT, 10. INU,	 $9406100
1	 211(,	 INV / 9l(, $911.7 1 1194011800
110 TO 11000 $9606300
204 00 WRI19 ( $. 32090 )	 1 $URFc (J, 11 , J : I2 , I9 1 $9406000
38090 FORMAT( IMO.	 291(,	 IMR.	 111(,	 2N0. 13119 2MA8.	 131(. 2MA3, 131(, 8MA4, $9600100





















C	 PRINT OUT OF SURFACE WAS OEEN COMPLE190
11000 CONTINUE
IF ( LINE .OT. 11 I CALL PRTCTL
C
c	 PRINT OUT IMAOC SURFACE
!TEMP NOW • 1
WR 1 TE of 31100 1
3!100 FORMAT( IND. 13MINA$E SURFACE 1
WRITE ( $. MID 1 ISURFC(1,ITENPI, ( $URFC(J,ITEMP). J
78!10 FORMAT( IND. 181(. 4UTYPE. 111(. 82NIND/CC$ OF REFRACTION /
11x, 98111.10
 )
IF( AFLA$ K. I ) 60 TO IRUDD
S	 `yY aY 470"V
'Y
m_ 
^. t ^ AfY t .}Y yrF a#+rt "^^^^
	
ws4rp-,. ^+ 
xs •	 z'	 .,	 1^w.
^d	
t' fit Le<7f,`"C
	 t 	 ^y d r- t°
^ a
	
t $	 ^	 w7 i
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SCOMt Tf1T AND SU BSTITUTION INPUT PRINT GDUTIW 11/OiA1STAR47
	 -	 trN	 SOURCE STAfEMEMT 	 -	 I/N11)1
	 -
WRITE	 1 4. Sli go 1	 SUR►Cfi19I1CIP). SUwCftg .IMw) 1/010110 MI
mien FORMAT( INC. too. tNR. IAK.	 IND / on e 1[ 16.1, I mmo"w11000 IF 1 HSUBT .to. 0 )
	 4o 10 10000 $Not DCALL	 PRTCTL $110MO8C
C PRINT OUT SUBSTITUTION INFORMATION &MIENC w
W111191 so 311901 89101400 no
S1ISO rORMATf 1NO. fox, I/ "SUBSTITUTION INFORMATION
	 ) 80001800L IW • LINE • 1 000010010C
C SET POIMIERS
	 -	 I REFERENCES 1000gTf ) AND JM01 1691100111)C RErCREW CS RUBST f I AND SUBGVM f I 59101100
1 • NSUBP • N$UB T • t Su M n0JTENP • 1 11910 300C
C LOOP TO CONSTRUCT VARIABLE FORMAT 8910f00
Moo 00	 13100
	
K • A. 0 $$mooC ITCMP SETS THE NUMBER Or SUBSTITUTION VALUES "Moo
C PRINTED PER LINE B
I MID a K soome
rrf JTENP .Lt. NSUBP 1
	 60 TO 13000 $003000
1 Tww . I TEMP - 1 10603100
C
C LAST FORMAT 1 CONSISTING Or ITCNP VALUES ! HAS BEEN S9107t00C OONSTRUKTUO 89103300
rNT 11 TEMP •3) • w"T 89107000
GO TO 14 000 $"Dn 70
13000 rMT1ITtM•/) • WMT SNO300frf	 ISUBST( I f	 .LT. 0 1	 rMT(I TCNP•1)
	
s IrMT $9141000
/ J TEMP : J TENP . I 89101000
13100 1 •	 I	 • 1 $9104100
14 000 K TCHP . J TEND - I TEND 09101000
LTEMP a JTtMP - 1 891014100
M CNP • K TEMP $11111061,00
HTENP . LTENIP 89101000
J a 0 891 W 000
C
C PRINT OUT SUBSTITUTION SYMBOL MEA0INS 891060DD
11500 WRITE	 1 4, 31140 1	 f	 ( SUBSYM(L.K) . Lst.1 ) . RaRTC P.LTEN1 I $91011100 IV
31140 rORMAT1 /N0. Tr. 3NSE79 511, 4( Me sr ) ) 59101300
LINO • LINC • t 89100100
C
C PRINT OUT SUBSTITUTION VALUES FOR ALL SETS FOR THE FIRST 00601IB00
C GROUP Or PARAMETERS 89106000
13 000 J .	 J •	 1 •9100100
C PMT is	 (IN .110.Slfs ANA C17.1. OR ??.SIX DEPENDING ON 89109100
C THE TYPE OF THE SUBSTITUTION PARAMETER 89106160
MRtTE( 4. PMT 1
	 J.	 f SUBST(K)a Ks MTCMP. NTCNP 1 8410/300 11"
N YCMP s "TEMP • NSIBP 59108100
MTCMP r NTCMP •USURP 89106000
LINE . LINE • 1 84606700
Ir( LINE .LT. 11 )	 40 TO 11100 •01101,000
C
C START NEW PAGE WITH TITLE AND SUBSTITUTION SYMBOL HEADING 89107100
CALL P4rCTL $007300 off
PAM 4
S[ONCTRY AND SUBSTITUTION INPUT PINT NOUTINC
STAR91	 - Vol Bounce STATiMM - I/NIN
SO TO 14900
19900 III J .LT. NSU9T 1 60 TO 19000
c
t	 YALUE9 IOR ALL SETS MAY[ BEEN 0414TCO
IF 1 JTC P .LE. NSUIP 1 00 TO 11900
c






























COMMON BLOCK DATA ORIGIN 00001 LENGTH 06666
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
NCNTRL 00000 1 CONTRL 00001 f TI TLE 00013 R
DATE 000111 1 PUNCID 00032 R DATA 00033 R
LMOOE 00033 1 NRAYS 00034 1 NSLCS 00039 1
MCLRS 00036 f NJA1L 00031 1 NSUBT 00040 f
NSUBP 00041 1 NfPLN 00042 1 (MODE 00043 f
NSPLN 00044 1 NOBJM 00049 f NSURF 00046 f
+S LAG 00041 I DELY Mo90 R FNUMB 00091 R
PLNoH 00092 R W LGH 00093 R ZETA 00094 R
IBKPP 00099 R DEKPP 00096 R WEXPP 00091 R
OLPLN 00060 R OMGA2 00061 R 0MGAI noose R
CE LD 00063 R EPRAD 00064 R P3CAL 00069 R
CHGAP 00066 R SPFEA 00067 R OUMIN 00010 R
CD1ST 00011 R ISO 00012 R DELH 00013 R
SYSHM 00014 R wxuIR 00019 R MYDIR 00016 R
ROTA" 00011 R NO3ON 00100 I NDSGV 00104 1
4oBJN 00111 R WCLRH 00124 R MIMHT 00139 R
EIMHT 00144 R CIMPL 00193 R WCLRS 00:62 R
LATTC 00110 R ILATTC 00110 1 SURFC 00320 R
IBURFC 00320 1 DESGN M 240 R IDESGN 04240 1
3UBST 092E'4 R ISUO3T 09224 1 BOUNDS 06210 R
IBNDS 06210 1 NCOND 06669 1
COMMON BLOCK SYNBLS ORIGIN 06461 LENGTH 02424
WESN 00000 1 SUBSYM 02130 1 BOYSYM 02114 1
COMMON BLOCK PRNT ORIGIN 11313 LENGTH EX002
LINC 00000 i PAGE 00001 1
DIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LCi,.,.iJON TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
3URFA 1 1319 R PL INE 11421 R FfiT 11440 R
UNDIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLE3
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SY11-,BOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TWE
1FMT 11491 R 1 11492 I J 11493 f
BLANK 11494 R IT 11499 I R 11496 R
B 11491 R JTEMP 11460 I KTEMP 11461 1
/TEMP 11462 I K 11463 I SENT 11464 R
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PRTCTL	 SECTION	 f0 .FHRD. SECTION	 It MORE	 SECTION	 12
.FIIEM.
	 SECTION	 13 .UN06. SECTION	 14 .FFIL.	 SECTION	 1s




97N IF" LOCATION EirN IFN LOCATION EFN IF" LOCATION
3!000 FORMAT 11939 32010 FORMAT Was 1000 IRA 12457
32020 FORMAT 12046 32030 FORMAT 12053 11000 234A 13339
1600 3tA 12531 2000 39A leis? 3000 99A 12632
3500 BSA 12637 5000 94A 12725 6000 12fA 13005
7000 199A 13105 6000 166A 13113 2100 43A 12s$$
10000 202A 13211 2200 47A 12579 2300 SIA 12606
6600 SSA 12620 9000 200A 13204 4000 62A 12643
4100 GOA 1ess6 4600 BSA 12707 4200 ?3A 12665
49nO 03A 12700 4300 ?8A 12673 4700 6OA '	 ';9
5100 OVA 12726 $200 IOSA 12741 9300 1094 !?s0
S400 113A 12161 $500 117A 12773 6100 124A 13005
Senn t34A 13025 6600 150A 13064 6300 139A 13036
6400 143A 13045 6500 14?A 130SS 6700 193A 13075
7100 IstA 13106 6200 173A 13120 6100 1694 13114
moo 1VOA 13131 6600 192A 13163 8400 184A 13142
8100 189A 13154 8700 195A 13174 32050 FORMAT 12171
320&0 FORMAT 12177 10200 220A 13270 32EVO FORMAT 12230
10400 229A 13319 32080 FORMAT 12237 32090 FORMAT 12294
32100 FORMAT 122V4 32110 FORMAT 12301 12000 294A 13426
32120 FORMAT 12316 20000 320A 13654 32190 FORMAT 12325
12900 261A 13455 13500 276A 13522 13000 272A 13300
14000 202A 13527 14500 287A 13542 32160 FORMAT 12334
19000 297A 13579 15500 314A 13642
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DESIG N , 9ENSITIVIT Y , AND PROFILE FLOT FR1to FCJUT)NE
STARIZ
	
- EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - 1FN(S)






49 / !9 /68	 PAGE	 i
SUDROUTINE STARII	 51[)01200
c	 '
C	 OCG CESCRlFTI4N pl.q	 SInnI2G2
C	 ><TARSU LISTS ALL'OF THE DESIGN INPUT DATA WITH DESCRIFTIVE 	 510012 04
C	 TITLES. IN ADDITION IT LISTS ...SI con 12C,6
C	 S1GOI208
C	 EOUNDARY CONDITION MATRIX (IF NCOMO-NE.D)	 SICic,12In
C	 SENSITIVITY DATA	 (IF NFERTE.NE.Ci)	 S1C,01212
C	 FROFILE PLOT DATA	 ( IF UPTS .NE.0)	 5101.11214
c
COMMON / DAIA / NCNTRL, CONTRL(I'M, TITLE(12)r DATE(3)9 FUNCID,	 DTOC,1000
I DATA(3486)	 CTC,O1100
DIMENSION W'0t3JH(71, WCLRM(7)1 WIMHT(7) 9 EIMHT(7), CIMFL(7), 	 DTOli2!i!i0
1 WCLRS(6) , NCSGN(4) ► N'SGV(11) , LATTC(3926) r VD-UNCS(3r1!i0) ,	 074r2100
2 SURFC(2 s.3,1U!i), DESGN(I!'i,5 1.0o SUDST(5 1.50), ILATTC(3,26),	 DT 402200
3 ISLIRFC(2Ci,1G0) r ICESGN(10P50) 9 iSUDST(5Cir) r ICNDS(3,100)	 DTC,02300
EQUIVALE NCE ( DATA ( 1) , LMODE ) r ( DATA(2) , NRAYS ) , ( DATA ( 3) ,	 011Li100!i
I NSLCS ), C DATA(4)r NCLRS ), ( DATA(5), NJAIL ), ( DATA(6),	 DT1411on
2 NSUCT ) r ( DATA(71 • 14SUBP ) , ( DATACB) , NIFLN ) r ( DATA ( 9) ,	 DTIO1200
3 1M00.E 1 , ( DATA(10) , NSFLN ) , ( DATA(I11 , NOSJH ) r ( DATA(12) ,	 DT101300
4 NSURF 1• ( DATA(13), AFLAG , )• ( DATA(14), DEL Y ), ( CATA(1S)•	 DT101400
5 FNUMS > : ( CATA(16) r FLNGH ) , ( DATA(17) , WFLGH ) r ( DATA(1 8) , 	 DTIC,1500
6 ZETA 1 • C DATA(19) r HEXPP ) , ( DATA ( 20) , DEXPP ) , ( OAT A( 21) ,	 DTInl6 o
7 WEXPP 1, ( DATA(22), DLFLN )r ( CATA(23), OMGA2 ), ( DATA(24), 	 DTIC,1700
8 ON.GAI )• ( DATA(25) r CELL )• ( DATA(26), EPRAD ), ( DATA(27), 	 CT1C,1SO
9 PSCAL ) , ( CATA(28) r OMGAF •) r ( DATA(29) , SFFEA 1 ► ( DATA( 30) ,	 DT1019c.0
A CUMIN ) • 4 DATA(31) , ODIS T ) , ( DATA(32) r N:1	I , ( DATA(33) ,	 DTICi2nnn
0 CELM lr C DATA (34), SYSMX ), ( DATA(35), WXDI r% ), ( DATA(36)1	 DT102100
C W YDIR ) , ( DATA(37) r ROT AN ) , ( DATA(38) , NDSGN(1) 1 , C DATA(42) ,DTIC#2200
0 NDSGV(1) 1. ( DATA(53)9 WOESM(1) ), (CATA(60), WCLRH(1) ), 	 DT1C,2300
E ( CATA(67) r WIMHT(I) ) r (DATA(74), E114HTC1) ), C DATAC81),	 D7102400
F CIMFL(1) ), ( DATA(SS) , WCLRS(I1 ), 	 DT1C1251.1C,
G 4 DATA(94), LATTC(IrJ), ILATTC(l,l) ), ( DATA(IS2), SURFC(I el) r DT102600
H 1SURFC(l,l) ), ( DATA(2182)9 DESGN(191)r IDESGN(I ► 1) 1r •	 DI1C2700
I ( DATA(2682) , SUCST(1) r 1SUES7(1) ) , C DATA(3182) , WUNDS( 1 r1) r DT 11]2800
J ICNDS(I,1) )r ( CATA(3483), NCOND ) 	 DTIC12900
EOUIVALE14CE ( DATAC348,10 , ATRGGR ) , ( DATA(3485) r GAUSS )	 DTS43nno
INTEGER C014 7 RLo AFLAG, DATE• ATRGGR 	 DT2t,IC,ocl
REAL LATTC	 CT2!i2cl00
C
C	 THIS FLOCK OF COMMON CONTAINS THE SYMBOLS USED I14 DESIGN Sw.GniI000
C	 AND SUCSTITUTIGN	 -	 UTILIZED FOR PRINT OUT SYr,!;2r•^!;r;
CON.M-.N / SYMCLS	 / SDESN( 12,5!i ) ,	 SUFSYI4( 2,25n ) ,	 B0YS Y M(2,100) SYC,rwonc,
INTEGER	 SCESN. SUFSYM, EDYSYM SY4C,4non
C
COM M :d4 /F RN T /LI NE , PAGE F7052500 
INTEGER PAGE FT40274G
C
C	 THIS CLOCK OF	 CO10.14-:44 CON T AI NS PERTUR'ATION VALUES FF!'il11ri00
comM014 / FCr%ID /	 PERTC(3C„4) r NPERTS, REFOCS FFCir^2!;!;r








j^Rl^t^^, f{	 s	 r	 ' 	 '	 s r'.,
	 .
C
C	 BEGIN NEW PAGE - PRINT TITLE
CALL Svc%
WRITE ( 6, 321,35 )
LINE o L114£ + 2
20:1 1.. C •jNT I N U E







CE5101, SENSITIVITY, AND PROFILE PLOT PRINT ROUTINE 	 09/1 /68	 F AGE
STARIZ
	
- EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S) -
c




c	 START OF S1AR10 SUBROUT111E S1G030ss
C
CALL PRTCTL $1003200 2
WRITE
	 ( 6,	 32060 )	 FNUMC, FLNOM, WFLGH,	 ZETA,	 HEXFF, DEXPP , S1scrosr,0
I WEXPP,	 (	 I, WOEJH(A),	 WCLRH(1), W1MHT ( 1)t	 EIMHT(1),
	
I	 =	 1, NODJH I S10"4100 3
32r,!iri FORMAT(	 1H019	 53MREQUIRED	 F/	 NUMBER .............................
	 FNSI;•i!i45!i0
IUMB,	 E19.7	 /	 54H REQUIRED	 FOCAL	 LENGTH ...................6...... FS1G04600
2LNGH,	 E19.7	 /	 54H WEIGHT ON FOCAL	 LENGTH ......................... 5100470!1
3WFLGH, E19.7	 / 53H CORRECTION VECTOR SCALE FACTOR .................S10r4800
4	 ZETA,	 E2 15.7	 / 54H OBJECT HEIGHT FoR EXIT PUPIL PLANE .............Slrr,4915S
5 HEXFF,	 E19.7	 / 54H REQUIRED POSITION EXIT PUPIL PLANE ............ Slrr,5r,r,r,




44H :%##,:# ,'ABJECT HEIGHT DEPENDENT WEIGHTS 510ri5200
8#A#*t# // 4X,	 14H OBJECT HEIGHT, 7X,	 5W-:BJH,	 11X,	 51jWCLRH,	 11X, 51005300
9 5HWIMHT,	 11X,	 5HEIMHT	 /	 (	 1129 6X9	 4E16.7	 )	 1 Slrili54Ci0
c
WRITE	 ( 6,	 32010 )	 (	 1, WCLRS(I),	 I	 =	 It	 NCLRS ) S1Mi6000 13
32r.i0 FORMAT( 1H0, 23X, 36H *#* b * COLOR DEPENDENT WEIGHTS
	 31X, 510065!30
1 6t( •COLOR,	 6X,	 6H WCLRS	 /	 (	 135,	 4X,	 E14.7	 )	 ) S10%6DO
c
WRITE	 ( 6,	 32020 )	 WXDIR, WYDIR,	 SPFEA, OMGAF, DUM1 14,	 SYSMX , NCONDSI SCs7^,.30Cs 20
320,20 FORMAT(	 IH!i,	 53HX C 1 RECT ION WEIGHT ............................. WXS10SE%00S
ICIR,	 E19.7	 /	 54H Y	 DIRECTION WEIGHT ............................. WSIr,08100
2YDIR9 E19.7	 // 54H MINIMUM THICKNESS TOAVOID FEATHERING .......... S10082r,0
3 SPFEA, E19.7	 / 54H SCALE FACTOR FOR FEATHER CHECK RAY ............ 510ri83r,r,
4. OMGAF,	 EID.7 / 54H MINIMUM PARAMETER	 INCREMENT ................... Slrri84r,r,
5.	 CUMIN,	 E19.7	 / 54H MAXIMUM LENGTH OF 	 SYSTEM .....................SI!108500
6..	 SYSMX,	 E19.7	 /54H NUMBER OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ................S1rzr,86Crj
7. 0 NCOND,	 19 ) 51008700
IF( NCOND .LE. 0 ) GO TO 25010 51041000
C
C	 COUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE PRESENT S3041200
WRITE	 ( 6,	 32C130 ) S1041400 23
321013r, FORMAT(	 1H!),	 22X,	 36H ***** BOUNDARY CONDITI-;N MATRIX 51041600
WRITE	 ( 61	 32035 ) 51042/0/00 24
32 10135 FOAM AT(	 IH119	 17X,	 9HPARAMETER ►
	%C,X,	 7MM INIMUM,	 15X,	 74MAXIMUM ) S1G42200
LINE = LINE + NOBJH + NCLRS + 29 S10424!i!i
CO	 210;00	 1 = 1 r NCOND 51043000
WRITE(	 6,	 321014 15	 )	 BDYSYM(1,I),	 B0YS YM(2,I),	 E'tilJ)4DS(2,1), SID,432CCl
I BOUNDS(391) SI043300 28
32!14;1 rOr%MAT( 	 IH	 ,	 17X,	 2AG1	 2E17.7	 1 510434Cri J
LINE = LINE +	 f S1!i436Ci!i
IF(	 L114E
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CESIGN,	 SENS111VIT Y ,
	





EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 -	 IFN(S)	 -
WRITE	 (	 6.	 320,$n	 1	 I	 N)SGN(I),	 I--I,4	 ),	 NCSGV(I) 51046001.	 45
S2C,S 'J FORMAT(	 IHC„	 56001AL NUMEER OF	 DESIGN VARjACLES ............... NCSI1.46SGC^
ISGN ( I) .	 14	 S7H MINIMUM PERMISSIBLE	 CESIGN VARIABLE NUMEER ..... 4511546SCin
20SGN ( 2),	 14	 57H MAXIMUM PERM ISSICLE	 :ESIGN VA R IABLE
	 NU',,CE1%..... 51 CoP.67C,Ci
3N:SGN(3) ,	 14	 1	 57M NUMBER OF	 DESIGN
	 1TERA11ONS .................... SIu68G0•
4	 N4SGN ( 4) 9	 14	 / 57H NU14DER OF	 DESIGN VARIACLES PE R 	1TERATI4:114..... . S115459r6.
S.	 NOSGVtl),	 14	 ) $1047000
ITEMP s NDSG V (I)	 •	 1 51047200
C
WRITE	 ( 6.	 32G6 0 )	 t NDSGVM ,	 1 r 2,	 ITEtIP	 1 SIri475CiCi	 52
320,60 FORMAT(	 IM	 ,	 56HOCSION VARIABLE NUMCERS FIRST-ITERATI ON........ NOS 
I 
tit eC,CC,
ISGV(2)1	 I X ,	 1013 ) 51048100
WRITE	 ( 6.	 32070 )	 NJAIL,	 AFLAG 51048500	 59
3207 L', FORMAT(	 14	 ,	 53HNUMBER OF	 SKIPS FOR BAD	 COl4BJNATlOt4 ............ NJSICi40?cCi
SAIL,	 17	 / 55" SPECIAL DESIGN	 ITERATION PRINTOUT FLAG......... ITNPS104Eks'.
2RT,	 16	 ) 5104695C.
WRITE
	 C 6.	 32!.72 1	 ATRGGR 51048910	 60
32072 FORMAT(IH	 r	 54H PTION FLAG TO RE-COMPUTE D(J) ................. ATRSjC1489I2
IGGR,	 16 I 5104891.4
WRITE
	 ( 6, 32076 )	 GAUSS 51048924	 61
32076 FORMAT(1H , 	 53HSIANDARD DEVIATION FOR GAUSSIAN WEIGHTING...... 0AUSIC148926
I65,	 E19.7	 ) 51048928
LINE : LINE • It 51049000
IF( NOSGN(1)	 .EQ. 0 )	 GO TO 5000 51049100
IF( LINE	 .GT. 40 )	 CALL	 PRTCTL 5104920:1 C
C	 PRINT OUT DESIGN INFORMATION 53061007
C 67
WRITE	 4 6,	 320(10) 51061500	 68
3211811 FORMAT(	 IHC.,	 21X,	 30H###*# DESIGN	 INFORMATION	 ) 51062000
WRITE ( 61	 32090 ) 51062500	 69
321•,9:1 FORMAT(	 IH:1,	 4H ID.,	 4 1H NO.,	 32X,	 18H DESIGN PARAMETERS, 	 35X, $10630001
1	 11HACTUAL CET..	 2X,	 914REQ. OET.,	 3X,	 9HINCREMENi	 ) SI063100
LINE c LINE • 4 51063500
ITEMP c NDSGN(I) 51063600
C
DO	 40DO	 I = 1,	 ITEMP 51064000,
KK	 c	 JABS(	 IDESGN(I,I)	 ) S1054IGn
DO	 2900	 K e i t 6 SIC64200
290,:1 ISIGN(K)	 -- BLANK 51064300
0•7	 30110	 K a	 i t KK S10644 CIS
30011	 IF(	 IDESGN(K+3,I)	 .LE.	 0 )	 1SIGN(K)	 c MINUS 51064500,
WRITE	 (	 6.	 3211111	 )	 It	 ICESGN ( 1,I),	 ISIGN(I),	 SCESN(1,I), 51064606
i	 VESN(2, I) ,	 ISIGN(2) .	 SDESN(3, I) ,	 S:ESN(4 , I) ,	 ISIGN(3) , 51064700
2	 SOESNC5, 1) , 	 SOESN(6, I) , 	 IS1GN(t.) ,	 SOES140, I) ,	 SOESN(891) , SIC646w,
3	 1S1GN(S),	 SCESN(9,1),	 SOESN(1C.,1)9	 ISIGN(6),	 SOESN(11,11. SI064900
4	 SOESNO2, t) ,	 DES6N(IOP I) ,	 DESGN ( 2, l) ,	 DESGN ( 39 1) SIC,65uso	 89
321 ,•;x, r•?,-.MAT( I H	 1'.# 14t 1X , 6( Alt 2A6 , IX )s 3E 12 .4 1 51065200
LINE	 : LINE	 •	 1 51065500
JF(	 LINE	 .LT. 55	 )	 GO To 4000 51065600
C
C	 BEGIN NEW PAGE	 -	 PRINT TITLE 51066000
CALL	 FRTCTL 5106620,2,	 11;1
WRITE	 ( 6,	 32 1•90 ) 51056500	 111
LI N E	 = LINE	 •	 2 S12,66700,
4;iliC. C4NT INUE S10670Ci0
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STATEMENT	 -	 1F11(S)	 -
1F( NFERIC	 .EO. O )	 tO TO 6000 Sl:i1rGGCi
C
C	 FRINI OUT PER1U-%CATION 1NFORMA110N 510T1000
C
LINE s LINE • NPEk1p ♦ 7 510711:10
IF(	 L 11.E	 Al.	 54	 )	 CALL	 PRICTL 51071200
WRITE,	 l	 6,	 32110	 ) 51071600
32110. FGAMA'T(	 IMCi,	 SRX,	 3511* i,tt,* A 	 SENSITIVITY	 INrCjAMA11: ,N	 fFfi'I`>)	 ) S1071(k00
WRITE	 c 6 9 	 32112 )	 NFERTE
32112	 FORMAL(	 IH!1,	 54HNUMIDER OF	 PARAMETERS ........................... NF
1ERTC,	 16	 )
NREFC = REFOCS • 1
C
60 TO	 ( ;f00,	 5150,	 5200,	 5250	 NREFC
5100 WRITE	 ( 6,	 32114	 )	 FEFOCS
32114	 FoAMAT(	 SH	 ,	 54HREF000S 0P1I0N ................................. RE
IVOCS,	 5X,	 11,	 3X,	 10100 NOT	 REFOCUS	 )
60 TO 530:1
5150, WRITE	 ( 6,	 32115	 1	 REFOCS
32115	 FC,RI4A1(	 IM	 ,	 54HREF000S	 OPTION ................................. RE
IFOCS,	 9X,	 I1,	 3X,	 22HREF000S FOR MIN.	 RMS X	 )
44 TO 5300	
-
52!7o p WRITE	 ( 69	 32116	 )	 REFOCS
32116	 FOR.140(	 SH	 ,	 54HREFOCUS OFTION ...........................0...... RE
SFOCS,	 5X9	 il,	 3X,	 22HRErOCUS FOR MIN. RMS Y 	 )
60 10 530,;1
5250 WRI TE	 ( 6,	 32117	 )	 REF005
32117	 FORMAT(	 IM	 ,	 54HREF000S OP TION ................................. RE
1FOCS,	 5X,	 11,	 3X,	 26HREF000S FOR MIN.	 SPOT SIZE	 )
C
5300 WRITE	 ( 6,	 10211(1 I
321 SP FORMAT(	 SH:1,	 2X,	 3Ht+:I.,	 1:1X,	 9HPARAMETER,	 i'X,	 8HPER CENT	 )
00	 5500	 1 z	 to NFERTE 5107300,0
WRITE_	 (	 69	 32125 )	 1,	 PER101,3),	 FERTE(1,4),	 PERTE(191) S1Co7'4CoCs
32121•, F,:PRMAT(	 IH	 ,	 14,	 lOX,	 2A5,	 10,X,	 E14.7	 1 5107360X,
5500 CONTINUE; 51073800
6001 IF( NPTS AE. 0 )-	 60 TO SCIDOG swein00
C
C	 PRINT OUT CROSS SECTION PLOT INFORMATION 5108120f,
LINE = LINE • 6 S1C18145C,
IF( LINE
	
.GT.	 54	 )	 CALL PRTCTL 51081600
WRITE	 ( 69
	 32150 ) $1082son
32150, FORMAT(	 SMG,	 15X#	 CROSS SECTION PLOT	 INFORMA110N SiG S 22UC,
WRITE	 ( 6,	 32155	 )	 YMAXX, OVIN, NPTS S10mon
32155	 FORMAT(	 1H11,	 53HCIAMETER OF	 LENS PLOT .......................... YMSIC,83200
IAXX,	 E19.7	 /	 54H MINUMIM	 Alit	 SPACE	 SEPARATICIN ................... OSiSS54C
22MIN,	 E19.7	 / 53H NUMEER'.F	 SURFACE POINTS FER ELEHENT........... SI083600
3NPTS,	 t8 ) 51083800,
C
C	 END OF STARIO SUCROUTINE $1091000
10:101!1 RETURN SIV1930,00
END 51095000
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COMMON CLOCK DATA ORIGIN Gr,!,SI
LOC AT 1014 TYPE SYMCOL U.)C AT ION TYPE
ii0 1. 5 1 CONTRL 5501 1
G0 17127 1 FUNCIO G5032 R
GGri33 1 NRAYS 00034 1
GGCi36 1 NJA1L GCir137 1
GJr1 4 1 1 NIPLN OGG42 1
00044 1 0:1E1H G1504 1
00047 I CELY ocliG55 R
00052 R WFLGH 00C,53 R
000155 R CEXPF MCI% R
GCiri6 G R OMG A2 OCiris I R
GCiCi63 R EFRAD 00064 R
GCiCi66 R SPFEA 1;10067 R
CIG5? I R 147 00072 R
GO074 R WXD 1 R Ori075 R
0SW7 R NDSGN Coco 10G I
Ori117 R WCLRH 00126 R
00144 R CIMPL 00153 R
or) 17 R 1LA77C 00170 1
0032Cl 1 CESGN 04240 R
05224 R 1SUCST 05224 1
06210 1 NCOND 06665 1
06667 R -
C014MON CLOCK SYMCLS ORIGIN 06672
010:100 1 SUBSYM 01130 1	 -
C0Mt4e.)N CLOCK PRNT ORIGIN 11316
040001 1 PAGE 0011:101 I
COMMON CLOCK PERTC ORIGIN 1132ri
0:140101 R NPERTB 00170 1
GJ:S rI G 1
COMMON CLOCK PLOTC OR10114 11512
Gr/Ciriri R CUMIN OOCi01 R
CIMENSIC114ED PrOGRAM VARIABLE S
LOCATION T':PE SYMD.)L LOCAT ION TYPE
11515 1
UNOIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLE S
LOC AT ION TYPE SYMBOL LOC AT ION TYPE
11523 1 1 11524 I
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FRTCTL	 SECTK'N	 14 •FWRD. SECTION	 15




EFN	 IFN CORRE SPONDENCE
r, t^ IFN	 LOCATION EFN IFN LOCATION
5, Cl FORMAT	 11554 32015 FORMAT 11726
25 1515 42A	 13521 32535 FORMAT 12067
2:,17,p 59A	 13515 32040 FORMAT 12113
;ZpE p FORMAT	 12211 32575 FORMAT 12226
Wr,76 r47) MA1	 12271 5Ci!'i5 115A 13336
3,5195 FORMAT	 12315 45!10 112A 13332
31., 17,51 84A	 13212 32100 F',RMAT 12340
:2115 FORMAT	 12350 32112 FORMAT 12361
51551 126A	 13420 5205 128A 13431
32114 FORMAT	 12375 5300 131A 13452
32116 FORMAT	 12440 32117 FORMAT 12462
555151 136A	 13504 321200 FORMAT 12516
3215 17, FORMAT	 12524 32155 FORMAT 12536
THE FIRST LOCATION W.,T USED BY THIS FROGRAM IS 136112.
,tXEM. SEC I1-:0N	 1
.FCNV. SECTION	 1
EFN IFN LOCAM
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C CCCWRD Co t l l AM S A 6 CHARACTER WORD TO LE UNPAC K ED	 INT{, 6 W )ROS . UECDDE22
C UECCC-"?3
C **e OUTPUTS *e* Most *.
C CCD FIRST rjF 6 WORDS WHICH CONTAIN THE 6 CHARACTERS • -RIGHT	 ADJUST U:CDCiO25
C ED WITH LEADING ZEROS. UECDCle2:
c UQ cD oe27
C *A* DESCRIPTION Ae ♦ UE:CGE26
C UNFDCD UNFACKS THE SYMEOL 114 eCfWR, INTO 6 CMARACTERS WHICH IT UE,,'d0629
C STORES RIGHT	 ADJUSTED WITH LEACtt)G ZEfa':5 INTO, DCD(1)	 TMRU ECD ( 6UECCSwo
C 1, RESFECTIVELY.	 THE CECOCE/ENCODE CAFAFILITY OF FORTRAN 15 UECCC431
C USED TO PERFORM THE UNPACKING. UBCD0032
C
INTEGER OCOWRD,ACD(6),tCD(6) UECCCi:i50
tjo	 to 1=106 UBCDO100
ACO(I)tO U6CD4110
I{, CCD(1):0 UECDO120
DECODE	 ( G, I000,OCDWRD) ACD UBCD0131.1
IOFMAT (GAI) Ut1COD140
ENCODE	 (6,IOIO,ECD)ACD UBCDO150
Iry } {, FORMAI(5HS1{ib1CiUAI UECD0160







SUCAO ',;T 1NE l ei UNPACK A BCD WJRD
U 11M .	 • EFN	 VjURCE STATEMENT	 1F14(S) -
TR- 677 700-10-2
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Program Listing
Link I
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SUBROUT INE 	 U*DCD
0IME14SI-:NED PROGRAM VARIADLES









.OECD.	 SECTION	 4 .FSL1.	 SECTION	 s
.ENCD.	 SECTION	 i
.FSLO.	 SECTION	 7 .FRTN.	 SECTION
	 8 .FCNV.	 SECTION
.Fr IL.
	
SECTION	 1C. SYSLOC	 SECTION	 IS
EFN	 IFN	 CORRE SPONDENCE
EFN IFN	 LOCATION EFN	 IFN	 LIOCATION	 EFN IFN	 LOW t)
IS 6A	 05S24 1000	 FORMAT	 00017	 sclin FOR14AT	 4GCi2"^
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VCNVR.	 - R.7N	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(SI -
to++++
SUBROUTINE	 VCNVRT( SCOWRO, INTE4, + 1 V0001100
C
C	 +++ INPUTS +++ V0001102
C SCOWRD	 LOC/TION CONTAINING A BCD VECTOR SUBSCRIPT OF THE FOR" X) fV0001104
C	 XX,	 XXX, V0001106
C V0001100
C	 *00 OUTPUTS +++ V0001110
C INTEG	 LOCATION WHERE VCNVRT IS 10 STORE INTEGER SUBSCRI PT V0001112
C •	 ALTERNATE RETURNIF SCOWRD IS INVALID V0001114
C V000111•
C	 ++h DESCRIPTION tN V0001116
C	 VCNVRT CONVERTS A GIVEN VECTOR SUBSCRIPT FROM BCD TO INTEGER. V0001120
C	 USED 9Y READS WHEN PROCESSING SYMBOL CARDS. V0001f22
C
DIMENSION	 IDIGT(10)9	 IBCD(6) V0001200
INTEGER
	
BCOWRD, RTPRN, CON'MA V0001300
DATA	 IDIOT / 6"000000, GN000001, GH000002, GH000003, 6H000t104, VCOO1400
1 GH000005, I)H0000118, 6"0000079 6"000005, 6"000004 /, RTPRN, CONMA V00015 0
2 / 6"00000), 6"00000, / V0001600
C V000f700
CALL	 UNPBCO( BCDWRD, J11C0 ) VC002f00
J s 1 VC002200
INTEG s 0 V0002300
100 00	 200	 1 s 1, 10 VCD02400




J.0.2 .OR.	 J.GT.4)RETURN 1 VC002700
RETURN VC002800
r	 300	 INTEGuIO+INTEG•I-I VOODOO
J J J • 1 VC003100
OO TO 100 VC003200
C V0003300
ENTRY	 VCNVRT( BCDWRD, INTEG, JNTEG, + ) V0003700
C
C	 +++ INI+UTS +++ VC003702
C BCDWRD	 LOCATION CONTAINING A BCD MATRIX SUBSCRIPT OF THE FOR" X,Y) ,VC603704
C	 X, YY)	 f	 XX, Y)	 ,	 XX, VY) -V0003706
C VC00370e
C	 +++ OUTPUTS V0003710
C INTEG	 LOCATION WHERE INTEGER ROW SUBSCRIPT 13 TO BE STORED V0003712
C JMTE0	 LOCATION WHERE INTEGER COLUMN SUBSCRIPT IS TO BE STORED V0003714
C +	 ALTERNATE RETURN IF BCOWRO 13 INVALID V0003716
C V0003710
C	 o	 t 1).4CRIPTION +++ VC003720
C	 'RT CONVERTS A GIVEN BCD MATRIX SUBSCRIPT PAIR TO INTEGER. V0003722
C	 USEL, BY READS WHEN PROCESSING SYMBOL CARDS. V0003724
C
CALL	 UNP0001 BCOWROe IBCO ) V0003000
C	 DETERMINE FIRST SUBSCRIPT, SAVE IN INTEO V0003900
J a	 1 VCD04000
INTEG s O V0004 f 00
900 DO	 600
	
I s 1.	 10 V0004200
IF(
	
IBCD (J)	 .Ed.	 IDIGT(I)	 )	 OO TO 700 V0004300
600 CONTINUE V0004400
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VCCTOR-NATRIr BCD TO INTEGER CONVERT ROUTINE
VCNVR.	 - trio	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IrN(S1 -
R • 0
J s J • 1
GO TO •00
700 INTEL s 10**(J-11 • INTEG • 1 • I
J s J • 1
GO TO Soo
C	 DETERMINE SECOND SUBSCRI P T, SAVE IN JNTEG
too JNTEG s 0
100 00 1000 1 s 1. 10
Ii( reco(J) .to. 1010T(11 ) GO TO 1100
1000 CONTINUE
IF( taco (J) .ME. RTPRN .OR. •1 .GT. 0 1 RETURN I
RETURN
1100 JNTEG s I0**K • JNTEG • 1 - 1
R s K • 1
J s J • 1
GO TO ,00
END
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SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL	 LOCATION	 TYPE
RTPRN 000111
	
f COMMA	 000!1!	 1
1 000114	 t K	 0009	 t
ENTRY POINTS
VCNVRT	 SECTION	 3 MCNVRT	 SECTION	 4
SUBROUTINES CALLED
UNPBCO	 SECTION	 5 .XPl.	 SECTION	 6
Er N	 IF"	 CORRE ~ENCE
WN IPM	 LOCATION ESN	 fru	 LOCATION
100 $A	 00050 200	 14A	 00082
1100 27A	 00126 600	 36A	 00140
goo 48A	 00210 600	 46A	 00211
1100 64A	 00241
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I AGE
NTCFNZ	 - EFN SO)RCE STATEMENT - IM S) •
SUDcOUT11IE	 IITFFII "1100099
NTD31Dr1C
C 0*0 CESCR1PTION •ss 147051002
E NTFFII, U11LIZ1N0 FOLOF CATA. FU14CIIES PAWS IIAMELISI INPUT 147001053
C CAFDS FOR FAGOS MTF CAPASILITT. NTo910w.NT991 f 5C
CWUl3:1 / DATA / NCNTRL, MITFiL(10), 111LEt12), DATE(31, PUNCID, CTooI059
1 DATA(348G) 01051109
Di1tE11SIW1	 fDk1JH ( 71 , WCLFMM 9 W1MHT (7) , EIH117 ( 7) ,	 CIMPLt71 , 07052055
f WCLES(6), NDSGN(4), N0SGV(II), LAITC(3,2619 D7UNDS(3,100), 07092100
f! SURFCt20,100),	 DESGNtl0,55), SUBS7(50O),	 1LATTC(3,261, OTOO2200
3 ISU,-FC(20,100),	 IDES0II(10,50),	 ISUBSI MS),	 IENDSC3,100) 07032300
EOUIVA'.ENCE	 t DATA(l), LWOE Is	 ( DATAC21 , NRA-S ) ,	 ( DATA (3) , 07191009
I 145LCS 1,	 ( DATA (4), NCLRS I t 	( DATA(S), "JAIL 1,	 t DATA(61, 07101103
2 NSUBT 1,	 I DA11M ), NSUBP 1 9	 c DATA (8), NIPLN 1,	 ( DATA(9), 07101293
3 111J:E 1,	 ( DATACIO), NSPLN 1,	 t DATA(11)1 9:6M 1,	 ( DATA(12)9 OT131303
4 wswir I,	 ( DATA(13)1	 AFLAG 1,	 ( CATA(14)/ DELI	 1,	 ( DATA(1S), OT101400
S FIVx43 1,	 ( CATA41619 FLNGH 1,	 ( 00At17)1 1TLGH 1,( DATA(18)1 D71015'0
6 ZETA 1,	 ( DATA(19), HEXPP 1, 	 ( DATA(20), DEXPP Is	 ( DATAC21)1 DT101050
T WEXFP I ► 	 ( DATA(22)9 DLPLN Is	 ( CATA(23)9 01.10.2 Is	 t CATA(24)1 DT1517cls
8 Ot4GA1 Is
	
( DATA(25), DELD	 1,	 ( CATA(26), EPRAD ),	 ( DATA(27), 0T191L55
9 PSCAL 1,
	
( DATA(28), Ot4GAF 1,	 ( DATA(29), SPFEA Is	 ( DATA(30), DTISIC'M
A CUS1114 ),
	
C DATA(31), ODIST is	 ( DATA(32),	 M3	 1,	 ( DATA(33), 071020+3
B DEL11	 Is	 ( DATA(34)1 SYS ►'X 1,	 ( CATA(35), WXDIR Is	 ( DATA(36), 07102109
C WYDIR )1	 ( DATA(37)t ROT AN ), 	 ( DATA(38), NDSGN(11	 Is	 ( DATA(42)9071522. O
O N)SGVt1) 1,	 t DATA(53), Mr M(l)	 1/	 (DATA(60), WCLRH(1)	 I 07152309
E ( DATA(67), ►11MHT(1)	 1 	 (DATAt74)9 E1MHT(1) 	 1,	 ( DATA(B1), OT102403
F C11IM(l)	 ),	 ( DATAC88), WCLRS(I)	 Is DT102559
6 ( CATA(94)/	 LATTC(191),	 ILATTC(1,1)	 1,	 ( DATA(I82)9	 SURFC(l,l), OTISKMO
N 1SUr,FC(l,t)	 ),	 ( DATA (2182), DESGN(1,1),	 ID£SGN(l,l)	 ), 07102703
1	 t DATA(2682),	 SUOST(1),	 ISUDST(1)	 ),	 t CATA(3182)9 DOUNDS(191), DT102G00
J.jD):S(1,f) Is	 ( CATA(3483), MONO 1 07102 on
EQUIVALENCE	 ( DPTA(3404), ATRGGR 1,	 ( DATA(3485), GAUSS ) DTI03wt)
INTEGER	 CONTRL, AFLAG, LATE, ATRGGR DT2011','Y
REAL	 LATTC 07202-609NTWIorjsC
DthLUSIO4	 DETAP(M), DET1,5(105), CELMUCIOO), CFORMC4000), IIT091057
f Q1145tf0n), SrAPA(10O)1 	 1OK(10), TS(150), XMuSc1051 NT9319s0
NIDDID25C
C START Or MTFPN SUBROUTI1:E 14TUDID2104700!0=C
C COHPUIC I)TF INPUT FROM FOLCP PARAMETERS MTOSIS23
BETAO = EFRAD NT051039
N c IZURF • 1 NTSOIS35
N1t c 1A?3JH 047031049
00 1200 R c 1/ NK 047091045
1200 TO:cK)	 c SURFC(4,11 047001059
XL)NV = f. / ( ODIST - SuRrC(4,1)	 I NT09f955
CO long	J c	 I, ►'( Wost1^,3
IF( SUi.FC(2,J)	 .NE. 0. 1	 40 TO 10#5 14yooll95
BETAP(J)	 0. N7091129
BE745(J)	 a 0. 047051115
(.O TO 300 14T931129
109 IF( SUKFC(3,J)	 .EQ. 0. 1	 GO TO 200 UT051125
CALL	 ERROR2( 36H HTF ABORTED-RECTANGULAR APERTURE	 ,	 J 1 147001139
r ^:













14TF CARD PUNCH ROUTINE
"IFP112	 • EFN	 SOURCE SIAIEMENI	 IFN(S) •
RETURN
too iFt SURFCt203) Al. 0. ) 60 10 300
SEIAPII) • 0-
SEIAS(J) c SURM 2,J)
60 10 Soo
Soo BE1APtJ) c SURFC(2,J)
OEI AS M c 0-
$00  NCP4 c NCLRS • 4
OELMU(J) it SURFC(NCP4,J) - SURFCt5 ► J)
1F( SURFC(19J) .NE. 4. ) 0 10 600
CALL ERROR2( 30H MTF ABORTED-TR ANS I-ATED/ I I LIED CONIC, J )
RETURN
Soo 1FL6 c 0
IF( SURFC(1,J) .LE. 3. 1	 IFL4 c 1
DO 700 1 c 104
-IF( IFL6 .Ea. 0 1 60 TO 650
OFORMt19J) c 0.
60 To 700




SKAPA M s 1. • SURFC(120J)*42
IF  J .EQ. N ) 60 TO 1000
JP1 a J • 1
16(J) s SURFC(4,JPi)
XMUS M c SURFCf5,JP1)
f000 CONTINUE
C
C	 PUNCH PA60S NAMELIST $INPUT CARDS
PUNCH $0, BETAO, N, NK, XLINV
10 FORMAT( 1604 $INPPUT 	 SETAO=, E15.8, 4M, ha, 12, 504, NKc, 12,
1 814, XLINVo, E15.8, 1H, 1
1F( TO>KM .EQ. 0. ) 00 TO 1450
L s 4
IFt NK .LT. 4 1 L c NK
PUNCH 20, ( TOK(N1), N1=1,L )
20 FORMAT( 8H TOK(1)=, 4( E1S.8, 1H, ) )
IF( NK .LE. 4 ) 60 TO 1500
PUNCH 259 ( TOK(N1), NS=5,NK )
25 FORMAT( 4( IX, E15.8, 104, 1 1
60 TO 1500
1450 PUNCH 30, NK
30 FORMAT( 8H TOK(1)=, Its 4H40-9 )





00 1525 1 c it N
OCNT1 c OCNT1 • ABS( BETAP(1) )
OCN12 c OCNT2 • ADS( DETASt11 )
OCNT3 = OCN73 • ADS( D!".LMU(1) )
OCN74 c OCN14 • AW RHOS M )














































































%IF CARD PUNCH ROVTINE 09/25/66	 PAGE
NTFPN2	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE SIATEMENI IrN(S1
1F( N .LT. 4 1	 L s N 1410O14S5
'	 IF( OCNTS	 Ao . 0. 1	 4o 10 1650 "1001460
PUNCH 35,	 ( DEIAP(N21, N2sl,l 1 141001465	 124
SS FORMAT(	 SON t)EIAP(f) s ,	 41 E15-11,	 1N, 1	 1 041001470
IFt N .LE. 4 1	 W TO 1600 041001475
PUNCH 250	 ( DETAP(N2), 14225j" 1 "1001480	 133
too 10 1600 041001485
1560 PUNCH 40, N 141001490	 141
40 FORMAT(	 1OH DETAP(S)=,	 12, 4H40.,	 1 NIOO1495
1600 1F( DCNT2	 CO.. 	 0. 1	 W TO 1650 141001500
PUNCH 45,	 ( DEIAS(N3), 143=l,l 1 041001505	 144
a5 FORMAI(	 SOH OCIASt11 s , 41 E15.8,	 SH, )	 1 147001510
IF( N	 I.E.. 	 4 1	 W 10 1700 141001515
PUNCH 25,	 ( DETAS M), N3-.5 # N 1 141001520	 153
60 10 1700 141001625
1650 PUNCH 50, N "7001530	 161
SO FOr'.MAT(	 1404 DEIAS(1)r,	 12, 4"40.1	 1 MINIM
1700 IF( DCNT3 .EQ. 0. 1	 60 TO 1750 147001540
PUNCH 559	 ( DELMU044), N4=1,L ) NIOO154S	 164
S5 FORMAT( SON DELMU(1)=, 4( E15.8,	 104, )	 1 041001550
IF( N	 I.E.. 	 4 )	 W TO 1800 041001655
PUNCH 25,	 ( DELNU044), N4=5,04 1 041001560	 173
W TO 1800 NTOO1565
17SO PUNCH 60, N 141001570	 181
60 FORMAT(	 SOH DELMU(1)s, 12, 40440., ) 147001575	 •
1600 IF( DCNT4	 .EQ. 0. )	 to 10 1850 041001500
PUNCH 65,
	
t atiOSCN51, N5=1 ,L 1 147001565	 184
65 FORMAT( ON RM^S(1)s, 4( E15.80 IN$ 1 ) 141001590
1F( N	 I.E.. 	 4 )	 W TO 1900 147001595
PUNCH 259	 ( RMOS(N51, N5=5604 ) NTODS600	 193
60 TO 1900 N7OO1605
1050 PUNCH 70 9 N 147001610	 201
70 FORMAT( 911 R1*St1)=,	 129 4H40., ) NTDOIO15
1900 IF( DCNT5 .EQ. 0. 1	 60 TO 1950 047001620
PUNCH 75,
	
( SKAPA(NG), N6=1,L 1 147001625	 204
75 FORMAT(	 SON SKAPA(1)=, 4( E15.8,	 1M, )	 ) 147001630
IF( N .LE. 4 )	 60 TO 2000 147001635
PUNCH 259
	
1 SKAPA(NS), NG=59N 1 147001640	 213
60 To 2000 "100164.5
^ 1950 PUNCH 80, N
147001650	 221
&0 FORMAT( SON SKAPA M -cs 12, 4H4O., 1 047001655
2000 DC1476 s 0.
"T001660
"7001665DCNT7 s 0.
041001670NMI	 s 'N - 1
141001675
DO 2025 I s 1, NMI
Nt001G8OCN16 = 00416 • ADS( 75(1 )	 1
2025 DCNT7 s DCNT7 • ADS( XMUStI) 	 1 NTp01385
041001690
L s 4
IF( N .L1, 5 1	 L s N- 1 NTOO1695
IF( DCN76 .EQ. 0. 1	 to TO 2050 041001700
cM 	 t TS(N7),	 N7=S,L	 1PUNCH	 s, MOMS	 237
-	 M	 1	 1
•	 •5 FORMAT(	 7H TSl1)-.	 4( E15.8,	 1	 , NT 001710
IF( N .LE. 5 )	 W TO 2100 NTO01715
PUNCH 250
	
( IS017),	 N7:5,NM1	 1 141001720	 246
t:0 TO 2100 147001M
2059 PUNCH 90, NMI NTO01730	 254
i
^^ 11	 l^	 Ask ^, ^ #g hj	
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NTF CM PUNCH ROUTI ►1E
MTFPNi	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - 1FN(11 •
go ►ORMA11 7N It(1)2, Its 4H*0-1 1
2100 1F( CCNit -E0. 0. 1 W TO 2150
►UtjCN 05, ( XMvSING), Nst1,L 1
•A FORMAT( IN 11MUS M 2 1 4( E15.81 141 1 1
If( N At. S 1 W TO 2200
►UFICM 250 ( XHUS(Nd11 N0=5, H41 )
W 10 2200
also PUNS" 1051 NI41
105 FOF,NAT( SH 1(MUS(1121 120 400.0 )
ato0 DFCN1 2 0.
00 2225 J : 1/ N
00 2225 1	 1, 4
2225 DFCNT 2 DFCNT • Aa5( DFORM(I,J) )
L s 2
IF( N .EQ. 1 1 L s 1
IF( OFCN1 .EQ. 0. 1 W TO 2250
PUNCH 1100 ( ( DFORM(11J), 1 2 114 )0 J 21,L 1
110 FORI4AT( 12H DFORM(1,1)2, 4( E15.61 1H, 1 )
IF( N .LE. 2 1 W TO 2301
►UNCH 25, l ( DFORM(I,J), 1=1,4 ), Jc3 9 N )
fi0 10 23n0
2250 NT4 s 44N
PUNCH 115, NT4
115 FORMAT( 12H DFOR11(111)=1 131 4H40.0 )
2300 PUNCH 120
120 FORtI ( 1611 1FROG231 M=0 1< 1
c
c	 END OF SUBROUTINE MTFFN
RETURN
END














COMMON BLOCK DATA ORIGIN	 00001 LENGTH 06671
S^MROL LOCATION4 TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION T Y FE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
N: ► I1f,L 00000 1 CONIRL 00001 1 TITLE 0001$ R
LAZE OOQp7 1 PUNCID 00032 R DATA 00033 R
Nq^ E 00033 1 NRAYS 00034 1 NSLCS 00935 1
%:LRS 00036 1 NJAIL 00037 1 NSUDT 00040 1
NFUOP 00041 1 N1PLH 00042 1 (MODE 00043 i
18FLN 00044 1 NOBJH 00045 1 NSURF 00046 1
A'LAG 00047 1 DELY 00050 R FNUMD 00051 R
FLNGH 00052 R WFL6H 00053 R ZETA 00054 R
HEXFP 00055 R DEXPP 00056 R WEXFP 00057 R
DLKN 00060 R OMGA2 00061 R OMGAI 00062 R
DELO 00063 R EPRAD 00064 R M AL 00065 R
046AF
i
00066 R SPFEA 00067 R 001 1N 00070 R
CO11T 001171 R 110 00072 R DELN 00073 R
SYSMX 00074 R WXD1R 00075 R MIR COOTS R
RIIAN 00077 R NDSGN 00100 1 N056V 00104 1
WDOJH 00117 R WCLRH 00126 R W111HT 00135 R
EIMH1 00144 R C1MPL 00153 R WCLKS 00162 R
LA11C 00170 R 1LATTC 00170 1 SURFC 00320 R
1SURFC 00320 1 DESON 04240 R IDESON 04240 1
1RJ051 1.5224 R ISUD' 05224 1 POUNDS 06210 Ri	
td ► tOS 06210 1 NCONw 06665 1 ATRCOR 06606 1
6AU55 06667 R
DIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE; SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
13[1 AP 06672 R BETAS 07036 R DELMU 07202 R
!FORM 07346 R RH03 10166 R SKAPA 10332 R
vx 10470 R TS 10510 R XMUS 10054 R
UNDIME14SIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
r
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
W AO 11020 R N 11021 1 NK 11022 1
XL 114V 11023 R 3 111,24 1 NCP4 11023 1
tFLG 11026 1 1 11027 1 1P 11030 1
Jf'1 11031 1 L 11032 1 DCNT1 11033 R
DCNT2 11034 R OCH13 11035 R OCN14 11036 R
DCN15 11037 R DCNT6 11040 R DCNTT 11041 R
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Page lit- 1 -5G
Program Jai	 ig
Link 1
Page Revised 10/1 /68
MTF CAND fuNCN ROUTINE Of^2S^bs ► A4C	 6
M1 ► f N2 STORAGE MAP
SUBROUTINES CAMEO
cRROR2	 SECT 10114 6 .►►UN. SECTION	 7 .rrIL. SECTION	 6
.rcNv.	 SECTION f SYSLOC SECT 1V4	 t0
EFN	 trN CG°. aC SFONDENCE
4TH trN IOC AT ION EFN trN IOC AT ION EFN trN LOCAT lC
1200 7A 11313 1000 41A 11510 100 ZIA 11343
500 3$A 11371 t00 270 11355 300 BSA 11366
W) 13 SOA 11414 700 f6A 11455 650 SZA 11442
10 FORMAT 11106 1450 106A 11604 t0 FORMAT 11125
1500 107A 11613 25 ►ORMAT 11133 30 FORMAT 11137
1525 115A 11654 1.550 MA 11740 35 FORMAT 11144
16 D0 442A 11747 40 FORMAT 11152 1650 161A 1t013
45 FORMAT 11157 1700 162A 12022 SO FORMAT 11165
1750 161A 12066 55 FORMAT 11172 t600 162A 12075
6D ;OfiMAT 11200 1650 201A 12141 65 FORMAT 11205
1100 202A 12150 7O FORMA' 11213 1250 211A 12214
75 FORMAT 11220 2000 2220 12223 64 rORMAT 11226
2025 226A 12242 2050 254A 12327 65 FORMAT 11233
2100 255A 12336 f0 rORMAT 11340 2110 274A 12402
rORMAT 11245 2200 275A 12411 105 rORMAT 11253
1225 261A 12426 2250 3t4A 12537 110 FORMAT 11260
230D 316A 12551 115 FORMAT 11266 120 rORMAT 11274
THE FIRST LOCATION NOT USED by IAIS FROORAM IS 12602.
I
t^ 	 ^y!^ pe^	 (	 .aa,	 xisxg4 i,. f	 r	
y	 A	 tru
•	 GG''•	 MN	 t
^	















8 n I W.N 010091.44$DO-0.TT9St).Afl IC146.6000
	




!T I TLE	 ROUTINE TO GENERATE POINTS ON A PLANE CONIC ARC
StarTC ARPTSS 0194.XRt
	 LINK t	 ARP To)	 AR001000
t
t	
"^ .,f	 s t }	 - x :i •	 -	 ,	 I	 ly r	
"STd^Y . _ •P ^+fd
 ' E3 1'^ {'^^'^^ rte} Y Y.n Y!'fe i 4 ,^	 r
r ^ i 	
) J ^^	 ^	
^	
^ Y x .. y r '^ 4 r'^; / t1^
	
^t ; Y r r	 4 t'T 
€ ^	 £ i r i iM
[^	
4	 J	 ^	 r	 ^^	 3	 a '.	
_
^'	 .. r t ^#^ ^":.	 ^ ^. j, ... ^=^t:^^'.f.^.'.^gE^YoYc•?ka+ ^^,^a'? ., r. ins; . t*..^'^.^^<1 r ..4„ 	 *	 ,
i	
ROUTINE TO GENERATE %OINTS 00 A PLANE CONIC ARC
ARPTSZ	 - Er" lounct ITATMOIT
 - PH (a)



























C to SuRr ACE NUMBER SPECIFICS cum Y . F f A
C ZA Z COORDINATE POINT A
C YA Y COORDINATE POINT A
c in	 Z COORDINATE PO INT R
c re	 Y COORDINATE POINT B










C	 000 DESCRIPTION 0"
C t• DEFINES A CURVE YorfZ) FOR Z BETWEEN POINTS A AND B.
c cs A SET Or POINTS fZI,Y1I tastes ... .N SUCH THAT ...
C	 f. (3'I. Y I) SATISFIES Y:Wfr) FOR ALL I.
C	 2. THE ZI ARE EQUALL Y SPACED.
C
COMMON / DATA / NCNTRL. GONTRL(10), TITLE(M) . OATE(3), PUNCID, DT001000
1 OATA(3403) DT001100
DIMENSION	 WOBJ04(7) . WCLRH(7) . WIMHT(7) . EIMNI'M , CIMPL f7) . DT002000
1 WCLRS(S). NOSGNf4), NOSGVff1). LATTC(3.26), BOUNDS(3.100). OT002f00
2 SuRFC(20,100), DESGN(f0.30). SUBSTf300)9 ILATTC(3,20), DT092200
3 ISURFC f20. 100) ,	 IDESGNf f 0. q M .	 ISUBST000) ,	 IBNDS (3, f00) OTOOL0300
EQUIVALENCE	 (DATA(I), LW)DE ), 	 ( DATA (2), NRAYS ),	 ( DATA(3), DT10fODD
1 NSLCS ),	 f DATA(4). NCLRS ).	 ( DATA(S), NJAIL ),	 ( DATA(0), 07101100
2 NSUBT ),	 f DATA(?), NSUBP ).	 f DATA(•), NIPL% ),	 ( DATA(0)9 DT101200
3	 IMODE ),	 ( DATAf10). NSPLN I.	 f DATA(1f). NOSJH ),	 ( DATA(12l , 07101300
4 NSURF ).	 ( OATA(13). /FLAG ).	 ( DAT014), RELY ),	 f OATAfIS), OTIO1400
S FNUMB ).	 ( DATA(IO). FLNGM ).	 ( DATA(17), WFLGH ),( DATA(1S). OT10f3OD
0 ZETA ) .	 ( DATA (1 Q) . ItCXPP Is	 l 0474120) , DEXPP ) ,	 f DATA Q0 , DT102600
7 WZXPP ),
	
( DATA (22). DLPLN ).	 f DATA(23). 0HGA2 ),	 ( DATA(24i, OTf0f700
• ONGA1 )•	 ( DATA(2S). DELO 	 ).	 ( DATA (20). EPRAD ),	 ( OATA(27), DTf01o00
• PSCAL ),	 f OATAf28). OMGAF ).	 f OATA(20), SPFEA ), 	 ( DATA (30), OT1011000
A DUMIN ),	 ( DATA(31). OOIST ).	 ( DATA(32). NO	 ).	 ( OATA(33), DT102000
9 DELH	 ),	 ( DATA(34). SYSMX ).	 f DATA(33). WWDIR ),	 ( DATA(36). OT102200
C WYDIR )o	 ( DATAf37) . R(J'14N f .	 f DATA%30) . NDSGN(1) 	 ) ,	 ( DATA(42) ,DTf02200
D NDSGV(f)	 ),	 ( DATA(53), k-WH(1) 	 ).	 (OATAC60). WCLRH(1) ). OT102300
E	 ( DATA(67). WIMHT(1)	 ).	 WATA(74). EIMNTf1)	 ).	 f OATAfs!). OT102400
F CIMPL(f)	 ),	 ( DATA(SS), WCLRS(1)	 ), DT102300
P	 f DATA(94).	 LATTG(1.:).	 ILATTC(1.1)	 ),	 ( DATA(1S2).	 SURFC(1112. DT10E000
N rSURFC ( 1.1)	 ),	 ( DATA(2182)9 DESGN(1,1).	 IDESGN(1,1)	 ), DT102700
I	 f DATA(2602)•	 3USSTl1).	 ISUBST(I)	 ),	 ( DATA(31S2), BOUNDS(1,1). OT102.00
J IBNOS(1,1)	 ),	 ( DATAf3403), NCOND) OT102900







1F t N .LE. I ) RETURN
	
AROOF000
OELTAZ : ( Z• - ZA ) / F.'F r:TI N-1 )
	
AROOPW
Rc s 2. t SU4FCf11,IS)
	
AR0014 00









ROUT )NC TO aCNCRATC POINTS ON A FLAW CONIC ARC
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COMM" BLOCK DATA 00 to IN	 00001
SY0480L LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
NCNTRL 00000 1 CONTRL 00001 1
DATE 000" 1 PUNC to Dome R
LMODE 00033 t "RAY$ 00034 1
NCLRS 00036 t NJAIL 00037 I
NSUSIP 00041 t NIPLN 00062 I
NSPLN 00044 t NOWN 00069 !
riLAS 00067 t DELI' 00090 R
FLN6N 00098 R WprLGM 00033 R
wxPP 00359 R DExPP 00056 R
DLPLN 0000 0 R OMAR 000111 R
DELD 000011 R EPRAD 00054 R
C MiAF 00066 R WFEA 00097 R
(Dior 00071 R NO DOW R
SYSNx 00074 R WON 000►! R
SDTAN 00077 R NDOGM 00100 I
Wei" Dolls R MCLRN 00129 R
EINNT 00144 R CIK%L 00193 R
LATTC 00!70 R ILATTC 00170 1
ISUwc 00320 I DESGN 06240 R
SUStrT oSRR4 R IsUBST 56124 I
WNOS 42t0 I "COND 011999 I
UNDIMENSIft".	 PROGRAM VARIABLES
svwa" LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE





BART	 SECTION 6 9.1 SECTION 7
E.3
	
SECTION 6 E.4 SECTION 10
CC.!
	





WN IFN	 LOCATION ERN IFN	 LOCATION
t0 90A	 4767
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ROUTINE TO GENERATE EDITED ELEMENT AND AIR SPACE MATRICES 	 02/1640
CELAl2	 - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNfS) -
PA$c 1
{
SUNROI:TINt	 CCLAIRI • 1 EA001200
C
C	 •o* )NUTS 004 EAO01900
C NSURF	 NUMBER OF LENS SURFACES.	 (DATA COMMON) EA001900
C SUR► C	 ARRAY OF SURFACE PARAMETERS. 	 (DATA COMMON) EA001700
C
C	 000 OUTPUTS tM EA002000
C NELMT	 MUMMER OF EDITED ELEMENTS.	 (ELMAIR COMM) EAO02100
C MAINS	 NUMBER OF COMO AIR SPACES. 	 (ELMAIR COMMONI EA002200
C ELMMTX MATRIX OF EDITED SURFACE ELEMENTS. 	 (ELMAIR COMMON) EA002300
C AIRMTX MATRIX OF EDITED AIR SPACES.	 (ELMAIR COMMON) CA002400
C VTXCRO VECTOR OF VERTEX COORDINATES OF SURFACES	 (ELMAIR COMM) EAO02300
C	 REFERENCED TO ENTRANCE PUPIL. EA002600
C •	 ALTERN TE RETURN IF ILLEGAL SYSTEM. EADOrF00
C
C	 000 DESCRIPTION 01Qf+ EA003000
C	 THIS SIUBROUTINE GENERATES THE MA TRIX (1F EU T IED SURFACE ELEMENTSEA003200
C
	
AND THE MATRIX OF EDITEO AIR SPACES. 	 THE VECTOR OF VERYEX EA003200
C	 COORDINATES OF EACH SURFACE REFERENCED TO THE ENTRANCE PUPIL EA003300
C	 Ii ALSO COMPUTED. CA003400
C
COMM	 / DATA / NCNTRL. OONTRL (f0) , TITLE(f2) , DATE(3) , PUNCIO, OT001000
I DATA(34S3) 07001100
DIMENSION	 M	 9007), MCLRH(T), MIMHT(7), EINHT(7), CIMPL (7)• OT002000
I WCLRS(G). NOSGN(4), NOSGV(If), LATTC(3925)9 BOUNDS(3.100). OT002100
& SuRFC(lO,f00), DESGNf10,301. 3U8S7(3G0)• 	 IIATiC(S,2B), DT002200
3	 ISURFC(209100).	 IDESGN(10,90)•	 ISUBST(300),	 IONDS (3,100) OT002300
EQUIVALENCE	 (OATA(I), LHOOE )•	 ( DATA(2), BRAYS ), 	 ( DATAf3), DT101000
I NSLCB ).	 f OATAf4), NCLR3 ),	 f DATA(3), NJAIL ). 	 ( DATA(G)• DT101100
2 "Suer )p	 ( DATA(?) . N3U9P I , 	 ( DATA(S) , NIPLM ) , 	 f OATA(9) , 07101200
3 IMODE ) p	 f OATA(30) , NSPLN )v 	 ( DATA(( 1) , NOBJM I , 	 ( DATA(l2) • DT101300
NSUNF I ,	 ( OATAf 13) ,
	
AFLAG 2 .	 ( DATA(14) , DELY )# 	 ( OATA(13) , 07101400
3 FNUNB ),	 ( DATA(IG). FLNGH )• 	 ( OATA(17), WLGH ),( OATA(1S)• OT101300
G ZETA ),	 f OATA(19), HEXPP ),	 f 0ATA(20), DEXPP ),	 ( DATA(21), DT101000
7 MEXPP ).	 ( DATA(22)• OLPLN )•	 ( DATA(23)• ONGA2 )•	 ( DATA(24), DT101700
S ONGAI ).	 ( DAT'A(23), OELO	 Is	 ( DATA(26), EPRAD ), 	 ( DATA(27). DTIO1000
9 PSCAL ) .	 ( DATA(28) r ONGAF ) v	 ( OATA ( 29) , 3PFEA ) p	 ( DATAOM , t:T101900
A OUMIN ).	 ( OATA(31). OOIST ).	 ( OATA(32),	 NO	 ),	 ( DATA(33), OT102000
B DELH	 ),	 ( OATA(34), 37SMX ), 	 ( DATA(39), WXDIR It	 ( DATA(36)• 07102100
C MYDIF )#
	
( DATA 37) . ROTAN I •	 f OATA(38) , MDSGM(1)	 I ,	 ( DATA(42) ,0T102200
O NOSOV(I)	 ),	 f OATA(93), MOBJHff)	 I,	 (DATA(60), MCLRH(1)	 ), 07102300
E	 •' DATA(4V) . W104MT(f)	 1 •	 (OATA(74) , EIMiHT(I) 	 ) •	 f DAUM) . DTID?•400
F CIMPL(J)	 )•	 ( DATA(89), MCLRS(1)	 ), OT102300
G	 ( DATA(94).
	
LATTC(I.I).	 ILATYCfI,I)	 ),	 ( OATA( 4 02).	 SURFCff.1), OT102600
M ISURFC(I.I)	 ) •	 ( DATA M OR), DESGN ( I.I),	 IDE30000 , 1) ), OTIOVOO
I	 ( DA TA(ft&vi. SUBST ( J),	 ISUBST ( f1	 ),	 ( OATA(3I82), BOUNDS(1,1), D7102800
J I8NOSf1.l)	 I.	 f 'JATAf34031, NCOHD ) 07102900
INTEGER	 CONTRL. AFLAG, DATE DT20I000
REAL	 LATTC 07"1000
C
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ROUTINE TO GENERATE EOITEO ELEMENT AND AIR SPACE NATRICES	 08/1640 •PAGE !
CEL A I Z	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE 6 T ATENENT -	 RN(S)	 -
INTEGER	 ELNNTX. AIRNTX EL008000
C
D INEN$ sON	 ECURL ^P. 100) .	 ACNRL (IR.1001 E4000000
C
INTEGER	 ECURL# ACURL EA006900
C
C	 START OF MAIN SUBROUTINE EA000000
C
Ir( ODIST -GE. 0. 1	 GO TO tmm EA009900
WRITE	 , 0.	 3lolo 1 EAOOS000
32010 FORMAT( IMO. 35HOBJECT 18 TO THE RIGHT CIF SURTACE f 1 EA009900
RETURN I E400"m
C
1000 SP RINE a SUWC(4 .1) 	 MIST EA009600
IF( SPRINE .LE. 0. 1	 GO TO 1900 EA001000
WRITE ( G. 32080 ) E400T000






IF( lSURFCO3 I)	 .LE. 3 1
	 GO TO 2900 EA00►BDD
I a	 1 E01006000
2000 WII I TE ( G o
 32030 1	 to	 1SUwC (1. 1) E/ 0011!00
320!0 FORMAT(	 1040. TH3URFACE) 	 13, THIS TTPE.	 13. 14WOT ACCEPTABLE) EAOOM00
RETURN 1 EA009100
C
2500 IF( NSURF .LE.
	 1 1	 GO TO 3900 EA101000
00	 3000	 1 a to NSURF EA101200
IF(	 ISURFCcf.t)
	
-GT. 3 )	 GO TO 1000 EA201400
vrxCROtl)	 a vTXCROc1-11
	 • SUlwC(4,11 EAIDIGW
IF( VrXCRO(1)
	 .GE. SPRINE )	 GO TO 3000 EAIDIS00
WR I TE ( 6 . MM 0 1	 I EA 100000
3.."040 FORMAT( IM0. 33NOSJECT IS TO THE RIGHT OF S%JWACE. f3 1 EAIM00
RETURN f EASOID400
3000 CONTfNw EA10ZB00
3500	 VrXCRD(NSURI"•f)avTXCRD(NSURF) VELD LAS03000
CALL	 PRTCTL CA303200
WRI TE
 ( G. 3!0'0) EA103400
32050 FORMAT( Me 47HVERTEX COORDINATES REFERENCED TO ENTRANCE PUPIL //EA103600
f 09 THSU'RFACE. We fH?) CA9038OU
LINE a LINE • 4 EA101000
ZERO a 0. EAf04800
WRITE (649060) ZER(1 EA106400
32060 FORMAT( IN	 1X,	 14HENTKANCE PUPIL. E11.7 ) EAI04S00
LINE r LINE • 1 EA109000
DO	 4500	 I a 1. NSURT EA109800
IF( LINE .LE. 96 1 	 GO TO 4000 EAS05400
C	 BEGIN NEW PAGE EA105600
CALL	 PRTCTL EA109S00
WRITE	 ( 6. 31090 1 EA109000
LINE x LILAC • 4 EAf011100
4000 WRITE ( 6. 3201`0 1	 to VTXCRDM EAIOS400
32070 FORMAT(	 IN	 19, CC#.T 1 EA109600
4500 LINE a LINE • 1 EA101800
WRITE
	
( A. 31 075 )	 VTXCRD(NSURT•1) EA1011900
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ROUT IMC TO 09149041[ [OITO CLCMCMT AND AIR YACC MATRICts




DO 9000 I • 1. t
00 9000 J . 1. 100
[CURLII.J1 . O
$000 ACURL(I.J) . O




D ( x  .Co. 1. 1 60 TO •M
$900 WRIT[ ( 6. SR810 1 1
:00410 rOONAT( 11N09 IIN0 4M I NWACC. IS. tSN 19 NOT VALID )
RETURN I
C
0000 IF(  xR .b0. -1. 1 so 10 4400
NEC a MCC • 1
[CURL0.0490 • I
ECURLtO.Mtp a I




61100 Ire x0 .6T. 1. ) 60 To 7010
I a lot
60 TO 9900





7900 00 10000 1 x to Now
x l : w10C19.I1
xt a sURC (1.1.11
IF( AS$( NI ) .LT. 1. 1 60 10 9900
Ire AOa( xt ) .69. 1. ) 60 TO 8000
I a lot
60 TO $SOO
$000 /r( N  .LT. !. ) 60 TO SM
w e 311 .MC. 1. ) 00 SO ROW
IF( xR . LC. 1. 1 60 TO !00








41!! 0 If (MAC. ME. 0) ACURL it.MAC) aIOf	 pS
60N
 TO 10000
0400 MCC a MCC • t
ECUfflL(=.UC0 a I
[CURL(S.M90 a I
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aoUTTMt To 6tMtRATt tOtTto tltNtNT Am AIR VACC MATRitt•	 02/10/48
CCLAti	
- VI$ 60URCt ITATtMEMT - DN10) -
ACURL41.1140 a / W09400
ACURL 1 t.MAC)	 a g ot tA1011600
60 TO 10000 tA109600
8600 tr f xt .LT.	 2. 1	 60 TO 8000 tAsolow
It' 1xt.Mt. 1.160 TO 01 , 10 CA301100
en 00 MAC a MAC • 1 CA301400
ACURL a 1.014[)	 a / tAS01000
ACURL et,1140 a 'M CA301800
60 TO 10000 EA301000
OT 10 tr ex t.Mt.x1160 TO 0100 tA301030
CCURLet.MCC)atet EA301100
60 TO 10000 tA301190
soon if  Anse we
 1 .tO. 1 1 )	 40 TO 0100 EA301100
I a lot CA301400
60 TO $500 EA309000
0000 Ire xt .ME. -t. 1
	 60 TO 9100 CA30MOO
IF 1 xt .LT. -1. )
	 60 TO 0100 IIA303000
IT t xt .to. 1. 1
	 60 TO 0o 00 EA303100
IF ( No.EO. -1.160 10 0110 CA303300
1 a	 lot CA303400
60 TO 11800 CA303800
/0400 era xt .6T. -1. )	 60 10 9000 CA304000
tr lxt.NE.-1.160 Tonto CA304100
60 TO or 00 CA300400
0400 1r1 xt .to. Anse xt ) )	 60 TO 11100 CA305000
I a lot CA30SPOO
GO TO 6600 EA309400
10000 CoMTINW EA303000
C
13500 MCLMT a 0 CA401000
NAW a 0 EA401100
00	 14000
	
1 a to a CA401400
00	 14J00
	
J a to 100 EA401600
FLNNfl1(t.J) a 0 CA401800
14000 A:RNTxf t. J) t 0 EA400000
NELMT a 1 EA403000
ELMNTxtt.t)
	 a ECURL.et.t) LA403l00
ELMMIN (Be 11 a tCURL (t. t) EA403400
IF t NEC .CO. t 1
	
60 TO 16000 CA403600
00	 95500	 1 s S. MCC EA404000
ti a ECURL(t.11 CA404200
It a ECURLet.1) CA406400
vx 1 a VTXCADe1!) ir.'A404600
vx; a v739CODe19) EA404800
IF1 V391 .Lt. vxt 1	 60 TO 24500 EA405000
IT a tt CA405200
It a It LA409400
to a If EA403600
vxT a vx1 CA405000
vx1 a Yxt CA401000
vxt a vxr CA401100
14900 00	 25000
	 J a t. NCLMT CA408400
J2	 a ELMNTtieet.J1 CA401600
Jt
 a CLMNTxet.J) CA406000
vr1 a vrxCtOtJt) CA40F000
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► .st IROUTIMC TO 69MCNATt COI T90 CLCNCM I ANO Alt VAC! MATRICt9
CUAII	 - trN muRCt 6TATt119MT - fl10181 -
IF I	 It
	 .Mt.	 it	 ) 60 To 14700
IF t	 Is	 .to.	 is I 6o TO 19!00
14700 TO 19000
Ir e 	 Iaua►C( i.I,1 .Nt.	 Iavoref t. JIl	 ) 60 TO 19000
Ire	 suar c ( 11.11) .Mt.	 suWC111.J1!	 ) 60 TO 19000
Ire
	 avorC a It. 111 .Nt.	 wore a 19• J1)	 ) 60 TO 19000
i► 14116 vxt-v7t1 .*T. I .t-9160 TO 19000
W e 	 ItUWC f l . Itl .Mt.	 1aUWC f I . J=1	 ) so To 19000
Ire auW	 f ! 1. 1 11 fit. auwc f 11. Jt1 1 to TO 19000
Ire auRrtels•It) .to. wRC(lt.Jt) ) 60 TO 19900
11000 CON Tlow
NUMT A NtLMT • 1
tLM10Tx ' 1.M[LMT) • It
tLNf"Txfs.N[LMT) • It
0900 Coif T INUt
C
111000 IF  MAC .to. O l 60 TO 32000
MAIta . I
AtRNT1f (1./)	 . ACURLf1.11
AI0471161.1l	 • ACURLft.II
W f MAC .to.	 I 1 60 10 39000
00	 17900	 1 • to MAC
I! • ACURL(f.t)
t9 R ACURL(t.I/
V111 . vrxCRD f 11)
VMS . vrxCtDf ItI





Yx T . Vx I
vx I . vxt
Y1fs . vxT
0900 00	 17000	 J . to MAIR8
JI • AIRMTxfI.Jl





	 is	 .Nt.	 is ) 60 10 10700IF(	 is .to.	 is ) 60 TO 17900
0700 IrfA88(vx3-v7I).6T.l.0 -9/60 TO 17000
IrfA9afvxs-v7g).LE.I.t-9160 10 17900
I7oo0 CONTmic
MAIRa . MAI" • t
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COMMON BLOCK DATA OR IS IN 00001
LOCATtoll TITS SYMBOL LOCATION T1TC
00000 t COMTRL 00001 1
0000 t PUNC10 00031 R
00033 1 NRAYS 00034 1
00034 1 NJAIL 00031
00041 1 NIPLM 000411 l
00041 1 NOBJN 00041 1
00041 1 DCLY 00030 R
00018 R IILSN 00013 R
00009 R DCxPP OOON R
00090 R ONSAt 00091 R
00053 R ZPRAO 000114 R
00094 R SPCA 0041 R
DOW 1 R MO DOW R
00014 R bI01R Do("$ R
00011 R NOUN 00100 1
o0111 R MCLRN 00116 R
00144 R CINPL 00153 R
00110 R ILATTC 00110 1
00310 1 OESSN 0040 R
09114 R ISUBST 03M4 1
09110 t NCOl+D GOW I
CONfON BLOCK PRAT ORIGIN 0s661
011000 1 PACE OOOUI I
COMNON BLOCK ELNAIR ORIGIN 01611
00000 l NAIRS 00001 l
00311 t vrxCRO 00181 R
DIMENSFACO PROGRAM VARIABLES
LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TyTC
01691 1 ACURL !0161
UNOINENSIONEO PROGRAM VARIABLES
LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
10411 R 1 10!00 I
10901 I MAC logos I
l Og Os R xl logos R
10910 l vKl tools R
tools t VxT 10114 R



















































































.FMRD. SECTION	 to PRTCTL	 SECTION	 it
.FFIL. SECTION	 13 .FCNv.	 SECTION	 14
.FRET. SECTION	 to
EFN	 IFN	 CORRESPONDENCE
EFN IFN LOCATION EFN IFN LOCATION
1000 $A 10673 32010 FORMAT 10540
32020 FORMAT 10550 2500 19A 10/45
32030 FORMAT loser 3900 35A 11014
32040 FORMAT 10574 32050 FORMAT 10509
4500 53A 11.11 4000 S1A 11017
32015 FORMAT 1DS36 9000 66A 11145
6000 79A liras $500 78A t11T2
OR 00 BOA 11237 13500 192A 11575
WOOD tSPA ftsve 8000 111A 11317
abo0 143A 11443 82DO 123A 11395
8600 137A 114 OS 8210 WA 11371
orIa 156A 11474 8100 151A 11454
9000 !SSA 11561 14000 201A 11613
15500 281A 12113 14500 225A 11701
14700 240A 1s76r 32000 339A 12309
16500 308A 12202 17000 327A 12261
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PAGE IROUTINE TO FIND POINT OF CLOSEST APPWACH OF M CURVES D2/16/66
CLOSSZ	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 -	 IFN(S)	 -
3UB000TIME
	
CLOSS(	 11.	 7210110.	 ZIMAX.	 12.	 Z2MIN.	 Z2MAX. 02MI0. CLO91300
1	 ZICLO3, YICLO6.	 72CLOS,, • ) CLO(E000
C
C	 ttt INPUTS ttt CL 001100
C	 it SURFACE NUNOER OF FIRST SURFACE. CLOGE200
C ZIMIN MINIMUM Z VA! UE OF FIRST SURFACE. CL 002300
C ZIMAK MAXIMUM Z VALUE OF FIRST WJWMB. CL 002400
C 12 SURFACE NUMBER OF SECOND SURFACE. CLDOl900
C Z2MIN MINIMUM Z VALUE OF SECOND SURFACE. CL062S00
C Z2MAX MAXIMUM Z VALUE OT SECOND SURFACE. CL00p7D0
C DZNIN MINIMUM Z SURFACE SWARATI011. C.002000
C
C	 ttt OUTPUTS 0" CL0030W
C ZICLOS REVISED r VALUE OM FIRST SURFACE. CLOWID0
C YICLOS Y VALUE CoRRESP MIM m ZICLOS AND ZSCLOS. CLOG"00
C T2CL03 REV I&ED Z VALUE ON 3ECOM SURFACE. CL0033W
C t ALTERNATIE RETURN Fan NON-110TERSECTING SURFACES. L0003400
C
C	 ttt DESCRIPTIONIOs• CL 0035 DD
C TH!3 SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE POINTS I ZICLOS, YICLOS) AND CLD03600
C l Z2CL0S. Y1CLOS ) ON INTERSECTING SURFACES 11 AND 12 SUCH CL003700
C THAT THE DISTANCE 2ETMEEf2 THEM IS 0301N. CLO03600
C
COMMON / DATA / MCNTRL, GOMTRL(1M. TITLE(12), DATE(3), PUNCID, DTOD1000
1 DATA(3403)	 DT001I00
DIMENSION M013JN(9) . WCLRH(7). MINNT(T). EIMHT(T), CIMPL(7) . 	 DTDO2000
I WCLR3(6) . NO3080(4) , ND3GV(21) , LATTC (3,26) , 9OUMOS(3,10D) . 	 OT0022 00
2 3URFC(20. 100) . DESGN(f0.SO) . 3MT(500) . ILATTC(3,26) . 	 DTOD"W
3 I3URFC(20, 100. MCMU(IO.SO). ISU95T(500) . IBNDS ( 3.1D0)	 OT002300
EQUIVALEWE (OATA(2), LMOOE ). ( DATA(2). NRAYS ). ( DATA(32,	 DT101000
I N3LC3 ) . ( DATA (4) . NKLRS ) . ( DATA (5) . NJAIL ) . ( DATA 46) . 	 DT101100
2 NSUBT ) . ( DATA (7) . N3IR8P ) . ( DATA(6) . NIPLN ) , ( DATA (9) . 	 OTIO12W
3 INODE ). ( DATA(20) 1 NSPLN ). ( DATA( II), NOBJH ), I DATA( 22), 	 rtT201300
4 N3URF ). ( DATA ( 13). AFLAG ). I DATA (24). DE I.Y ). ( DATA(25).	 DY202400
5 FNUMB ). ( DATA(16). FLNCH ), ( DATA(17)9 M'LGH ).t DATA(1D. 	 OT101900
6 ZETA ). ( DATA ( 19). HEXPP ). ( DATA (20), DEXPP ). ( DATA( 21), 	 07101600
7 MEXPP ). ( DATA(22). OLPLN ). ( DATA (23). ONGA2 ), ( DATA(24).	 DT1D1T00
0 0V4AI ) . ( DATA (25) , DELD ) . I DATA(26) . EPRAD ) , ( DATA(2T) .	 DTIO1R00
0 P3CAL ). ( DATA(26). ONGAF ). ' DATA(29), SPFEA ). ( DATA(3019 	 DT10f900
A DUMIN ) . I DATA(32) , MIST )v I DATA(32) • NO	 ) , ( OATA(33) . 	 071020M
9 DELM ). ( DATA(34), STSMX 1. ( DATA(35), MXDIR ). ( DATA(SO).	 OTIO2200
C WYDIR ). ( OATA(37), ROTAN ). ( DATA(30). NDSGN(f) ), ( DATA(42).DTS02200
D ND3GV (f) ) . ( DATA(53) . IABJH/1) ) . (OATA(60) , MCLRH(1) ) . 	 OTIC2300
E ( DATA(67). MIMHT(f) ), (DATA(74). EIMHT(f) ). ( DATA(81). 	 D1102400
F CIMPL(0 ). I DATA(SS). UCLRS(1) ).	 OT;02900
G ( DATA(04). LATTC(f.f), ILATTC(191) ), ( DATA(202), 3URFC(261)9 OT102400
H ISURFC(I.2) ). ( DA TA(2f02). DESGN(1.1), IOE30N(1,1) ),	 DT102700
I ( DA TA(2602), 3UBST ( f). ISUB37'(2) ), ( DATA(3102), BOUNDS(!,!), 07202OW
J IBNDS(f,f) ). C DATA(3403). HOO D I	 DTID2900


















ROUTINE TO FIND POINT OF CLOSES T APPROACH OF TWO CURVES 	 02/18/8•	 PAGE ?
CLOSSZ	
- EFN
	 30JRCE STATEMENT - IFN(S) -
C	 START OF CLOSE SUBROUTINE CLOO4000
C
ZICLOS a 0. CLOObOODY ICLOS a 0. CL009200
Z2CLOS a 0. CL009400
IF(	 It
	 . NE.	 12 1	 60 TO 2S 00 CL 0096 00
C
C	 SURFACES ARE IDENTICAL, NO INTERSECTION POSSIBLE CL 009100
2000 RETURN 1 CLOOS800
C	 CHECK FOR INTERSECTION CL00S000
2500 CALL	 CROSSf	 If,	 Z141N,	 ZIMAXx	 I29
	
Z2NIN,	 Z2MAX-	 ZI,	 YI, $2000 CLOO6200
S = V TXCRD(12)
	
- VTXCRDf11) CL 008400
ITI	 =	 ISURFC(1,I1) CL0056 00
R)	 = 3URFCfII,1I) CLOGSOOO
BI	 = SURFC(I&fII) CLOG?GOO
ALI
	 a 01	 -	 1. CLO072GO
IT2 =	 ISURFC(I, 1;^ CLOOSOW
R2 = SURFC(l1,721 CLOO8200
02 = SURFC(12,I2) CL008400
ALE = BE - 1. CL008S00
c
IF(	 ITI
	 .EQ. 3 )	 60 TO 4000 CL201000
IF( R1
	
.NE.	 0.	 )	 GO TO 9000 CL201300
4000 ZZCLOS z DZN1H CL202000
Z 3 Z2CLOS - 8 CL202200
YICLOS = SORT( AL2 * Z # Z + 2. # R2 # Z) CL202400
GO TO 32000 CL202600





GO TO 1000 CL203200
0000 ZZCLOS a S CL204000
ZICLOS = S - DZM1M CL21.4200Y ICLOS = SORT( ALI * ZICLOS * ZICLOS + 2. * R1 * ZICLOS ) Ct.204400
GO TO 32000 CL204600
1000 ZP a 0. CL203000
ZM a ZI CL205200
1500 ZT a ( ZP + 2M )	 / 2. C1209400
YT = SORT( ALI * ZT *ZT + 2. * RI * ZT) CL205000
TEMP = SORT( R2 # R2 + AL2 * YT * YT) CL208200
IF ( R2 . LT. 	 0. )	 TEIP a - TEMP CL2064 00
72 = S • ( YT # YT )	 / f R2 + TEMP ) CL208600
0  a Z2 - Zr - DZMIN CL206000
IF( GT )	 9000-	 21000,	 8000 CL20/0W
8000 ZP a ZT CL201200
GO TO 50000 CL20f400
0000 ZN a ZT CL208000
10000 ECURL a ABS( ZP - ZN ) CL208200
IF( ZN ,NE.
	 0. )	 ECURL a ECURL / ABS( ZN) CL208400
IF( ECURL	 .GE.	 1.E-6 )	 GO TO 1500 CL20MOO
11000 ZICLOS a ZT CL209000YICLOS a VT CL209200
:ECLO8 a Z2 CLED9400
32000 72CLOS a Z2CLOS - S CL401000
C






















COMMON BLOCK DATA ORIGIN 00001 LEMSTH 03600
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
NCHTRL 00000 I CONTRL 00001 1 TITLE 00013 R
DATE 00027 I PUNCID 00032 R DATA 00033 R
U400C 00033 I WAYS 00034 1 MKVS DOWN f
NCLRS 00036 f NJAIL 00037 I MSUBT 00040 I
NSUBP 00041 i NIPLN 00042 I INOW 00043 I
NSPLN 00044 ? NOBJH 00049 f ul"y 00040 f
iF L AG 00047 I DEL Y BOOS 0 R FM w 00031 R
FLNGH OOOst R MFLGH 00093 R ZETA 00004 R
wxPP OOOSS R DEXPP Goose R WEXPP 00097 R
DLPLN 00060 R OMGA2 00061 R ONSA1 L' 12 R
DELO 00063 R EPRAD 00054 R PSCAL 01.:.:,9 R
ONGAF 00060 R SPFEA 00037 R DUIfN 00070 R
ODIST 00071 R w court R DELH 0MV3 R
SYSNX 100►4 R WXDIR 000x9 R MYDIR 00076 R
RATAN 00077 R NO3GN 00100 I NDSGV 00104 1
%M JH 00117 R MCLRH 00126 R MINNT 00135 R
EIMHT 00144 R CIMPL 00193 R MCLRS 00162 It
LATTC 00170 R ILATTC 00170 I Suwc OWED R
IsURFC 00320 f DESGN 04240 R MESGH 04240 J
SUBST 03224 R ISUBST 09224 I BOUND$ Ost10 R
MNDS 06210 I NCONO 08665 f
COMMON BLOCK ELMAIR ORIGIN 06067 LENGTH 0WN
PEL14T 00000 I NAIRS 00001 f ELWITX Dom I
AIRI4TX 00312 I VTXCRD 00322 R
UNDIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
iI 0►659 R Yf Gross R S Oros? R
ITS OI66 O I 111 07661 R 01 Or662 R
AL  07663 R IT2 OPS64 1 Rt 0760! R
all 07666 R ALE 07667 R I Mo70 R
! 07671 R zK 07672 R TT 07073 R
YT 07674 R TEMP Or675 R Zt 07670 R

























EFN IFN LOCATWM ErN IFN LOCATION
2300 9A 07729 2000 $A 07723
S000 LOA 10079 32000 SSA 10227
TOGO 311A 100►! 7300 39A 10079
11000 34A 10221 9000 45A 10170
THE FIRST LOCATION NOT USED BY THIS PROCRAN 13 10343.
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ROUTINE TO PLOT 1 - Y P MWILE OM SC.409 DlJfsh•
CPLOT Z	 -	 tFof	 SOURCE STAI-- "T	 -	 IFN.6)	 -
SUBROUTINE
	




000 INPUTS iii CPOOlr00
c IN IN MINIMUM 1 G,	 SYSTEM RELATIVE 10 ENTRANCE PUPIL. 0001=110
C	 1,044x MAXh(uM 1 OF SYSTEM RELATIVE TO ENTRANCE PUPIL. 0001300
C ILST Z COORDINATES OF POINTS ON (;11RENT ELEIENT READ FROM BINARY !!001390
C TAPE
	
I LOG ICAL	 1 f ) . OP003400
C YLST Y COORDINATES OF POINTS ON CURRENT ELEMENT READ room BINARY C.P001490
C TAPE	 ( LOGICAL 11 ) . 0001900
C NP TS NUMBER OF POINTS FOR CURRE:MT ELEfR:NT. TAPE LOGICAL 1 I - 0002390
C
C	 fit OUTPUT$ 4MN Cl'OOlfw
C PLOT FRANC LONTA'MING Z-Y COMB WCTPON OF LENS SYSTEM F RDM CPD01630
C THE ENTRANCE PUPIL TO THE IMAGE SIMACE W ITH OPTIC AXIS SHOWN. CP003700
C THE SCALE IS THE SAME )N THE Z AND V DIRECTIONS WITH THE Y 000f7SO
C RANGE FROM YNAXX TO - YMAXX .	 A SCALED RULER 13 POSITIONED 0 DOl ow
C BELOW THE LENS WIT" ASIXACIATED LABELS. 	 BELOW THIS THE TITLE CP00100
C AKI) OATS ARE PLOTTED.	 TWO SPECIAL RAYS AT THE LIMITS OF THE (!0011100
C ENTRANCE PUPIL ARE ALf1O TRACED ON THE LENS PLOT. 000ffd0
C A SECOND F,tANE CONTAIWINS THE PLAT PARAMETERS AND THE VALUES CP00B000
C FOR SURFACE RADIUS, IAWACE DISTANCE. SURFACE ECCENTRICI TY , 00fkOS0
C AND THE INTERSECTION4 OF THE WECIAL RAYS VITH EACH SURFACE CPOOr100











CONO M i DATA i NCNTRL. CONTRL ( IW- TITLE (f2), DATE ( 3). PUNCID.	 DTOOf000
I DATA(34$3' DT001f00
DIMENSION	 WOBJH (7) . 'ofCLR" (7) , WIMNT(7) - EIMHT(7) , CIMPL (7) , DTOOZ000
I WCLRS(G). NDSGN(4), NDSGV ( If). LATTCb3926). BOU DS(3.100). DTOOrf00
2 SURFC(20,100). DES0 1400.50), SUOST(SOW . ILATTC(3,16), DTDWDD
3 ISU. r C(20. 100) .	 ID% SGN(fO.SO) ,	 ISUBST(500) .	 IBND30, 100) OTOOr300
EQUIVALENCE	 (DATA! I) , LMAOE ) . 	 ( DATA(r) - NRAY3 ) .	 ( DATA(3) , DT10f000
I NSLCS ) ,	 ( DATA(4) . MCLRS ) , 	 ( DATA(S) . NJAIL ) , 	 ( DATA(6) . DT901100
C NSUBT ) ,
	
( DATA(7) , NS's ) ,	 ( DATAM - NIPLN ) -	 ( DATA(!) - DTIO-t:100
3 11400E ).	 (DATA (IM . NSPLN I 	 ( DATA(fl). NOBJH ),	 ( DATA( 22). OTIO2300
4 NSURF ),	 ( DATA( (.3).
	
AFLAS ).	 ( DATA( 14)- DELY ),	 ( DATA( IS) v OTIO1400
S FNUMB ).	 (DATA (16), FLNGN ),	 I DATA (f7)- WFLGH ).( DATA(16), OT101300
6 ZETA ).	 (DATA( It) .	 HEXPP ),	 ( DATA (r0). DEXPP ).	 ( DATA (21), DT203600
7 WERPP ) .	 ( DATA (22) , DLPLN ) . 	 ( DATA (23), ONGA2 ) - 	 ( DATA ( 24) - DT103700
$ ONGAf I 	 ( DATA (25). DELD	 ).	 ( OATA(ri)- EPRAD )•	 ( DATA (27). OT101800
$ PSCAL ) -	 ( DATA (20) - OMGAF ) . 	 I DATA (1f) - SPFEA ) . 	 l DArA(30) . OTlOff00
A DUN IN ) .	 ( DATA(31) . ODIS T ) ,	 ( DATA (32) - HD	 ) .	 ( DATA(33) , DT101000
6 DELH	 1 	 ( DATA (34). $YSNX )- 	 ( DATA (35)a WXDIN )-	 ( DATA (36) OTIDr200
C WYD1R 1,	 ( DATA (37),	 ROTAN ).	 ( DATA (38)a NDSGN(1)	 ).	 ( DATA(42)-DTIOrrOO
0 NDSGV(f)	 ).	 ( DATA(53), WDBJH(f)	 )-	 (DATA(60). WCLRH(f)	 ). DT102300
E	 ( DATA(67) . WINHTM	 ) .	 (DATA(74) , EIMMT())	 ) .	 ( DATA(BI) - DT101400
F	 CIMPL(1)	 )-	 ( DATA(#$). WCLRS(f)	 I- DTf01500
G	 ( DArA($4) . 	 LATTC(f, f) -
	
ILATTC(f, f)	 ) -	 ( DATA(f/t) ,	 3URFC(1, f) , OT102000
H	 t$URFC(f,1)	 )-	 ( DArA(2(fr)• DESGN(l,f)-	 IOESGN(f-f)	 ), OT1(11700
I	 ( DATA(2482).	 SUBSTO),	 ISUBST(1)	 ).	 ( OATA(3102), BOUND3(f,l	 . CT101800
J	 IGNO3(1,1)	 ),	 ( DATA(3403). "COMO I DTf01900
INTEGER	 CONTRL- AFLAG. DATE 01`101000
REAL	 LATTC 01'r01000
COMMONIELNAIR/NELNT- MAINS ,ELMMTX IN * 100).AIRNTX( 2, 00) . VTX'CRD (100) EL003000






ROUTINE TO PLOT 2- r PROFILE ON AC4010
	
Ot/10010
CPLOTl	 - CF" SOURCE ATATENENT - DNfA1 -
c








(	 IHAT(f,fl.	 ILST(1)	 I.	 (	 YNAT(f.11).	 YLSP(I) )	 00011400
c
01NCHSION	 AC(4). CO(4). •UF(100).	 ILAT(300)	 YLST(300).NUM (6. 10)sCPO	 /00
1 Pulp 11(100).	 AcR(4).	 CDR(41 CPomo0
c
DATA	 N6 of 100 Is	 AC / 70..	 993.	 1013..	 0.	 /r	 SCR / 70.. 1013.E	 CP003000
1 1013.-	 0.	 /. NOR / 100 / CF J03010
c
DATA NNCR0 / 3010.0 /• 0003100
I WN 3 1.1)	 / 3140.1 0003110
simm(f.t) 0	 f•l.t I 0003100
• / 3MO.t. 3"0.4 /.
3 (NUN (1.3) .






4 cum I Ia4) •	 1.114 1 0003300
0 / 3H0.4.
	 3140.0. 3H I.t. 3HI.6 /.
6/NUN(1.A) I	 fail• ) 00033910
E / 3NO.1.
	
3Ml.D.	 3041.1.	 3H1.0.	 3H1.9 /.
6(NUN ( 106).	 Info$ I 0003400
F / 3140.6 .
	 3141.1.
	
3Hf . 8.	 300.4t	 314.. Or 3H3.)	 If@
74NUN(f.7)0
	 I•f.7	 ) 0003450
G	 'f 3"O.T.	 3141.4.	 304t. to	 3H&.11.	 3Hy .5.	 3H4.2•	 3H4.6 /6
8 1NUH( 1 0 0). 	 f•i. S 1 00Q900
N / 3HO.C.
	 3141.5.	 3H2.4. 3H3.!.	 3H4.0. 3114.8. 3H9.6.	 3H6.4 /.
6 (NUN (f . 6) .
	 1• I . 8 1 0 003110
I / 3140.09	 3H1.6i 304!.7. 3H3.6, 3116.9. 3049.4. 3H6.3. 314.1. 3048.1 /.
x ("f'A (It 10) 1 lot 0 6 1 0003600
J i 3H1.0.	 3"1.0.	 3013.0.	 314.0.	 3141.0. 3H6.0. 3HI.0. 3HS.09 3148.0
c
c START OF CPLOT SUNROUTINS 0004000
c
C DETERMINE SCALE OF PLOT 0004500
ALENGI n R. * YNAxx 0004800
ALENGS • 2NAx - IN IN 000/ 000
fF( ALENGI .07. ALENOR I	 GO TO 1000 0009100
c
C LEN& LENGTH GREATER THAN 1tIGNT 004000
cots)	 • 2NIN 0001!00
COW • - ALENSt / R. 0001400
Cots) • ZNAx 0001600
CO W • ALENSt / t. 004800
so TO 1100 0 00! 000
C
C LEN& NFISHT GREATER TMAN LENGTH 0008000
1000 CD ( I)	 • IN IN - ( ALENG l - ALENSt I	 / 1. CP 008100
Cots)	 • - YNAXX 0008400
CO(3)	 • INAx • ( ALENGI - ALEN6t I	 / t o CP Von 00
COW • TOWN 0008800
1100 RSCALE •	 ( CO ( 3)	 - Coil)	 I	 / 813. CPo08000
00	 to 00	 I • I. 4 CP008!00
PAGE I
4"`	- 	 #	 ry ^° r ^"qi s	 .^fi^r *"7'q'^'.:^": ca- g	 . e
q 























ROUTINE TO PLOT Z -T PROFILE ON SC4010
CPLOTZ	
- EFN
	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(SI -
160 0 COR()1	 Coll)
COR(!1 z COR(2) - FSCALE • 70.
C
	C 	 INITIALIZE FOR PLOTTING
CALL CAMERA( NT, / )
CALL •LABEL
CALL SOINIT( OWN. NOR. CDR. SCR. NT, BUF, NB. CO , SC. NT 1
C
	C 	 ^.OHPUTE RULER FOR LENS PLOT
FNLEMG a ALOGIO( CO(3) - ► IM 1
NLENG a FNLENS
IF ( rNLENG .LT. 0. ) NLENG a NLENG - 1
F ►JORM s ( C001 - ZH IN 1 / 10. tt NLENG
NORM a FNCiRN
	
C	 ()Rwi RULER LENGTH AT 960 RASTERS FROM ZMfN TO RULX2
RULX1 a TNIN ♦ ( FLOAT (HORN) /FNORM 1 • ( CO ( 3) - ZNIN )
RULraCD(1) - RSCALf • T.
C
CALL. SDNPUT, ZNIN. RULr, BUFR,O I
CALL 3DNPUT( RULX1, RULY, BU r R,O )
CALL STERN( NT. surR)
C
	C 	 DRAM 11 TICK NARKS ALONG RULER
RULYT a RULr - r(SrALE ♦ 10.
RULXTI a ( RULXZ - ZNIN ) 1 10.
RULYTS a RULT - RSCALE • S.
C
	
C	 LABEL T ICK MARKS WITH APPROPRIATE INCREMENTS
00 1700 1 s 1. 1f
X TICK n ZHIN ♦ FLOAT ( I-1) 0 RULXTI
CALL SOWUT( XTICK, RULY. BUFR,O )
CALL SDNPUT( XTICK, RULTT, BUFR,O )
LABEI a NUN(I-!,MORN)
IF( , .E6. L ) LABEL a NZERO
IF( I .GT. NORM#I I LABEL a A(M(NORN, I-I:
XLABEL a XTICK 0 BUFR(f1) • BUFR(f2) - f0.
CALL SPRNTA( We XLABEL, lbs.	 +B, LAKL, I 1
CALL STERN( NT. OWN)
IF( I .E6. If ) GO TC/ 1700
C
	C 	 DRAW 4 TICK NARKS, s RASTERS LONG. BETWEEN MAJOR TICKS
00 1490 J a A. 4
XTICK! a XTICK a FLOAT(J) 0 ( RULXTI
	 5. 1
CALL SDNPUT( XTICKS t RULE, OWN, 0 1
CALL SONPUT( XTICKS, RULYTS, BUFR, 0 1




C	 DRAW OPTIC AXIS
CALL SONPUT( CD(1). 0., BU► , A )
CALL Sower( CO(3). 0., BU► , 0 )
CALL STERN( MT, BLRr
 I
C
















CP 1724 5 0
CP 1025 00
CP 10255 0






















CP f 0344 0
CP 1034 9 0




























PAGE 4ROUTINE TO PLOT 2-Y PROFILE ON SC4010 02 161465
CPLOTZ	 -	 EFN
	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 -	 IFN(S)	 -
OO	 4000	 1 a 1. NELNT CP103200
READ	 (	 11	 )	 NPTS,	 ZLST,	 YLST CP10 too
C
C	 PLOT UPPER HALF OF ITN. ELEMENT CP105600 i9
011	 1000	 J a	 1. NPTe CPIC3000
2000 CALL	 SONPUT(	 rLST(J1,	 YLST (J). SUF.	 0) C00109000 04
CALL	 STERN( NT, OUP CP10«00
C
C	 PLOP LOWER HALF OF ITN. ELENENf CP101400 ST
WJ	 3000	 J a t. NPTS CIS 109400
3000 BALI	 SONPUT( 7LST(J),	 -YLST (J), SUF,	 0 1 CP106900 94
CALL	 STERN( NT. SUP 1 CP10► 000 a
4000 CONTINUE C11101200
C
C	 INA6E PLANE C10100000
READ	 S	 it )	 NPTS.	 ZLST,	 YLST C11`109200 100
1F( NPTS	 CO..
	
0 )	 00 TO 6000 CP10S400
DO	 9000	 J a 1. NPTS CP105600
9000 CALL	 SONPUT( ZIST(J), 	 YLST(J), SUF.	 0) CP10S900 113
CALL	 STERN( NT. SUP ) CP201000 11T
DO	 $500	 J a 1. NPTS CP201200
9900 CALL	 30NPUT( ZLST(J),	 -YL&T(J), SUF,	 0) CP201400 126
CALL	 STERN( NT. SUF ) CP201600
C
C	 ENTRANCE PUPIL CP202000 130
•000 READ	 (	 It )	 NPTS,	 ZLST, YLST CP202200 131
CALL	 SDNPUT( ZLST(1),
	
YLST 0), SUF.	 V) CP202400 139
CALL	 SDNPUT( ZLST(I).	 YLST(2), BUF,	 0) CP202600 137
CALL	 STERN( NT. BU►
 ) CP242100 139
CALL	 SONPUT( ZLST(1).	 -YLST(f), SUF,	 0 ) CP203000 141
CALL	 SDNPUT( ZLST(2) ,	 -YLST(2) . SUF,	 0 ) CP203200 143
CALL	 STERN( NT, SUF ) CP203400
C
C	 RAY 1 TRACE CP204000 143
READ
	 ( it )	 NPTS,	 TL3T.	 YLST MUM 146
IF ( NP TS .LE. 0 )	 00 TO 7600 CP204300
DO	 7 000	 J a t o MP TS CP204d 00
7000 CALL	 SDMPUT( ZLST(J).	 YLST(J), BUF,	 0) MUM 139
CALL	 STERN( NT, SUF ) CPE04000
C
C	 RAY 2 TRACE 0209000 163
7500 READ ( f  )
	
NPTS, ZLST, YLST CP209200 164
IF( MP TS . LC. 0 )	 60 TO 9000 CP205300
00	 0000	 J a 1. NPTS CP209400
5000 CALL	 SDNPUT( ZLST(J),
	
YLST(J), SUF,	 0) CP209SM
C
C	 LABEL PLOT FRANC WITH TITLE AND DATE CP209000 111
9000 CALL SETPL ( 990 ) CP206000 192
WRITE	 (	 10,	 32100)	 (	 TITLE(1),	 lat.12 ).	 ( DATE ( J),	 Ja1,3	 1 CP201000 103
3L100 FORMAT( 20X ,	 12AS, 6 X .	 314 ) CP201200
CALL	 STERN( MT, SUF ) CP207400 too
CALL	 ADV( MT ) 0 201500 196
CALL	 *CSPL CP201S00
C
C	 DRAW INFORMATION PLOT FRANK CF301000








ROUTINE TO PLOT i-Y PWWILE.ON SC4010 02/14/40
CPLOT!	 -	 ERN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 -	 IFN(81	 -
CALL	 3ETPL c 990 1 CP301400 202
WRITE	 (	 10.	 32100	 )	 (	 TITLE([) ,	 Ia1.12	 ) .	 (	 DATE(J) .	 J21.3	 ) 0301400 1203
CALL	 SETPL ( S 1 CP302000 its
WRITE	 (	 If,	 32190 )	 YNAXX, DZMIN, NPOINT, NLENG 0302200 2f7
32150 FORMAT(	 SX,	 13HTUDE RADIUS no F$.2, 	 SX, 20HMINIMUM SEPARATION a.CP302400
I F4.3,	 SX,	 17H ELEMENT POINTS a,	 14.	 SX,	 IGHPLOT SCALE s	 ICE, I2)CP302600
WRITE	 (	 is,	 32140 ) CP303000 214
32140 FORMAT(	 IMO,	 2X,	 7HSURFACE,	 12X.	 IMR,	 17X,	 2)D,	 17X,	 IN@,	 14X, 0303100
1 2HR 1 , fox, 2HR2 ) 0303400
C
REWIND	 it 0304000 214
NREAD a NEL14T • 2 0304200
00	 15000	 I = to NREAD CP304400
15000 READ	 (	 11 )	 DUMMY 0304400
C
C READ RAY 1 DATA CP309000 224
READ
	 (	 It )	 NP TS,	 =LST,	 2LST 0305200
C
C BEGIN LOOP TO PLOT SURFACE PARAMETERS CP305000 224
LRAM a 2 0305200
DO	 10000	 f a 1. NELNT 0305400
00	 34000	 J a 1, 2 0305400
NEL a ELMNTX (J, I) 0305000
NELN a ELMNTX(2.I) 0301000
IF c	 J	 .CO.	 2 )	 NELN a ELM14TX ( 1.I+1) CP30/200
OTEMP a SURFC(4,NELN) 0301300
IF( NEL .EQ. NSURF )
	 DTEMP a DELO 0307400
WRITE




32170 FORMAT(	 SX.	 f2,	 SX,	 E17.7.	 4Ef0.7 ) CP30?000
IF ( NEL .EO. NSURF )	 GO TO 10000 0300000
10000 LRAM a LRAY + 1 0401000
IF( LRAM .LE. S1 )
	
GO TO 20000 CP401200
C
C BEGIN NEW PLOT FRAME 0401400
CALL	 STERN( NT. BUF ) CP401600 2S9
C.iLL	 ADV( NT ) CP401800 241
CALL	 RESPL CP402000 243
CALL 3ETPL( 900) 0402400 245
WRITE	 (	 3f.	 32100 )	 (	 TITLE(K) ,	 Ks1, 12 ) .	 ( OATE(K) ,	 Km1.3	 ) 0402400 244
CALL	 3ETPL( 20 ) CP403000 275




$TERM( NT, BUF ) CP404200 200
CALL	 ADV( NT ) 0404400 ON
CALL	 RESPL 0404400
C
C END OF CPLOT SUBROUTINE CP408000 201
RETURN CP4 0112 DO











COMMON BLOCK DATA ORIGIN 00001 QNSTH 05666
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYNt SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
NCNTRL 00000 1 CONTRL 00001 1 TITLE 00013 R
DATE 0000 1 PUNCID 000" R DATA 00037 R
LMODE 00037 T NRAYS 00004 1 MSLCS 00039
NCLRS 00036 I NJAIL 00097 I ""1 00040 f
NSUBP 00041 1 MIPLN 00012 I INODC 00053 I
NSPLN 00044 1 NOBJN 00009 1 now 00006 f
R L AS OOOQT I DELI 00030 R roam 00051 R
FLNS11 00031 R WLSN 0=3 R ZETA 0044 R
HExPP 00095 R OEXPP 00086 R WE DOW R
OLPLN 00090 R OMAR 0041 R OMGA1 004= R
OFLO 00093 R EPRAD 00054 R PSCAL 00059 R
CM AF 00006 R SPFEA D041 R OUN IN 000/4 0 R
ODIST 000/1 R ND ODD•1 R DELH 000)3 R
$YARN 000/4 R WK0111 Doors R WYDIR DOW R
KOTAN DOO/T R NDSGN 00100 I vOSV 00109 I
%"jH 00117 R MCLRH OWNS R ww"W 00134 R
EINMT 00144 R CINPL 00:93 R MCLRS 0016= R
LATTC 00210 R ILATTC 00110 I SURFc O00t0 R
ISURFc 00310 I DESGN 06210 R WESGN 00140 1
SUBST 03124 R rsussr 055 I BONS 4110 R
1BNDS 09!10 I HCOND am$ I
COMMON BLOCK ELMAIR 06161" 46q LENGTH DOM
NELMT 00000 I NAM 00001 I ELWIN 00001 I
AIRMTx 00311 I VTXCRD O4t! R
COMMON BLOCK COORNG ORIGIN 07688 LENGTH 01130
91AT Dario R YHAT 00010 R CHAT WORD I
&ST 00000 R YLST 00654 R
COMMON BLOCK PLOTC ORIGIN 11008 LENGTH 0000!
111Axx 00000 R OZMIN 00001 R NPOINT 000OR I
OINEW I00ED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYNOX LOCATION TYPE
SC 11010 R CD 11014 R BUF SIDED R
Null 11000 I BUFR 1!136 R SCR 113010' R
CDR 1!309 1
UNOINENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
A.ENS1 1!311 R ALENGI 1!313 R RSCALS 12314 R
I 1!318 I NT 11316 I NBR 11311 1













ROUTIMC TO PLOT i-T PS0FIL9 ON SC4010
CPLOTi STORASE MAP
FMORM 11313 F MDR" 11314 1
RuL T t 13lS • RUNT 11311, R
RULTTS 11331 • YTICK 11331 R
MtERO 11334 t XLABEL 11339 R
KTICKS 1!331 ! W TS 11340 1
ou" 11341 ! LRAT 11343 1




CAMERA SECT IOM to SLABEL SECTION 13
ALOG10 SECTION is .we. SECTION 20
ST[R" SECTION so SPRNTA SECTION f9
.FlLI. BECTION Its SETPL SECTION 22
ADr SECTION as REWL SECTION !3
.UNtt. SECT IOM BE .FRLR. SECT ION 29
.FSOT. SECTION 30 .40418. SECTION 31
.rc"v. SECTION 3^ E.1 SECTION 34
E.3 SECTION 30 E.4 SECTION 37
CC.1 SECTION CC.3 SECTION 40
STSLoc SL.TIO" 42
EFN IFN CORRE SPOS)EML'E
E!" IF" LOCATION EFN IF" LOCATION
1000 •A 125130, 2500 7A 12917
Poo 94A 13105 logo 42A 13104
2000 9$A 13117 3000 91A 13227
5000 110A 13275 55170 123A 13325
7000 196A 13475 9000 f91A 13571
31100 FORMAT 1244179 31150 FORMAT 1140?
15000 224A 23712 29000 L77 14153
31170 FORMAT 12491






























IR - U010001-44500-0,T1361.AM IC
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ROUTINE TO r INO POINT OF INTERSECTION OF T11O PLANE COMICS
	 O2/fs/6S	 PAGE 1
CROSSZ	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(s) -
SUBROUTINE CROSS( fit Z1MIN, ZIMAX, I2• ZLWIN, $MAX, ?CROSS.
I YCROS60 • )
C
C	 ••• INPUTS ••^
C it	 SURtACE NUMBER OF FIRST SURFACE.
C Z1NIN MINIMUM Z VALUE OF FIRST SURFACE.
C Z)MAX MAXIMUM r VALUE OF FIRST SURFACE.
C it	 SURFACE NUMBER OF SECOND SURFACE.
C Z2MIN 4INIMUN Z VALUE OF SECOND SURFACE.
C ZZMAX MAXIMUM Z VALUE OF SECOND SURFACE.
C
C	 ••• OUTPUTS •••
C ZCROSS Z VALUE OF INTERSECTION.
C YCROSS Y VALUE Of INTERSECTION.
C •	 ALTERNATE RETURN FOR NON-INTERSECTIN; SURFACES.
C
C	 ••• DESCRIPTION 4,4a
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE INTERSECTION POINT, ( YCROSS.


















COMMON / DATA / NCNTRL. CONTRL(10), TITLE (22), DATE (3)a PUNCID9 	 DT001000
I DATA(3403) Draw IDo
DIMENSION	 W08JH(7). MCLRH(7), MIMHTf7), EINHTf7), CIMPL(7). OT002000
I MCLR3(6). ND30N(4). NDSGV(11). 	 LArrc13.ed)t 80UND3(3,l00). OTOOt100
2 SURFC(20t100)t OESGN00.SO)t SUBST(S00)t	 ILATTC(3 oft) t DTD02200
3 ISURFC ( 20tI00).	 IDE3014 ( 10,50).	 ISUBST (S00)t	 IBNDSf3.100) OT0023 W
EGUIVALEWE	 (DATA(!), LMODE ) t	 f DATA(2) t NRAYS ) .	 ( DATA(3) . DT101D00
i NSLCS ).	 ( DATA(4). NCLRS )t	 ( DATA(S),	 NJ,AIL ).	 f DATAfs). DT10ffW
2 NSUBT I 	 ( DATA(7), NSUSP )t	 ( DATA(S)t NIPLN )t	 f DATA(9). DT101200
3	 11400E )•	 ( DATA(10), NIPLN ). 	 f DATAlII), NOBJH ),	 ( DATAIft). DT101300
4 NSURF ).	 ( DATA(13).	 AFLAG )t	 ! DATA(14).	 DELY ).	 f DATAf1S). DT101400
S FNUMB ).	 ( DATA(16). FLNGH )t 	 ( DATA(f7). WFLGH ),( DATA(1S). DT101500
6 ZETA ),	 ( DATA ( 19),	 ►EXPP ) t	 f DATA(20). OEXPP )t	 ( DATA(21). OTIO1600
7 WEXPP I.	 f DATA(22). DLPLN )t	 ( DATA(23)t ONGA2 )t	 ( DATA(24). DT101700
d OMGAI )•	 ( DATA(25)t DELD	 )t	 ( DATA (26), EPRAD )t	 ( DATA(27)9 07101000
9 PSCAL ) t	 ( DATA(28) t OMGAF ) t 	 ( DAWES) , SPFEA )p 	 ( DATA (3M , DT101900
A DUNIN ),	 ( DATA(32), OD13T ).	 ( DATA(32)t	 NO	 )t	 f DATA(33), DT102000
B DELH	 ).	 ( DATA(34)9 SYSMX ), 	 ( DATA(35)t WXDIR )t	 ( DATA(36)0 DTf02f00
C HYOIR )p
	
( DATA(37) , 	 ROTAN ) .	 ( DATA(36) , NO36N(1)	 ) .	 ( DATA(42) tDTIW.00
D ND30V(1)	 )t	 ( DATA(53)t WOBJH(f)	 ),	 (DATA(SO), MCLRH(1) 	 ), OT102300
E	 ( DATA(67). MIMHT(1) 	 )t	 (DATA(74), EIMHT(f)	 ).	 ( DATA(st). DT102400
F CIMPL(1)	 ),	 ( DATA(SS), MCLRS(f)	 )t DT102500
G	 ( DATA(94),	 LATTC(f,f),	 ILATTC(1e1)	 )t	 ( OATA(IS2).	 SURFC(ftf). OTIO2s00
H 13URFC(1.f)	 ).	 ( DATAf2182)t	 DE3GN(1tl)t	 IDESGN(f,!)	 ). DT102700
I	 ( DATA(2682),	 Sussr ( f).	 ISUBST(I)	 ).	 f DATA (3152). BOUNDS(1t1). 07102000
J	 IBNDS(1t1)	 ).	 ( DATA(3463)t NCOND ) OT102900




INTEGER ELNNTX, AIRMTX	 EL002000
C
C
	 START OF cRoss suBROuTINE
	 CROD4 000
C




^ i^l^d :!t ^S T r S^r y^ j^" eg ,; u	 -- ^'	 , n'^	 ^k
	





ROUTINE TO FIND POINT OF INTERSECTION OF TWO PLANE CONIC•
	
OV le h• 	PASS t
C40862	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATENENT - IFNti) -
YCRO88 a 0. C4001400
ITI	 a	 ISURFC(1,IS) C11001400
RI	 a	 5URFC(11.11) CROO4800
as
	
a SURPC ( /2. I1) CR00'1000
ITI a
	 IBURFC(I#It) C11005200
RI	 a SURC (11. It) C11001400
OR
	
a SURFC ( It. II) CR006000
IF (
	 It	 .CO.	 It )	 GO TO 31000 CRO05000
DELI n VTXCRD(II) C01001200
DELI a VTXCRD(IR) C11008400
G a DELI - DELI C01006600
ZIMINP a Z2NIN ♦ S C40=800
2214AXP a ZEMAX ♦ 8 CR007000
ZA n 0. CR007200
29 a 0. CR007400
C
C CHECK FOR INTERSECTION CRIOm 00
IF( Z1NIN .GT. ZZMAXP ) 	 GO TO 2700 CR100600
IF( ZINAX .LT. Z244INP )	 GO TO 2700 CRf001,00
C
C INTERSECTION EXISTS CR100800
ZA a Z2MIMP CR100900
ED a Z2MAXP CR101000
IF(	 ZININ .GT.	 Z2MINP )	 ZA a 2104I01 CR101100
IF( ZIMAX ,LT. Z2MAXP ) 	 28 a ZINAX CRI01200
IF ( ZA .NE. N )	 GO TO 3500 CRID1400
IF ( ZA .W. 0. )
	
GO TO 1300 CR101600
IF(	 ITS .CO, 3 )	 GO TO 1000 CRI0I800
IF( R1 .NE.	 0. )	 GO TO 2100 CRIO20DO
1000 YCR038 a SORT( ( 92-1. ) • S * S - 2. # R2 * S) CRIO2200
GO TO 32000 CR102404
1000 IF ( ZA .NE. 3 )	 GO TO 2600 CRIO3000
IF( IT2 .EO:	 3 )	 GO TO 2000 CR103200
IF c R2 • NC • 0. )	 GO TO 2500 CR 1034 00
2000 ZCRO88 a 8 CR101000
2200 YCRUSS a SORT( ( 91-1. )*ZCRO3s*ZCR038 Y 2.*R1*ZCRDSS) CRIO4200
GO TO 31000 CRIO4400
2000 Y1 a SORT(	 ( 91-1.
	 )	 * ZA All ZA ♦ 2. * RI • ZA) CR105000
Y2 a 30RT(	 ( 92-1. ) * ( ZA-S) * t ZA-S)	 ♦ 2. * RE * ( ZA -S)	 ) CR305200
IF( Y1 .CO. Y2 )	 GO TO 3000 CRIO5400
C
C INTERSECTION DOES NOT EXIBT CRIOSSOO
2700 RETURN f CR105600
C
3000 ZCROSS a ZA CR1 4 000
YCROSS a 72 CROWN
GO TO 32000 CR108400
3500 ALPHA a Of - 62 CR1D8600
fETA	 a R1 - R2 ♦ S • (92-1, ) CRIO6800
GAMMA a 2. * RZ • 8 - 8 • 8 * ( 92-1. ) C11107000
IF( ALPHA .NE.
	
0. )	 GO TO 4000 CR10►200
ZI a - GAMMA / ( 2, • SETA ) CR101`400
3800 IF ( ZI	 .LT.	 ZA	 .OR.	 ZI .GT.	 Zd )	 GO TO 2700 CR107800
3000 ZCRO88 a Z1 CR1D7100















IMOUT IMt TO FIND POIMT OF IMT;RSCCTIOM OF TWO PLANE COMICS 01/1640
CROSSE	
-	 t►M	 SOURCE STATtNtNT	 fF11f61	 -
4000 DELTA r KTA • WTA - ALPHA • SAMMA CRIOSl00
IF I DELTA .LT. 0. 1	 60 TO 8100 C410M00
IF I DELTA .ST.	 0. 1	 60 TO 4900 CR1onoo
It • - SETA / ALPNA C1109000
00 ro sorbo CR109000
4900 It r - St TA / ALPHA • SOT( OUTA 1 I ALP MA C11=01000	 90
=t • - 9t TA / ALPNA -691ITf DELTA ) I ALPHA CR:01800	 91
Irf It	 .St.	 IA	 .AND.
	 ZI	 M. IR 1	 60 TO 1000 C01101400
IF( It .LT.	 IA	 .OR.	 It .ST.	 IN 1	 60 TO 1100 C"61600
;CROSS . to CR101900
00 TO MO C"09000
C
9000 IF f It .LT. SA	 .OR.	 i1 .ST. 19	 00 TO 1900 C11110"00
ZCROSS • A1f/Mt f I1. 21 1 CR103000
IF( RI
	
.LT. 0. )	 ?CROSS n AMAXI f Ito	 It CR103100
90 TO 1100 C420305 00
C






















































COHN*N @LOCK DATA OR is IN 00001 LEN!•" ar 014"
LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
00000 t CONTRL 00001 t TITLE 00017 R
000=1 1 PUNCIO 000611 R DATA 00077 R
00077 1 "RAT$ 00034 t NSLCS 0007$ 1
00070 t NJAIL Dow t NSUBT OOOSO I
00041 t NIPLN 00048 t 1MOOE 00007 1
00044 1 NOBJN 00011 t NSURT 00010 1
00011 i OELY 00080 R rNLSN) 00011 R
00091 R MLGH 00013 R ZETA 00011 R
OOOSS R DEXPP COON R bgvPP 0008? R
00=0 R ONGAB 00011 R ONGA1 00018 R
00os7 R EPRAD 00014 R PSCAL 0005$ R
00016 R SPrEA OOOST R OUNIN 00010 R
DOW R ND 00018 R OELN 00017 R
OOOP4 R WON Door$ R wrotR Wre R
OOOIT R NDSGN 00100 t NDSGV 00104 1
00117 R MCLRM 00124 R MINNT 00179 R
00144 * CINPL 00157 R MCLRS 00168 R
00170 R ILATTC 00170 I SURC 00!80 k
00780 1 Kam 04810 R IDESGN 04240 1
07884 R ISUBST 03884 1 SOUNDS Ostia R
0181 0 1 NCOND 01441 I
COMMON @LOCK ELHAIR 0416lN 09"? LENGTH 001,66
00000 t HAIRS 00001 1 ELMNTX "Dow 1
00318 1 vTXCRD 0018! R
UNDiMENS10NED PROGRAM VARIABLES
LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL, LOCATION TYPE
Well t no Oress R of Or0s7 R
OIGGO t R8 01,461 R of Oros! R
01667 R DELP 01464 R S Ores$ R
Ores$ R ZBMAXP ores? R !A Or670 R
OIs71 R Y1 01678 R Y8 07677 R
01674 R SETA 010?$ R GAN44 Ors?e R




SeNT	 sECTiON 8 SYSL"	 SECTION	 0 .FRET. SECTION s0
q ,',^^	 b•1 r ^'^t	
iy
It 	 +'	 ..,^,	 t!	 ^^' ° k	 r+^'t '7 ^S /,
	
h A	 P
f 	 y i













tTN	 Irm	 CORRt 9►010911CI
DN frog LOCATION t/N Irk LOCATION
30, 000 994 10430 woo 994 101031
1100 40A :0004 1000 3TA 10040
1000 49A f0f00 1100 90A !0101
4000 TIA t01T3 3000 OOA IDr9T
4800
 T 9A f 0111 9000 09A 10311
THE FIRST LOCATION NOT USED OT T141 8



















	 ROUTINt TO KNCRATt TNt 9N0 ►OINI3 OF ARCR FOR tACN tLtNCUT
SIIWTC CNOPTI NN-MRT








*OUT INE TO GENZOATE THE ENO POINTS OF ARC• FOR EACH ELM	 01-1100%8	 'ASE t
CHOP TI	 . EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - TFMISI -
SUBROUTINE
	
ENOPTSI 07MI4,	 ARCS, MARC$ 1 EP001100
C
c	 ••. INPUTS ••• [11001400
C DZMIN	 MINIMUM ALLOWABLE ? SURFACE SEPARATION. EP001700
C ELMMTX MATRIX Or EDITED SURFACE ELEMENTS.	 (tLMAIR COMMON) EP001000
c VTXcRD VECTOR Or VERTEX COORDINATES OF THE SURFACES.	 (ELMAIR COMMON) LP001900
c THAT	 MATRIX of RANGE Or ! DEFINITION OF EACH SURFACE(COVRNG COMM") EP 001000
C YHAT	 MATRIX Or RANGE OF Y DEFINITION Or EACH SURFACt(COORNG COMMON) EP 001100
C CHAT	 MATRIX Or RANGE CODES FOR EACH SURFACE.	 (COORN6 COMMON) tP001200
C
C	 •o• OuTPuTS tM !7'001100
C .ARCS	 3-0 ARRAY CONTAINING THE t AND Y COORDINATES Or THE SEGMENTS EP001S00
C	 DErINING EAC() ELEMENT FOR EVERY ELEMENT Or THE 	 SYSTEM. EP001S00
c MARC$	 VECTOR WHICH CONTAINS TIE MUMeER Or POINTS NEEDED TO OEF INt EP001700
C	 THE SEGMENTS FOR EACH ELEMENT,
	
BETWEEN 1 AND S POINTS ARE tP001800
c	 NECESSARY FOR EACH ELEMENT. EPOO1B00
C
C	 •tA DESCRIPTION •tt EP003000
C	 •.)IS SUBROUTINE C'TyERATES 
THE
	
ARRAY WHICH CONSISTS OF EP003100
c	 THE r AND Y COORDINATES OF THE SEGMEN S WHICH DEFINE EACH EP003100
c	 ELEMENT.	 THE SUescRIPTs Or ARCS ARE )N ORDER - [11003300
C	 1) TIE R COORDINATE FOLLOWED BY THE. Y COORDINATE. EP 003100
C	 1) THE SEGMENT DESIGNATION EP003500
C	 3)	 THE ELEMENT DESIGNATION EP003600
C	 THE COORDINATES ARE REFERENCED FROM THE VERTEX OF THE FIRST EP 003700
c	 SURFACE OF EACH ELEMENT. 	 THE MARC$ VECTOR CONTAINS THE NUMBER EP003000
c	 Or POINTS DEFINING EVERY ELEMENT. 	 THUS THE NUMBER OF SEGMENTS EP 003800
C	 IN THE ITN. ELEMENT IS NARCS(I)-1. EP004000
C
COMMON / DATA / NCNTRL. CONTRL(10).	 TITLE (12). DATE (3). PUNCIO, DT001000
1 DATA(3403) DT001100
DIMENSION	 WOBJ14(7), WCLRH(7), WIMHT(7), EIMyT( /), CIMPL(7), 07001000
I WCLRS(S). NDSGN(4), NOSGV(ll). 	 LATTC(3,TB). BOUNO3(3,100), DT001300
I! SUW C (16.100). OESGN110,30), SUBST(S00), 	 ILATTC(3,18), DT001100
3 ISURFC(20.100) .	 IDESGN00.'JO) ,	 ISUeST(500) ,	 IBNDS(3, 200) OT002300
EQUIVALENCE	 (DATA(!),	 LMOOE ).	 ( DATA(!), NRAYS ),	 ( OATA(3), DT101000
I NSLCS )s	 ( OATAW , NCLRS )p	 ( DATA(%) . NJAIL It 	 ! DATA(%) , 0T1011V0
1 NSUBT ) .	 ( DATA(7) . MluBP )t	 ( DATAW , NIPLN ),	 ( DATA(!). DT101100
3	 t#Mt )t	 ( OATA(10) , NSPLN ) , 	 ( 0ATA(I1) , NOBJH ) ,	 ( DATA(11) , OTIO1300
4 NSURF	 ).	 ( DATA ( 13),	 AFLAG ),	 ( DATA(11). RELY ),	 (00A(15). OTIO1400
S rNUMB )•	 ( DATA(IS). FLNGH ), 	 ( OATA(17), WFLGH ),(0ATA(1S). OT101SOD
S	 n Y A ) .	 ( DATA(IO) ,	 HEXPP	 ) .	 ( 0ATA(10) , OEXPP )l	 ( OATA(11) . DT101600
T WEXPP ).	 ( DATA(r1), DLPLN ). 	 ( DATA(13), ONGA1 ),	 ( DATA(11). OT101T00
S ONGAI )•	 ( DATA(13), DEW	 1.	 ( DAWES). EPRAD ).	 ( DATA(17). DT101800
S PSCAL ) .	 ( DATA (1S) . OMGAF ) . 	 ( DAWES) . SPFEA ) ,	 ( OATA (30) . OT101900
A OUNIN ),	 ( OATA(31), ODIST ), 	 ( DATA(31).	 NO	 1.	 ( DATA(33), 07101000
B OELH	 ).	 ( DATA(31).	 SYSMX	 ),	 ( OATA(33), WXDIR ),	 ( OATA(34). 07101100
C WYDIR ) .	 ( DATA(37) ,	 ROTAN ) ,	 ( OATA(30) . NOSGN(1)	 ) ,	 ( DATA(41) ,DTIOU00
0 NOSGV(1)	 ).	 ( 04TA(33). WOBJH(1)	 ),	 (DATA160), WCLRH(1)	 ), 07108;00
E	 ( OATA(ST).	 WIMHT(f)	 1.	 (DATA174).	 EIN14T(1)	 ),	 ( OATA(S1). OT10t400
F	 CIHPL(I)	 ),	 ( DATA (00) 	 WCLRS(1)	 ), DTID1000
G	 ( OATA(94),	 LATTc(1.1),	 ILATTC(1.1)	 ),	 ( 0ATA(181),	 SURFC(191). DT1006 00
N	 1SURFC(1.1)	 ).	 ( 0ATA(11/1),	 0t$GN(1,1)0	 IOESGN(101)	 ), 07101700
1	 ( DATAQ68t),	 SuSST(1),	 ISUBST())	 ),	 ( DATA(3181),	 BOUNDS(1,f), 0T101S00
J	 19NOS(I,I)	 1,	 ( 0ATA(3483),	 NCOND ) DT101900




ROUTINE TO GENERATE THE ENO POINTS OF ARCR FOR EACH ELENE 	 ONfO A 41
ENOPTI	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATENENT - IFN(S) •
INTEGER CONTRL. AFLAG. DATE
	
DT1010010
41 '.L LATTC	 OTSORO1110
C
COMMON/ELMAIR/NELMT.NAIRS.ELNNTX (to f00),AIRMTX(fl'.I00)o V TXCRO ( 100) 11L001000
INTEGER ELMMTX. AIRMTX	 ELOOR000
C






DIMENSION	 ARCS(2.5.f00). HARCSf100) EP0060110
C
C START OF CHOP r3 11MMOUTIIE EP 006100
C
00	 2000	 K a 1. 100 EP 006200
DO	 1000	 I a 1. It EP 0136400
00	 2000	 J a 1. S EP00A00
1000 ARCS f f.J.K)	 a 0. E? 0014100
2000 NARCS(K) a 0 EP 005000
IF( NELMT .GT.	 1 )	 GO TO 7000 EP OOSR00
IF ( ELNMTX (1. 1) 	 .NE. ELMMTX (!. I) )	 GO TO 3000 EP0011000
C
C MIRROR EP 0052110
ARC6 1 1.2. /)	 a ZHAT(f.I) EPOOS40D
ARC01(2,2.1)	 a YNAT(f.f) EP0094100
MARCS(1) a 2 ET00<f00
GO TO 32000 E'POW000
3000 It a ELMMTX(1.f) EPOWROO
It a ELMMTX ( Q.1) EP00f400
S	 a VTXCRO(I2)
	
- VTXCRO(II) EP 001,1100
IF( CHAT(f.f)	 .ME.	 3 )	 GO TO 4000 EPOQrS00
ARCS(f.2.1)	 a ZHAT(f.f) EP0041000
ARC34,293)	 a THAT(1.1) EP 0041!00
ARCS(f.3.f)	 or S EP008400
ARCS(2.3.f)	 a 0. EP00411100
MARC&f2)	 a 3 EP 0041&00
GO TO 32000 E'P001000
4000 IF ( YHAT(f,f)	 .ME.	 7HAT(2.1)	 )	 GO TO 5000 EP101000
ARCS f f.2.f)	 a ZMAT(f.f) OWN=
ARCS(2.2.f)	 a YHAT(l. f) EPIOS400
ARCS(1.3,1)	 a ZHAT(2.f)	 • 41 FT101i00
ARCS(2.3.1)	 a TMAT(1.l) EP1014100
ARCS ( f.4.1)	 a i EPIOR000
NARCS(1) a 4 EP 101200
GO TO 32000 EPION 00
5000 IF(	 YMAT(f.l)	 A;E.	 XHAT (2.f)	 )	 GO TO 5500 EP103000
C
C LIMIT CURVE 2 EP 103200
CALL	 ZYCUT(	 1.	 1'MAT(f,1).	 12,	 BETA.	 S6000.	 1.	 2) EP 101"00
ARCS(f.2,1)	 a	 ZHAT(f.f) EP 103600
ARCS (2.2.f)	 a	 1'MAT(f.l) EP 103000
ARCS(f.3.9)	 a SETA • S EP104000






a 4 EP 104600
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ROUT INC TO SC"CQATt INC tN0 1101NT6 OF ARC• rOR EACH tltNt 01/10/49
tN0'TZ	 -	 tTM	 SOuRCt 6TATtNENT	 -	 IPN(0)
	 -
C	 L MIT CUM 1 EP 100000
9900 CALL	 ZTCUT(	 1.	 "UTfl.1/.
	 II. 9tTA.	 86000.	 I.	 I ) tPINEW 46
ARCS f 1.f•1)	 a 6ETA CP10t4DO
ARCSf2.9.1)	 a THAT(R-I) EP 106000
ARCS(1.3.1)	 a ZMATff.11 	 4 9 EP105900




01ARCS(1)	 a 4 EP 106400
Go To 3:000 tP 1 o"00
C
$000 WR ITE f 9. 520I0 1 EP 101000 49
5ta1 o ra"AT f 1140. >•SHUNE>aECTEO ERWR USING ZTCUT 1 EP f 01100
CALL	 SOW EP1W400 SO
T 000 00	 19000	 1 a 1. "GLUT EP 1 ON 00
11	 a CLIWTx f 1. 1; EP 1 OT000
If s ELMITX (_. 1) EP 109000
12 a TLMITt f 1.1911) P 100!00
14 a CLNNTX f=. / # 1) EP 100400
IF 	 1 .t$. NELMT	 .OR.	 It . CEO.	 13 )	 GO TO 14000 EP 100400
SIN a A14111I1 0.. MATf=.11 ) EP108900
Z1x a ~IC 0.0 11UT(S.1) I EP109000
7211 a AMI1/1( 0.0	 bUT(1.1*1) ) EP 109900
ZRX : AMA)$ 1 ( 0..
	 201471291#0 1 EP 1014 700
C
C	 CHECK AIR 04ACE CONSTRAINT EP201000
CALL	 CLOSSf	 11.	 fill.	 11x.	 13.	 ZZN.	 22x. OZNIN,	 Tics	 YIC,	 SEC, W201f00
1 $14000 ) EP101400 TO
11C a CHATf f.1) EPf01000
13C a CHAT(1.1*11 EPf01900
IGO a 4 EP202000
IF ( 12C . ME. 3 )	 40 TO 8000 EP 109904
IGO a 1 EP f OC400
IF f	 T3C	 CO.. 	 3 1	 1166 a S EP102000
GO TO 6400 EPEO1900
9000 IF( 13C	 CO.. 	 3 )	 IM a t EPRO3000
$400 Go TO f 9500. 9900. IOt00. 11500 ) . 	 IGO EPRO3000
8500 Z)IATf1.1*1)	 a ARC EP203000
YKAT(I.1 4 1)	 a YIC EP104000
$ it VTMCRO(14) - VTXCWC131 EP204200
:F ( 13 	 CO.. 	 14 )	 GO To 34000 EP204400
IF( 13UW C (1. tt)
	
. E4.  3 )	 GO TO 0000 EP 1046 00
): f 3UW'Cf 11. 11)	 .ST.	 0.	 )	 GO TO 9000 EP104100
0000 CHAT(1.i # 1)	 a 4 EPf05000
CALL	 ZTCUT( f. ZK -S.	 14. SETA. $14000 1+1. 1) EP205100 10►
8900 ZNAT (1.1 #1) a ZfC - 8 EPf05400
YNAT(f.1 o f) a ETA VENOM
C14ATf1.1 # 11	 a	 1 EP205900
60 TO 24000 EP 106 000
9000 CNATf1.1+1)	 a 9 EP106100
CALL	 ZTCUT(	 1.	 YIC.	 I1. KTA. $14000.1 x• 1. 1) EPEO9400 119
8200 ZNAT4.1 # 1) a 9t TA EP106S00
YNIT (1.t^f)	 a Tic EP106600
CNAT(2.1 #2) 	 a	 I EP10T000
so TO 14000 EPf0T100
9900 ZNAT ff.t)	 a SIC EP10f400


















AL PAGt 4nowjmt TO GCNCRATE TIE: ENO POINTS Or ARCS FOR EACH CLtNt
tNOPTZ	 - Cris SOURCt STATEMENT - DN(5) -
S a VTxCW I IR! - VTxCRO (I1)
IF( If .Cis. IR / GO TO 14000
IF ( ISU4C 1 1. 13) .ES. 3 ! W TO 6600
Ir( SURC(11913) .LT. 0. 1 60 TO 10000
9000 CMAT(R.1) a 4
CALL ZYCUT( 1. ZIC 08. /1e ETA. $14000. I. 1 !
ZHA T( I.I) x Z IC • 0
THAT(fe/) a KTA
so TO 14000
10000 CMAT11011 a 6
CALL ZYCUT( 1. TIC, if. KTA. $14000• I. 1 )
ZMAT(191) a SETA
TMAT( fe/) a YIC
Go TO 14000
10400 ZMAT(f.l•l) a ZIC
YMAT(I.l•I) a VIC
0 a VTxcxo (141 - VTXCIW (l3)
Ir e fsuwC (felt) -Es. 3) GO TO 10500
we aURFC(11.11) .GT. 0. ) GO TO 11000
1400 JCO a 48
CMAT(191#11 a 4
CALL ZVCUT( R. ZK-a. 14. 3ETAe 510600/ 1+1. I )
GO TO 8900
C
10000 WRITE ( Go 32x0 ) JCD
3f!oto FORMAT( I HO, f OMERROR CODE a 13. I2H WING ZYCUT )
CALL GOOF
11000 JCO a so
CMAT(felo1! s s
CALL rv(,.T( 1. YIC, 14. 9ETAe $10600. 1•1e 2 )
GO TO 9200
I1l00 Ire ISURFC ( 1.IR) .E4. 3) W TO 11600
IF( SURFC(IIelR) .GT. 0. ) 60 10 12000
13000 ZHAT(f.1+I) a ZIC
VMAT(I.1•I) a YIC
a a vrxcRO (14) - vn(CRO (13)
Ire 13 .Co. 14 ) GO TO 14000
GO TO 0800
12000 IF ( IsURFC ( I e 132 .Cf. 3 1 GO TO 12200
Ir( 8UR<C(llvI3) .LT. 0. )00 10 12500
12100 ZHAT(1./) a ZfC
VHAr(1e 1f a YIC
a x VTXCRD ( It) - vrxCRD (I Il
Ir e It .941. It 	 GO TO 14000
GO TO 9000
1!500 ZHAT(R.l) a ZIC
YMAT(Rell a YIC
ZMAT(f.l o l) a ZIC
THAT(1e1.1) a YIC
CHATtloll a 4
CHA T( fe1 # 1) a 4
Ire if .to. I2 l Go TO 23000
a x vrxcRo(I2f - VTxCND(ll)
CALL ZYCUT( R. Z1C#a. If. SETA. 81300rie 1, f )
ZHAT(f.l) a ZIC • a
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ROUTINE TO GENERATC TNt tN0 POINTS OF ARCS FOR CAC" CIENt
ENDPTZ	 - tFN	 SOURCt STATtNtNT - IPNfi) -
49000 If ( 13 .t1. 14 1 GO TO 14000
11 a VTXCRD (1/1 - VT1C401 11))
CALL ZYCUT( Z. ZZC-5. 14, @ETA, 514000. I o 1, t )
ZNA (1.101) a 71C - S
YNA 1.1*1) a @ETA
CHAT l.I^11 • 1
C
14000 a a ` N CRO( t y) - VTXCRO(t11
1F( I	 .NE. It 1 GO TO 14400
ARCS( , 2.11 a ZNAT(141)
ARCS.'. 2,1) a YNAT(t.l)
NARCa(I) a It
GO TO 15000
01400 1F ( CNAT ( 1.11 .NE. 3 ) GO TO 15000
ARCS ( I.P.1) a ZNATf1.1)
ARCS(t,t,I) a THAT (1.t)
ARCS ( 1.3.I) u S
MARC$11) a 8
GO TO 15000
15000 Z1 a ZNATft,t)
Y1 a YNATft.t)
Zt a ZNAT(t,1) ♦ S
Yt a V"AT(t.t)
1F(A@S(Z1-Zt).GC.1.E-5)G0 TO 15500




ARCS 1 1,4,1) a S
NARCS(t) a 4
GO TO 15000








14000 IF ( Y1 ,oT. Yt ) W TO 17000
IF( CNAr ( 1,t) .EO. S ) GO TO 10500
ARCa(1.t.t) a ft
ARCS (t, t, t) a Y1
ARCS ( 1.1.1) a ZI
ARCS ( t. 3, t) a rt
ARCS(1,4.1) a Zt




M900 JCD a of
CALL ZYCUT( 1. Y1. Its BETA. 510500. I. 1 I
ARCS(1,t,t) •It
ARC: t v,t, t) . Y1
ARCS(1.1,1) a @ETA • 8
































EP S 034 W
EP s 031 00
EP 5 08000
EP S O4 OW
EP 5 04100
EP501400




EP  044 00
EP5 0110 00
EP s 05 too
EPS01,000
EPS01t00
EP s 014 00
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PAGE SROUTINE TO GENERATE THE ENO POINTS OF ARCS FOR EACN CLEW 02/16/48







SO TO 15000 0909800
0 000 IF( CHAT(t * I)	 .ES. 9 )	 GO TO 17900 EP401000
ARCS(1.t,I)	 s	 It EPS01200
ARCS!s.t,I)	 n Y1 EP601400
ARCS(193.I)	 s 22 EPSO1S00
ARCS(l.3otl	 s Y1 EPSOISOO
ARCS(1,4of)	 s 22 EP602000
ARCS(2.4.I)	 s Y2 EP602200




GO To 15000 EP602000
1T30o JCO s M EP603000
CALL	 ZYCUT(	 1.	 Y2o	 Ito BETAo S10800o	 I@	 1 ) EP603200	 339
ARCS(Iotol)	 s BETA EP603400
ARCS(2.2.I)	 s Y2 EP603600
ARCS(1o3.I)	 It EP603000
ARCS ( 2.3 p f)	 s Y2 EP604000
ARCS (1.4. I)	 s S EP604200
NARCS(I) s 4 EP604400
19000 CONTINUE EPS09000
C













COMMON BLOCK DATA ORIGIN 00001 LEW TN 064816
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
NCNTRL 00000 I CONTRL 00001 I TITLE 00013 R
DATE 00027 I PUNCIO 00032 R DATA 00033 R
LMOOE 00033 I NRAYS 00034 I NSLCS 00039 1
NCLRS 00035 I NJAIL 00037 1 NSUBT 00040 I
NSUSP 00041 I NIPLN 000$2 1 IMOOE 00043 1
NIPLN 00041 ! NDBJH 00045 I NSURF 00046 1
ARLAG 00047 I RELY 00050 R FNUNB 0009f R
FLNGN 00092 R kWLGM 00053 R =ETA 00091 R
HExPP 00059 R DEXPP 00058 R MExPP 00057 R
DLPLN 000$0 R OMGA2 00081 R O/GA1 Dome R
GELD 00093 R EPRAD 00084 R PSCAL 00089 R
CW AF Goose R SPFEA 00087 R OUNIN 00070 R
CDIST Door R NO Game R DEL" OOOF3 R
SYSNx 00074 R WxDIR 00075 R WYDIR OOOFS R
RDTAN 0007? R NDSGN 00!00 I NDSGV 00104 1
WSJ" 001!7 R WCLRH 00126 R MINT 00135 R
EfMNT 00144 R CINPL 00153 R MCLRS OOlt2 R
LATTC 00170 R ILATTC 00170 1 SURFC 00320 R
ISURFC DOSED I DESGN 01240 R IOESGN 04240 I
SUBST 05224 R ISUBST 05224 I BOUNDS 08210 R
ISNO$ OS2f0 I NCOND 05669 1
COMMON BLOCK ELNAIR ORIGIN 08687 LENGTH 00766
NELNT 00000 I NAIRS 00001 I ELNNTx 00002 1
AIRMTx 00312 I VTxCRD 00922 R
COMMON BLOCK COORNG ORIGIN 07455 LENGTH 01130
GMAT 00000 R YNAT 00310 R CHAT GCORD I
UNDIHENSIONEC PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMEIIL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION
TYPE
K 1!006 I I 11009 I If 11007 I
It !1010 1 S 1faff R BETA 21012 R
13 11013 I 14 11011 1 IIN 110!9 R
r1x f f 014 R ZEN 110!7 R r2x 11020 R
r1C flat! R Y11C 11022 R 22C 11023 R
18c 11024 I I3C
flogs
I IGO f f ate I
JCD fiat? I tf 11030 R Y1 11031 R












ZVCUT SECTION	 !0 .rWRD. SECTION	 If GOO! SECTION	 It
CLOSS SECTION	 13 .F4tw. SECTION	 14 .UNOs. SECTION	 I1
.rrIL. SECTION
	 to .FCNV. SECTION	 11 SYSLOC SECTION	 IS
EFN	 RN CORK WOMDENCt
1?N fIN LOCATION FIN WN LOCATION tru Ir" LOCATION
ROM , 23A file! 1000 9A 11!11 1000 914 11317
soot 24A 111110 32000 347A Its" 4000 33A 11111
$000 37A fleet $500 44A 11!'30 0000 49A 11305
32010 FORMAT floor 10000 344A 11164, 14000 l44A steps
e000 GSA 11444 8400 e@A 11451 SSW S9A 11458
9100 223A 11006 10400 1SSA 11120 11500 1 N feel!
MOO IOSA lisle 11000 114A 11500 0900 I 09 11510
!0o I f SA 1 foTT 9000 139A 11Ggl 10000 247A I01"?
10600 240A 11160 21000 176A 12000 10900 174A MOOS
32020 FORMAT start 1f900 190A fling ILION 199A fri ar
1!!00 ROTA 11232 12,11100 RIGA 12154 13000 233A Iee!1
14400 &SOA 12311 15000 2e7A 22334 15500 202A 12373
16000 *SEA 124!I 17000 320A ILWJw WS00 309A 11413
0900 333A 22131!









AjF S as	 1
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C	 000 INPUTS •o• 91001700
C ELMNT -I MATR/• OF EDITED SURFACE ELEMENTS. 	 (ELMAIR COMMON) 9f0O1G00
C VTXCRO VECTOR OF VERTEX COORDINATES 01' SURFACES. 	 (ELMAIR COMMON) 91001700
C 1HAT	 MATRIX OF RANGE OF Z FOR EACH SURFACE.	 (COORMi COMMON) EIO01800
c THAT	 MATRIX OF RANGE OF T FOR EACH SURFACE. 	 ecoonNG Comm") 91001900
C
C	 000 OUTPUTS ••• E1001000
C ZHAT	 EDITED MATRIX OF RANGE d< Z DEFINITION. 	 (CODRNG COMMON) 11001100
C THAT	 EDITED MATRIX OF RANGE OF T DEFINITION. 	 ICODRNG COMMON) E1001100
C CHAT	 EDITED CODE MATRIX, n 3 IF r O ADJOINING	 (CODRNG COMMON) it OOZ300
c	 SURFACES INTERSECT. E1002400
C
C	 00411 OESCRIPTION •q E1002900
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE EDITS THE Z AND T RANGE MATRICES AND THE CODE E1001S00
C	 MATRIX BASED ON THE SUFW ACE INYERWCTION CONSTRAINTS. 	 POINTS E1002700
C	 OF INTERSECTION OF AOJOINING SURFACES REPLACE PREVIOUSLY E1002800
C	 DETERMINED RANGES. EI002900
C
COMMON/ELMAIR/NELMT,NA IRS ,ELMMTX/1.1 DO) ,AIRNTX(1,100),VTXCRD(I00) ELO01000
INTEGER	 ELMMTX, AI04TX ELOO2000
C





C	 START OF EiRGCO SUBROUTINE E1003OW
DO	 1000	 I + 1. NELNT E 10035 00
If * ELMMTX(f,I) E1004000
It = ELMMTX(t.I) E1004200
lF (
	 If	 .to.	 If! )	 GO TO 2000 E 10044 00
ZININ s AMINE( O.,	 ZHAT(1,1)	 ) E10O/S00
ZIMAX s AMAXI( 0.,	 ZHAT ( I,1)	 ) E1004OW
7214 IN s AMINI ( 0..
	 ZHAT(•, I) ) EI006000
ZIMAX s AMAXI( 0.,	 ZHAT (t,I) ) E1001100
C






Z2MIN,	 ZIMAX,	 ZI,	 Yl, $2000 ElOIX200	 SB




IF( ZI .LT.	 ZININ	 .OR.	 ZI .GT.	 ZIMAX )
	 GO TO 4000 E1006B00
IF( ZIPRM .LT. ZRNIN
	 .OR.	 ZIPRN .GT. ZIMAX ) 	 GO TO 4000 EIOOSSUO
IF(	 YI	 .LT.	 0.	 .OR.	 YI	 .GT.	 AMINI( YHAT(I.I),	 YNAT(I,l)	 )	 ) EI00T000
I GO TO 4000 EI00/100
C







CHAT ( f,l)	 s 6 ZIOOfS00
CHAT (t,l)	 r 6 EIOOS000
ZHAT(10I)	 r It EIOOS100
ZHAT(!, 1)	 s ZIPRM EZ000400
1000 CONTINUE EIOOSSOO
GO To GOOD EIf0I000
C





►ASE eROUTINE TO CNtCII on INTERSRMONS
t l"C:	 - trN	 SOURCE STATt11ENT - IFN/SI
4000 MRITt 4 G- 32100 1 Its TI- Its It
3!100 FORMAT( I140. MTNE POINT Or INTERSECTION I, tI4
. T. IN- tI4.To
I ION) SURFACtS- I31 4N AND- 13- ISN IS MDT V ALID )
CALL GOOF
C
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aYN no UICATIM Tvpc
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01/16/01	 PKE I00011N[ TO CKCK P01 INTERKCTIONs





COMMON BLOCK UNAIA allot"	 80001
arms" LOCATION	 T1Tt MISK LOCATION	 TYPt








COMMON BLOCK 0000116, oR Ia IN	 001$1
INAT 00000
	
R YHAT 0410	 R
LNDIN[N61011CO PRO$RAN VAR IAK[a
aYNBOL LOCATION	 TY►t aYN$OL LOCATIM	 TTV[
I 01111	 I it cello	 I
21NIN 01111
	
R i1NAK cells	 R
VlHAK Ott"
	
R it cell$	 R




CQOsa	 attTION	 a .Fww.	 AECTION	 q




EFN	 1FN	 4RR401O IC!
QN IF"	 LOCATION ERN RN	 LOCATION
1000 310A	 01391 1000 42A	 0n$11
30100 FORNAT	 01113







1I"^ t ;4^^ 1^ f 	K	
1^^ ^ r^^ ^fY3r^lz,
r.	 MjIL♦ 4r	 ^YK	 A^	 L	 9	 - . r
^"^	 ^iS.}	 tart'	 fK°hv	 t	 ,	 ':
I
1N► .11010001-41000-08773 f0AM 1C
M
AT 1 TLt
	 BOUT 1NC TO GCNCNATC 9116"Y POIMT ► 1Lt

















PAGE 1RouTIME To sENERATt BINARY POINT FILE Ol^14hi
PF ILCZ	 -	 trio	 401)RCE STATEMENT	 trots)	 -
SUBROUTINE
	
PFILt( ARCS. NARti. 2N IN. 2NAX ) P^001S00
C PL 00!000
C	 oo• INPUTS *so PLOWIDD
C NP Ts	 NUMBER OF Paimrs PER CUR VtO ARC PL000200
C ARCS	 3D MATRIX WHERE trH LATER CONTAINS END POINTS OF THE SEVERAL PL00f4-1
C	 ARCS WHICH CO)G*Rtst ELEMENT 1. PLOONOP
C MARLS	 VECTOR WHOst ITH C01S>•Oaw SPECIFIES THE NUMBER of POINTS IN PL0011400
C	 LAYER I OF MATRIX AKS. PL003000
C YMAXX MAXIMUM Y ALLOWED (TUBE BOUNDARY)- P( 003100
C PL 003400
C	 004 OUTPUTS MM PL00500
C 24 IN	 MINIMUM 2 RtLAT1VE IQ ENTRAMOE PUPIL. PLD03400
C 2NAX	 MAXIMUM 2 RELATIVE 10 ENTRANR PUPIL. PLOO4000
C PL 004200
t PL 004400
C	 •+M* DESCRIPTION *so PL004300
C PFILK CREATES A BINARY FILE (LO&ICAL 11) OF NELMT+4 RECORDS EACH ONE PL 004600
C OF WNICN IS Got WlXW LOW AND CONTAINING ... PLD03000
C PLOWL100
C	 N62LIST.YLIST PL003400
C PL 0036 OO
C	 Ww"u. OF POINTS PL005800
C	 2LIsrxVECTOR LONTAINING ZI	 Ingots ... -N PL006000
C	 YLIsruvECTOR CONTAINING YI 	 1sl.f.•.••N PL006200
C PL 006400
C THE POINTS (rl.Yt)	 In g ots ... .N ARE CONSECUTIVE POINTS ALONG THE PL006400
C UPPER HALF OF A CURVE (YI. CC . 0.) DEFINED BY Y=F(Z).	 THIS CURVE WILL PLOGIS00
C BE PLOTTED. PL007000
C PL00Tl00
C RECORDS I THRU NELMT CONTAIN DATA FOR THE HELMT ELEMENTS. PL00►400
C RECORD NELMT+I CONTAINS DATA FOR THE IMAGE PLANE PLOOT600
C RECORD NELMT+f CONTAINS DATA FOR THE ENTRANCE PUPIL PLoo?S00
C RECORO NELMT+3 CONTAINS DATA FOR RAY I 	 (H-TH)s(NMAX.O.) (X0-YO) s(0.-OPLOO8000
C RECORD NELMT+4 CONTAINS DATA FOR RA/ R	 (H.TH)o(NNAX-0.) (XO.YO) s(O.-I)PLOOSf00
C PLOO8400
C PL00SS00
COMMON / DATA / NCMTRL. GONTRL(IMo TITLE(SP), DATE(3)- PUNCID, DT00I000
1 DATA(3443) OToostoo
DIMENSION	 WOBJN (T) . WCLRHfT) . WIMNT (T) . EIMHT (T) ► CIMPL (T) . DTOOf000
I WCLRS(G) . NDSGN14) - M036V(11) - LATTC(3.24) . BOUNDS(39100) - Dromfo0
2 3URFC(80. 100) - DESGN(50.30) . SUBST(S00) - 	 ILATTC(3-fs) - DTOOff00
3 ISURFC ( 20.100).	 tDESGN(lo-SO).	 ISUB3T (900).	 IBNDS (3.I00) DT002300
EQUIVALENCE	 (00ACI). LNOOE ).	 ( DATA(f)- NRAVS ).	 ( DATA(3)- DTSOS000
S NS,LCS ) a 	( OATA(4) .	 NCLRS )p	 f DATA(S) - NJAIL )o	 ( DATA(G) - DTSOS1o0
! NSUBT ) .	 f DATA (7) . NSUBP 1 -	 ( DATA (0) . NIPLN ) . 	 ( DATA (0) - DTI01900
3 IMOOE ) .	 ( DATA(ID) - NSPLN )v	 ( DATA(SS) - NOSJH ) p	 ( OATA(lf) - OTIO1300
4 NSURr ).	 C DATACI3).	 AFLAG ).	 C DATA(14)- DELY ).	 ( DATA (19)- DTIO1400
3 FNUMB ).	 ( 0A TA(14). FLUSH )-	 ( OATA(1T)- WFLGH ).( DATAO S)- DTSOS300
• 2ETA )#
	 ( OATA(SB) .	 HEXPP )@	 ( DAT020) - DEXPP ) I	 ( DA7A(f1) - 07101400
T WIiXPP	 )-	 ( DATA (ff). OLPLN ). 	 C OATA(83). OMGAf )-	 ( 0 1 TA(84)- OTI01700
'*00AI ) .	 ( OATA(fs) . OELD	 J.	 f DATA(ES) - EPRAD ).	 ( 0ATA(M - OT101400
0 PSCAL ) .	 ( DAWES) . OMGAF ) - 	 ( DATA(RO) - SOFEA ) .	 ( DATA(3P) - DTSOS400
A OUNIN	 ) .	 ( OA TA 1 31) - ODIS7 )o	 ( DATA(32) -	 11)	 )@	 ( DA7A(33) . DTI0f000
0 DELH	 ).	 ( OATA(34).	 STSNX )-	 ( DATA(33)- WXDIN ). 	 ( OATA(34). OT10f100
C WYDIR ) .	 ( DATA(37) . 	 ROTAN ;o	 ( OATA(38) . NDSGM(S)	 ) .	 ( DATA(41) -OTIM00
Y 
`^ w r ^,
	 `
y^,yyV 4
?'. a sr • t	 'r't S - ^^^^t^ ^; y ° ^	 ^	 '	 ! Y F





PAGE tROUTINE TO GENERATE BINARY POINY FILE Ot/18/88
tK ILEI	 -	 tr"	 fund STATtNCNT	 -	 IRN(SI	 -
0 40116V It)
	 ).	 ( OATA ( 93), M09JN411	 1.	 IOATA(501, WCLRN ( f)	 ), OTIOI1300
t	 I DATA(87). MII(NT(11	 1,	 (OATA(74), EINHT(V	 ),	 ( DAtA(91), OT101400
CIMPLIt)
	 ).	 ( OATA(SS), NCLRS(f)	 1, OT101500
G	 (	 OATA(94).	 LATTC(I,1),	 ILATTC(l,f)	 ),	 ( DATA(182),
	
SUR►C11,f1, DWIM00
N	 ISUW Clt.11	 1,	 ( DATA(tttt), OESGN(t.t1. 	 IDESGN(f,f)	 ), OT101700
I	 ( DATA(	 90 -	 St16ST(f),	 180ST(1)	 to	 ( DATA13102). 801MOI(f,ll, OT101000
J	 190408 (t . l)	 ) ,	 ( OATA ( 3483) , HCOND I OT101900
INTEGER
	




INTEGER	 ELIMTX, AIRNTX ELOOt000
C
COMHON	 / COORNS /	 ZHAT(2,100), YNAT(t,10M , CHAT(1,10M COMM
INTEGER	 CHAT CD001000
C
COMMON	 / PLOTC /	 YMAXX, DZNIN, NPTS P0001000
C
COMMON / A 7[16 J "HTR, SNTHTR, CS THTR AZOO4 000
C PL009000
DIMENSION ARCS(t,5,100),NARCS(IOM, XVCT(3),4)VCT ( 3), ZL13Tt3OM, PL101000
t YLIST(300I PLIC126
EWIVALENCE (ZLIST(f),ZHAT(l,f)),(YL13T(1), YHAT ( f,S M P1.102000
REMIND II PL103000	 I
ZM room 0. PLI03200
MAXsO. Pf-!03400
C P1.104000
C LOOP TO GENERATE POINTS ON EACH ELEMENT ... P1.104200
C PL 104400
DO 410 I:I,NELMT PL104S00









T3=ARCS ( to 391) PL 104600




I f zE LNNTX (1, 1) PL 1018 00
I2zELMNTX If, 1) PL1O►SOO
S=VTXCRDI It) -VTXCRD112) PL1080011
GO To (s0, 50,210,250) , IGO PLf0A200
C PL201000
C 1	 ARC	 -	 ' PL20f100
so IFtZ1.ME.it)60 TO 70 PL201400
ZLIST(t)zZf PL101600
ZI. IST (t) zit PL101500
YL/ST(1)zY1 PL101000
YL 1ST (2) z Yt P1.102100
JcN r:t PLt02400
"7 Y ^ • ^,^t	i ^^.r ( s ^r 7 a	 3^ 
ri	 ly	 z
k	 gt4t5 ^ r	
e
, ^i.	
^	 a	 ^	 1 / i,^ 4) ,S,	 L
,fit	
iry y.: H. '






PACE 3ROUTINE TO GENERATE IINART POINT ► ILt 011/14/40
PIILtr	 -	 trN	 SOURCt STATMUT	 -	 RN(S)	 •
40 TO 3/o PLf!of!'Ooo
To CALL	 ARPYSf/1.rf. Yf .it.Tt.NTTS.rLfaT(I).TLISPff)) P1.209800 39
JCNTuW TS PQ03000
00 TO 3110 PL803100
G PLl03400
C a ARCS	 ••• PLE03600
so ff" l l . Nt . Zt) GO TO Ito PLt0311001
JCNT.f PL106000
!L IST(I) art PLf/04200
YL I sT(I) wVI PLt01400
00 TO Ito PL1106600
Ito CA1L ARPTS IIf.21. Yt .Zt.Yt.NPTS.ZLIST( I) ,YL I SI ' ( f)I PLP01800 44
JCNTaNP TS-f PL=03000




YL ISr(JCNT#v uv3 PL=03000
JCNTzJCNT#s PLIGIROO
00 TO 330 PLED1400
140 zs=slt-s PLtONDO
23•r3-8 P1.20380o
CALL ARPTS(It.rt.Y=.z3.Y3.MTS.rLJST(JCNT*1)ofL1ST(JCNT+ 1)) PL&UP000 S!
00 too JsI.NPTS PL20200
KsJGHr#J PL=0Y400
too ZLIST(K) ZZLIST(K) 4S PLEDYGDO
JCNT: JCNT +W TS PL20/800
00 TO 310 FL208000
C PL301OW
C 3 ARCS... PL301200
tt0 fr(Zf•Nt.Zt)CO TO 140 PL3014W
JCNTzs PL30f$00
ZL IST (1) !Z! FL301OW
YL IST (f) =Y! PL30NOW
ZLfar(_):rt IN. MEW
YLISr(t).Y& PL36000
GO TO too PL302W,00






00 TO Ito PL304000
C PL300EDO
C 4 ARCS... PL305000






So TO 300 FL301400
too CALL	 ARPTS(It•Zf. Yt .Zt.YI.NPTS.rLIST ( I). YLIS T( f)) PL308400 at
:NrsNPTS PL301000
300 JCNrrJCNr*I OL30/000
y^k'7r r. #g^ f1
	 ° ^r 'T5"^r
	 ^	 . x.	 ...,.,.
 ,^rgr-,
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Go TO 12 0
C




350	 fLISTIJI all. ISTIJ)44
C




C GET CURRENT MAX AND MIN ...





C PUT IMAGE P',ANE DATA ON It ...
C















WRITE ( 11) JCNT.fLIST.YLIST
C




ZL IST( s) no.
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ROUTINE TO GENERATE BINARY POINT FILE 02/16 /6S
PrILt!	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 -	 I►N(S)	 -
ASSIGN 6s0 TO 160 PL902300
CALL RAYTR(0.,-1.. WAN, I,XVCT,6VCT,SNISS,S920,S620,SS10.1 ,ZL I ST, PL302400 ?cc=
I YLIST) PLJ02B00 132
!lo 60 TO r310 PL302800
S20 NI n 0 PL503000
s0 TO •T• PL503100
$30 NisNSURF ♦ I PL903200





DO 600 I819N1 PL5O4600
J8301 PL5O4000
ZLIST(I)sYLIST(J) PLS03000
IisNi ♦ I PL303200
soo ZLIST(IilwYLIST(J-11 PL303400
00 650 1s1,N1 PLSOSSOO
IIwNI ♦ I PLSOSSOO
630 YLIST(DzlLIST(II) PLSOS000
DO	 670	 1 a 2, NS PL308090
670 ZLIST(I)	 s ZLI3T(I)	 ♦ VTXCRO(I-I) PL30S100
C
C COMMUTE RAY POSITION ON IMAGE SURFACE PL50Bi20
NS a MI ♦ 1 PL309140
ZLIST(NI)	 a VTXCRi)(NSURF ♦ I) PLRDS160
YLIST(NI)	 s ( OVCT(2)	 / 9VCT(3)	 ) * ( DELD - XVCT(3)	 )	 ♦ XVCT(2) PL5011180
478 WRITE	 ( 11 )	 N1.	 ZLIST,	 YLIST PL505200 184
GO TO IGO, (680,110) PL505400
$SO ASSIGN 110 TO 140 PL305S00
NS s NSURF ♦ 1 PLVVT00
CALL RAYTR(0.,1.,NMAX,I.XVCT,aVCT,SMI33,S520,S92093700.1, ZLIST, PLSOSSOO
I YLIST) PL30?000 191
700 GO TO 940 PL5Dl200
110 ENO FILE 11 PL509000 194













COMMON BLOCK DATA ORIGIN 00001 LENGTH 09666
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
NCNTRL 00000 1 CONTRL 00001 1 TITLE 00013 R
DATE 0002#7 1 PUNCID 0003! R DATA 00033 R
LNODE 00033 1 NRAYS 00034 I NSLCS 00035 1
NCLRS 00036 1 N9AIL 00037 I NSUBT 00040 I
Nd«RP 00041 i NIPLN 00012 1 INOW 00043 I
NSPLN 00044 I NOBJM 00015 1 NSURS 00044 1
fLAS 00047 1 DELY 00030 R FMUNB 00061 R
FLNGM 00052 R WLGM 00093 R =ETA 00054 R
►ExPP 00055 R DEXPP 00094 R WEXPP 00037 R
OLPLN 00000 R ONGAR 00051 R ONGA1 000BE R
GELD 00063 R EPRAD 00064 R PSCAL 00068 R
CMGAF 00006 R SPFEA 00067 R OUNIN 00010 R
ODIST 000► 1 R NO 00012 R DELM 000►3 R
SYSNx 00014 R H1t0IR 000►9 R MYD IR 00016 R
10TAN 000►? R NDSGN 00100 I NDSGV 00104 I
wDS JM 0011? R MCLRH 00126 R MIMHT 00139 R
EINHT 00144 R CIM'L 00193 R bICLRS 00142 R
LATTC 00170 R ILATTC 00170 I SUWC 00320 R
ISURFC 00320 I DESGN 04240 R MESON 04240 I
SUBST 03224 R ISUBST 09224 I BOUNDS 05210 R
1BNDS 06210 I NCOND D64s$ I
COMMON BLOCK ELMAIR ORIGIN 06667 LENGTH 00166
WLNT 00000 I HAIRS 00001 I ELMMTX ODOO2 I
AIRMTx
i' 003!2 I VTXCRO 00622
R
COMMON BLOCK COORNG ORIGIN 01685 LENGTH 01130
ZHAT 00000 R YHAT 00310 R CHAT 00020 I
MLIST 00000 R YLIST 00414 R
COMMON BLOCK PLOTC ORIGIN 1100! LENGTH 00003
VMAXX 00000 R DIMIN 00001 R NPTS 00008 I
COMMON BLOCK A=J ORIGIN 11010 LENGTH 00003
TNTR 00000 R SNTHTR 00001 R CSTHTR 00008 R
DIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL. LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
WCT 11019 R 4VCT 11016 R
UNDIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
I 11021 I 9 1:DUO I IGO 11023 I
=1 11024 R Y1 11028 R It 11026 R
I








{	 ^f ,k	 1	
^ 1 J ^ M#w {fi x	=





01 1# 16008 PAGE	 7






























R !2027 R Is 11030	 R
74 1los1 R 74 floss
	
R
y6 110311 R 11 11036	 1
S 11040 R JCNT 11011
	
1MAN 51043 R SNISS 11014	 R
ENTRY POINTS
PF ILE SECTION	 is
SWROUTINES CALLED
.FRMT. SECTION	 14 ARPT$ SECTfON	 Is
.FSLO. SECTION	 I7 RAYTR SECTION	 36
.FxEN. SECTION	 l0 -UNIT. SECTION	 13
.FBLT. SECTION	 23 .FBOT. SECTION	 14
E.1 SECTION	 h E.3 SECTION	 17
CC.1 SECTION	 l6 CC.I SECTION	 30
CC.4 SECTION	 32 SYSLOC SECTION	 Is
EFN IFN	 CORRESPONDENCE
QN IFN LOCATION Er" IFN	 LOCATION
410 SOSA 11171 30 $A	 Ilia$
so 30A 11111 *I0 BOA	 11361
To 34A silos 310 BOA	 fists
210 46A 11153 140 94A	 11306
140 71A 11401 E90 74A	 ;1436
300 64A 11463 350 63A	 33!11
450 SERA 11610 440 I17A	 1IB34
*so ISBA 11663 110 131A	 I1W67
930 137A 11771 679 184A	 11141
a0 147A 12013 600 19SA	 11036
670 174A 11114 730 164A	 11111














ISJOB LIONKI 1098 A	 011/10048 P"C •
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STITLC	 CONTML ROUT INC W POW ILC PV LINK
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CONTROL ROUTINE OF PROFILE PLOT LIM OR/!S /SS	 PAGE	 t





C 000 INPUTS 000 PFooloo0
C MANX	 MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE Y VALUE PRON OPTIC AXIS. 	 (PL7TC) Boohoo
C 01"/N MINIMUM ALLClWARLC i SURFACE SLPAPATIOH.	 (PLOTC) "001800
C NP TS
	 NUMBER OF POINTS TO GENERATE ON EA ff SURFACE. 	 (PLOTC) PFo0no0
C
C 000 OUTPUTS Oft Promoo
C CROSS GECTIOH PLOT FRANC AND PLOT PARAMETERS ON FOLLOWING FRANCPF00"00
C
C t#R DESCRIPTION 4" PF Dan 00
C THIS SURROUTItE CONTAINS THE ENTIRE LOGIC TO GENERATE THE PFoo"00
c CROSS SECTION PLOT OF THE LIENS SYSTEM AND THE PLOT PARAMETER PFOOER00
C DATA FRANC.	 SEVERAL SUPPLEMENTARY SUBROUTINES PERFORM VARIOUS PFocem
C LOGICAL FUNCTIONS IN THIS PROCESS. PrO03000
C
COMMON/ELMAIRAELIT.NAIRS.ELIMTX fit, fOS•AIRNTX (2.100).VTXCRO(100) EL001000
INTEGER	 CLIMTT(. AIRNTX ELOCROW
C
COMMON	 / 00000 /	 ZHATf1.200)o YHAT(1.200). CMAT(1-200) 00001000
INTEGER	 CHAT CD00[000
C
COMMON	 / PLOTC /	 YMAXX. DWIN. N#TS PCo0too0
C
COMMON / PINT / LINC# PASE PT003000
INTEGER PAW P7001000
C
DIMENSION 	 ARCS (1. 3 , f 00) . NARCS (1001 PF 004000
C
C GET ELEMENTS AND AIR SPACES ... PF005000
CALL CELAIRf $10000) PFOOSIOD
c
C OCT RANGES FOR ALL CLEMENTS ... PF00400	 1
CALL	 RANGE 	 TMAXX 1 PFowsoll
C
C OCT INTERSECTIONS ... PF04100	 S
CALL CIRGCD PFOOSS00
C
C GET ARC LIST EACH ELEMENT ... PrwSo00	 T
CALL	 LNOPTSf OZMIN. ARCS. NARC$ 1 PF006400
C
C SECTION TO PRINT OUT LENS SYSTEM PFl5)00o
CALL PRTCTL PFIsfroo	 It
WRITE ( So 31090 1 PFISS300	 is
32030 FORMAT( tHO. SX. 33H CROSS SECTIONAL LENS SYST$N PLOT // GX. PFIsroOP
I 13H 2 REFERENCED FROM VERTEX OF SURFACE 1 FOR EACH ELEMENT, Y REFPF161100
2ERENCED FROM OPTIC AXIS 1 PF151400
LINE s LIME • 4 PF191600
00	 $P00	 I s to NCLMT PF153000
WRITE ( S, 32020 )	 to ELNMTX(t.1). ELMNTXlc#D PFt33100	 to
32020 FORMAT( lHOo	 3Xo THELCHENT.	 13. 3X ,	 13H( SURFACE t s. 	 I3. 3X. PF193400
I IINSURFACE 1 s.	 13@	 H )	 // 14)(.	 IHl,	 909 MY) PF133000
NP s NARCSfI1 PF154000
00	 5000	 J s t. UP PFt14100
WRITE( S.




CONTROL ROUTINt OI POWILI PLOT LINK
PROPL8	
- KIN SOURCt STATtNLNT - RNfSI •
3000 CON  IwIt
38030 ►ORMATI IN Sx• K16.1 I
L I NC • L INt • Ir • 4
III LINt .ST. 40 1 CALL PRTCTL
0000 CONTINUt
C
C	 CCNCRATC PLOT POINTS .
CALL PIILtf ARCS. NARCS. IMM ZMAX 1
C
C	 PLOT LCUS SVST9N
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a wl LOCATION TYPt



















CONTROL ROUTINt OF PROFILt PLOT LINO












	 I "AIR$	 Dow$	 I
A1QHTX 00SIR
	
I VMCRD	 001111	 R
COMM" BLOCK COJRNO	 OR ISIN	 00►S,T
i/AT 00000	 R TNAT	 00310	 R






COMMON BLOCK PRIG '.	 oR IO M
	 01,11111





SrNBOL LOCATION	 Type SYMBOL	 LOCATION	 TYPE













POW IL	 SECTION	 1I
9U11ROUTINES CALLED
CCLAIR	 SECTION	 it RANK[
	
SECTION	 19
CHOPTS	 SECTION	 I1 PRTCTL	 SECTId"	 1B
PFILE	 SECTION	 IS, CPLOT	 SECTION	 1!
.FFIL.	 SECTION	 RI .FCMV.	 SECTION	 to
tFN	 IFN	 CORRESPONDENCE
op" IF"	 LOCATION EFN	 IF"	 LOCATION
10000 SPA	 04500 98010
	
FORMAT	 DOE"
Moto FORMAT	 06310 1000	 t1A	 01447




1,F r+ t ^^;i s





IBAS L101NI PON A
	 01/16too "C A
M
ITITLC	 MOUTI1Q TO 01TCNNIM1 IAIQOMMAIWO 1MK 104T1In•
81MTC •A11s[t MN. X"	 L 10 1 11A1K1	 alof=










Al PAGE IROUTINE TO DETERMINE UNCONSTRAINED RANGE MATRICES	 00/14/60
RANGE 	 - EFM SOURCE STATEMENT - Ir"(3) -





C YMAX IN MAXIMUM ALLOWA6 .f Y FROM OPTIC AXIS. K001600
C ELMMTX MATRIX OF EDITED SURFACE ELEMENTS. 	 (ELMAIR CONMONI 80001700
C SURFC	 ARRA'l OF SURFACE PARAMETERS.	 (DATA COMM") M001800
C
C	 •t• OUTPUTS *00 440010000
C ZMAT	 MATRIX OF RANGE OF 2 DEFINITION FOR EACH	 (COORNG COMM) RG00E100
C	 SURFACE REFERENCED FROM ITS VERTEX. 06000000
C YNAT	 MATRIX OF RANGE OF Y DEFINITION FOR EACH	 (QOORNG COMMON) MODEM
C
	
SURFACE CORRESPONDING TO Z DEF IN I T ION - 89000400
C CHAT	 MATRIX OF RANGE CODES, SET s 1 INITIALLY.	 (C+OORNG COMM) 00000500
C	 RESET s 2 IF Y OF SURFACE EXCEEDS YMAXIM. 40000600
C
C	 *+* DESCRIPTION •4M 8ODW00
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE UNCONSTRAINED RANGE IN Z. ZHAT, MODEM
C	 AND THE RANGE IN Y. YMAT,FOR EVERY SURFACE. 	 THE 2 VALUE 18 MONS00
C	 REFERENCED FROM THE VERTEX OF THAT SURFACE. 	 THE CODE MATRIX ROD00S50
Cr	 VALUE s 2 WHEN A SURFACE EXTENDS BEYOND YMAXIM, OTHERWISE s 1. R0000500
C
COMMON / DATA / NCNTRL, OONTRL(10), TITLE 02), OATE(3). PUNCID, OTUDIU 0
1 DATA(3403) OT001100
DiMEN810N	 WOBJH(7) , WCLRH(T) , WIMHT(7), EIMMT(?) . CIMPL(7) . OT002000
I WCLRS(6)1 NDSGN(4), NOSGVl11), LATTC(3,26), BOUNDS (3,100), OT002900
2 SURF C(20,100)- DE SON (IO,SO). 3UBS7(900),	 ILATTC(3.25). OT002200
3 ISURFC(20,200).	 11DES05N( 104 0)0	 1SUBb T (S00),	 re"D3 ( 30100) DTD02300
EQUIVALENCE	 (DATA(I), LHODE ).	 ( DATA (2), NRAYS ),	 ( DATA(3), OT102000
I NSLCS ),	 ( DATA (4), NCLRS ), 	 ( DATA(•). NJAIL ), 	 ( DATA(•), 07`101100
2 N3UBT )o	 ( DATA(?) , N3UBP )v	 ( DATAM , NIPLN ) ,	 f DAMS), DT101200
3	 IMODE )•	 ( DATAfIO), NSPLN ),	 f DATA(11). NOBJH ),	 ( DATAf109 OTIO1300
4 NSURF•	).	 ( DATA ( 13),	 AFLAG ).	 f DATA(14). OELY ), 	 ( DATA(15). OTIO1400
S FMUMB ),	 ( DATA(94), FLNGH ),	 ( JATA(17), WFLGH ).( DATA(15), DT101500
S ZETA ).	 f OATA(IO). HEXPP ),	 f 1DATA(20), OEXPP ), 	 ( DATA(21), OT101600
7 WEXPP ),	 ( DATAl22). DLPLN ),	 ( DATA(23), OMOA2 )•	 ( DATA f24), DT101700
S OMGA1 )	 ( DATA (2S) . DELO	 )p	 f DATA(20) , EPRAD )o	 ( OATA(07) , OTI0ISD0
S PSCtL ).	 ( OATA(28). OMGAF It	 ( DATA (V'). SPFEA ),	 ( DATA(301, DT101900
A DUMIN ).	 ( DATA(51), ODIST ),	 ( DATA(32).	 HO	 ),	 ( DATA(33), 07102000
B DELH	 ).	 ( OATA(34). 3YSNX ), 	 ( DATA(:$)# WXOIR ),	 ( OATA(36). 07102100
C WYOSR ),
	
f nATA(37), ROTAN ),	 ( DATA(38). MD30N(l)	 ),	 ( DATA(42).DT102200
D NDSGV(1)	 ),	 ( DATA(53). WOBJH(1)	 I 	 (DATA(SO), WCLRH(I)	 ), OTIO2300
E	 ( DATA(67), WIMHT(1)	 ),	 (DATA(74), E1MHT(1)	 ).	 ( DATA(S1), 07302400
F CINPL(2)	 ).	 ( DATA(SS), WCLRS(1)	 ), OTIO2500
G	 ( DATA(04),	 LATTC(I.I),	 ILATTC(1,1)	 ),	 ( DATA ( 182),	 3URFC(1.1), 07102600
M ISURFC(I,I)	 ),	 ( OATA(2IS2): DESGN(1,1), 	 IDESGN(1,1)	 ). OTIO2700




13UBST(I)	 It	 ( OATA(3182).
	
BOUNDS(1,1), 01102800
J IBNDS(1.1)	 ).	 ( OATA (3403), MOON' ) DT102900




INTEGER ELMNTX, AIRNTX	 ELOORPOO
C
COMMON / COORNG / ZMATl2,100), YHAT(2,100). CHAT(2,100)	 C0001000
INTEGER CHAT	 00002000







rASC ItROUTINE TO DETERMINE UNCONSTRAINED NAME MATRICES	 02116/69
RANGES	 . trN SOURCE STATEMENT - IrN(161 •
C




C	 START or RANGE SU94OUTINE 410003100
C
DO	 S 00 1 a 1. 2 PSG 003200







S00 CHAT(I.J) a 0 46004000
DO 20000	 13 1. NELNT 410004200
DO 10000
	
J a 1. t RGOD4400
C
C	 TMIS SECTION DETERMINES THE RANGE IN Z Or THE SURACE R0004600
C	 GIVEN IN SURFMO. THE RANGE IN Y. YRANGE, 0ORRES'ONDING R0004T00
C	 TO ZRANGE 19 ALSO COWUTEO RG004900
SURFNO a ELMNTX(J.I) 410004900
SRANGE11) a 0. RGOOSODO
ZRANGE(9) a 0. RGOOS200
YRANGE (1) a 0. RGOO5400
YRANGE(2) s MAXIM RGOOSSOO
ITYrE : ISURFC4I.SUWND) R6005900
R s SURFC(11.SURr)/0) RGOOS000
5 3 SUWC412.SUwM0) 116005200
IF ( ITYrE .EQ. 3 )
	
GO TO 19000 RGOOS400
IF ( R . EO. O. )	 GO TO NOW RG 005900
IF ( 0 .ME. 0. )	 GO Tp 4000 RGOOSSOO
IF ( 4 . LT. O. )	 GO TO 9000 RG OOf 000
C
C	 CONVEX CIRCLE RGOOS000
IF( YMAXIM .LT. R )	 GO TO 1000 RGOO8200
ZRANGEIf) a R RGO010400
YRANGE(2) a R RGOOS600
GO TO ft000 RGO08800
1000 ZRANGE(2) 3 R - SORT( R*R - YMAXIM#YMAXIM) NGDO9000	 42
GO TO 12000 RGUO9200
C
C	 CONCAVE CIRCLE R0101000
2000 IF( YMAXIM .LT. ASS( R) )	 W TO 3000 RG101200
ZRANGE(1) a R 80101400
YRANGE (2) a AW R ) RGIOIGOO
W TO WOOD RG I O1 400
3000 ZRANGE(1) a R • SORT( R*W - YMAXIMOMAXIM I R6102000	 49
GO TO )2ocl RGIO!!00
4000 IF ( 9 .NE.	 1. )	 00 TO 5000 Iry 102400
C
C	 ' ARA90L A RG 1026 00
4002
	
ZT--YNAXI!(* MAX IN/ (2. #R) RG102000
X	 It	 1 RG 103000
IF( R .GT. 0.)
	
g at Ry1P/3100
ZRANGE(X) a ZT RG103400
GO TO 12000 RG 1035 00







'ASE SROUTINE TO DETERMINE UNCONSTRAINED RANGE MATRICES
RANGE?	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IRN(S) -
c	 ELLIPSE
Al * ABif R ) / SORTf 1. 	 )
IF( R .LT. 0. ) GO TO TODD
C
C	 CONVEX ELLIPSE
IF f THAX IM .LT. At ) GO TO •000
?RANGE CI) n At
YRANGE(1) a A!
00 TO 11000












Al a ABSC R) / SORTf B-1, )
DELTA a SORT( C A!*A! + YNAXIM*YMAXIN) / (
 8-1. ) )
IF ( R . GT.  0. ) GO TO !0000
C
C	 CONCAVE HYPERBOLA




10000 ZRANGE (2) a At + DELTA
12000 YMAT(J.1) s YRANGE(2)
CHATfJ.I) a I
ire YHATCJ. !) .EQ. YNAXIN) CHAT(J, I) a t
ZHAT(J.I! a ?RANGE(!)
!FC ZRANGE(1) .EQ. O. ) ZHAT(JrI) a ZRANGE(R)
20000 CONTINUE
C




















RG 1 Or 000
noIWOO
RG ! OM 00 To
RGION 00
RG I orsoo
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COMMON BLOCK DATA 24IsIN 00001 LENSTN 06999
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPt SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
MCNTRL 00000 t CONTRL 00001 l TITLE 00013 R
DA R 00027 I PUNCID 00031 R DATA 00033 R
LNOOE 00033 t WAYS 00034 f NSLCS 00036 1
NCLRS 00036 ! NJAIL 00037 1 NSUBT 00040 1
NSUBP 0004 1 ! NIPLN 00041 ! INODE 00013 1
MSPLN 00014 l NOBJN DoU0 I NSURF 00019 1
ff L 40 00047 ! DELY DOWD R FNUMB 00031 R
FLNG N 0003! R WLGH 00063 R ZETA 00064 R
MExPP 00035 R DExPP 000% R MEXPP 000$7 R
DLPLN 00060 R (MAE 00061 R ONGA1 00061 R
GELD 00063 R EPRAD 00064 R PSCAL 00068 R
014CAr 00069 R SPFEA 00057 R DUMIN 00070 R
coIST 00071 R MA 000F2 R OELM 00013 R
SYSMX 00074 R MXDIR 0001$ R MYD;R Dome R
MDTAN 00017 R NDSGN 00100 I NDSCV 901W I
we JM 00117 R MCLRH 00129 R MINHT 00133 R
EfMNT 00144 R CIML 001!3 R MCLRS DOle2 R
LATTC 00170 R ILATTC 00170 I SURFC 00310 R
ISURFC 003!0 I OESGN 04240 R IDESGN 04240
SUBST 03224 R ISUBST 09224 ! BOUNDS 06210 R
IBNOS OBEID ! NC+ONO 06995 I
COMMON BLOCK ELNAIR ORIGIN 06997 LENGTH 007"
MELMIT 00000 1 NAIRS 00001 f ELMMTW 000011 1
AIRMTX 00312 l VTXCRD 00621 R
COMMON BLOCK CODRNG ORIGIN apes$ LENGTH 01130
Our 00000 R YHAT 00310 R CHAT 00620 1
DIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
IRANGE !loos R "RANGE 1100? R
UNOINEN310MEO PROGRAN VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
SUWNO 11011 I I hail I ?TYPE 17013 1
R 11014 R B !lots K ZT 11019 R






•^`	 ; ^	 «`	 P
.. ^ t ^	 ^ff ^^r*1^^	 ^Sj'^^ 9 K	 ^i f ..^	 t ^	 .{.	 4	







f	 S '. v pia ^+^ ^' '
it ^^4	 ^' ^^ . ^^ht, ^ ! 3• ^ f	 '^•'.^^^ k.^t 1	 ^^a7`.M1_^^'4 r^ '
!
'
ail a	 ,	 a,
,---I
NOUTINC TO OtT[NN1Nt UNCOMSTNAINtO NANSt NAT11CtA
*Amer ATONAK MAP
WBSOUT1Nt0 CALLCO
&ONT StCT1OM	 10 STOLOC KCT1OM	 11
Q11	 R11 OONNt YONOtNCt
pN	 IF" LOCATION 1711 R11 LOCATION
Soo	 9A 1101! 10000 IONA 11990
4000	 $$A 111!1 1000 44A 11110
3000	 40A 11134 9000 •OA 11303
1000	 OIA 11430 1000 TIA 11100
4000	 T0A 11411 10000 ON 11919
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PAGE IROUTINt TO FIND IMTE4stCT10N OF CONIC AM ST. LINt 	 /SBAB
RVCUTT	 . trio	 BOUNCE STATtI1tNT - IFNIS) •
sURRouT)Nt
	
TYCuT( VNcODE. ALFA• Is, BETA. o, CLNO. SUMD ) 7001800
C
C 000 INPUTS 000 TOK000
C VHCOOt FLAG FOR VER T ICAL. sl. OR HDRI)ONTAL. s). LINt. TOONIOO
C ALF A	 T OR 1 VALUE OF LINE. T000200
C is SUR►Att NU)1BER 10 Bt INTER8tCTt0 B Y LINt. TOW300
C ELMO	 MWIT NUMBER RR/t4t"CED TO THAT OR IINAT. T001405
C sURNO	 VALUE SPECIF Y INS F IK ST OR SECOND SURF ACE OF G I VtN IMMO T. TOMM
C
C 000 OUTPUTS 0" 7008000
C BETA	 T OR T VALUt OF WWU T= INTERSECTION. TOOVIOD
C i ALTERNATE RETURN Mn NO SNTIVINCTION. T003100
C
C 000 OtSCRIPTION 4" 7003900
C THIS GMRAUTIIR; DETERMINES THt INTERSECTION. BETA. OF TN[ T003600
C LINE rwxxoN ALFA AND CURVE NUNKR Is. 	 IF VHOOOtsl, THE TOOIFOO
C LINE IS NDRIZWTAL. IF VHOOOtxl. THE LINE Is VERTICAL. T003OW
C THE ALTERNATt RETUSB( 18 USED WHEN THERE IS NO INTERSECTpiT0011800
C
COMMON / DATA / MCNTRL. CONTRLf10). TITLE ( I1). DATE (3), PUNCID. 0TOO1000
I DATA(34831 01TOO1100
DtNtNSION	 WBJHf7)• WCLRNf7). WINHT(7), EIN14T(7). CINPL(7). 01001000
I WCL(IS(S) , NDSGN(4) . NDSGVf11) . LATTC(3,18) , BU MS(3,S00). 01`001100
1 Sk(RFCflO, 100) . Ots"1100501 , OUBST(S00) . 	 ILATTC(3118) . OTOKl00
3 ISURF010,100), IDESGMf10.SO). ISUBST (SOO),	 IEWB(3.1DM DT001300
ESUIVALL"4CE	 (DATA(t). LMOOE ),	 f OATA(l), NRAYS ),	 ( DATAIM , OT101000
I NsLCS ) ,	 ( OATA(4) , NCLVA I s 	( OATA(S) , NJAIL )t	 ( OATA(S) , OTIOI100
1 NSUBT I,	 f DATA (7) . NSMBr ) . 	 ( DATA (8) , NIPLN ) .	 ( DATA (9) . 07101100
3	 IHOOE ),	 ( DATA(10). NSPLN ). 	 f DATA(11), NOSJ14 ),	 ( DATA(IM OTIO13W
4 NSURF ).	 ( DATA(13). AFLAG ). 	 f OATA(14), DELY I 	 ( DATA(IS), OTIO1400
5 FNUHB ) ,
	
( OATAf1B) , FLNGN )e	 f DATA(I7) . WLGH ) . ( DATAf1O) , OT10SSOD
B ZETA I)	 ( GATA (18) . I!WP )v	 ( DATA (!0) , OE)(PP )s	 I DATA f 11) . OTIOI600
7 WrXPP ).	 ( DATA(11), DLPLII ). 	 ( DATA(13), ONGA1 )•	 ( OATA(14), 01101700
S ONGAI ),	 ( OATA(15), DELD	 ).	 ( DATA(1S), EPRAD ),	 ( DATA(17), OTIOISOD
0 PSCAL )t	 ( DATA(!S) , (MAP )t 	 I DATA (18) . SPFEA It	 ( OATA(3M , DT10S800
A JUN IN I s	( DATA(31) . 00187 1# 	 ( OATA(31) . ID	 )t	 ( DATA(33) , OTIO1000
B OELN	 ),	 ( DATA(31), SYSHM ),	 f OATA(35), W)(DIR ),	 ( DATA(36), OT1011DO
C WYD fit Is	 ( DATA(37). RATAN ). 	 ( OATA(3S), NDSGN(I) I 	 ( DATA(41).07100200
D NOSGV(I)	 ) ,	 ( OATA(53) , WOBJN(1)	 ) .	 (DATA (SO) . WCLRN(S)	 I , 07301300
E	 ( DATA (67) . WINHTf 1) 	 ) .	 (DATA (74) . EIMHT(1) 	 ) .	 ( DATA 101) . OT101400
F CINPL(I)	 ).	 ( DATA18S). WCLRS(1) 	 ). DTIOMOO
0.	 ( DATA(94). LATTC(Iof).	 ILATTC(1,1)	 ).	 ( DATA(1S1), SUWC(1,I), OTIMOO
,(	 f8URFC(I.I)	 I.	 ( DATAIRIS1). DESGN(l.$),	 IOESGN(101)	 ). OT101►0(!
I	 ( DATA(lSSl) .	 SUfBSTM a	 ISUBST(1)	 I,	 ( DATA(31S1) . BOUNDS(1.1) , 07101800
J IBNOS(I,I)	 ),	 ( DATA13483). MCOW ) OTt01800




CONNON / COORNS / INAT(1,500). YHAT(1,S00). CHAT(1o100)
INTEGER CHAT
C
INTEGER VHCOOE, ELNO. SURNO
c
C	 START OF TYC41T SUBROUTINE
^ ^ r 
r w	 g,	 s




e;1^:^ :1 49 { ^"'.	
!'	
t











►Att 2ROUTING TO LINO INTtR3tCT30N 01 CONIC AND 3T. LIM 01^HA1
ITCUTT	 -	 top"	 30URCt 3TARM OT	 -	 IRRISI
	 -
KTA  • 0. IT0011M
IT •	 IsURICII.I31 I'TOO44M
R • &URIC 1 11. is) I'TOWN
R . sURFC 1 1 1.161 =T006900
if I	 IT . to.  3 I	 so TO 1000 ZTOOt000
III R .Nt. 0. )
	
60 TO 4000 ITOO/100
2000 IF ( vNCOOt .tR. 1 1	 at TURN I I'TOHA00
IT I ALIA AT. 0.	 .OR. ALIA .ST. TMATIVJM.tLNO) I
	
KTIM I Z'TOK000
RO To 31000 =TMEW
4000 III vNOOM At. I )	 60 TO 0000 I'T003100
III ALIA .LT. 0.	 .OR.	 ALIA AT. TMAT(VJMb.tL$M I 	 (!TURN I Z700N00
KTA s ALIA*ALIA / 111#316011 SORT(RSR - ().-RIOALFAMAL1A). R )) IT003000	 M
60 TO 31000 x'001000
s 000 MIN s A041001( 0., =MAT NURND. tLNO) I :TOOMM
MAX n ANAXII 0.. INAT(3UR)IOALMD) I TTOOMM
III ALFA AT. ZMIN	 .OR.	 ALFA .ST. MAN )	 RETURN I ITOOMOD
KTA • SORT1 (9-1.)RAIIAOAVA • 1.*ftALIA) Z700A00
C























COMMON BLOCK	 DATA	 011411"	 00001	 LEN STH	 0""
S1'14410L
	




f	 OONTRL	 00001	 1	 TITLE	 00013	 R
DATE	 00017
	




f	 NRATa 	00031	 1	 NSLCS,	 00039	 1
WLR11	 000341	 f	 NJAIL	 00031	 1	 NS,UBT	 00040	 1
NOW	 00041
	
1	 NIPLN	 00049	 1	 I1OOE	 00013	 1
NVLN	 00044
	
f	 10061A11	 00049	 1	 Him	 000141	 J


























R	 PSCAL	 DODS$	 R
ONSAF	 COON
	
R	 SWCA	 000111	 R	 OUNIN	 DOW 	 R
GD I S T	 COO►








POTAN	 00077	 R	 NDSNI	 00100	 1	 NDa41V	 00101	 1
W" JN
	 00111	 R	 MCLRN	 001911	 R	 11JNNT	 00139	 R






I	 Awc	 00310	 R
IauRrc
	 00310	 1	 OEM"	 04140	 R	 JDESGN	 04910	 f
SUNST	 09114	 R	 lunar	 0&991	 1	 ROUNDS,	 4910	 R
IRNO&	 Ostia	 f	 "cow	 0144$	 I
	
COMM BLOCK	 000010,	 OR IG IN	 ons7	 LE114 TH	 01130
ZNAT	 00000
	








LOCATION	 TYPE	 STNIM	 LOCATION	 Twe








SONT	 SECTION	 a	 SVSLOC	 SECTION	 9	 .FRET.	 SECTION	 10
EFN IFN CORRESPONDENCE
QN	 IFN	 LOCATION	 EFN	 IFN	 LOCATION	 EFN	 IFN	 LOCATION
loon	 11A	 10053
	
4000	 241A	 1010► 	 39000	 33A	 10141
sooD	 VA	 101419
a{'
•Are'	 ^	 ,	 , ^, e4 ^^^ ,t ^	 °^.	 !, ^^ r^'^^'	 i 
';
4 ' e 	 u"	 .,.
4	 yy t s	 d	 t^ ^'y , s.
ROUTIMC TO FIND INTCRKCTWO OR CONIC AND AT. LINK
1TCUT1	 #TMAK Kto





a,0l6tiA	 P "c 4
f-
4^a.	 1^1r ^	 k^ ,^7
	 a	
15




















sWROIITtNt TO COIONTt lwtNRAr 4 OtAONOITIC IwORNATION















TwN44I	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATENENT - IFNf81 -
SUBROUTINE WNRY4
C	 •t• OUTPUTS 0*0
C XMTRXI MATRIX OF RAY 1 POSITIONS AT EACN SURFACE.
C XMTRie MATRIX OF RAY 2 POSITIONS AT EACH SURFACt.
C OMTRXI MATRIX OF RAY 1 DIRICTIONS AT EACH SURFACE.
e QMTRX2 4ATRIX OF RAY 2 ORRI;CTIONS AT EACH SURFACE.
C TAU)	 THICKNESS FOR RAY 1.
C TAU&	 THICKNESS FOR RAY t.
C AL	 APERATURE LOCATION.
C AR	 APERATURE RADIUS.
C
C	 DESCRIPTION MN
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE TRACES 2 SPECIAL RAYS AND COMPUTES TNE111
C	 POSITION AND DIRECTION AT EACH SURFACE. THICrMr"S, APERATURE
















COMMON / DATA / NCNTRL, CONTROID), TITLE(I2), DATE(3), PUNCIO, 	 DT001D00
I DATA(3483)	 OT0011Do
DIMENSION MOBJHM , WCLRN17) , MIMHT (7) , EINHTfT) r CIMPL(7) ,	 07002000
I WCLRS(S), NDSGN(4), NDSGV(11). LATTC(3.25), BOUNDS(3110M 	 DT002100
2 SURFC(20,100). DESGN00,90). SUBST(9 71j). ILATTC(;,25).	 D7002200
3 ISURFC(209 100) , IDESGWID.90) , ISUBST(900) , 98NDS0, 200) 	 OT002300
EQUIVALENCE (DATAf1), LNODE )r ( DATA f2), NRAYS ), ( DATA(3),	 DT101000
I NSLCS ). ( DATA(4). NCLRS ). ( DATA(9). NJAIL ). f DATA(S). 	 DT101100
& NSuer ) , ( DATA(?) , NSUBP )e ( DATA(81 . NSPLN ) , ( DATA(9) , 	 DT101200
3 IM OE ) p ( DATA(10) , NSPLN )t f AATA(11) . NOBJH )t ( OATA( 12) , 	 DT101300
4 NSURF ). ( DATA(13). AFLAG ). f DATA(14), DELY ), ( DATA (IS), 	 07101400
9 FNUNB ), ( DATA(16). FLNGH ). ( DATA(17). WLGH ),( DATA(18), 	 D7101900
B ZETA ) , ( DATA(19) . HEXPP )v ( DATAf20) r DEXPP ) , ( DATA(21) r	 DT101800
T NEXPP ). ( DATA(22), DLPLN ), ( DATA(23), OHGA2 )• ( DATA(24)^ 	 OT101T00
S ONGAI )• ( DATA(29). DELD ), ( DATA(29), EPRAD ), f DATA(2T), 	 DT101800
9 PSCAL ), ( DATA(28), ONGAF ). ( DATA(29)9 SAFEA ). ( DATA(30),	 (TT101900
A OuMIN ) . ( DA7A(31) . ODIST ) , ( DATA(32) . NO	 )t ( DATA(33) ,	 DT102000
B DELH ). ( OATA(34), SYSNX ), ( OATA(39), MXD1'R ). ( DATA(39)9 	 OT102100
C WYDIR ), ( DATA(37), ROTAN ). f DATA(30). NOSGN(1) ), ( DATA(42),07102200
D NOSGV ( 1) ), ( OATA ( 93), NOBJH (l) ). (DATA (BO), WCLRH (I) ),	 DT102300
E ( DATA($?), MINHT ( 1) ), (DATA(74), EIMHT(1) ), ( DATA(81)r 	 OTIOR400
F CINPL(1) ). ( DATA ^08). MCLRS(2) ), 	 DT102900
G f DATA(94), LATTC(1.1), ILATTC(1,1) ), ( DATA(192), SURFC(1,1) r DT102800
N ISURFC(1,1) ), f DATA(2182). DESGN(1,1), IDESGN(!,1) ), 	 OT102700
I ( OATA(2S82). SUUST(1). 1SUBST(1) ), ( DATA(3182), BOUNDS(!.!), OT102800
J IONDS(1,1) ). ( DATA-3403), NCOND )	 07`902900










	 P T DOE? 00
C
COMMON / TNTH/N / TEMPS(12D0) 	 L2001000
EQUIVALENCE ( TEMPS(!), x;,TRX1(1,1) )• f TEMP3(301), QMTRXI(1,1))L2002000
I , ( TEMPS(901), xMTRxr(1.1) ), ( TEMPS(901), 0147RX2(111) )	 L2003000
DIMENSION xNTRXI(3,100!. 414TRXI(3.100), NNTRXt(3,100), 	 (•2004000
i.n^  ^^^ 4^^^'t	










AL	 SUBROUTINE TO CONFUTE TWIRRAY 4 DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION
	
of/IS/3S	 ►AGE t
TWNR4I	 - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - 1FN(SI -
I GHTEXE939100 L2009000
C
INTEGER	 RAY. SM/ii TR401600
C
REAL	 MI. We WSW TR40to00
DINENSION	 XVCT(3). 4VCT(3) T440N00
C
C	 TWWRY4 MUST BE CALLED FROM MAIN PROGRAM FOR CAC" TR403000
C	 SUBSTITUTION SET AS FOLLOWS T01403200
C
C	 100 PRINT OUT TR4034W
C	 CALL	 r4MQV4 T11403600
C	 CALL	 PRMSUB( $100) TR403000
C	 0009 12404000
C
C	 START or 1MJRY4 SUBROUTINE TR403000
C
CALL	 PRTCTL 7R403200
MAN a NO • FLOAT( WOBJM - 1 1 i OELM TR403400
WRITE ( S. 32000 )	 MAN TR408000
32000 FORMAT( IMO. 3410WINRAY FOR COLOR 1 OBJECT POINT (.	 C14.7. 4M, 6..) TR40B200
LINE a L IM • 2 T1140AS00
Do	 $00
	
1 a to 3 TR401o00
00	 900	 J a 2. 200 TR4072oo
xMTR]f 2 (I . J) a 0.0 TR40?4 DO
GNTRWI(l.J) a 0.0 7R40IS00
3CMTRX2(I.4) a 0.0 TR4o7S00
$ 00 QMTFV(V C I . J) a 0.0 71408000
TMTR a 0.0 TR408300
SNTHTN a 0.O TR40d/0o
CSTMTR a 3.0 T4408B00
NI a USURP 71409000
N2 a "War TR409200
N a "SURF • 2 TR409600
C
C	 TRACE RAY 2 TR421000
RAT a I TR42I200
CALL	 RAYTR( 0.. -I.. MMANo 	 I. xVCT. OVCT. 314133. :500. 8900.	 TR421500
I $1000.	 I. XMT0ff. QMTR)fI ) TR421600
GO TO IA00 TR421S00
C
C	 RAY 2 W3.SSE0 SURFACE NO. SNISS TR422000
000 NI a SWISS - 2 TR4222o0
130 WRITE ( S. 32020 )	 RAY. SWISS TR422300
32010 FORMAT( IMO. 3NRAY. 12. ISM M133EO sURFACEs
	
13) TR422400
GO TO l030 T4429$00
C
C	 RAY I REFLECTEO ON SURFACE N0. SWISS Melon
oou N1 = SWISS - I TN423200
030 WNYVE ( S. 32020 )	 RAY. SWISS TR423300
32020 FORMAT( 1NO. 3NRAT, 12, 2114 REFLECTED ON SURFACE. 13 ) T11423400
Go TO I03 0 744236 00
c
C	 RAY I OR 2 VIGNETTEO ON SURFACE NO. $MISS T4424000
1000 WRi3E ( S. $2030 )	 RAY. SWISS TR424200








• i ..	 :	 ,^	 }	 ^^^i7 a4 *^'*	 r^^5%	 its	






SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE TWINRAY 4 01AGNOSTIC INFORNATION 	 09*416140
	
P "t 3
TWNR4I	 -	 ErN	 SOURCt STATEMENT	 -	 IMS)	 -
f0$O LINE a LIMt + 1 T1104900
1100 Ir f RAT	 M.	 I 1	 SA TO 1000 T4I14700
C
C	 TRACt RAY R T014Is000
RAY a S 71142/100
CALL	 RATTRf 0.9	 1.-
	
HMAxo	 1- xVCTO SVCT- SWISS- $1300- S14 000 TR/l9100
1 X1000.	 1- XNTRxi- SNTRxs ) MEMO
GO TO 1400 TR416000
C
C	 RAY ! MISSEO SURFACE NO. (MISS TR497000
1300 N! n S10188 - t T0427100
GO TO a 0 TR404 00
C
C	 RAY S REFLECTED ON SURFACt NO. SHISS TR428000
1400 N! a SNISS - I TR428200
Go TO M 0 T1428400
I600 M a NiNOt N1- N!) TR4l9000
C
C	 PRINT TWINRAY IEAOINS TA441000
WRITE 1 S- 3!040 ) TR441500
32040 rORMATt 1H0-
	 12HRAY	 SURFACE- 9x-	 1N(0 I5X
-	
1HY-	 1$X-	 IMZP	 100 TR441700
1 2HOX-	 14X - SHOY-	 1411 0 EMOZ-	 11X0 9HTHICKNESS) TR441900
LINE a LINE + ! TR442000
00	 $000	 J a of N TR449500
I a J - 1 TR442900
TAUS a 0. TR4430M
TAUS a 0. TR443200
AR a -1. TR443400
IF( I .GT. NO )
	
GO TO 471 TN443600
TAUS a - XNTRXI(30J) TR443900
IF( I .LT. N3URF )
	
TAU1 s TAUS + XNTRXl(3-J+1) 	 + 3URFC(40J) TR444000
IFf SUWCt$-J)
	
.LT. 0. )	 TAUS a - TAUI TR444200
47$ IF ( I -a T. NS )	 GO TO 477 TR446000
TAU! a - XNTRXS(3-J) TR44OLOW
IF( I .LT. NSURF ) 	 TAUS s TAU= + XNTRX!(3-J+I) 	 + SURFC(40J) TR449400
lr( SURFCt$-J)	 .LT.	 0. )	 TAU! a - TAU! TR441600
477 CONTINUE TR445000
IFt ONTRX1t3-J)	 .ES.	 0.0	 .OR.	 ONTRX2(3-J)	 .EO. 0.0 )	 GO TO 3000TR446000
N1 a ONTRXSfs-J)
	 / ONTRXI(30J) TR446200
N2 a ONTRXS(S- J)	 / kWTRX!(30 J) TR446400
"SUN a N1 + N! TR446500
Wt 04SUN .ES. 0.0)
	
GO TO 3000 TR446800




AN a ADS( N1 * ( AL	 - XNTRXI(30J)	 )	 • XNTRXI(!0J)	 ) TR440000
3000 lrt LINE .LE. $! )
	 GO TO 3$00 TR440200
C
C	 BEGIN NEW PAGE	 -	 PRINT TITLE TR440500
CALL	 PRTCTL TR448600
WRITE f S- 39040 1 TR441800
LINE a LINE + ! TR449000
C
C	 PRINT OUT	 v:,"MRAY INFORMATION TN461000
3$00 ITENP s I TR461l00
WRITE t S- 3!045 1 TR461300










PASC 4su6R0uTINC TO COMPUTE IWINRAT 4 01*1103TIC IWORNATION 01/10-40
T1MR4i	 -	 EFN	 OOURCC sTAMISENT	 - IFNf9)	 -
WRIT► 	 ( OJ	 31090 )	 ITCN1.	 It	 I R)ITRR11010h. Rs1.3 ). T11M14a
f	 f	 ONTRM I f1I . J) . 	 Rlu1.3	 It	 TAUS T"61900	 100
I TCNP s 1 711N100R
WRITE	 f 11a 	 31090 1	 ITEIIR.	 I.	 f )INTR)t1fR. J) . Rs1.3 I, TR"1R00
t	 ( ONTRZIM041 Rv).3 ). TJA)1 TR491300	 101
31090 FORMAT(	 104 .	 I1.	 I'P. 3316 MO.? 1 71111619011
LINE s LINE • 3 T11N1700
IFf AR .LT. 0.0 1	 60 TO 9000 TR40300f
C
C	 PRINT OUT APERTURE 111sORISATION T11N3900
WRITE f O. 30060 1	 AL. AR TR4f1310w	 111
31'090 FORNATI INOo 10 9 1N/APERTNR LOCATION:. 014.7. ION	 APERTURE RAOIT014"000
SUSS. 914.7	 ) Ta"M
L THE s L INC • R T11409000
9000 f;ONTINUC TR466000
C
C	 ENO OF TWNRT4 iUMOUTINE TR491"w
RETURN MO1'000
Do TR 93000
,:'r t £r haf^a ^^	
tiJ^	
sb ^.0

















COMMON BLOCK DATA ORIGIN 00001 LENSTM On"
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYNC LOCATION TYP!; SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
WNTRL 00000 I CONTRL 0Om1 I TITLE 00013 R
DATE 00017 I PUNCID 00001 R DATA 00033 R
LHODt 00033 1 NRATS 0009 I NSLCS 0006 9
WLRS 00036 I NJAIL DOW I NWBT 00010 9
NBUM' 00041 I NIPLN 00041 2 INM 00013 t
MMPLN 00041 I Masi" 00049 I NSURT 000" t
ATLAS 0004? I DELr 00010 R iNUNB 00051 R
/LMSM 00091 R IOLGII 00013 R ZETA 00011 r
MCXPP 00066 N OEXPP 00000 R MEXPP 000" R
OLPLN 00090 R OMAR 00002 R (MAI am* R
WLD 00063 R MAD 0009 R PSCAL 00019 R
CNGAl DOM R 9PFEA 00037 R OUNIN 00010 R
WIST 00071 R NO 0=10 R 0ELM 00013 R
STSMX 0009 R WROIR 000.9 R MYOIR 00011 R
ROTA" 0007 R NDWN 00100 I NDSGV 00101 J
Mq ,IM 00117 R MCLRM 00100 R MIMHT 00139 r
EMT 00111 R CINPL 00153 R MCLRS Dols! R
LATTM: 00170 R ILATTC DOM I SURTC Owt0 R
ISUWC 00320 I DESGN 062140 R IOESGN 06210 I
AMST 06224 R ISUNST =M t SOUNDS
Car 
10 R
SONDS 06210 I NCOND 00969 t
COMM BLOCK A W@ J ORIGIN 09007 LEMON 00003
TMTR 00000 R SNTMTR 00002 R CSTHTR Dom R
COMM" BLOCK PR"T ORIGIN 06671 LENGTH 00001
LIVE 00000 1 PAGE 00001 I
001000" BLOCK T"TU/IN ORIGIN 09614 LENGTH 0M0
TEMPS 00000 R XMTRX I 00000 R QMTRX I 00451 R
xMTRX2 01130 R SNTRXR 01601 R
DIMENSIONED PROGRAN VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATMN TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
xVCT yf!J4 R SVCT 22297 R
UIDIIENS/ONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
RAY flip! I SNISS 21163 I M1 13264 R
Mt fits$ R "SUN Its" R FMAX MST R
I !1170 I J 11971 I N3 1117! I
w 11173 I N 39111 I N 13179 I
TAUS 11f7s R TAU? 11177 R AN Shoo R
































PRTCTL	 SECTION it .rwRD.	 SECTION	 13
.UNnS.
	
SECTION t6 .FFIL.	 SECTION	 is
9.1
	
SECTION to t.t	 SECTION	 f1
C.4
	 SECTION If CC. f	 SECTION	 It
CC.3
	
SECTION 14 CC.4	 SECTION	 t6
f "	 IF"	 Oran 8110041mma
WN if"	 LOCATION EFN RN	 LOCATION
30000 FORMAT 112!0 900 14A	 1140?
Soo 99A 11413 2000 31A	 fists
A-0 0 IVA 11460 32010 FORMAT	 11232
no 30A 11416 32010 FORMAT	 11241
1000 49A is$$$ 1300 41A	 ifs$$
31040 FORMAT 11161 9000 ILIA	 flft4
411 74A f 261$ 3000 93A	 11144
39041 FORMAT 11303 32050 FORMAT	 11306
THE FIRST LOCATION NOT USED BY THIS PROLRAN Ii IRS% .
Y
^ a
	Oil x a whN	 ,^
` 	m 	
^ ,+	




}	 1 {^	 ^7 + oI	
R	 t
	





IW91010001,44Soo-0.11301-AM IC	 IOM L1011R1 1094 A	 Otnsms	 P"C 1
M
ST1TLC	 •UBROUTIN[ TO COIPUTC TWINRAT 101"HOSTIC IMORNATIOM
SlarTc TNNSAr "94AN?
	





•u* RouTINE TO COMPUTE TNINRA T S 01ASNOSTIC INI!1RNATIOM
TWO" t	 - Vol SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNISI -
WeROUT INK TIINRT$
c
C NN• OUTPUTS 4M
C NNTRXI HATRIN or RAT I POSITIONS AT EACH SURACE.
C XNTRNR MATRIX O► RAY t POSITN"s AT EACH SUBPAR.
C SNTRX/ MATRIX OF RAT I DIRECTIONS AT EACN SURACE.
C SNTRXt MATRIX OF RAY t 011ECTION8 AT EACH SURACE.
c TAUT	 :NICR1t" FOR RAT 1.
C TAU* TNICRMESS "W RAT R.
C
C	 +cXX DESCR>/Tvm 0"
C	 THIS SUBSOUTI1t TRACES t SPECIAL RAYS AND F.ONPIJTES THEIR
c	 POSITION AND DIRECTION AT EACH SURFACE. THICKNESS IS ALSO
















(70111011 / DATA / NrXMo CC(NTRL(IM P T1TLE(It). DATUM# PUNCID, OTDOID00
I DATA134M 07001200
DIMENSION	 NaJMCVJ . MCLRH(7) • MINMT(7) , EINHT(7), CINPL(7) , OT002000
I MCLRS/6), NDMU64). NDSCVt11), LATTC(346)• 100UNDS(3•200)• DT002100
t SuWCtt0.I0W. DEWW10.50). SULIST(SDO), 1LATTC(3.26), DTOWDO
3 ISUWC f t0.I001 •	 IDLWA(10.50) , ISUBST(5001 , 1908 1 3.100) OT00300
ESUIVALENCE	 f DATA ( 1)9 LN M,	 ).	 f DATA (1!). NRAYS )•	 ( DATA (3)• DT101000
) NSLCS ),	 ( DATAf4), NCLRS ),	 ( DATA(S). NJAIL ).	 ( DATA(S), DT101100
S NSURT 1.	 f DATA(?) , NSUBP ) .	 ( DATA(#) , NIPLN ) ,	 ( DATA(/) • OT101200
3 INOM ) .	 f DATA(f01, NSPLN )p	 ( DATA(11) . N09JH ) •	 ( DATAOI!! P DTIOS300
4 NISURF ) ,	 f DATA(13) , AFLAG )e 	 f 0ATA(14) . DELY ) , 	 f DATA(13) , DT101400
3 PNUN D ) ,	 f DATA (16) • FLNNGH )p 	 ( DATA (17) - HRLG:f ) • ( OATR t I S) . DT101500
S jwTA )v	 ( DATAI IO) , HEXPP )o	 ( DATA (20) . DEXF.0 ) .	 ( DATA (2)) , 01`10!600
7 MEXPP It	 ( DATA(!!). DLPLN ).	 ( DATA(23), ONGA2 )•	 ( DATA (24), DT101700
S (MSAI )•	 ( DATAIRS). DELD	 ),	 ( DATA(26)• EPRAD ),	 ( DATA(2T)• DT101800
S PSCAL )v
	
( DATAf=h , ONGAF )s 	 ( DATA(29) . SPFEA ) .	 ( OATA(301 • OT101000
A DUNIN )•	 f DATACSI). ODIST ).	 ( DATA(32), NO	 ),	 ( OATA(33)• DT)02000
R DELH	 1 ,	 ( DATAIS41 , STSN X ) I 	 f DATA(35) , ►A(DIR ) ,	 ( DATA(36) , DT102100
C N1rJIN ) .	 ( DATAf37) . WTAN 1,	 ( rATA(3S) , NDSGN(1) ) .	 ( OATA(42) .DTIO&ROO
D NOSSV(1)	 ).	 ( DATA (S3)- WOWN(r)	 %!	 (OATA(60)• MCLIIH(f)	 ). DT102300
E	 ( DATA (S7)- MINNT ( S)	 ).	 fOATA(PN), EINMT(S)	 ),	 ( DATAIS1)- D7902400
P CINPLt1)	 ).	 f DATA(SS)• MCLRS(S)	 ), DT102500
S	 ( OATA1*4). LATTCf1-f),	 ILATTC(1.1)	 ),	 ( DATA(102), SURFC(1,1)• DTIU2600
M ISURFC(S.S)	 ).	 ( 0ATAftIS2)• DESGN(),1), 	 IOESGN(1,1)	 ), 07102700
I	 ( DATAItSSS)-
	
SUBST(1).	 ISUOST())	 ),	 ( 0ATA(31*2), BOUNDS(101), OT1O2S00
J ISNOS(5.1/	 ).	 (.OATA(3403), NCOND) OT102900
INTESER	 aDNTRL• ATLAS• DATE OT201000
REAL	 LATTC DT202000
C
CON/10N /A SM J/THTR- SNTNTR, CS TNTR R Y006 000
C
cONNOH / P SNT / LINE - PAW P T 0025 00
INTEGER	 PAGE P7002700
C
CON"" / TNTI/IN / TE1P811200) L2001000
EQUIVALENCE	 ( TENPS ( S)• XNTRXI(I•I)	 ),	 ( TENP3001). QNTRXI(1.1))L2002000
I	 ,	 (	 TENPS1So1) , XNTRXttS.1)	 ) t	( TENPS00S) ,	 QNTRX2(S.1)	 ) L2003000










SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE Tw2WRAY f of"MOSTIC INFORMATION 01-114A0
TW"Nl I
	
-	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 -	 IFM161	 -
OINENS/ON	 XVCTIS),	 OVCT(l) T41O1100
INTESER	 RAY, SWISS T4003000
c
c	 Ti("RYS MUST BE CALLEO FROM MAIN PROGRAM EACH SUBSTITUTION TR000000
c	 SET AS FOLLOWS - TRO06100
c	 100 PRINT OUT T*o0/1o0
c	 CALL	 rWMQY9 T4009300
C	 CALL	 PRNSUI]( $100 1 T4=400
C	 Dow 1`4000900
C
c	 START OF rWHRYS SUBROUTINE 74001000
C
CALL	 PRTCTL T11009500 !
WRIT¢ ( B. 32000 1 TR101000
32000 FORMAT( 1N0. 4104TWIIORAY FOR COLOR 1	 OBJECT POINT M-0.)) TR1011P0
LINE s LINE *1 TRIO2300
DO	 500	 1 R 1. l TR101500
DO	 500	 J : I.	 100 TR101400
XNTRXI(IPJ)
	 s 0.0 TR101700
QNTRX 1(I. J)
	 s 0.0 TR101So0
XMTRXttI.J)	 • 0.0 TR101900
S00 QNTRXI(1.J)	 • 0.0 TRlotoo0
TNT* • 0.0 TR101S00
S"TNTR + 0.0 TRIOle 00
CSTNTR s 1.0 TR101700
N1 s "SURF TRIO3000
N= : NSURF TRIO3100
N s NSUw • 1 TRIO3200
C
C	 TRACE RAY I TR100000
RAY w I TRIO4200
CALL	 RAYTR( 0.9 OMGA2.	 0..	 1. XVCT. QVCT. SWISS# 57001 $8 001 TR1016100
I Ss00.	 I. XNTRXI. 0WTRX1 ) TRIO4600 Re
GO TO l000 TRIO4700
C
C	 RAY i HISSED SURFACE NO. SWISS TR103000
700 NI s SWISS - i TR103200
730 WRITE ( s. 8!010 )	 RAY. S141" TR105500 is
32010 FORMAT( 1H0. 3NRAY.	 Its	 ISM MISSED SURFACE. 13) TR103s00
LINE s LINE • t TR106000
00 TO 1000 TR105900
C
C	 RAY 1 REFLECTEO ON SURFACE NO. SWISS TR105000
000 NI s SWISS - 1 TR108100
030 WRITE ( s. Stoto )	 RAT. SWISS TR106300 1B
32010 FORMAT( IMO. SMRAY.	 It. &IN REFLECTED ON SURFACE. 	 13) TR1o/s00
LINE s LINE • t M OS S00
GO TO 1000 TR106900
C
C	 RAY I OR t VIGNETTED ON SURFACE NO. SWISS TR101`000
000 WRITE ( S. 32030 )	 RAT. SWISS TRI M000 31
32030 FORMAT( 1M0. 3MRAY.	 It. t1M VIGNETTED ON SURFACE. 	 13 ) TR107500
LINE s LINE • t T:100000
1000 IF( RAY .HE.	 1 )	 00 TO A500 TR109000
c
c	 TRACE RAY 1 74201000
PASS 1
ASwYXXAgSiSiiiCrA
	 7 .4	 ^y.	
•.	
°°fix ,i:V0 f^	
;r# ty. ri. N.»» ^r^ St,^
♦ 	 ^p
^,	 a ^e" 
t t ^s;r.	 t^^	 x)^ ^ kff	 Sy^r^ ^ 1^^ ^ ^	 a	 _
TR-67- 700- ► 0-2
Page III - 3 - 12
Program Listing;
Link 3
PAGE 3SUBROUTINE TO CONPUTE TWINRAY 3 DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION
TWNR3I	 . EFN SOURCE STATMUT - IFM($) -
MAY • !
CALL RAYTR( 0.. f.• 0.. I. XVCT ► $VCT. SMISS. S1lo0. 51300.





MAY ! WISED  SURFACE NO. SMI$$
f100 we n SMISS - I
{4 TO 100
C
C	 RAY ! REFLECTED ON SUW ACt NO. $HISS
1300 Nl • SM1S$ - I
60 TO Soo
C
C	 PRINT TWINRAY HEADINS
1500 WRITE ( B. 3lWO )
32040 FORMAT( 1N0.11NRA Y SURFACE. 9X ► INX. We INV. I9X . INt. We
I lHQX- 14X. lNBY. 11X. !NOt ► 11X. 9NTNICKNEO$ )
LINE + LINE • !
DO 9000 J + I. N
I + J - I
TAUS # 0.
Ir( I .Or. N1 ) GO TO 119
TAUS + -Xl(TRXI (3. J)
IF( I .LT. NSURF ) TAUI • TAU1 • XNTRXI(3.J •f) • SURFC(I.J)
IV( SURFC (5. J) . LT. 0. ) TAUS + -TAUS
479 TAUI • 0.
IF( I .or. N! ) GO TO 111
TAU! + -XNTRX!(3 ► J)
IF *( S .LT, NSURF ) rAU2 • TAU2 ♦ X147RX2(3.J•1) • SURFC(1 ► J)
IF( SURFC(5. J) .Lr. 0. ) TAU! • -TAU!
17Y CONTINUE
IF( LINE .LE. Of ) GO TO 3000
C
C	 BEGIN NEW PAGE - PRINT TITLE
CALL PRTCTL
WRITE ( B. 39040 )
LINE • LINE • !
C
C	 PRINT OUT TWINRAY INFORMATION
3000 1TENP + I
WRITE ( G. 3l0S0 )
32050 FORMAT( in )
WRITE ( G. 38050)	 IrENP. 1 ► ( XNTRXI (K. J) , K+f.3 )o
1 ( OMTIIXS(K.J). KxI.3 ). rAUI
I TE11P + !
WRITE ( B. 32050 )	 ITENA. I. ( XNTRX!(K ► J). K21.3 ).
f ( SNTRXl(K.J). K•1.3 ). TAU!
32050 FORMAT( 114	 I!. 17. 3X, 7ES$.7 )
LINE • LINE • 3
5000 CONTINUE
C
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COMMON V AR I ABLE 0
COMMON BLOCK DATA 0416110 00001 LCUSTN 04666
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
NcNTRL 00000 f CONTOL 00001 f TITLE 00013 R
OATS 00017 I PUNCIO 00031 R DATA 00044 R
L1400E 00033 I NRAY4 00034 I NSLC4 00031 1
NCLR• 74736 1 NJAfL 00037 I "gulf 00010
Miusr :j i014I 1 MIPLN 00011 f I"m 00013 f
MBPLN CC044 1 NOBJN 00016 1 NSUw 00040
ff LAO 00047 1 RELY 0040 4 PHU D 0041 M
ILNGN 00048 R WLGN 0043 R !ETA 00051 R
NExpp 00044 R DExpp &DON R MNxPP 0041 R
DLPLN 00060 R (MKrA1 00041 R ONGA3 00411
O[LO 00043 R PRAD 0044 R PSCAL 0044 R
OHSAI 00046 R SPPEA am,$ R OUNIN DOOTO R
ODIer DOW R NO DOW R DELN 00073 R
SYSMx 000x4 R MxDIR Door$ R WON 000rs R
10TAN Door? R NOSGN 00100 1 NOSSV 00101 1
eosJN 00117 R MCLRM 00111 R MINNT 0013! R
[IMNT 00144 R CINPL 00'.43 R HCLRS OOfor R
LATTC 00170 R ILATTC 00170 1 4URFC 00320 R
fSUwC 00380 1 DESGN 04t40 R IDESGN 01140 1
SUBST 01Ri4 R ISUBST 09224 1 BOUNDS 911810 R
UNDS O11t10 I NCOND 01$$4 I
COMMON BLOCK AIOB J ORIGIN 04647 LENGTH 00003.
TMTR 00000 R SNTNTR 00001 R CSTNT4 DOM R
COMMON BLOCK PRNT ORIGIN 0167! LENGTH OD00t
LINE 00000 1 PAGE 00001 1
COMMON BLOCK TNTWIN ORIGIN 04474 LENGTH 0!!60
TEMPS 00000 R x10TRx3 00000 R QMTRxf 00434 R
xMTRxt 01130 R QMTRxt 01601 R
DIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
xvcr 11144 R GVCT f3337 R
UNOINENSIONEO PROGRAM VARIABLE&
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE STNBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
RAY Slist I S0114s 31163 1 I 11164 1
ills• f 101 1116$ I Nt life? I
N 11170 1 TAUI !3373 R TAUt 1117t R
ITEMP 11173 1
tiWM
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9U9ROUTI"t TO VOMPUTE TW INRAT 31 DIAS""TIC IN►O^IAT31011




'RTCTL KCTIOII	 it .1p11Ra.	 KCTION	 131
.UNIX. SECTION	 15 .If IL.	 SECTION	 15
9 T9LOC SECTION	 is
311"	 RN	 OMM SPONDENC[
ON /IN LOCATION pN !1►N	 LOCATION
99000 PORNAT 11510 SM ISA	 11311
Soo 15A 114315 ON 314	 11447
190 16A 11410 71010 POWAT	 IIul
'620110 FORMAT 111310 11100 POWAT	 11140
1300 3114 1 if 131 1300 414	 11111
9000 f5A lits l 415 50A	 11579
9000 / SA 11544 31200 /	 AT	 11!11
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LATTti	 - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN M
SUBROUTINE
	
LATT( XONAT. YOHAT. NRAYS ) LTDO1t00
C
C INPUTS 000 0001300
C LATTC
	
MATRIX SFECIFYING ENTRANCE PUPIL COORDINATES. (DATA COMM) LT0OI'f10
C MRAYS	 RAY NUMBER BEING GENERATED. LT001520
C
C OUTPUTS 0*0 0001600
C XOHAT	 X COORDINATE OF CURRENT RAY. LT001610
C YOHAT	 Y COORDINATE OF CURRENT RAT. 0001620
C DESCRIPTION4aq L71)01700
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONFUTES THE ENTRANCE PUPIL COORDINATES OF ONE  LTD01720
C RAY PER CALL.	 THE PROPER USAGE TO GENERATE THE ENTIRE PATTERN 0001720
C 1S SHOWN BELOW. 0001730
C
C "RAYS a 0 LT0133000
C RCNT	 a 0 LT003200
C DO	 V%	 I a 1. NRAYS LT003200
C IF 	 LMOOE .EQ. 0)	 RCNT a 1 LT003300
C LT003400
C CALL	 LATT( XOHAT, YOHAT. MRAYS ) LT003300
C 10 LT003600
C CALL	 RAYTR( XDHAT. YONAT.	 ... ) LT003100
C LT003000
C IF( RCNT .EQ. 0)	 GO Tb !0 LT003900
C RCNT = 0 LT004000
C XOHAT	 - XOMAT LTMXIDD
C 00 TO 10 LTD04200
C 20 CONTINUE LT004300
C
COMMON / DATA / 	 DURRYCET). DATA(3403) 0005000
EQUIVALENCE	 ( DATA W). LATTC(1.1).	 ILATTC(1.1) ).	 ( DATA(141.	 LT003100
1 DELY ) LTOW150
DIMENSION	 LATTC ( 3.26),	 ILATTC(3.26) L7003200
REAL	 LATTC LT005300
C
INTEGER	 SLICE LTDD34 00
C
C START OF LATT SUBROUTINE 0003300
C
IF( MRAYS .NE. 0 )
	
60 TO 1000 0008000
C
C FIRST RAY OF PATTERN 0005200
SLICE a I LT003400
C
C BEGIN NEW SLICE LT005600
900 NSLR a 0 0008000
X OHAT a LATTC(1.SLICE) LTOOPOOD
YDHAT a LATTC(2.SLICE) LTOO►200
GO TO l000 000400
1000 IF( NSLR .GE.
	
ILATTC(3.SL10E)	 )	 GO TO f900 L1000000
C
C GENERATE NEXT RAY OF CURRENT SLICE LTOOS100
X ONAT a LATTC(1.SLICE) LTOOS200
YOHAT a FLOAT( NSLR )
	
t DELY ♦ LATT'C(t.SL/CE) LT00S400
i
_	
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SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE ENTRANCE PUPIL COORDINATES
LATTTZ	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 IFN1S1
GO TO 1000
C
C	 BEGIN RAY GENERATION ON NEXT SLICE
1100 SLICE s SLICE • 1
GO TO Soo
C
C	 INCRENENT RAY COUNTERS
1000 NSLR = NSLR • 1
NRAYS : NRAYS 4 1
C







































COMMON BLOCK DATA	 ORIGIN	 00001
SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL	 LOCATION	 TYPE
DUMMY 00000	 R DATA	 00033	 R
ILATTC 00170	 I DELY	 00090	 R
UNDINENSIONEO PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL	 LOCATION	 TYPE




E.1 SECTION	 • E.2	 SECTION	 7
E.4 SECTION	 9 CC.1	 SECTION	 10
CC.3 SECTION	 12 CC.4	 SECTION	 13
EFN	 IFN	 CORRE SPONiDENCE
EFN IFN	 LOCAfiON EFN	 TFN	 LOCATION
10001 I DA	 W9710 Soo	 $A	 06703
1500 17 A	 06747
































IBJOB LIONKI TON A	 01116148 'ACE 4
M
!,TITLE
	 SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE BACK FOCUS AND F/ Nu048011




SUBROUTINE TO CONFUTE BACK FOCUS AND 'b/ NUMBER








MER/Dl COLOR, •FOCUS, FSMU"B ) "R000100
C
C	 coo INPUTS Get "1000100
C COLOR	 NUMBER OF COLOR TO BE USED. MR000100
C ONGAI
	
MERIDIONAL SCALE FACTOR FOR BACK FOCUS. 	 (DATA COMMON) 0101000/`00
C
C	 ... OUTPUTS Get MR000800
C BFOCU$ BACK FOCUS VALUE. "4000900
C FSNUMB F/ NUMBER. "11001000
C
C	 .t. DESCRIPTION Get MR001100
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE BACK FOCUS AND F/ NUMBER FOR THE "4001200
C	 PROVIDED COLOR NUMBER.	 IF THEY ARE INFINITE, THEN •FOCUS AND N4001300
C	 FSNUa1B ARE SET TO ZERO. M4001400
C
COMMON	 / DATA / DUMMY 1(27). DATA (34SW MR001600
EQUIVALENCE	 ( DATA(24), ONGA1 ) "01001100
C
COMMON/AZOB J/THTR, SNTMTR, CSTHTR AMM 000
C
INTEGER	 COLOR NR001800
DfMEN310N	 XVCT(3), BVCT(3) MR001900
C
C	 START OF NERID 3UBROUTINE MROO2400
C
•FOCUS s 0.0 MR002800
FSNUNB = 0.0 MR002800
CALL	 RAYTR( 0.9 C14A1,	 0., COLOR, XVCT, OVCT, SMISS, 5400, 	 0100, '10003000
1 $400, 0, DUMMY, DUMMY) NR003200
GP TO BOD MR003400
400 WRITE ( B, 32000 )	 300188 MROOSODO
32000 FORMAT( 1H0, 29NMERIOMAL RAY MISSED SURFACE, 14 ) 14ROO4200
CALL	 GOOF MR004400
900 WRITE ( S, 32010 )	 $MISS MR003000
3201'y FORMAT( 1H0. 39NMERIDIONAL RAY REFLECTED AT SURFACE, 	 14 ) "01003200
CALL	 GOOF MR003400
Goo IF( oVCT(2)	 .CO. 0.0 )	 W TO 1000 MR001000
ALPHA . - QVCT(3) / OVCT(2) MR001200
•FOCUS s ALPHA a XVCT(2)	 ♦ xVCTl3) MR001400

























COMMON @LOCK DATA	 ORIGIN	 07001 LENGTH 4646
SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL	 LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
DUNMYI 0u000	 R DAYA	 00033
	
R ONGAI 00092 R
CONNON BLOCK AWBJ	 ORIGIN	 09467 LENGTH 00001
THTR 00000	 R SNTHTR	 00001
	
R CSTHTR 00002 R
DIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL	 LOCATIJN	 Tire SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
xvtT 09672	 R OVCT	 09475	 R
UND THEN$ TONED P 1%ItAN VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL	 LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE






SECTION	 4 .FWRD.	 SECTION	 9 GOOF SECTION	 f0





EFN IFN	 LOCATION EFN	 IFN	 LOCATION EFM IFN LOCATION
400 9A	 06760 900	 7A	 05773 600 9A 0/00s
y	 52000
4
FORMAT	 06711 9201V	 FORMAT	 06724 1000 12A W0!7
THE FIRST LOCATION i,"T USED BY THIS PROGRAM IS 07090.
r
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SM,FOPZ	 - EFN	 SOURCE S1AlltEN1	 -	 1FN(S)	 -




440 INFU15 044	 3MG01550
C COLOR NU YLER OF COLOR iV bE US-C.	 bmGG1510
C H'+u v. r, ABJECT FOIN I INDEX 10 BE USED.	 .»	 5MGG152G
C ►iE1GHT O"'JECI HCIGHI. 	 SMG0153G
C CF1
	
CC,gPUTEC BACK FOCUS FOR COLOR NUtM rl,ER I.	 SM00154G
C CMFLAG VLAG FOR TYPE OF COt',FUTATIONS TO BE PERFORMED AS FOLLOWS - 	 5'!0015`'0
C	 1) OF11CS CIAGPJJ511C	 SMGn15&G
C	 c) CESIGN	 SMnn157G
C	 S) FLOT	 SMnn158n
C	 4) SEIISIIIVIIY	 SMnn1:9n
C
C	 so. OUIFUTS aim	 SMGGlcnG
C NMISS NUMGER OF HAYS WHICH MISSED. 	 (IMF ATT CO"UJ t11 5/100/610
C NRFLCI NUMrE R OF RAYS WHICH KEFLECIE^. 	 (IMPATI COh!MJN) SMGGIG?.0
C NV 161 NUrTDER OF RAYS WHICH VIGNETIEC. 	 (TMFATT COW! :)'O SMCiMG30
C NRA '.SC NUHGER CIF RAYS WHICH ARE SUCCESSFUL. 	 (IMP AT7 CC)MMjN) SM;}Q1640
C SJSTAR F051T10N OF PRINCIPAL IMAGE PLANE. 	 (It'•'FATI C0:4MID'0 SMOn-(,,0
C XCAR	 AVERAGE X	 (TMPATT COW4 --wl) S4CCr1G60
C Yo Art	 AVERAGE Y	 OMFATT C0M Y ' 14 ) SM,nnl670
C X51 AR RMS X.	 (IMF ATI C	 SMCODIG80
C YSIAR F.MS Y.	 (1MFATT CO""!JN) SMn01690
C RSIAR SPOT SIZE.	 (IMFATT (L	 1JN) SMCirl"n0
C XCURL VECTOR OF X COORDINATES OF RAYS ON IMAGE PLANE. (IVPATI CG'•t!!)N) 5M00171i
C YC09L VECTOR OF Y CO:JROINATE S OF RAY S ON IMAGE PLANE. (IMPATI COM'fiJtI) St•iCrnITYR
C
C	 $** DESCRIPTION A##	 SMGn18nfr
C
	
I H I S SUpF•v;TINE TRACE S IHE S; EC IFIErr RAY PATTERN J.t1^ CONFUTES SM4¢1810
C	 VARIOUS PARAMEILRS CEFENCEN T UPON THE SETTING OF CM,FLAG. 	 SMGpi82n
C
COMMON / DATA / NCNIRLr CONTRL(IC0 o 1ITLL(12)r CATE(3) r PUNCICr	 0TOn1GG0
1 DATA04E61	 C1GnllOn
DI M E NS I ON WpBJH(7) r WCLRH(7) r WIMHT(7) r EIMHT(7) r CIMFL » i) r	 D1n020Gn
1 WCLRS(6) r N:SGN(4) r N050011 r LATTC(3r26) r BOUNOS(3r1nCJr	 CTGn21Cin
j SURF C(2CrrICr:i) r CESG N (ICo,5G) r SUSSI (5001) r ILATTC(3r?6) r	 DIr)n224G
3 1SURF02;1r1 F6, r IDESGN(S0r5G) r ISUEST(5Cr(1) r IBND5(3rICIO)	 010n23n0
EOUIVALENCE	 (GATA(I)1 LMJCE )r ( DAIA(2)1 NRAYS )r ( DAIA(3)1	 DT 101GOn
1 145LCS )r ( CATA(4)r NCLRS )r ( CATA(5)r NJAIL )r C DATA(6)1	 DISGIInn
j HSVLI 1 r ( DAIA(7) r NSU;)F ) r ( DAIA(8) 1 NIFLN ) r C DATA(9) /	 Cllnl2rn
5 1kJ;E ) r ( CATA(ICIO r NSFLN ) r ( DAIA(W r N'-1 9JH ) r ( CATA( 12) r	 91101303
4 NSURF ) r ( DAIA(13) r AFL AG ), ( DATk(14) r CELY 1 r ( DAIA(15) 9 	CTSG14Gn
S FNUMB ) r ( DATA(16) r F LNG H ) r ( DATA(17) r 1+'FLGH ) r ( DAIA(1 8) r	 CI1015Ci0
6 ZETA )r	 ( CATA(191r HEX rP )r ( 0AIA(2n0	 CEXFF )r ( 0ATA(211r	 CT1G164G
7 WEXFF )r ( 0ATA(22)1 DLPLN 1r ( DATA(23)1 OW, A2 )r ( DA I A(2e	 C1inI?o0
• OMGAI )r ( CATA(25)r CELD	 )r ( DAIA(26)• EFRAC )r ( CA1/.(27).	 C11n18Cr)
9 FSCAL 1 r ( 0ATA(28) r OXGAF ) r ( 0ATA(29) r SFFEA ) r ( CATA(3t,.	 C11719Gn
A CUMIN 1r ( CAIA(31)1 001 S7 )r ( F'ATA(32)r MJ	 )r ( DAIA133)1	 C11Sr2Gnn
5 CEL ►1 ) r ( DI,IA(34) r SYSMX )r t CA T A(35)	 WXDIR ) r ( DAIA(36)r	 1;11n2ICo
C WYCIR ) r ( 0ATA(37) r RJIAN ) r ( 0ATA(38) r 1 : :501 ( 11 1 r ( DATA(42) rC114220!1
0 NCSG V (1) ) r C CA T '.(531 r W:)S JH( 1) ) f (DAIA(6C0 r WCLRH(1) )l	 0110230(1
E ( CATA(67) r WIMH(.,1 ) r (DAIA(74) r EIMMT(1) ) r l DAT1(81) r 	CTSG2400
CI`!FLll1 )r ( CATA(E81e WCLRS(1) )r	 D11G25Gn
6 ( DAI1,(94)r LAIIC(!rt)r ILAIIC(lll) )r ( CAIA(IE211 SVRFC(Srl)r	 CT1026G'3
►( 1SUFFC(lrl) lo ( CAIA(2182)1 CESG1:(lr1), 10ES6N(191) )r	 CIln27nn
ri^ !^'^^6^^^..5^^^`A vyk^J4^l^P^^^^p^M1 ^^•^,{•Pt^^ y
^n^ :'.-i3^
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i	 (	 CAI A%2fe2),	 SUBSI(1),	 ISUEST(I)	 ),	 (	 CAI A ( 3182),	 EOUN^S(1,1) 01142P00
J	 ICN!'S(1, I )	 1,	 (	 0ATA(3AB3),	 NCOND	 ) C110290•J
EQUIVALENCE	 (	 CA14(3484),	 AIRGOR	 ),	 (	 CA T A(34@5),	 GAUSS	 ) 01103040





COMt40N	 / IMPAIT	 / NMISS,	 N-'^FLCI,	 NVIGN,	 NRAYSE,	 XCAR,	 YEAR, XSTAk,13001000
1	 YSTAR,	 RSIAR,	 SJSTAR,	 XCURL(201),	 YCURL(201),	 MXEAR,	 KXEAR, L3001200
Z MYCAR,	 KYEAR,	 AX,	 EX,	 CX,	 AY,	 EY,	 CY,	 ACAP,	 eCAP,	 C LAP L30C,1400
DIME14SIO- 4 	MXCURL(244) #	 MYCURL(200i L30L1G^^0
DIMENSION 	1LINK(425) 13001740
EQUIVALENCE	 (	 XCU-,L(1),	 M,XCURL(1)	 )	 (	 YCURL(I % ,	 MYCURL(1) )	 L3nO1B00
EQUIVALENCE	 (	 NMISS,	 IL1NK(1)	 ) 1.3nn19n0
REAL	 MXOAR, KXEAR# MYEAR,	 KYEAR, MXCURL, MYCURL LBC62C,00
C
INTEGER	 COLOR,	 HNUME,	 CMFLAG,	 RCNT,	 SMISS,	 RYCNI 5,40n2500
C
DIMENSION	 1EMPS(1),	 XVCT(3),	 OVCT(3) SM003000
C
C	 START OF	 S1 . FOF	 SUBROUTINE SM0050r,0
C
ZERO OUT LINKS COM"404 EI OCK SMOn5500
DO	 1n4n	 1 =	 it 425 SM07156L10
1Drin TLINK(I)	 =	 0.0 SM0n5B00
SJSTAR c CELD	 • CINPL( HNUMB 1 SM0r,600n
IF(	 IMODE	 .EQ.	 0 )	 SJSTAR = SJSTAR	 s CF1 SMOC,62C-C,
MRAYS = 0 smoc'65O1
RCNT	 = 0 SMr67:60





•E4. 0 )	 MR = MR ♦ MR SM007400
IF(	 CMFLAG	 .NE.	 3 )	 GO TO 1.300 SMOn76nr#
RYCNT = n SMOri7600
CO	 1200	 I = 1, 200 SMO08n00
121,1	 'T EMPS (1)	 =	 4. SM04g20n
C
C	 LOAF TO GENERATE AN, TRACE EACH RAY FOR COLOR = COLOR ANf SM1.01400
C	 OBJECT HEIGHT = HNUMS smIc.I100
1300 CO	 ennCi	I = it NRAYS SM101540
C	 SET FLAG TO	 IN IDICAIE	 RAY	 (	 -XOHAT,	 Y.,HAT	 )	 IS TO BE TRACEDSM101800
IF(	 LMODE	 .EQ.	 C l	 ACNT =	 I SMln2r,n0
C	 GENERATE CURRENT RAY SM1n2500
CALL	 LATT( XOHAI,	 YOKAT,	 MRAYS ) SMID2700
C
C	 TRACE CURRENT RAY SM1p3400	 34
1400 CALL	 RAYTR( XOHAT,	 Y4HAT,	 HEIGHT,	 COLOR,	 XVCT,	 OVCT,	 SMISS, SM1n3244
1	 I2nnr„	 !3!ln #J,	 :4440,	 0,	 DUMMY, CUNMY	 ) SM1034coo	 36
1500	 IF(	 OVC1(3)	 .NE.	 0,0 )	 GO TO 5000 SM103600
Go TO 3n00 SM103B00
C	 RAY HAS HISSED SURFACE SM104r,00
?Ono NMISS = NMISS ♦ 	 1 SMID4200
IF(	 CMFLAG	 .EO.	 3	 )	 TEMPS(	 RYCN10%	 )	 =	 1. SM1n4300
GO TO 7000 S''104400
C	 RAY HAS SEEN REFLECTED SM145404
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SUEROU)1NE 10 COMPUTE SPOT SIZE INFORMATION
SMFOP2	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S)	 -
)F(	 CMFLAG
	
.EO.	 3	 )	 TEMPS(	 RY041+1	 )	 c	 2.
co 10 7 C,00
C RAY HAS VIGNEIIED
40^o Nv1G14	 c	 HVIGN	 •	 1
1F(	 CMFLAG	 .EQ.	 3	 )	 TEMP S(	 RYCN1+1	 )	 a	 3.
IF	 (	 CMFLAG	 .EQ.	 2	 .OR.	 CMFLAG	 .EQ.	 S	 )	 GO 10 1500
Go 10 70,,0
5c,r,o NRAYSB c NRAYSB •	 1
IF(	 CMFLAG	 .01.	 1	 .AND.	 CMFLAG	 .LT.	 5	 )	 60 TO 6000
C
C COMPUTE SPECIAL VALUES USLO	 IN OPTIC DIAGN-?S'fICS
XCURL( NRAYSD )	 c OVCT(1)
	 00(3) 
YCURL( NRAYSD	 )	 e	 QVCT(2)	 / OVCT(3)





- YCURL( NRAYSD )	 # XVCT(3)
co 10 7000
6ri00 SL	 c	 (	 SJSTAR	 - XVCT(3)	 )	 / OVCT(3)
XCURL( NRAYSD )	 n	 QVC7(1)	 * SL ♦ XVCT(I)
YCURL( NRAYSB )
	 c	 OVC1(2)	 # SL ♦ XVCT(2)
7Ci0n jr(	 CMFLAG	 .EQ.	 3 )	 RYCNT c RYCNT	 ♦ 	 1
IF (	 RCNT	 .EQ.	 0 )	 60 TO 0100n
C
C TRACE MIRRORED RAY
RCNT	 c 0
XDHAT e - XnMAT
W TO 14 0'_,
8000 CONTINUE
C
C TEST FOR ANY SUCESSFUL RAYS
IF( NRAYSD
	 .EQ.	 0 )	 GO TO 32CCo
XNR c NRAYSB
IF	 (	 CMFLAG	 .GT.	 1	 .AND.	 CMFLAG	 .LT.	 5	 )	 GO TO 15000
DO	 9000	 J c 1, NRAYSB
MYBAR = MYDAR + YCURL(J)
9000 KYBAR t KYBAR ♦ TEMPS(J4200)
MYBAR c MYBAR / XNR
KYBAR c KYBAR / XNR
Do	 10000	 K c 1t NRAYSB
YCURL(K)	 c YCURL(K)	 - MYBAR
10000 TEMPS (K+2 r)!))	 c	 TEMPS (K+200)	 - KYBAR
IF(	 (MODE	 .EQ.	 1 )	 GO TO 13000
CO	 1100!)	 L e it NRAYSB
MXBAR c MXBAR • XCURL(L)
f10J0 KXBAR c KXBAR + TEMPS(L)
MXBAR c MXBAR / XNR
KXBAR c KXBAR / XNR






120!10 TEM -r5(1:	 =	 TCM P S(I)	 - KXBAR
13000 IF	 (	 CMFLAG	 .E0.	 5	 )	 RETURN
CO	 1A 000	 J c	 1. NRAYSO
AX	 c	 AX	 • XCJRL(J)	 A XCURL(J)
BX	 c	 BX	 ♦ XCURL(J)	 a	 TEMPS(J)
CX	 s	 CX	 •	 1EMFS(J)	 A	 TEM-r5(J)
AY	 c	 AY	 ♦ 	 YCURL(J)	 0	 YCURL(J)
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SUBFOUI;N: 10 CONFUTE S'r07 512E IN ORMATIO)1
SMFOF2	 - EFN	 SOURCE S T A TEMENI - 1FN(S)
1<000 Cv = Cl • TENPS(J420O) # 1EM—rS(J4200)
Ax = A% of XNR
CX = ex. •/ XNR
CX = CX / xNR
AY = AY / X11R
BY = BY / XNR
C7 = CY / XNR
AC AF = AX • AY
ecAF = BX • BY
CC AF = CX • CY
40 10 32000
C
15000 DO 155ciC1 K = It NRI,YSB
15506 YEAR = YBAR • YCURLM)
YBAR = YBAR / XNR
DO 16000 L = 10 NRAYSB
16660 YCURL (L) = YCURL (L) - YBAR
1F( LMODE .EQ. I ) GO 10 18060
DO 165nro I = 10 NRAYSB
16500 XBAR = XBAR • XCU+L(1)
XBAR = XBAR / XNR
DO 1?OG0 J = 1. NRAYSB
17600 XCURL (J) = XCU r,c.. (J) — XBAR
1(k JJ r) I F( CMFLA6 LT. 4 ) GO TO 32rE rk0
DO 19000 K = 1. NRAYSB
XSTAR = XSTAR • XCURL(K) # XCURL(K)
19000 YS1AR = YSTAR • YCURL(K) 4 YCURL(K)
XSTAR = SORT( XSTAR / XNR )
YSTAR = SORT( YSTAR / XNR )
RSTAR = SORT( XSTAR # XSTAR • YSTAR # YSTAR )
C
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SUDROUTIN_ 10 COMFUT;	 SPOT SIZE	 lti OFMATION 09/20/68 PAGE	 5
SMFOF Z STORAGE	 MAP
SUBROUTINE SMPOF
COMMON	 VARIABLES
COMMON CLOCK DATA ORIGIN OOG41 LENGTH U6671
SYP 1E,OL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
w_NIRL 00000 1 CONIRL 001501 1 TITLE OOCJ13 R
BATE 00027 1 PUNCIC 00032 R DATA, 00033 R
LYJOE 00033 1 NF.AYS 00034 I NSLCS OG035 1
NCLR5 00436 I NJAIL DO037 I NSUET 00040 I
Iau6F 00041 I NIFLN 00042 I 1MODE 0GO43 I
16FLN 0000 1 ODDJH 04045 1 NSURF 00046 1
JPLAG 00047 I RELY OG050 R FNUMB 00051 R
FLNGH 00452 R WFLGH 015G53 R 1l^1A OOG54 R
►EXFF 00:155 R CEXPF G0G56 R WEXFF 00057 R
CLFLN 00060 R OM6A2 00061 R OMGAI 00062 R
DELL 00463 R EP RAE) 00064 R PSCAL GGO65 R
CMG AF 0006f R SFFEA 00067 R CUMIN 00070 R
00157 00071 R M7 00072 R DELM 00073 R
SYSMX 00074 R WXDIR 00075 R WYC1R 00076 R
FOTAN 00077 R NCSGN 00100 1 NDSGV 0!1104 1
W-) ell 00117 R WCLRH 00126 R w1MHT GG135 R
EIMHT 00144 R CIMPL 00153 R WCLRS 00162 R
LATTC 00170 R ILATTC 0D1713 1 SURFC 00320 R
ISURFC 00320 1 DESGN 0424 CA R IDESON 04240 1
SLIEST 05224 R ISUBST 05224 1 BOUNDS 06210 R
IpNp5 06210 I NCOND 66665 1 ATRGGR 06666 1
GAUSS 06667 R
• COMMON CLOCK A20EJ ORIGIN 06672 LENGTM 00403
TMTR 04000 R SNTHTR 00001 R CSTMTR 00002 R
COMMON CLOCK TMPATT ORIGIN 06675 LENGTH 00651
NNISS 0:1000 I NRFLCT G0001 1 NVIGN 00002 1
W%AYSB 00003 I XEAR 00004 R YEAR 00045 R
XSTAR 00006 R YSTAR GOriri7 R RSTAR Wi10 R
SiS'	 s. 0:1011 R XCURL Ci0G12 R YCURL 00323 R
w DAR 00634 R KXEAR 00635 R MYEAR 60636 R
KYBAR 00637 R AX G064 0 R BX 00641 R
Oc 00642 R AY 00643 R BY 00644 R
CY 00645 R ACAF 00646 R BCAR 0%47 R
CCAF 00650 R MXCURL 00012 R MYCURL 00323 R
TL INK 00000 R
DIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
XVCT 07546 R OVCT 07551 R
1 UNDIMENS1014ED FR,OGRAM VARIABLES
SYHEOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
I









X,	 Page Revised 10/1/68
SUpROU11147 10 COMFUIE SPOT SITE INFOAMA110 :4
SM?OF: STORAGE MAF
Ft N1 07554 1 $Miss 07555 1
K=,AY5 07557 1 MR 07560 1





LA1T SECTION	 10 RAYTR SEC! 1Ott	 I1
E.I SECTION	 13 E.2 SECTION	 14
E.4 SECTION	 16 CC.1 SECTION	 17
cc .3 SECTION	 19 CC.4 SECT 1014	 20
EFN IFN CORRE SFONDENCE
ETN IFN LOCATION EFN IFN LOCATION
1044 SA 07604 1300 26A 07644
0000 EGA 10075 1400 35A 07663
3000 46A 07724 40Ci0 54A 07740
SO44 63A 07763 7000 ?EA 10057
WOOD 20GA 10457 15[100 156A 10322
14[;44 106A 10155 13Ci00 134 A 10224
12004 129A 10217 14000 MA 10200
160 0 167A 10342 1600[; 19CiA 10400
17404 16SA 10373 19000 196A 10415
THE F1RS1 LOCATION NOT USED DY THIS PR'l6Rt.M IS 10551.
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PAGE )SUOROUTINE TO CHECK P I ON BOUNOART VIOLATIONS OURIMS 0!516"	 02116169




6NDCH0(( o.	 IFLA6 1 /0001900
C
C •7•	 INPUTS 000 50001600
C	 )FLAG FLAG TO suPREss PRINTOUT WHEN SET NON-2ERO. 000016/0
C 90UNOS MATRIX CONTAINING SOUNOARY INFORMATION. 	 (DATA COMMON) IC001620
C
C 4*0 OUTPUTS uM OCCO1630
C • ALTERNATE RETURN USED IF A BOUNDAR Y VIOLATION OCCURS. 80001640
C
C •v• DESCRIPTION •tM BC001650
C BNOCHK IS USED TO CHECK THE IMPROVED LENS SYSTEN FOR BPUNOAV 80001660
C VIOLATIONS USING THE PARAMETERS IN THE CURRENT DESIGN VARIABLE. B0001670
c TESTS ARE MADE ON THE MATRIX. BOUNDS,	 IF NCONO .GT. 0 AND B0001680
C OTHER PARAMETERS.	 THE ALTERNATE RETURN 13 TAKEN IF A VIOLArfONB00016 90
C IS DETECTED. 80001700
C
COMMON / DATA / NCNTRL. CONTRL(1f±).	 TITLE(12), 0ATE(3), PUNCID. OT001000
1 OATA(3403) OT001100
DIMENSION	 WOBJH(7), WCLRH (7). WIMHT(7). EINHT(7). CIMPL(7), OT702000
1 MCLRS($).	 NOSGN(4)• MOSGV(11), LATTC(3.2611 	 BOUNOS(30100)0 OT002100
2 SURFC(20.100),	 OE30N(10,50).	 3UBST(300),	 ILATTC(3,26), OT0022U0
3	 ISURFC(20.100)P	 I0E3GN(f0.50)•	 13USST(SOO)•	 ISM08(3.200) OT002300
EQUI VALENCE	 (OATA(!),	 LMODE Is	 ( DATA (2). NRAYS )•	 ( DATA(3). 0Tf0f000
1	 NSLCS 1.	 ( OATA(41,	 NCLRS ).	 ( DATA(S),	 NJAIL	 ).	 ( OATA(6)• OT101100
2 NSUBT ) .	 ( 04TA(7) , NSUBP 1.	 ( DATA(*) , NIPLN ) . 	 ( DATA(9) . UT201200
3	 IMOOE 1.	 ( OATA(f0), NSPLN ).	 ( DATA(Me N08JH ).	 ( 0ATA112), OTI01300
4 NSURF ) .	 ( OATA(13) .	 AFLAG ) .	 l DATA(W . DELY ) .	 ( DATA(IS) • DTf0f400
S FNL ►M6 ! .	 ( DATA (IS) • FLNGH ) • 	 ( OATA(17) . WFLGH ) . ( DATA (I S) . OT10IS00
6	 ZETA ),	 ( OATA(19),	 HEXPP ).	 ( DATA (20). OEXPP )	 ( OATA(21). DT101600
7 MEXPP 1,	 ( OATA(22), f)LPLN ),	 ( DATA(23)• OW*
 A2 )•	 ( DATA(24), OT101700
s OMGA1 ) .	 ( DATA(29) . DELD	 lo	 ( DAWES) , EPRAO )#	 ( OATA(27) • DTfOfs00
9 PSCAL ).	 ( DATA(20), OMGAF ),	 1 DATA(29)•	 SPFEA )•	 ( OATA(30), OTIO1900
A DUN IN ) ,	 ( DATA(31) , OOIST ) .	 ( DATA(32) .	 NO	 ) •	 ( DATA(33) . DTIO2000
B DELH	 ).	 ( DATA(34),
	
3Y3MX ;,	 ( OATA(39), WXDIR ).	 ( DATA(36)• OT102100
C WYOIR ),	 ( DATA(37),	 ROTAN ),	 ( DATA(38), NOSGN(I)	 ).	 ( DATA(42),OT102200
0 NOSGV(1)	 ) .	 ( OATA(53) .	 WOSJH(1)	 I .	 (DATA(60) . MCLRH(I)	 ) • OT102300
E	 ( DATA(67). MIMHT(f)	 )•	 (OATA(74).	 EIMHT(f)	 )•	 f DATA(SI)• 07102400
F	 CIMPL(1)	 ).	 ( DATA(es), MCLRS(f)	 )• DTf02500
G	 (	 DATA(94) ,.	 LATTC(f,1).	 ILATTC(1,f)	 ),	 ( DATA(102)•	 SURFC(1.2). DTIO2600
H	 ISURrCff.f)	 )•	 ( DATA ( 2182).	 DESGN(1•f)•	 IDE30M(1.1)	 )• OTIO2700
I	 ( DATA(2ss2).	 SUBST(f).	 ISUBST(f)	 ).	 ( DATA(3fB2)9	 BOUNDS(f,f), OT102000
J	 IBNOS(1.1)
	 ),	 ( DATA(3403). NCOND ) OT102900














COMMON / TMOESN / PERIOD, PCOUNT, MOFFNO, JAIL(10.10)• SENTN(f0).LT001000
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O4OC47	 . EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IINIS) -
C
EQUI V 4LENCE I NVARX . VCTSTR(000011. f JI. VCTSTR(S999)1. f NJ. V00002200
)TSTR t S99e11. f NJA. V C T STR(S991)). ( RMA. VCTSTR(59961). f U- VCT100001100
2TRtS99S)). f RL. VCTSTR(S9941). ( RLA. VCTSIR(S9931)- ( UNIN, VCTS00002* 00
3TR(99921). f UMAX- VCTSTR(S991)). ( ICOLOR ( 1). VCTSTR/9 99911. f 01400002900
/IN. VCTSTR(S994)1. ( ONAX. VCTSTR(9993)). ( PDX. VCTSTR(S99t1). 00003000
S t 0013T(1). VCTSTR(5500)1. I ALENG. VCTSTRtS9dI))0 ( XNTRXf1.11. 00003200
*VCTSTR(jToa)). ( 4IITRX( 1.11. VCTSTR(54001). f YOHAT(I), VCTSTR(9390CD03400
Ts)1. ( HTABt11. VCTSTR(53921". f SMISS. VCTSTR(5391)). ( XVCTII). 90003400
(1VCTSTR(S3ad)1. ( OVCT(1). VCTS I R(9363))- ( TAU, VCTSrR(93 M )1- 	 80003000




INTEGER	 $HISS.	 RL.	 RLA 11COD5000
DIMENSION	 ICOLOR(9)-	 0DfST(100),	 XHTRX(3.100).	 QMTRX (3,100). 80006000
I	 rot/ATt41.	 HTAO(4).	 XVCT(3).	 OVCT(3) 00005200
C
C	 START OF BNOCHK SUBI(OUTINE BC101000
C
100 IF( NCOND	 .EQ.	 0 )	 GO TO $000 BC101200
NVARX z N0SGV(1) BC1014 00




NJ	 a	 IDESGN(1.Jr) 13CIO2000
NJA 2	 IABS(NJ1 BC102200
DO	 3000 M : 1. NJA BC102400
KMA
	
a	 LABS(	 IDESGN(N 4-3.JI)	 1 BC102600
U : OATA(KMA) OC902000
00	 2900	 L a 1. )ICONO 13CID3000
RL	 s	 IBNDS(	 1,L ) 9C103200
RLA x	 IABS(RLI DC1034 00
UMIN s 13OUND6( 2-L ) BC103900
UMAX a BOUNDS( 3.1. 1 8003800
IF	 ( RL	 : L T :	 0 )	 CIO TO 1000 9C 1 D4 000
IF	 ( KNA .ME. RL )	 GO TO 2900 BC104200
IF	 ( MJ .L T.	 0 )	 GO TO 500 BC10f40n
IF	 ( UMIN .LE. U .AND. U .LE. UNAX 1	 GO TO 3000 8010/600
GO TO 3500 BC 10/ 600
Sao IF	 ( UMIN	 .LE.	 (1./ U)	 .AND.	 ( 1. / U)	 .LE. UNAX )	 GO TO 3000 BCID5000
GO TO 3500 9005200
C
1000	 IF	 (	 9M.1	 .LT.	 R'.A	 .OR.	 KMA	 .GT.	 (RLA	 • NC-1 )	 )	 GO TO 2500 BC1(16000
CALL CORDER	 ( NCt_93. DATA(RLA)-	 ICOLOR ) BC105200
DO 1500 J a f. NCLRs BC106400
IF	 ( CORD(J)	 .NE.	 ICOLOR(J)	 ) GO TO 3500 BCI off 00
1500 CONTINUE BC1U9900
OM/N a DATA(RLA) OC101000
ONAX a ON/N BC 107200
IF	 ( NCLRS .Ed.	 1 ) GO TO tt00 BC10►100
DO	 2000	 J a 2. NCLRS BC10?600
JNOX a RLA • J - f 0[101900
ONIN	 ANIN1( OHM DATA(JNOX) ) BCA09000
2000 ONAX a AMAX1f OMAX. OATA(JNDX)	 1 8C109t00
2200 IF 	 ONIN .LT. UMIN )	 GO TO 3500 BC908100
IF ( OMAX -GT. UMAX )	 GO TO 3900 0C10M00












WOROU ► INE TO CHECK FOR BOUNDARY VIOLATIONS DURING UESf6N 	 02/16/6•
	
PAGE S
eNDCH7	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - (Tills$ -
3 000 CONTINUE BC 109200
GO TO IGoo BC 106400
C
C BnUNDARY CONDITION HAS BEEN V IOLATED SC201000




1 6.	 32010 )	 J1. M.	 U OC201400
32010 rOR14AT(	 IND.	 9X ,	 19HOESION VARIABLE.	 13.	 10" PARAMETER•	 ►2.	 32" VIBC201000
IOLATED A BOUNDARY CONDITION t o E14.7.	 1H)	 ) BC201800
LINE	 a LINE	 • If SC202000
C
4000 CALL	 PRMSUB( 34000 ) OC202200
RETURN 1 SC202400
9000 IF`( 3Y3MX	 ,E6.	 o.	 1	 GO TO 6000 OC202000
DoIST(I)
	 w	 31OWC(4.1) BC202000
014114	 s ODIST(1) SC203000
04AX a *"IN OC203200
IF( NSURF	 .CO.	 I )	 GO TO 6000 BC203400
DO	 9900	 1 a 2. NSURF BC203600
DDIS T (f)	 = 0013T(1-1)	 • SUWC(4.1) OC203SOO
QNIN : ANIN1( QMfN. DDIST(f)	 ) BC2040^0
9900 Q14AX	 + AMAXI( QMAX. DOIST/I) 	 ) BC204 ac
ALENG a ABS( QMAX - QMIN ) SC2090130
IF( ALENG	 .LE. SYSMX )	 GO TO 6000 SC205200
C
C .(AXIMUM LENGTH EXCEEDED SC209400
TF (	 (FLAG .NE.	 0 )	 GO TO 4000 BC2094(10
CALL OPRNT 8C203700
wR1TE ( 6. 32020 )	 ALENG RCZG9800
32 02 0 FORMAT( IND,
	 9X ,	 IAHTOTAL LENS LENGTH--, E14.7. 29H VIOLATES SOMOSC205000
IARY CONDITION ) OC208200
LINE a LINE + 2 BC205400
A TO 4000 OC2135600
6000 THTR r 0. OC208800
SNTHTR = 0. OC207000
CSTHTR s 1. BC207200
YONAT(I)	 a - OMGAF BC207400
YOHAT(2) a OHGAr 9C207S00
YONAT(3) a OMGA2 bc207S00
YpHAT(4)	 a OMGAr SC208000
HTAF41)
	
a NO • FLOAT( NOBJH-1 ) 0 DELH OC208200
HTAB(2) = WARM BC200400
HTAB ( 3)	 a O. SC208600
HTAB(4)	 a O. OC200000
"UPPER a "SURF - 1 DC209000
lF ( NSURF	 .LE.	 1 )	 GO TO 7200 SC20920o
DO	 7oGo	 I a 1. 4 SC301000
CALL	 RAYTR(	 0..	 YOHAT(I),	 HTA9(1).	 I.	 XVCT.	 OVCT. SMISS. !8000.	 SC301200
1	 S9so0.	 S4300.	 1. XMTRX.	 4471131 ) BC301400
4900 Do	 7000	 1 a 1. "UPPER DC301900
TAU a XMTRX( 3.J •2)	 - XMTRX13.J # I1	 • &URFC(4.J • fJ BC301800
jr(
	 SURFC(9.J • 1)	 .LT.	 0.	 1	 TAU a - TAU 6002000
If  rAU .GT. SPFCA )
	
GO TO 7000 BC3022o0
KING a 3 BC3024G0
GO TO 9000 DC302600
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3U3R,5Uf I?#C TO ClfCCK 1011 SOUN049T VIOLATIONS DURING OESISN	 OVIS/SB	 PAGE 1
ONO CNI	 ErN	 SOURCE LrATENEHT -	 IRNHN	
-
)(tin CALL	 PRMSUB( SIOO 1 MC303000
RETURN 8003800
0000 KIND .	 1 BC303400
Go To 9000 BC303000
Ostia It NO . ! BC303000
vnnti Ir (	 IrLAG	 ,NE.	 0 )	 ZO TO 4000 IC309000
CALL OPRNT BC3osloo
Gal TO ( 920o. 9400. NOO If
	 KIND IC309100
92nD WRIT[	 ( •.	 32o3o )	 T.	 SNTSS SC30940CC




GO To 9000 8006000
94no WRITE	 I S.	 3x010 1	 T.	 &MISS 9006200
32(W0 FORMAT(	 1"0.	 911.	 11HFEATHER CHECK RAT.
	 12. 2114 REFLECTTD AT SUWACBC306100
IE.	 I3	 ) OC306600
LINE , LINE • ! BC305800
GO TO Haag 8C301`000
Ostia K	 .	 ,	 •	 1 8001200
WRITE
	 f S-	 32050 1	 J. K.	 TAU.	 I 8C301100
3209) FORMAT( $MO. OX.	 13MLENS SURFACES.	 T3. 114 AND.	 13. 22H FEATHERED (BC301S00
(THICKNESS:. E11.7. •M
	 RAT.	 It I 8C30FSD0
LINE a LINE • ! OC300000
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COMMON •LOCK	 DATA	 0416100	 00001	 LENGTH	 06444
6YMsOL	 tovATto"	 Type	 SYMBOL	 LOCATION	 TYPE	 SYM60L	 LOCATION	 Type
WN ► RL	 00000	 1	 CONTRL	 00001	 1	 TIMir	 00013	 R
DATE	 ODOR?	 I	 PUNCID	 0003t	 R	 DATA	 00033	 R
Ur4009	 0003
	
1	 "RAYS	 00034	 /	 NSLC'S	 00039	 1
PAC LR•	 00034
	
1	 NJAIL	 00037	 /	 NsUST	 00040	 1
M6usP	 00041
	
I	 H1PLN	 00002	 1	 IMODE	 00013	 1
NIPLM	 00044
	
1	 NOGJH	 00046	 I	 NSURF	 00016	 I
QLAG	 00047	 I	 OELY	 00060	 R	 FNUMB	 00031	 R
►LNG"	 0(11032
	
R	 WLGH	 00093	 R	 ZETA	 00094	 R
1KXrP	 00055
	
R	 DEXPP	 00036	 R	 IIEXPP	 00097	 R
DLr • N 	 00060	 R	 OMGA&	 00061	 R	 OMGAI	 00062	 R
WO	 00093	 R	 EPRAD	 00061	 R	 PSCAL	 000•!	 R
040 AF	 00004	 R	 SPFEr	 00017	 R	 WHIM	 OOU70	 R




R	 DEL"	 OOQP 3	 R
srs"X	 00074	 k	 MID1R	 00019	 R	 WYDIR	 Oo0r4	 R
KOTAN	 Door?	 R	 NDSGN	 00100	 I	 NOSGV	 00104	 1
IOSJH	 00117	 R	 MCLRH	 OOlft	 R	 WINUT	 00133	 R
EIMH T 	00144	 R	 CIWL	 00153	 R	 MCLRS	 00162	 R
LATTC	 00170
	





1	 OESGN	 00240	 R	 IDESGN	 W240	 1
sls6T	 09224	 R	 ISUBST	 05224	 I	 BOUNDS	 (6210	 R
17"01	 06210	 I	 NClONO	 oases	 I
	
COMMON BLOCK	 PRN1	 ORIGIN	 06647	 LENG:'H	 Wool
LINE	 00000	 I	 P 1Gr'	 00001	 1
	





R	 C3TNTR	 00o02	 R
	
COMMON BLOCK	 TNOESN	 on to IM	 W104	 LENGTH	 13770
PER too	 00000
	
I	 PCOUNT	 00001	 I	 "WFNO	 00002	 1













R	 VINOX	 13759	 !	 NVARX	 13754	 1
JI	 13753	 1	 NJ	 1375!	 I	 NJA	 13751	 1
MA	 13750	 1	 U	 13747	 R	 RL	 13746	 1
ALA	 13745
	
1	 Ur/IN	 13744	 R	 UMAX	 :3743	 R
ICOLOR	 13735
	
I	 WIAI	 13734	 R	 0IAX	 13733	 R
INOX	 13732
	
1	 OOIST	 13444	 R	 ALENG	 13731	 R
XMTRX	 13300	 R	 GMTRX	 124!4	 R	 YOHAT	 12620	 R
WAS
	 12414	 R	 SN/ss	 12613	 1	 XVCT	 12410	 R
4vCT	 12605
	





















t 22604 1 M	 2255!	 I L !2555	 I





CORDER SCCTfON	 It DPRNT	 SECTION	 13 •FwRD• SECTION	 14
PRMSUB SECTION	 1S RAYTR	 SECTION	 15 .FXEM. SECTION	 f7
•UNDO• SECTION	 1S .rFIL.	 SECTION	 15 FCNV. SECTION	 20
E. t SECTION	 at E.2	 SEC TI'ON	 22 E.3 SECTION	 23
E.4 SECTION	 24 Ct.$	 SECTION	 25 CC.2 SECTION	 25
CC
-3 SECTION	 27 CC.4	 SECTION	 20 SYSLOC SECTION	 29
.FRET. SECTION	 30
EFN	 IFN	 CORRESPONDENCE
FFN IFN LOCATION EFN	 fFN	 LOCATION EFN TFN	 LOCATION
too IA 23017 5000	 91A	 23335 3000 77A	 23314
2500 79A 23311 1000	 42A	 23162 $00 38A	 23144
3500 82A 23321 1300	 SSA	 23220 2200 GOA	 23275
2000 GSA 25262 4000	 87A	 23347 32010 FORMAT	 22712
15000 1t?A 23464 9500	 104A	 23414 32020 FORMAT	 22734
7500 146A 23623 7000	 142A	 23615 8000 190A	 23630
Bsoo 152A 23633 6900	 129A	 23563 9000 153A	 23635
Woo ISSA 23654 9400	 160A	 23672 9600 162A	 24710
32030 FORMAT	 22751 32040	 FORMAT	 22763 32050 FORMAT	 22777
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'AGE ISUOROUTINE TO ORO[11 A SET OF	 INDICES OI RETRACTION 0=/16168
COROCZ	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEN-NT	 -	 ITN(S)	 -
SUBROUTI vK	 CORDER( N. OVCT. OVCT 1 00001100
c
C •o• INPUTS •RR 00001300
C N NUMBER OF COLORS (INDICES OF RETRACTION). 00001310
C OVCT VECTOR CONTAINING N INDICES OT REFRACTION. 00001320
C
C ••• OUTPUTS •.. 00001330
C DVCT VECTOR CONTAINING RELATIVE POSITIONS OF INDICES IN DVCT. C OD1340
C
C e+r• DESCR IP T ION 0000.330
C CORDER IS USED TO DETERMINE THE RELATIVE ASCENDING ORDER OF 00001360
C THE SET OF N INDICES OF REFRACTION CONTAINED IN DVCT. 00001370
C THE RELATI VE ORDER IS STORED IN OVCT. 00001380
C
DIMENSION	 OVCT(1). OVCT(1) 00001400
INTEGER	 OVCT 00002000
C
C START OF CORDER SUBROUTINE 00003000
C




DO	 1000	 J a 1. N 00003800
(000 IF( OVCT(f)	 C.C.. 	 DVCT(J)	 )	 OVCT(I)	 = OVCT(I)	 • 1 00004000
C







SUSROUTIHE TO ORDER A ACT W IHOICCS OF REFRACTION
	







































	 IDJOD LIOMKC ?p94 A
	 159/24 /Go	 F AGE
11 JILE
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F POESUDROUTINE TO CALCULATE	 R E V I SED ERROR VECTOR 09/24/68
C YCLEZ	 EFN	 SOURCE	 ST#TEMLtll	 -	 IFN(S)
SUDROUTINE CYCLE(4) CY001200
i
C	 •se CESCRIF Y ION ee4 CY001400
C	 CYCLE
	
INCREMEN TS THE DESIGN FARA4VERS,	 CALCULATES TH: WEIGMTEDC"001410
C	 ERROR VECTOR, COMPUTES THE SOLUTION VECTOR, 	 TESTS FOR COUNDA RY CY001420
C	 VIOLATIONS,	 AND DETERMINES TH: NEW ER P::)R VECTOR.	 IN CASES CY001430
C	 WHEiE	 A NEGATI V E	 IFtPROVEMENT OCCURS	 TH= PARA ,-tETERS	 A',E	 RESE T , CY0:,1440
C	 FOR SUCCESSIVE FAILURES THE ALTERNATE RETURN 	 IS USED. CY001450
C
COMMON	 / DATA / NC`JTRLr	 CONTRL(10) r 	 T ITLE(12), DATE(3), FUNCID, CT0U1000
1 CAIA(5486) 01001100
DI M ENSION 	WODJH(7) , WCLRH(7) + WIMHTC7) +	 EIMMT(7) ,	 CIMPL(7) + DTUp2C,00
1 WCLRS(6) ,	 NDSGN(4) r	 NDSG V (JI) ,	 LATTC(S,26) ,	 D:)Utl,,S(3r1'DG) r DTUO2100
2	 SURFC(2Cr,100),	 DESGN(10,50),	 SUEST(500),	 ILATTC(3,26)+ DT002200
3	 ISUF.F020,10n),	 1DESGN(S.i,50)9	 1SUEST(5 1:6),	 IENDS(31100) D70023UC,
EQUIVALENCE
	
(DA T A(1) r	 LMODE	 ) ,	 (	 DATA(2) ,	 NP.AYS	 ) ,	 (	 DATA(31 , DT1U1000
1	 NSLCS	 ),	 (	 DATA(4)1	 NCLRS	 )r	 (	 DATA(5)r	 NJAIL	 1+	 (	 DATA(6)r DT1U1100
2 NSUDT	 ) ,	 (	 DATA(7) ,	 NSUE'P	 ) r	 ( DATA(S) ,	 NIPLN	 ) r	 (	 DATA(9) + 0T1U1200
3	 IMXE	 ) r	 C	 DATA(1'5) ,	 NSFLN	 ) r	 (	 0ATA(II) ,	 NODJH ) ,	 ( CAT A( 12) + 07101300
4	 NSURF	 I ,' (	 CATA(13) ,	 AFLAC,	 l r	 (	 0ATA(14) 1	 RELY	 ) ,	 (	 CAT A(151 + 011a14r,0
S FNUMD	 1 ,	 ( DATA ( 16) ,	 FLNGH ) r	 ( CATA ( 17) r WFLGM ) r ( CATA ( 18) + DTIO1500
6	 ?'-_T A 1 ,	 (	 DATA(19) ,	 HEXFF	 ) ,	 (	 CATA(20) r	 DUFF	 ) r	 ( DATA(21) + 07101600
T WEXPF	 )r	 (	 DATA(22),	 DLFLN	 )r	 C	 CATA(23)9	 0'-1(jA2	 )r	 (	 DAT A(24), C T 101700
8 OMGAI
	 )+	 ( 0ATA(25) 9 	CELD	 )+	 ( DATA(26),	 EFRAD	 )+	 ( DATA(27)+ CT IC 1800
6 F ISCAL	 ) ,	 (	 DATA(28) ,	 OMGO.F	 ) ,	 (	 DATA(29) ,	 SFFEA	 ) +	 ( DATA( 30) + 07101900
A CUMIN	 ),	 ( DATA(31) r ODIS T 	),	 ( DATA(32)1	 H)	 ),	 ( DATA(33)r CT 1020!10
t DELH	 ),	 (	 DATA(34),	 SYSMX	 ),	 ( DATA(35)r WXDIR ),	 ( DATA( 36)r DT102100
C WYCIR ) ,	 (	 DATA ( 37) ,	 W.)TAN	 l r	 ( CATA ( 3E1 ,	 NOSGN ( 1)	 ) r	 ( DATA ( 42) ,DT 102200
D NDSGVC1)
	 ) r	 (	 DATA(53) r	 % ')1EJH ( I)	 ) r	 (DATA(60) , 	 WCLRH(1)	 ), DT 102300
E	 (	 DATA(67),	 WIMHT(I)	 )+	 (DATA(74)r	 EIMHTCI)	 ),	 (	 DATAC81) r C7102400
F	 CIM-FL(1)	 ),	 (	 DATA(88)9	 WCLRS(1)	 )r DTID2500
6	 1	 DATA(941 )9	 LATTC(1,1)9	 ILATTC(l,l)	 ),	 (	 CATAC182)+	 SURFCC191)1 01102600
H	 ISURFC(I,I)	 lr	 (	 DATA(2162),	 DESGNCI91),	 IDESGN ( 1,1)	 ), DT102700
1	 (	 DATA(2682),	 SUEST(1),	 ISUEST(I)	 ),	 (	 CAT A(3182)r	 EWN:)S(Irl)r DT102800
J	 IENDS(I,l)	 1,	 (	 DATA(3463),	 NCOND	 ) DT102900
EQUIVALENCE
	
( DA T A(3484),	 ATRGGR 1,	 C DATA(34S5),	 GAUSS ) 07103000
INTEGER	 CONTRL,	 AFLAG, DATE,	 ATRGGR DT201000
REAL	 LATTC DT202000
C




COMMON / TMDESN / FER100, FCOUNT, N7FFND, JAIL(10,1G), SENTN(101,L7001000
1 CIMVCT, CORD(6), S!ZE, CETRM, EOLNG, ESLNG, IMF-RV, VCTSTR(60:,':j) r L7UO2000
2 VINDX ( 11), DJOLO(7)	 L7022100
REAL I MP RV	 L70030C,0
IN T EGER FERIOD, FCOUNT, SENTN, CIMVCT+ COFF.D, VINDX 	 L7D040DO
C
DIMENSION CMATE. X(1;,),AMAIRX ( 10,10),S1C30) , S2(IO)	 CYGO1500
C
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SUBROUTII:E TO CALCULA T E REVISED ERROR VECTOR
	
09/ ?4 /6 6
	 F AGE
CYCLEZ











SD	 CESGN(3,J)=AM AXI(ABS(DE" N(3,J)),DUMIN) CYOS440S
C CYOS4605
COMPUTE	 IK	 K=I,2,....IMAX	 ... CY0048DD
C CY005000




CALL	 INCRM(ND S(, V( I+1).1.) CY0056D0
K21=VINDX(l+l) CYOOSDOO
COMPUTE E(UD+D E L T A UJ)	 .. CY006000
CALL ►IEVCTR(VCTSTR(Y.ZI) ,147DID.GAJSS) CYOOS20O









C C Y 007 800
COMPUTE	 EO.IJ	 J=1929...9IMAX	 ... CY0D8000
C CYGO8200
00 23Si I=1.lMAX CYWE4400






1	 (1MAX,IMAX)	 WITH ELEMENT S	 IJ.IK	 J,K=1 1 2,...,IMAX	 ... CY101200
C CYIOI4)O
DO 350 1=19IMAX CY1016U0
DO 350 J =10IM AX CY101800




1F(J.07.1)00 TO 350 LYID2800
KZIcNDSGV(1+1) CY103DD0 .
CESGN(Ip.KZI)=AMATRX(I.l) CY1D320O






C INVERT LINEAR SYSTEM	 ... CY104200
C CY104400
IF(IMAX.NE .I)GO TO 390 CY104600






391'	 CALL	 MAT INV(10.A`1ATRX,IMAXrDMAIRX,I,DETRM,SI,52) CYSS5600
IF(DETRM.NE.O.)G0	 TO 5:10 CY105600
C CYID600D
















SUtRe)UI %Nt 10 CALOULAIE REY ISE4 ERROR VECTOF 1)9/24 /66
CYCLEZ	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE
	
STAIEMENI	 -	 IfN(S)	 -
C C110G400
410 CALL' CFRNT CY105600 16
WRI T E	 (6.41051 CY10G800 19
41 G0 fCUF.4A1OrX2?HS0LUTION MAIRIX	 IS SINGULAR) CY10'0UG
430 L114E-.LlNE+1 CY107200
FCOUNIO'COUN1+1 CYIn7400
IF(FCOUNT.LI.FERIOD)GO 10 460 CY107600
WRITE	 (G.4101)F000NI CY10780'3 105
4101 fORMA1(tOX16N•DE S IGN ADANOONE013.20H SUCCES S I VE FAILURES) CY1ri80150
RETURN I CY10l200
460 CALL JURY cv10e100 107
RETURN CY108600
47 C4 CALL	 I NC RM(ND SG V( I+11.-1.) CY108600 111
CALL DFRNT CY109000 113
WRITE CY109200 114
4102 FORMAT ( Ir^Y,7SHRA Y FAILURE WHILE COMPUTING DERIVATIVE OF E WITH RESFCY109400
IEC1 10 DESIGN VARIA gLE13) CY109600
f.0 t0 430 CY1094100
C CY2010GO
C SCALE 1HE SOLUTION VL%.TOR	 ... CY201200
C CY201400
S00 tl?E •_IE1A CY201600










CALL	 Ct4Dc"r.(	 57900,	 IFLAG 1 143
w TO 8002
7904 00 7902 Im111MAX
7902 CALL	 INCRM(t4DSGV(I+1)t-EMATRX(1)) 152
1FLAG s 1
00 7904	 I-I.IMAX
7904 1DMA7RX ( I)=PMA1RX(I)/SI2E
8000 CONTINUE
60 TO 87 0
@002 CONTINUE
apMFUTE ESTAR=E(USTAR)	 ... CY205200
C CY205400
KZ1_VtNDX(2) CY205600
CALL MEVCIR(VCTSTR(r.Z)).l790.ATRGGR.GAUSS) CY205600 169
CALL VOTF(VC1S1R(KZ)),VCTSTR(KZJ).ESLNG) CY206000 174
ESLNG -SORT(ESLNG) CY20rin0 176
IMPRV - tECILNG - ESLNG) /EDLNG CY206400
if t1MFRV .LE.O. ► 60 TO 610 CY2066Ci0
CALL CFRNT CY206800 180
If (	 AFLAC. 	.NE.	 0 1	 CALL	 EFRNT CY206900 163
EOLN0tESLKG CY207000
FCOUfi1c0 CY207200
CO TT0 K -1.CI MVC T CY20?400











Page Revisccl 10/l /68
SUP,ROU1114E	 10 CALCU I-ATE
	 REViSEC	 EF F•JR VE(1OR 09/24/06
CYCLEZ	 -	 V N	 SOURCE S14IE K ENT	 -	 IFN(S)
	 -
r,=1sV1N! x l21 •R-1 CY21576GG
Y;0 VCIS1Rtr,2E1sVC1STR(r211 CY208GGG
CALL M,DDDL CY2G62GG 195
REIURN CY2G64G15
C CY301w3
C RAY FAILU nE	 ... CY3G120G
C CY3ra14G0
1.90 CALL DFRNT CY3016GO 19a
WR0E	 (6,41031 CY3016017, 199
41C3 FORMA I ( SGX49HRA Y FAILURE W41LE COMPUIING 	 IMPra>VED ERFW.. VL; 10R)	 Cy5fmori
GO TO 030 CY3022G0
•!O CALL DFRNT MG24GG 202
WRITE
	 (6,4104) CY3G26G1i 203
41 x ,4 F0RMA T (%r^X2DN4E (,Al I V E	 IMPROVEMENT) CY352000
930 00 660 1=101MAX CY303000




1600 C IMP L ( J) =0 JOLD ( J)
60 10 67 0
161C. CALL MEVCIR(VV ST4(DIMVCT•1),l6G2G,AtRG0R,GAUSS) 232
i70 CALL GETR1*(DFI) CY303400 235
CALL PRM!,Up(l670) CY303(400 237
CALL 0:)DDL CY303E100 240
GO 10 430 CY304000
C
@620 WRITE
	 ( 6,6622) 242
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Program Listing
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COMMON CLOCK DATA 0'-1G IN SGD51 LENGTH 06671
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION
TY'F(
NrNTRL DOGOD 1 CONTRL 00001 I 111LE 00413 R
DATE 00027 1 FUNCID GGG 32 R RATA 00033 R
LMOCE 00033 1 NRAY$ 00034 l NSLCS SOU55 1
NCLR S 00036 1 WAIL 00037 1 NSUBT 00044 I
NSUBF 00041 1 NIFLN 00042 1 (MODE 00043 1
NSF LN 00044 1 MOEJH 00045 1 NSURF 00446 1
/FLAG 00647 1 CELY 40050 R FNURD 40051 R
FLNGH DOO52 R WFLGH 00053 R ?ETA 00054 R
V--XFP 00455 R OEXPP 00056 R WEXPP D0057 R
CLFLN 00060 R OMGA2 D4O61 R OM6A1 G04G2 R
DELO 00Cl3 R EFRAD 00064 R PSCAL 00065 R
O{GAF 00%6 R SFFEA 00067 R CUMIN 0007 C. R
001ST 00071 R M0 00072 R DELM G^-073 R
SYSMX D0074 R WXDIR DOM R WYDIR 00076 R
RDIAN 00!177 R Nrl%N 00100 1 NDSGV 04104 1
WDDJH 00117 R WCLRH 00126 R W1mHT 00135 R
E114H1 00144 R C1MPL 00153 R WCLRS 05162 R
LATTC 00170 R ILATTC 00170 I SURFC 00320 R
1SURFC 00320 1 CESSN 04240 R IDE%N 04240 1
SuDST 05224 R ISUBST 05224 1 BOUNDS DG210 R
1BN05 06210 i NCOND 06665 l ATRf.6R 05466 I
GAUSS 06667 R
COMMON CLOCK FRNT ORIGIN 06672 LENGTH 00002
LINE 00000 1 FAG£ 00001 1
COMMON CLOCK TMOESN ORIGIN 06074 LENGTH 13777
FER100 00noO 1 PCOUNT DO001 1 NOFFND 00002 I
JAIL 00003 I SENTN D0147 I OINVCT 00161 I
CORD 00162 1 SIZE OG170 R CETRM 04171 R
EpLNG 00172 R ESLN6 00173 R IMF RV 00174 R
VcTS1R 00175 R V1NDX 13755 1 DJOLD 13770 R
DIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCA T ION TYPE `'YME.OL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYP
04ATR X 22673 R AMATRX 22705 R S1 23551 R
S2 2510T R
UNDIMENSIONED FRCWjRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCAT:ON
TYF
JMAX 23121 1 IMAX 23122 I J 23123 1
1 23124 1 KZ1 23125 1
X 23126 1
KZE 23127 • KZ1 23130 1 IFLAG 23131 I










1NCRM SECTION	 10 MEVCTR SECTION	 11
NAIINV SECTION	 13 CFRNT SECTION	 14
JURY SECTION	 16 T340CNK SECT ION	 17
EFRNT SECT IC	 I9 10#:PDDL SECTION	 20
FRMSUB SECTION	 22 GOjF SECTION	 23
.VF IL SECTION	 25 .FCNV. SECTION	 26
.FRET, SECTION	 26
EFN	 IFN CORRE SPOU r,V^ CC
WN IFN LOCAI'..A EFN IFN VICAl In. N
5o 7A 23261 170 35A 23374
150 30A 23369 230 47A 2,5423
310 77A 23537 390 91A 23564
560 117A 23675 41013 FOF.MAT 23153
460 196A 23642 4101 FORMAT 23161
540 121A 23703 600!1 162A -	 24925
630 137A 23755 7900 146A 24090
7902 149A 24001 7904 156A 24020
790 197A 24147 619 201A 24161
4103 FORMAT 23211 630 204A 24172
400 296A 24176 6610 230A 24233
4620 242A 24262 6622 FORMAT 23230
THE FIR51 LOCATION NOT USED CY TN1S FkX RAM IS 24332.
TH- 67 -700- 1 ^)-.^.




09 / 24 /G S	 F AGE 6
Cx} T P	 SECTION	 1i
.Fwr%u
	 SEC T ION	 I!
SQRT	 SECTION	 It
GEI Fi11 -)	 SECT ION 	 2"
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	 SU840YTINC TO CALCULATE VWCTOR INK/PRODUCT
$rsr TC ooTr: 0494 ANY
	 L IM 5	 4001'1	 00001040
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ry :" - qtr	 ar	 X7-17







SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE VECTOR INNER PRODUCT Ox/14/44	 PAGE	 1
0OTP2
	 -	 ErN	 SOURCE '"TATENENT	 -	 ilNfa)	 -
SUBROUTINE
	
OOTP( VCTI, VCTI, PROP I 00001200
C
C	 ttt INPUTS ♦00 00001400
C VCTI	 FIRST VECTOR O< DINENSION DIMVCT. 00001410
C VC T2	 SECOND VECTOR OF 0INENSION DINVCT. 000014ED
C DIMVCT DIMENSION OF VECTOR4 DEfiNING INNER PRODUCT. 	 (DATA COMMON) 00001030
C
C	 ttt OUTPUTS tN 000014/0
C PROD
	
RESULTANT INNER PRODUCT OF VCTI AND VCTI. 00001450
C
C	 #tt
 DESCRIPTION tp 00001440
C	 DOT* CALCULATES THE INNER PRODUCT OF VECTORS VCTI AND VCT2 00001470
C	 AND STORES THE RESULT IN PROD. 00001480
C
COM140M / TMOESN /	 PERIOD, PCOUNT. NX- FND. 	 JAIL(ID.10). 3ENTN(f0).L70D1000
I DIMVCT. CORO(4) . SIZE. DETRN. EOLNG. E3LNG.	 IHPRV. VCT3TR(4000) . 0002000
2 VINOX(ff) L7002100
REAL	 IMPRV L7003000
INTEGER	 PERIOD. PCOUNT. 3ENTN, OINVCT. CORD. VINDX L7004000
C
DIMENSION	 VCTf(I). VCTI(1) D0002000
C
C	 START OF SUBROUTINE DOTP 00003000
C
PROD z 0. 00003200
`	 DO	 1000	 I z f. DINVCT 00003406





PF 1 ^. ^ 4
	
. 	 +T 
s 
R `+ ^ : r 4 n A	 ` ^ , = j ;	 "aTR^'^g1^4FM
^^t	 7,-:	 .^.	 -	 u^k k:"
















COMMON BLOCK TNDESN	 ORIGIN	 00001 LENGTH 13770
SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL	 LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION (TPE
PIER 100 00000	 I PCOUNT	 00001	 I NX,FND 0000! I
JAIL 00003	 I SENT"	 00147	 1 DINVCT 00141 I


















Er" iFN	 LOCATION EFN	 IFN	 LOCATION EFN IFN LOCATION
1000 $A	 140to
7 1,1 FIRST LOCATION NOT USED BY THIS PROGRAM IS 14013.
d
1
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SUBROUTINE TO PRINT OUT DESIGN INFORMATION
	 02/16/$8	 PAGE 1
DPRNTZ	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S) -
SUBROUTINE OPRNT	 OP001200
C
C	 ► ^ ► DESCRIPTION •S• 	 OP 001400
C
	 OPRNT ANO EPRNT PRINT OUT VARIOUS PARAMETERS DURING THE DESIGN OP001410
C
	 OPERATION. OPRNT PRINTS VALUES ASSOCIATED WITH DESIGN STATUS OP001420
C
	 AT EACH STEP. EPRVT PRINTS THE PARAMETER VALUES IN EACH STEP. OP001430
C




DIMENSION WOBJH (7), WCLRH(7). WINHTf7), EIMMT (7), CIMPL(7),	 DT002000
I WCLR3(6 1 - M03GM(4). NO36V(11). LATTC(3.2$), BOUNOS(3.f00), 	 OT002300
2 3URFC(20.100). DESON(f0.30). 3UBST(500). ILATTC(3,26), 	 DT002200
3 ISURFC ( 20.100) P IDESGN ( f0.50) , ISUBBT(S00) • IBNDS ( 3,100)	 DT002300
EQUIVALENCE (DATA( 1) v LMODE ) . l DATA(2) , NRAYS It ( OATA(3) . 	 DT1D1000
1 NSLCS 1. ( DATA (4). NCLRS ), ( DATA(S). NJAIL 1, ( DATA(6), 	 DT101300
2 NSUBT ) . ( DATA(7) , NBUSP ) , ( DATA(B) , NIPLN I, ( DATA(9) , 	 OT101200
3 1MODE I. ( DATA(10). NSPLN I. ( DATA ( 11). NOB J04 ), ( OATA(12),	 OTIO1300
4 NSURF ) . ( DATA03) , AFLAG It ( DATA(14) . DELY I, ( DATA(1S) , 	 DT101400
S PHU048 ) . ( DATA(1$) , FLNGH )v ( DATA(I7) . WFLGH ) , ( DATA(I8) , 	 DT101S00
6 ZrTA I. ( DATA(19) . HEXPP I * ( DATA(20) , DEXPP It ( DATA ( 21) .	 DT101600
7 WEXPP ). ( DA TA(22), DLPLN I. f DATA (23), CkIGA2 It ( DATA(24), 	 DT101700
0 OHGAI 1• ( DATA(23). DELO I. ( DATA(26). EPRAD I, ( DATA(27).	 DT101800
9 PSCAL ). ( DATA(28), OMGAF It ( DATA (29). SAFEA It ( DATA(30).	 OTIO1900
A OU14IN ) . ( DATA(31) , OOIST )v ( DATA ( 3?.) . HD	 1, ( OATA ( 33) ,	 DT102000
9 DELH ). ( DATA(34), SYSMX I. ( DATA(35), WXOIR I, ( DATA(36),	 OT102100
C WYDIR I. ( OATA(37) . ROTAN It ( DATA (38) . NOSGN(f) ) , ( DATA ( 42) ,DT102200
O HDSGV(f) ). ( DATA(53). WOBJH(1) ). (DATA(60). WCLRH(f) I, 	 DT102300
E ( DATA(67). WINHT(f) I  (OATA(74). EIMHT(f) ). ( DATA(81). 	 DT102400
F CIMPL(1) ). ( DATA (84), WCLRS(1) ).	 OT102500
G ( DATA(94) , LATTC(1.1) , ILATTC(1. 1) I, l DATA ( 182) , SURFC(1. 1) . DT102600
4 I3UPFC ( 1.1) 1. ( DATA ( 2182). DE%N ( 1,3). IDESGN(I.1) 1 	 DTIO2700
I ( DATA (2682). 3U83T(1). IS UB37( 1) ). ( DATA(32R2)- SOUND S (I-1). OT102800
J IBNO3(f.1) I. ( DATA(3483). NCOND )	 DT102900





COMMOM/PRNT/LINE.PAGE	 P 10025 00
INTEGER PAGE	 PT002700
C
COMMON / TNDESN / PERIOD, PCCUNT, NOFFNO, JAIL(f0.10), SENTN(1D),0001000
1 DIMVCT, CORD($). SIZE, DETRN. EOLNG, ESLNG, IMPRV. VCTSTR(6000), L7002000
2 VINDX(11)	 L7002100
REAL IMPRV	 L7003000
INTEGER PERIOD. PCOUNT. SENTN, DIMVCT. CORD. VINOX 	 L7004000
C
C
DIMENSION VLST(6) , FMT(8) , FMTT($)
C
DATA FMT(1) /$)((16HOD/, FMT(2) /SHESIGN /. FMT(3) /64VARIAB/.
1 FMT(4) /6MLE.	 /. FMT(6) /6HSX9)PA / , FMT(T) /6HRAMETr/,
2 FMT(8) 1$HR,I2))/
DATA FMTT / 2H1(. 2H2(, 2M31. L+H4(. 2H$(. 2H8(
C
C	 START OF DFRUT SUBROUTINE
IF ( LINE .LE. Of I GO TO 1000
C	 BEGIN MEW PAGE
DP 001? 00
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SU0170Ut'INE TO PRINT OUT DESIGN INFORMAYIOM 	 02/16/68
	 PAGE 2





	 32010 1 OP 0034 00
32010 FORMAT(	 1H0.	 3X.	 23HOESION VARIABLE NUMBERS. 6X.	 12HINCR. FACTOR, DP 003600
1	 3 X .	 11H9ETER14INANT. 	 SX.	 10HOL0 LEPIGTH.	 SX, 1DHNEW LENGTH,	 4X. DP003800
2 11HINPROVENENT ) DP004000
LINE : LfME • ! DPOO4200
1 ,300 WRITE	 ( 6.	 32020 1	 ( MGSGV(I).	 I = 2.	 It	 ). SIZE. DETRM, EDLNG, DP009000
1 ESLNG,	 114P RV OP008200
32020 FORMAT(	 IN	 12.
	
913.	 SE15.6 ) OP 003400




NVARX w MDSGVfl) DP101200
IF( NVARX+2+LINE.LE. 56 )
	
GO TO 2000 DPID1400
C	 BEGIN NEW P AGE DP 1016 00
CALL	 PRTCTL DP101B00
MR I TE f 6. 32010 ) OP 102000
LINE	 LINE • 2 DPIG2200
2000 LINE = LINE • NVARX + E DP 102400
NJMAX : 0 DP102600
DO	 3000	 I = 1. NVARX DPI03UDD
JI = NDSGV(I+f) OP103200
NJMAX s MAXO( 1!JMAX.
	
LABS(	 IDESGN(1.JI)	 )	 ) OP103400
3000 CONTINUE DPID3600
FHT(5)	 = FMTT(NJMAX) DP 103700
WRITE ( S. FMT )	 f	 I.	 1 = 1. NJMAX ) OP 103800
DO	 $000	 f s 1. NVARX DP 104200
JI = NOSGVff*I) OP10f400
NJ =	 IA83(	 IDESGN(1.JI)	 ) OP104600
nO	 4000	 J 2 1. NJ DP105000
KDX =	 JABS(	 fDESGN(J+3.JI)	 ) DP 109200
4000 VLS TfJ)	 = OATA(KDX) DP 103400
WRITE
	 ( 6.	 32050 )	 JI.	 ( VLST(J).	 J=1,NJ ) OP 109600
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COMMON 6LOCK DATA	 ORIGIN 00002 LENGTH 06666
SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL	 LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
MCNTRL DOWD	 l OONTRL	 00001 I TITLE 00013 R
DATE 00027	 I PUNCID	 00032 R DATA 00033 R
LMODE 00033	 I NRAYS	 00034 I NSLCS 00035 I
NCLRS 00036	 1 NJA1L	 00037 I NSUBT 00040 1
NSUBP 00041
	
I NIPLN	 00042 I IMOOE 00043 I
NSPLN 00044
	
I NOBJH	 00045 1 NSURF 00040 l
ff L AG 00047	 1 DEL Y	 00050 R FNUMB a0til l R
FLMGM 00052
	
R WFLGH	 00053 R ZETA 00054 R
wxPP 00055
	
R DEXPP	 00056 R WEXPP 00057 R
DLPLN 00060	 R ONGA2	 00081 R OMGAI 00052 R
GELD 00063	 R EPRAD	 00084 R PSCAL 00065 R
CHGAF 00066	 R SPFEA	 00087 R DUNIN 00070 R
ODIST Warr	 R NO	 00072 R DELH 000/3 R
SYSMx 00074
	
R WXDIR	 00015 R WYDIR 00076 R
WAN 00077	 R NO30M	 00100 1 NDSGV 00104 1
MDBJH 00137	 R WCLRH	 00126 R WINHT 00135 R
EIMHT 00144	 R CIHPL	 00153 R WCLRS 00162 R
LATTC 00170	 R ILATTC	 00170 I SURFC 00320 R
13URFC 00320	 1 DESGN	 04240 R IDESGN 04240 1
SUO3T 65224	 R ISUBST	 05224 I BOUNDS 06210 R
IBNOS 05210	 1 NCONO	 06665 I
COMMON BLOCK PRNT	 ORIGIN 06667 LENGTH 00002
LINE 00000	 I PAGE	 00001 I
COMMON BLOCK THOESN	 ORIGIN 06671 LENGTH 13770
PERIOD 00000	 1 PCOUNT	 00001 1 NOFFND 00002 1
JAIL 00003	 1 SENTN	 00347 I DINVCT 00161 1
CORD 00162	 I SIZE	 00170 R DETRN 00171 R
EOLNG OOS72
	
R ESLNG	 001Y3 R IMPRV 00174 R
VCTSTR 00175
	
R VINOX	 13755 1
DIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL	 LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
VLST 22661	 R FNT	 22667 R FNTT 22677 R
UNDIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL	 LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION
TYPE
I :2705	 I NVARX	 22706 1 NJNAX 22701 I





d:. ^.	 t	 F	 .. 	 ^^tay.	 <^{	
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ORRNT SECTION	 6 EPRNT	 SECTION	 f0
WISROUTINES CALLED
PRTCTL SECTION	 I FMRD.	 SECTION	 It
.FF1L. SECTION	 14 .FCNv.	 SECTION	 15
EFN	 IFN	 CORRESPONDENCE
EFN TV" LOCAT?fM EFN	 IF"	 LOCATION
100.7 TA 23011 32010	 FORMAT	 22731
2000 224 23EXT 3000	 31A	 23121
4000 514 23209 32090	 FORMAT	 22765
THE FIRS T LOCATION NOT USED BY TH13 PROGRAM IS 23265.
02-1 16/66	 PACE 4



















tuRQOUT1Nf TO CONMUT[ SACK FOCUS AND [NTR. PUPIL RADIUS
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rup gOUTINE TO C014PUTC BACK FOCUS AMO ENTR. PUPIL RADIUS 02/14/40
GETRN:	 -	 EFIf	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 - IFNIS)	 -
SUBROUTINE
	
GE"RMO( BT1 1 04001200
C
C ••• INPUTS 000 6R0016C0
L EPRAD	 INITIAL ENTRANCE PUPIL RADIUS- (DATA COMMON) 04001610
C FNUMB
	
F/ NUMBER. (DATA COMMON) 611001620
C
C •or OUTPUTS +4t+ 04009630
c 6F1 COMPUTED BACK FOCUS FOR COLOR 1. 611001643
C EPRAD	 RECOMPUTED ENTRANCE PUPIL RADIUS IF FN(JN8 IS NON-2ER0. 04001630
C
c ••• DESCRIPTION 000 GROO1690
C GETRFN COMPUTES THE 84CK FOCUS FOR COLOR 1.	 ALSO IF FNUMB .NE.001001670
C O. A RE V I3ED EPRAD 16 CALCULATED. GR00lASO
C
COMMON of DATA / NCNTRL. CONTRL(!O) . TITLE02) - DATSf3) - PUNCID-	 DT001000
1 DATA934831	 DT001100
DIMENSION WOBJHf7) . NCLRH (7) . NI14HT(7) . EINW(T). CIMP1_ l7) .	 DT002000
1 NCLRS(*)- ND30N(4)- NDSGV(11). LATTC(3.26). 80UND3(3.f00). 	 OT002100
2 SURFC(20.10U). DESGNl10.S0)- SU83T(300). ILATTC(3.26). 	 DT002200
3 ISURFC(20.100). IDESGNl10-30)- I3U837f300)- IONO3(30100) 	 OT002300
EQUIVALENCE (DATA(!). LHODE ). ( DATA l2)- NRAY3 ). ( DATA(3).	 DTI01000
I NSLCS ). ( DATA(4). NCLRS ). ( DATAf3)- NJAIL )- ( DATA(6)- 	 DT101100
2 N3U8T I. ( DATA(7). N3U9P ). ( DATA(*). NIPLN ). ( DATA(9). 	 DT101200
3 IN(ODE 1 . ( DATA ( f0) . NSPLN ) . f OATA(I l) - NOBJH ) - ( DATA(12) . 	 DT101300
4 N3URF ) . ( DATA03) . AFLAO )s ( DATA(14) - DELY )v ( DATA(1S) . 	 DT101400
3 FNUMB 1. ( DATA ( 16). FLNGH ). f OATAOT)- NFLGH ).( DATA ( !8).	 01101500
6 ZETA ) . ( DATAf 19) - NEXPP ) . ( CATA(20) . DEX PP )s l DATA(21)9	 OTIC1600
7 NEXPP ). ( OATA (22). DLPLN ). f DATA (23). OMGA2 )• f OA7A(24). 	 DT101T00
8 ONGAI ). f DATA(25)- DELO ). f DATA (26)- EPRAD )- l DATA(27)-	 DT101800
9 PSCAL ) . ( DATA(28) . OMGAF )o ( C,.TA(29) . SPFEA )o If DATA(30) -	 DT101900
A OUMIN ). I DATA(31). 0DI3 T )- ( DATA(32). 10	 ). ( DATA( 33)-	 DT202000
B DELH ). ( DATA(34)- SYSMX ). f DATA(33). NXDIR ). ( DATA(36). 	 OT102100
C NYOIR 1. ( DATA(37) - ROTAN ) . f DATA(38) . NOSGN(f) ) - ( DATA(42) #07102200
0 ND3GV(1) ) . ( DATA(53) . %JOBJH(1) ) - (DATA(60) - NCLRH(!) ) - 	 OT102300
E ( DATA(67). NIMHT(l) ). (OATA(74). EIMHT(I) ). f DATA(81). 	 OTIO2400
F CIMPL(2) ). ( DATA (SO), NCLRS(!) )-	 07102300
G ( DATA(94). LAT7c(1-l)- lLATTC(1.!) ). ( DATA(182)- SURFC(1.!)- DT102600
H I3URFC(l.t) ). f DATAf2282). OE3GN(1.1). IDESON(1 ► 1) )-	 OTIO2700
I ( OATA(2682) • 3U83Tf1)- I3l)83T(l) )- ( DATA(3182). 9OUND3(J.1). DT10280f.
J IBNDS(1.1) ). ( OATA(3483)- NCOND )
	
OT102900
INTEGER CONTRL, AFLAG- DATE	 QT20I000
REAL LATTC	 OT202000
C(.MMON / A ZOB J / T H TR - SN THTR . CS THTR 	 A rota 000




SNTMTR a 0.	 GR0026no
CSTHTR a !.	 G101002800
CALL MERID( 1. BFI. FNUNSC) 	 64003000
IF( FNUMB .CO. 0.0 ) CO TO 32000	 GR003200
DO 9000 1 a to 3	 00003400
EPRAD 2 ADS( EPRAD • FNUNBC / FNU1112 )	 64003600
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PARE tSUBROUTINE TO CONPUTE SACK FOCUS AND ENTR. PUPIL RADIUS
GETRNI	 - CrN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IIN(S) -




















COMW,JM BLOCK DATA OR IS IN	 DOnr o LENGTH (16W
SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE STOOM LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
MCMTRL 00000 1 CDMTRL 00001	 1 TITLE 00013 R
OATS 00tw 1 PUNCID 00032
	
R DATA 00033 R
LMODE 00033 1 NRAYS 00034	 1 NSLCS 00039 1
NCLRS 00036 1 MJAIL 00037	 I NSUBT 0000
"sump 00051 t NIPLM 000=	 J IMODE 0003 1
MSPLM ODOSI I NOBJH 0009	 I NSURF 0006 1
AF LAG 00041 1 RELY 00090	 R FNUMB 00091 R
rLNGN 0005& R WFLGH 00093	 R ZETA 00094 R
NFYPP 00096 R DElfPP 00096	 R WEYPP 00097 R
DLPLM 00060 R OMGAR 00091	 R ONGA1 00062 R
DELD D0063 R EPRAD 001M1	 R PSCAL 00069 R
QIGAr 000" R SPrEA 00067	 R DUNIN 000"0 R
m fsr 000"I R NM 000"2	 R OELH 000"3 R
3Y3Mr 0"4 R WfDIR 000"9	 R NYDIR 000"6 R
RDTAN OD4"7 R NDSGN 00100	 1 NDSGV 0010 f
wosim GO117 R MCLRH 00126	 R NIMHT 00139 R
E1MNT 00144 R CIMPL 00193	 R MCLRS 001600i R
LATTC 00170 R ILATTC 00170	 1 SUwC 00320 R
13UWC 00320 I DESCH 0240	 R IDESGN 0240 1
SUBST 09224 R ISUBGT 09221	 I BOUNDS 06210 R
MNDS 06210 1 NCONO 06669	 I
COMMON BLOCK A370J ORIe► 1N	 06667 LENGTH 00003
rmrn 00000 A 3NTHTR 00001	 R CSTHTR 70002 R
UHDfNENS10NED PROGRAM VARIABLES
3YMDOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE




MENID SECTION	 6 SYSLOC	 SECTION	 6
EFN IFN	 CORRESPONDENCE
Er 14 free LOCATION EFN IFN	 LOCATION EFN IFN LOCATION
32000 174 OS790 2000 14A	 05716
THE FIRST LOCATION NOT USED BY THIS PROGRAM Is WTI.
s cr
t *,„
	 ^ ^y^ l w i .aA^ ^ * ^}y^	 (,'^^^ 1 +1 1	 ^'	 t'E
1"E1-67-700- 10-2
Page HI- 5- 31
Program Listing
Link 5
INi.11010001.14900 . 0.17707.04 IC	 IlJO9 LIONRI 7094 A	 09/19/6•	 PAGE 4
w
STITLC
	 SUBROUTINE TO INCREMENT CURRCNT OC9ION VA4IA3Lt
JIe/TC INCOME N94. X 47	 LINK 9	 1INCRNI !"001000
i,
1
f	 [	 eye at.x„^: r







3u3R3UT!NE 10 INCREMENT CURRENT DESIGN VARIABLE	 02/16/60
	
PAGE 1
INCR)	- EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S) -




00• INPUTS •00	 INO01600
C J	 THE CURRENT DESIGN VARIABLE IN DESCH.	 IN001610
C FAC TOR THE MULTIPLIER APP LIED TO THE INCREMENTAL VALUE BEFORE	 IN001620
C	 INCREMENTATION CF EACH PARAMETER.	 INOO1630
C
C	 ea• OUTPUTS •tt	 INOO1640
C DATA	 THE INCREMENTEO DESIGN PARAMENTERS ARE SET DIRECTLY IN DATA. 	 INOO1630
C
C	 aat DESCRIP TION	 IN001660
C	 INCRM INCREMENTS THE CURRENT DESIGN VARIABLE PARAMETERS 	 IN0016TO
C	 ACCe3RDING TO THE INCREMENTAL FACTOR AND THE PARAMETER TYPE. 	 INOO1680
C	 THE NEW VALUE IS PLACED IN THE PROPER LOCATION OF DATA VECTOR. INGO1690
C
COMMON / DATA / NCNTRL. CONTRL(10). T I TLEf12). DATE ( 3). PUNCID.	 DT001000
1 DAT4(34 83)	 OT001100
D fHENS1ON WOBJH(7) . WCLRH(7) . WIMHT(7) . EIHHT(T) . CIMPL( 7/) .	 DT002000
I WCLRS(6). NDSGN(4), NDSGV(11), LATTC(3.26). BOUNDS (3,1OW	 OT002300
2 SURFC(20.1001. OESGNf10.SO). SUBST(SOO), ILATTC(3,26). 	 DT002200
3 ISURFCfZO-IGO). IDESGN(10, 4 0), ISUDST(SCO). IM05 ( 3.100)	 DT002300
EQUIVALENCE (DATA(!) . LMODE I . ( DATA(2) , NRAYS ) . ( OATA(3) , 	 OT10)000
I NSLC3 ) . ( DATA(4) , NCI.RS )v ( DATA(S) . NJAIL ) . ( DATA(6) , 	 DT1O1100
2 NSUBT ). ( DATA(T). NSUBP ). f DATA(@). NSPLN ). ( DATA(9), 	 DT201200
3 IMOOE ). f OATA(10). NSPLN ), ( OATA(1I). NOBJH I. ( DATA(12), 	 OTIO1309
4 NSURF ). f DATA(13), AFL AG 1. ( DAT/(14), DELY ), ( DATA(1S), 	 OTIO1400
S FNUMB ). ( OA TA(16). FL-W H ), ( DATA(17)9 WFLGH ).( DATA(I8), 	 DT101SUO
6 ZETA ) . ( OATA ( 19) , HE •rP ) . ( OATA(20) . DEXPP )o ( DATA(21) , 	 DTIO1600
7 WEWPP ). f DATA (22). DLPLH ). ( DATA(23), 0140 A2 I. ( DATA(24). 	 OT1O1700
8 ONGAI )• ( OATA ( 25), DELD y . ( DATA(26). EPRAO ). ( DATA(27).	 DT1016O0
9 PSCAL ) . ( DATA (28) , OMGAF ) . ( DATA(29)9 SPFEA ) , ( DATA (30) . 	 OTI 01900
A DUMIN ). f DATA(31), ODIS T ), ( DATA(32), NO	 ). ( DATA(33).	 DT102000
8 DELH ). ( DATA(34). SYSMX ), ( DATA(35). WXDIR )r ( DATA(36), 	 DT102200
C WYUIR ) . f DATA (37) . ROTAN ) . ( DATA(38) . NDSGN(1) ) , ( DATA (42) oDT102200
0 NDSGV(I) ), ( DATA(33), WO13JH(1) ), (DATA(60). WCLRH(1) ). 	 OT102Wi
E ( DATA(67). WIMHT(1) ). (OATA(74). EIMHT(1) ). ( DATA(31), 	 I)T102460
F CIMPL(1) ). ( DATA(88). WCLR3(1) ).	 DTi^.-600
G ( DATA(94) , LATTC(1, 1) . ILATTC(1.1) I, ( ()ATA(18i!) , SURFC(1, 1) . DTIO2600
N I3URFC(1.1) ), ( DATA ( 2102). DESGN(1.1). IDESGN(1.1) ),	 OT102700
I ( DA TA(2682), SUBST(I). ISUO3T(1) ), ( DATA(3182). BOUND3(1,1). DT102800
J IOND3(1.1) ). ( DATA(3483), NCOND I 	 DT102900
INTEGER CONTRL, AFLAG, DATE	 DT20IOnO
REAL LATTC	 OT202000
C
START OF INCRM SUBROUTINE	 IN002400
C
NJ = IDC3GN(1.J)	 ING03000
IF( NJ .NE. 0 ) GO TO 1000 	 IND03200
WRITE ( 6. 32010 ) J	 IN003400	 6
32010 FORMAT( IMO. 9X . 1SHDESIGN VARIABLE. 13. 23H IS INCORRECTL Y DEFINCIN003600
ID I	 IND03800
CALL GOOF	 IN004000	 7
logo NJA = IABSf NJ I	 IN003000
PELTA s FACTOR • DESGNf3,J)	 IN005290












3U94OUTINE 10	 I ►(CRENENT CURRENT DESIGN VARIABLE 02/16/60	 ► JGt	 !




KIJA s	 IABSI	 KIJ ) I"OOSS00
IF ( NJ .LT.	 O)	 GO TO 2500 1"006000
IF( KIJ . LT. 
	
0 )	 GO TO 2000 INOO61,00
DATAfKIJA)	 z DATAIK /JAI 	 • DELTA IN006400
GO TO 6000 IN006600
2000 DATAfKIJA)	 = DATAfKIJA)	 - DELTA INOOS600
GO TO 6000 INOOl000
2300 IF( DATA (KIJA)	 . NE.	 O.	 1	 GO TO 3500 INOCW200
IF( DELTA .EQ.	 O. )	 GO TO 6000 IN007400
IF( KIJ .LT.	 0 1	 GO TO 3000 INO01600
DATA(KIJA)
	
z	 1.	 / DELTA IN00► 800
GO TO 6000 IN008000
3000 DATA (KIJA)
	 = - 1.	 / DELTA INODS200
GO TO 6000 IN008400
3500 IF( KIJ .LT.	 O )	 GO TO 4000 IN101000
TNP z I.
	
/ DATAfKIJA)	 • DELTA INIO1200
00 TO 4 500 INIO1400
4000 TNP z I.	 / OATA(KIJA)	 - DELTA IN101600




GO TO 4000 INIO2200
5000 OATA(KIJA)
	


























COMMON BLOCK DATA ORIGIN 00001 LENGTH 06666
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
PJCNTRL 00000 t CONTRL 00001 1 TITLE 00013 R
DATE 00027 I PUNCID 00032 R BATA 00033 R
L)O"E 00033 I NRAYS 00034 I NSLCS 00035 1
NCLRS 00036 t NJAIL 00037 I NSUBT 00040 t
NSUBP 00041 I NIPLN 00042 I IMODE 00043 t
NSPLM 00044 I NOBJ" 00045 I NSURF 00046 I
A<LAG 00047 I GELY 00050 R FNUMB 00051 R
FLNGM 00032 R WFLGM 00053 R ZETA 00054 R
w xPP 00054 R DEXPP 00056 R WEXPP 00057 R
OLPLM 00060 R ONGA2 00051 R ONGA1 00062 R
GELD 00053 R EP RAD 00054 R PSCAL 00064 R
OIGAF 00066 R SPFEA 00057 R DUMIN 00070 R
gDIST 00071 R H, 00072 R DELH 00073 R
SYSHX 00074 R WXDIR 00075 R WYDIR 00076 R
IOTAM 00077 R NDSGN 00100 I NOSOV 00104 I
U08 in 00117 R WCLRH 00126 R WIMHT 00135 R
EIMHT 00144 R CIHPL 00133 R WCLRS 00162 R
LATTC 90170 R ILATTC 00170 1 SURFC 00320 R
ISURFC 00320 I OESGN 04240 R IDESGN 04240 1
S;FBST 05224 R iSUBST 05224 I BOUNDS 09210 R
19(408 05210 I NCOND 05665 I
UNDIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL_ LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
NJ 05667 I NJA 06670 I DELTA 06671 R






SECTION 6 GOOF SECTION	 7 .UN05.	 SECTION S
.FFIL.	 SECTION 9 .FCNV.	 SECTION	 f0 SYSLOC	 SECTION 11
EFN IFN	 CORRESPONDENCE
ar m IFN LOCATION EFN IFN LOCATION, EFN IFN LOCATION
1000 09746 32010 FORMAT 06707 6000 59A 07134
2500 07027 2000 26A 07017 3500 45A 07067







3USROUTINE TO /NCRENENT CURREN T OESIGN VARIABLE
	 ar11f un•	 PAGE t
INCIN!	 STORAGE NAP
THE FIRST LOCATI f% `1 PC? USED ST THIS PWARAN It 011f4.
^^ 	 1	 l^yfJy ;5?i^"el t+ °.rf q t ;;^ Y	 ,8 '	 ^ k	
`-'^^.'
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SUBROUTINE TO TEST 440 RESTRICT DESIGN VARIABLE COMBS. 	 02/16/49





C	 ♦♦♦ INPUTS ♦♦• J0001600
C (I7SGV	 VECTOR OF DESIGN VARIABLE COMBINATION. 	 (DATA COMMON) J00016f0
• rgFFND NUMBZ4 OF COMBINATIONS CURRENTL Y JAILED.	 fTMDESN COMMON) J0001420
• NJAIL	 JAIL FLAG EQUAL TO CYCLES JAILED WHEN NON-ZERO. 	 (DATA COMMON) J0001630
c
c	 •♦♦ OUTPUTS 400 J0001640
• JAIL	 MATRIX CONTAINING THE JAILED DESIGN COMBINAT IONS. J0001630
• SENTH	 VECTOR CONTAINING THE SENTENCES OF THE JAILED COMBINATIONS. JUDDIGOO
C ♦ 	 ALTERNATE RETURN FROM JUDGE IF COMBINATION IS IN JAIL. J0001670
C
C	 DESCRIPTION 4-♦^ J0001690
c	 ENTRY JURY IS USED TO PLACE A DESIGN COMBINATION WHICH HAS J0001690
C	 RESULTED IN FAILURE.	 IN JAIL.	 THE SENTENCr Is SET AT NJAIL. !0001700
C	 ENTRf JUDGE TES TS THE CURRENT COMBINATM0! TO DETERMINE IF IT JU001T10
C	 IS IN JAIL.	 ALTERNATE RETURN TAKEN IF COMBINATION RFMAINS IN J0001720
C	 JAIL. JUOOIT30
C
COMMON / DATA / NCNTRC.. OONTRL (10) - TITLE ( 12) . DATE (3) . PUNC 10. DT001000
1 OATA/3403) OT003 f 00
DIMENSION	 WOBJH(T). WCLRH(71. WIMHT (7). EIMHT(7). CIMPL(7) r OTOD2000
1 WCLRS(4), MD3GN(4). MDS-;V(1f)- LATTC(3.26). 	 804JNO3(3vI0D). OT002200
2 SURrCC20.100). DESGN(3D.50). SUBST(SOU) , 	ILATTC(3926). OT002200
3	 ISURFC(20- 100) . 	 IDE3GN(1D-90) . 	 13USST(S00) - 	 IBNO3(3. 100) OT002300
EQUIVALENCE	 (DATA(!)- LMODE ).	 ( DATA(2). NRAY3 )t 	 ( OATA(3). DT1020DO
1 NSLCS ).	 ( DATA(4). NCLRS ).	 ( OATA(3). NJAIL ).	 ( DATA(6). OT101100
2 NSUBT I.	 ( DATA(?) . NSUBP ) . 	 ( OATA(S) - NIPLN ) . 	 ( DATA(9) . DT101200
3	 IMOOE ).	 ( DATA(!O)- NSPLN )t	 ( DATA(11)t N08JH )t	 ( DATA112). OTIO1300
4 NSURF ).	 ( DATA(13).	 AFLAG ).	 ( DATA114)- DELY ).	 ( DATA( 19). OTIO1400
9 FNUNB ) .	 ( DATA(14) t FLNGH )o	 ( DATA(17) . WFLGH ) - ( DATA(! S) - OT101300
4 ZETA ) .	 f DATA (19) . ME)(PP ) .	 ( DATA(20)9 DEXPP ) . 	 ( DATA(21) - OT103600
V WEXPP )-
	
( DATA(22)- DLPLN ).	 ( OATA(23). ONGA2 ).	 ( DATA(?.4). DT10270n
S ONGA1 I.	 ( DATA (29)9 DELD	 ).	 ( DATA (26)• EPRAD )t	 ( DATA(27). OT151e00
9 PSCAL f .	 ( DATA (2S) - OMGAF )#	 ( DATA(29) . SPFEA It	 ( DATA (30) . M103900
A DUNE" I.	 ( DATA(31)- ODIST I.	 ( DATA(32).	 HO	 )t	 ( DATA(33). DTID2000
B DELM	 ).	 ( uATA (34)- 3YSMX ).	 ( DATA ( 39). WXOIR ).	 ( DATA136). OT102SOU
C WYDIR ) .	 ( DATA(37) .	 ROTAN I .	 ( DATA(36) . MD3GN(I) 	 ) -	 ( DA TAt42) , 07`102200
D NDSGV(1)	 ) .	 ( DATA(93) t WOBJH(1) 	 ) -	 (DATA(40) - WCLRH(1)	 ) - IJT102300
E	 ( DATA(47)- WINHT(f)	 )-	 (DATA(74)- EINHT(1)	 I.	 ( DATA(51). OTIO2400
F CIMPL(1)	 )-	 ( DATA(/S). WCLRS(1) 	 ). OT102500
G	 r DATAC94).	 LATTC(1-1).	 ILATTC(1-1)	 ).	 ( DATA(182).	 SURFC(f.i). OT102400
H 1SURFC(I.1)	 ).	 ( DATA (2152)- DESGN(I.1).	 IDE30Nt1t1)	 ). OT102700
I	 ( OA TA ( 2452)•	 SUBST(I).	 ISUBST(f)	 ).	 I DATA(3102),	 90UNO3(1.1). OT102000
J ISMOS(1-J)	 ).	 ( DATA(3403). NCOND ) OT102900
INTEGER	 CONTRL. AFLAGt DATE OT201000
REAL	 LATTC OT202000
C
COMMON / TMOESN of 	PERIOD. PCOUNT. NOFFND-	 JAIL(10.10). 3ENTN(fO).LTO0f000
1 DI,4VCT.	 CONO(4) . SIZE. OFTRN. EOLNG. ESLMG-	 fNP 1jV . VCTSTR(6000) . L7002DUD
2 VIMOX(11) L7002100
REAL	 IMPRV L7003000
INTEGER	 PER100. PCOUNT. SENTN. DINVCT, CORO. VINDS LTD04000
C








• { S+° ..
tl ( i RIB ^i^ '^ Tle;^e ^^ i k^•,`'^ 





'AGE tSUBROUTINE TO TEST AND RESTRICT DESIGN VARIABLC CONBS.
JUNY?	
- Cr" SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(Sl
c
Ir ( NJAIL .CO. O 1 RETURN
IF ( NOFrND .E1. 10 1 RETURN
Nor r ND s MOFF ND • 1
104AX s NDSGVfI)
00 1000 1 n I. IHA1I




C	 START OF JUDGE SUBROUTIE
c
ENTRY JUDGE( • )
IF ( NJAIL .EQ. O 1 RETURN
IF( NOFFND .EO. O 1 RETURN
MAX s NDSGV ( I l
00 2500 J s 1. NOFFND
Do 2000 I : 1. IMAX





3000 SENTN(J) s AENTN(J) - 1
IF( SENTN(J) .NE. O) RETURN I
DO 4500 J s 1.
SENTN(J) a SENTM(J.I)
Do 4 000 1 s 1. INAX
4000 JAIL(I.J1 s JAIL(I.JsI)
4500 CONTINUE
NOFFND s NOFFND - 1
C


























JU f W 000
JU 1 W 100
JUIO4200


















































COMMON @LOCK DATA ORIGIN	 00001 LENGTH 06666
LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
00000 f CONTRT. OOOOf	 I TITLE 00013 R
D0027 I PUNCIO 00032	 R DATA 00033 R
00033 t NRATS 00034	 1 NSLCS 00035 f
00036 1 NJAIL 00037	 1 NSUBT 00040 f
00041 1 NIPLN 00042	 1 INODE 00043
00044 1 NOBJM 00045	 1 NSURF 00045 f
00047 I 7ELY 00050	 R FNUMB 00051 R
00092 R WFLGH 00053	 R ZETA 00054 R
cL095 R DEXPP 00056	 R WEXPP 00037 R
00050 R OMGA2 00051	 R OMGA1 00052
R
00053 R EPRAD 00054	 R PSCAL 00055 R
00056 R SPFEA 00057	 R OUNIN 00070 R
00071 R NO 00072	 R DELH 00073
R
00074 R WAD in 00075	 R MYDIR 00076 R
00077 R NOSGN 00100	 I NDSGV 00104 1
00117 R WCLRH OOI24	 R WIMHT 00139 R
00144 R CIMPL 00153	 R WCLRS 00162 R
00170 R ILATTC 00170	 t SURFC 00520 R
00320 1 DE30M 04240	 R IDESGN 04240 f
03224 R ISUBST 05224	 1 BOUNDS 0210 R
05210 1 NCOND 05665	 1
COMMON BLOCK TNDESN ORIGIN	 03667 LENGTH 13770
00000 I PCOUNT 00001	 1 NOFFND 00002
f
00003 t SENTN DOW	 I OIMVCT 00161 f
OOl6Z I SIZE 00170	 R DETRM 00171 R
00172 N ESLNG 0017'	 R IMP RV 00174
R
00179 R VINOX 13755	 1
UNDIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
22.57 I I 22660	 I J 22661 f
ENTRY POINTS


















QN	 ITN LOCATION ETN	 ITN	 LOCATION ETN fir"	 LOCATION
1000	 114 22117 2500	 7SA	 22711 2000 77A	 2275•
7000	 79A 22174 4500	 MA	 27032 4000 52A	 27024
THE r1RST LOCATION HOT USED •r THIS 'ROGRAN IS 27074.
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IIEVCl2	 -	 EF14	 3,DURCE STAICMENI	 -	 1FN(S)




044 OUTPUTS	 044 EVO01600
C EVCTUS	 1ME WEIGH T ED	 ERROP, VECTOR OF 	 LENGTH Cl MV C 1 . EY001610
C •
	
ALIERNAIE	 RETURN USED Wt1EN	 RAY	 IRACING FAILS, EV001620
C
C	 CESCRIFIION •O p EV001630
C	 MEVCIR USES THE WEIGHT	 VECIOR,	 VCTS1Rr	 Att', 01HER PAR	 ETERS TO E V O' IG4:,
C	 COMPUTE	 111E WEMH I ED ER ;KI R VECTOR OF	 LENGTH 0IMVCT,	 IF	 ANY EVDO165O
C	 RAY MISSES OR	 REFLEC ' S DURING	 RAY	 1RACIN;,	 TttF	 ALIER14AIE	 REIURN EVOOlGGO
C	 IS MAC.. EVO0167n
C
COMK:pN	 / DATA	 / NCNTRL9	 CONIRL( IO) 9	 II1LE(12) I	 DA 1 E ( 3) 9	 FUNC1Dr D1041O00
1 0ATA(3486) D1001If0
DIMEN S ION 	 W -XJH( 71 9	 WCLkt1 ( 71,	 W1MHT ( 7) r	 EIMHT ( 7) r	 CI `"^L ( 71 , 010n20Ci0
I WCLRS(6) I	 N'1504 (A.) r	 NDS(,V(11) 1	 LATIC(5126) 1	 DDUN05 ( 3,IOC') , D10021n0
2	 SURF C(20rfG0) r	 DESGN(1O,5Ci) I	 SUCS T (5C1n),	 ILAIT03,26) 9 DT0422O0
3	 1SURFC(2C„SC,'.)) ,	 I r^ ESGN(IO,50) r	 ISUDST(5 r)p ),	 1CN05 ( 3,SG01 0107.300
EOUIVALENCE	 (DATA(%) 9 	LM JOE	 1,	 (	 DATA(2),	 NRAYS	 ) r	 (	 DATA( 3) D11n1n00
I	 NSLCS	 ),	 (	 DATA(4) 9 	NCLRS	 ),	 (	 DATA(5),	 NJAIL	 ),	 (	 DAIA(6) 9 DT1O11G0
2 NSUDT	 1 r	 (	 DATA(7) r	 NSUCP	 ) ,	 (	 DATA(B) 9	 HIFLN	 ) ,	 (	 DA1A(9) , 0T10I2C i
3	 IMOGE	 1,	 (	 DATA(I	 NS7LN	 ),	 (	 0A T A(11,	 N7EJH ),	 (	 D ATA( 12 ) DTSn190n
4	 NSURF	 ) r	 (	 DAIA(13) r	 01LAG	 I,	 (	 DAT A l, 14) 9	 CEL Y	),	 (	 DA T A(151, D11n1440
5 FNUM=D
	
) r	 (	 DATA(16) r	 FLNGH	 1 r	 (	 DAIA(17) r WFLGH	 1 r (	 DATA(181 , D1101500
6	 ?ETA	 1,	 (	 DAIA(19)1	 HEXFF	 ),	 (	 ATA(20)9	 CEXFF	 )r	 (	 DA I A(21)r D11016On
7 WEXFF	 ) r	 (	 DAIA ( 22) ,	 DLFLN	 1 9	 (	 DAIA(23) r	 0MGA2	 1 r	 (	 DATA(24) , DI 1017 Or)
• OMGAl
	
)r	 (	 DAIA(25)1	 CELO	 1,	 (	 DAIA(26)1	 EHRAD	 ),	 (	 DATA( 2?) D71n18O0
S FSCAL	 ) ,	 (	 DA/A(28) ,	 014GAF	 ) r	 (	 DAIh(29) ,	 SFFEA ) ,	 (	 CAT A( 30) , CT1n19On
A DUMIN	 )r	 (	 DATA(31) r	 O"_ 1ST	 ),	 (	 DATA(32) r	 H)	 1,	 (	 DAIA(33)1 DI1DEnOn
D DELH	 ) 9	 (	 DATA ( 34) 9	 SYSMX	 1,	 (	 DATA ( 35) r	 W)( 01R	 ) r	 (	 0ATA ( 36) r DTIC12Ino
C WY01A.
	 ),	 (	 DATA(371,	 kDl AN	 )r	 ( DATA(30),	 NOSGN(1)	 ) r	 (	 DAIA(42)907102200
D NoSGVI1)	 1,	 (	 DATA(53)9	 W:I PJH(1)	 ),	 (00A(60),	 WCLRH(1)	 ), 01102304
E	 (	 DATA(67) 9 	WIMHT(1)	 )r	 (DATA(74),	 E11441(1)	 1,	 (	 : 4, TA(61) r DT1O2440
F	 CIMPL ( f)	 ),	 (	 DAIA(88)1	 WCLRS(I)	 ), O7In[5n0
6	 (	 DAIA(94),	 LATIC(flt)1	 1LATTC(191)	 Ir	 (	 DATA(182),	 SU RFC(I,t), DT102600
M	 ISURFC(I,1)	 ),	 (	 CATA(2162)9	 CESGN(1 it) ,	 IDESGN(1,1)	 1, D71027OD
I	 1	 DAT A(26(k2)r	 SUCST(1)r	 1SUDST(1)	 ),	 (	 OAT A(3162),	 E:IUNOS(III), DI102804
J	 IDNDS ( 1r11	 1,	 (	 DAIA(3403) r 	NCONO	 ) t71429On
EOUIVALENCE
	
( DATA04841 9	 ATROGR	 ) ,	 ( DATA(3485) , GAUSS	 ) DT1430O4
INTEGER	 CON1RLr	 AFLAG,	 DATE,	 ATRGGR 01201DO4
REAL	 LA1TC 01202OCrn
C
COMMON	 / IMPAIT	 / NMISS,	 NRFLC1r NVION,	 NRAYSO, XCAR,	 YEAR,	 XSTAR,L3Or)JoC6
1	 YSTAR,
	
RSTAR,	 SJSTAR9	 XCURL(201),	 YCURL(ir9)),	 MX3AR9	 KXEAR, L30n12C,n
2 MYCARr	 KYCA(a,	 AX ,	 EX,	 CX9	 AY,	 EY 9 	 CYr	 ACAP9	 RCAF,	 CCAF L300144n
D IMENSION	 MXCURL Qt:,S) ,	 MYCUFL ( 200) L30p%gr9O
& QJIVALENC l:	 (	 XCURL (l) r	 MXCUR'_O!	 1 9	 (	 YCURL(1) ,	 MYCURL(f)	 ) 1.300181.4






COMM.=1N / Tt',CESN / FERIOC, PCOUNT, ))OFFN:r JAIL(17,10) 9 SENTN(10) rLTODInCiO
f CIMVCT, COr^,f g )	 SITE, DEIAM, EOLNG, ESLV(rI IMF RV, VC'S 1 A(6000)I L7002DOO
2 V 1NDX (11) r D JOLD (7)	 1.7 02210n
REAL IMF RV	 L7 00300n
TIC- t, R 0 -700-7 th  1 U-,?
Yap . IlI	 .1_,
1 ) 1-c,	 n) Listing
1, i n 1, 5
Pap .
 Rcvisc d 10/ 1 /68
r
%UCFOUIINE	 10 CO"FU1C WL10M I LG ER ROF VCC14 1k 09/24/40	 PAGE
NEVCIT	 -	 EIN	 5,.,UP,CE	 STA1EVC10	 -	 1FN(S)
INTEGER	 PER1O,-	 PCOUNI,	 SEN111,	 Dl ►IVC1,	 CG+^,	 VIN^,X l70!i4G40
C ^
DIMENSION 	0VC1(3)-	 XVC1(3)-	 EVC10ri(I),	 X1CAR(6)	 YICAR(6) Ev5a$000
1	 ,IEMr•S(4V0-	 KX CURL (200),	 KYCU ►.I(20C,) EV002M
EQUIVALENCE	 (	 1LNFS(I),	 KXCUGL(I)	 ),	 (	 IEMP St20)1,	 KYCJRL(I)	 ) EV!025015
INIEGER	 %14155 EVO024Do
REAL	 KXCUR.L,	 KYCURL,	 MXSUM,	 KXSUM,	 MYSUM,	 KYSUM,	 LA"^.A EVD02600
C
C START OF	 SUCROUI INE MEVCTR EVnn3rin0
C
L s p EV0032Ct0
200	 1F	 (1',FLA63	 .NE.	 n )	 LAMDA :	 2.	 0	 GAUSS ab 2 EV0n3)rn
CALL	 GEIRIIA(DF1) EVo034{,n S
IF ( 61F.GH




5N1HIR z 0. EV004GGCo
CSIHTR	 z	 -I, Evon42on
HEIG ►1 1 c EPRAD 0 OMGA2 EVOn4400
XDHAT	 s	 0. EVOn4600
T ONA T 	z 01dG A2 EV005000
C
C TRACE RAY EVOO520n
CALL	 RAYIR	 ( XDIW ,	 YOHAT,	 HEIG/IT,	 1,	 XVC1,	 0VC1,	 SM155,	 15000- EV005^0n
1	 150!)!1-	 15000	 O-	 DUMMY,	 DUMMY	 ) EV00560n t0
S00	 IF	 (	 OVCi(5)	 .EQ.	 0.)	 GO 10 5600 EVOuKBnn
x0 ► IA1	 s	 OVCT (2	 /	 t	 OVCT (3)	 0	 ItZ1017	 ) EVmGonn
IF	 (	 SURFC (5 ,NSURF • 1)	 .0.	 0.)	 XDHAT	 z	 -XDHAT EVorPG2n0
IF
	
( FLNG ►1	 .NE.	 0.	 )	 Xo11AT	 : XDHAT	 -	 O.	 / FLNGH ) EV caog0n
L s L • 1 EVonG60n
EVC10R(L)	 z VCTSTR(L)	 0 XDHAT EVO:/ot10n
1000 IF	 ( 4IE)(FP	 .EQ.	 0.	 )	 60 10 15GO EVo07D0o
100F'i	 z	 0. Ev0072013
t6NTMIR z p. Evciouno
CSIHTR z	 1. Evnn76o0
HEIGHT : HEXFP EVon7800
XDHAT = 0. Evaosa0n
VDHAT s 0. Evon©2no
C
c TRACE RAY EV201000
CALL	 RAY1R	 ( XDHAT,	 YDHAT-	 HEIGIiT,	 1,	 XVCT,	 OVCT-	 SMISS,	 150CIO, EV2C,1200
!!5440-	 112009	 0-	 DUMMY,	 DU I-MY ) EV201450 26
1200	 IF	 (	 0VC1(3)	 .EQ.	 0.	 )	 60 TO 5000 EV2o160o
XDHAT	 : XVCT(2)	 •	 (	 OVCT(2)	 s(	 DEXFF	 - XVCT(3)	 >	 )	 / OVC1(3) 0201$00
L:L•1 EV202000
EVCTOR(L)	 z VCTSTR(L)	 0 XDHAT EV202200
190 13 IH1R	 :	 R01AN t	 3.)415926	 Of	 ISO. E112024 On
WHIR z SIN(IHTR) EV202600 35
CSTHIR	 COS(TH7R) EV2mmn 36
MRAYS s NRAYS EvmDr,,0
IF	 (	 LMODE
	
.E?.	 0 )	 MRA Y S : 2 0 MRAYS EV2c,32n0
XNCLRS z NCLKS EV2o3400
557.4,R	 r	 GELD EV2035nn
IF	 (	 IM-%:C	 .EQ.	 0 1	 SSTAR :	 SSTAR	 • DF1 EV203520
CO	 43 130	 J	 1,	 N05 j " Ev2o3600
HEIGHT	 :	 H)	 • FLOAT(	 J-1	 )	 0 DELH EV203scio
IF	 (	 KrLAG1	 •E0.	 0	 )	 GO TO	 IC00 EV2n382n
k
^ ii^ 	 •-	 t t
	
^,1	 S1	 A
* r u ^	 ^ F:'^Idl
	
ey
11	 . -,r i	 '^' Al d ^ ^ t	 r ' `^g. ^ 1 7	 • ^ .
a




	 V ^ !	 x t . .k





SUCROUI114E 10 CCiMFVTE WEIGM T E4 ERROR VECTOR	 U9/24 /G 8
	 F AGE







REW 1 140	 11 EV20384 G
MXSUM = 0. EV203E•60
KXSUM = 0. EV203680
MYSUM t 0. EV2039150
KYSUM = 0. EV203920
DO	 1600	 1 = to NCLRS EVL04000
C
C	 TRACE F ATTERN EV2E6000
CALL	 SMFOr'	 (	 1-	 J-	 HEIGHT-	 BFS-	 S-	 TEMPS	 ) EV2G52GG
IF	 ( NRAYSO	 .NE. MRAYS	 )	 GO TO 50GG EV2054GO
MXSUM = MXSUM ♦ MXCAR EVn54G5
KXSUM = KXSUM ♦ KXDAR M 55410
MYSUM = MYSUM • MYDAR EV m415
KYSUM = KYSUM • KYDAR EV255420
IF
	
( NCLRS	 .EO.	 1 )	 GO TO 1700 EV205425
C
C	 SAVE COdRDINATE DATA EY2G5427
wRI I E	 ( 11)	 MXCAR-	 :XC)AR-	 MYBAR-	 KYCAR-	 (	 MXCURI (IX)	 KXC.U%L(IX) - EV205430
1 MYCUR.(IX)-	 KYCURI.(1X)-	 1X	 =	 1-	 NRAYSE	 ) EV2G5435
END FILE It E'1425544G
REWIND 11 EVZG5445
MXSUM c MXSU14 / XNCLRS MC5450
KXSUM	 KXSUM / XNCLRS EV2G5455
MYSU14 = MYSUM / XNCLRS EV2G546G
KYSUM = KYSUM / XNCLRS Mu5465
17 G0 AJ = MXSUM # SNTMTR ♦ MYSUM # CSTMTR EVm470
9J = KXSUM # SNTMTR ♦ KYSU14 # CSTMTR EV2U5475
DLTA = DJ ♦ AJ a SSTAR c:V2054so
ALF A = SURFC ( 	 12, NSURF	 •	 1 )	 - 1 .	 AJ v* 2 EV2054;,5
DETA =	 AJ # DLTA -	 SURFC(	 11- NSURF	 ♦ 	 I ) EV205490
GAMA = DLTA ## 2 EV205495
DLTA = BETA #	 2 ♦ ALFA # GAMA EV rmm
IF	 (	 DLTA	 )	 1':'75 -	 1725.	 1750 EV2O55G2
1725 CIMFL(J)	 = - GAMA /BETA EV2G55G4
GO TO 1775 EV2G55G6
175to CIMPL(J)	 _	 - GAMA /	 ( BETA ♦ SIGN(	 SORT( DLTA )-	 EETA )	 ) EV2055G8
1775	 SJSTAk =	 SSTAR ♦ CIMFFL (J ) EV2G551O
lgno CONTINUE EV2G5512
DO	 2500 1 = 1, NCLRS EV2G5514
IF	 ( KFLAGI
	
.EO.	 G )	 GO TO 1875 EV2G5516
IF	 ( NCLRS	 .E9.	 1	 )	 GO TO 1825 EV205516
C
C	 READ STORED COO -R f INATE DATA EV205519
READ	 (11)	 MXCAR-	 KXE/,F-	 M"CAR-	 KYCAR-	 C MXC.URL(1X)-	 KXCURL(IX)- EV205520
1 MYCURL(IX),	 KYCURL(IX)-	 IX	 =	 it	 NRAYSE	 ) EV205522
1825 XCAR = MXDAR # SJSTAR ♦ KXDAR EV205524
YEAR = M.Y£AR # SJSTAR • KYEAR EV205526
DO 1850	 K =	 1- NRAYSE EV205528
XCURL(K)	 :	 PIXCURL(K)	 #	 SJSTAR	 •	 KXCURL(K) M D5530
1B5C, YCURL(K)	 =	 MY(.URL(K)	 #	 SJSTAR	 • KYCVRL(K) EV205552
40 TO loop EV205534
C
C	 TRACE FATTEF.14--^jO NOT 	 RE-COMFUTE 0CJ) EV205535
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MEVCTZ	 -	 r e N	 SOURCE






IF	 ( NRAYSD	 .NE. MRAYS )	 GO TO 5000 EV205538
C
C COMPUTE WEIGH T ED SPOTS EV2r5541
1900 ALFA	 =	 1. EV205550




	 .EQ.	 0 )	 GO TO 1975 EV205G50
C
C USE GAUSSIAN WEIGHTING SCHEME EV205061D
SETA = WXDIR t# 2 # XCURL(K)	 ## 2	 • W YDIR #" 2 # YCUitI ( K) ## 2
	 EV205700
ALFA = EXP(	 - r.LTI.	 / LAMDA ) EV205750
19'5 L = L	 ♦ 	 i EV2o56on
EVCTOR(L)	 = VCTSTR(L)	 # XCURL(K)	 #	 ALFA EV2 os00!1
L = L	 ♦ 	 1 MC,62CiD
2000 EVCTOR(L)	 = VCTSTR(L)	 #	 YCURL(K)	 #	 ALFA EV2o6400
XIDAR(1)	 = XDAR EV206600
2500 YIDAR(I)	 =	 YEAR EV2r680o
XDAR = 0. EV207r00
YEAR = 0. EV207200
DO 2E00 1 = 1, NCLRS MC17400
2600 YDAR a YEAR ♦ YIDAR:I) EV207600
YEAR = YDAR / XNCLRS EV207s0o
DO	 30Ci0 1 = Sr NCLRS EV208000
L	 r.	 L	 •	 1 EV2os20o
•	 3000 EVCTOR(L)	 = VCTSTR(L)	 #	 (	 YIDAR(1)	 - YEAR EV20 V)o,
IF	 ( lF4ODE	 .EQ.	 1	 )	 GO TO 4100 EV2os600 .
DO	 350	 I = 1, NCLRS EV2oss00
1 500 XDAR = XDAR ♦ XIDAR(I) EV2o90oo
XDAR = XCAR / XNCLRS EV4o1o00
DO	 3con	 I = it NCLRS EV4o1200
L = L • 1 EV401400
3800 EVCTOR(L)	 = VCTSTR(L)	 #	 ( XIDAR(1)	 - XDAR ) EV4MG!)f3
C
C COMPUTE WEIGHTED	 IMAGE HEIGHT DE V IATIONS EV402000
4onn'XUHAT = XDAR # SNTHTR ♦ 	 YEAR	 '+ CSTHTR EV4022r0
L z l	 ♦ 	 1 EV402400
4300 EVCTOR(L)	 = VCTSTR(L)	 ( XOHAT	 - EIMHT(J)	 ) EV4o2600
CALL PRMSUB	 ( $200 ) EV4r2Pon
IF	 ( L	 E.Q. DIMVCT	 )	 RETURN EV4o3000
WRITE	 ( 6	 ,	 32010 )	 L,	 DIMVCT EV4032DO
32010 FORMAT	 (	 1H0, 9X ,	 3GHNUMEER Or COMPONENTS IN ERROR VECTOR, 15,29H EV403<Oo
%DOES MOT	 AGREE WI T ): DIM V C T =,	 15) EV403600
CALL GOOF EV4o3800
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COMMON t.LOCK DATA ORIGIN W41 LE fir, T M 06671
VfMDOL LOC AT 10!4 TYPE SYMBOL LO  AT 104
T YF E SYMBOL 1,OC AT ION T Y'r I
NCIITRL 00000 I CONTRL UG0p1 1 TITLE ''iG013 R
DATE 00027 1 FUNCID DCiO32 R DATA 00633 R
LNODE 00n33 1 NRAYS OGG34 I
NSLCS 00035 1
W..LRS 00036 I NAIL 40037 1 NSUDT 00G4 I
NSUDT 00041 l NIPI.N 00042 1 IMODE 00543 1
WPLN 00044 1 NDEIJIM 40045 I NSURF 00046 1
orLA6 00-n47 1 DELY 40050 R FNUMD D0051 R
PLW,H 00052 R WFL6H D0053 R ZETA 00054
R
►[XFF 00055 R DEXFF 00056 R ► JEXFF DCi057 R
D1.F LN DOnGO R OMG A2 0DC6I R OMG A 1 00562 R
GELD 00063 R EPRAD 00054
R PSCAL 00065 R
ON.G Ar OnGG6 R SFFE A 015057 R DUM 114, 0007 D R
coIST 00071 R MD 70072 R DELH 05073 R
SYSMX DOW R WXDIR GG075 R WYDIR 00076 R
F01 A14 00077 R NO Sr, OGiGD I NDSGV 001 D4 1
WBJM On117 R WCLRM 4G12G
R W1M0 00135 R
E1MMT 00144 R CIHFL 00153
R WCLRS DO162 R
LATTC 00170 R ILATTC 00170 1 LURFC 00320 R
ISURF( 0032D 1 DESGN 0424D R 1DESGN 04240 1
suDST 05224 R 1SUBST 05224 I W.)UNDS DG210 R
10N DS 06210 1 NCOND 05665 1 ATRGGR DG666
I
GAUS S OC667 R
COMMON DLOCK 111PATI ORIGIN 06672 LENGTH OC651
NMISS 00000 I N1'iFLCT Gnritryl I NVIG11 00002 I
tr-.AYSD 00003 1 XDAR rjc,	 "u4 R YD AR n••ri05 R
XST AR ODDCF,, R YST AR
0 i C67 R RST AR 00015 R
SJSTAR 00011 R XCUR.L 0Ci512 R YCURL 00323
R
WBAR 00634 Yt KXDAR 00535 R MYDAR 0:536 R
KYBAR DW57 R AX 00640 R BX 00641 R
pc O or, a2 R AY 00G43 R BY 00644 R
CY 00645 R AC AF DD646 R t3CAF 00647
R
CC AF 00650 R MXCURL 0nD12
R MYCURL 00123 R
COMMON E"OC r AZOBJ ORIGIN 07543 LENGTH 00003
TMTR OGnnn R SNTHTR 00001 R
CSTMTR D00G2 R
COMMON CLOCK TMDESN ORIGIN 07546 LENGTH 13777
FERTOM, OnnOn 1 PCOUNT 000n1 I
twFND 00002 1
JAIL OnnD3 1 SENTN 00147 1
DIMVCT 00IG1 I
CORD Dn162 I SIZE 00170 R
DETRM 00171 R
EpLhG 00172 R ESLNG 00173 k
KP RV 00174 R
VcTS1R 00175 R VINDX 13755 1
DJOLD 13770 R
DIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIADLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION






































2800	 141A	 25474	 l
35 SO	 156A	 25540
	 r





SUB 	 UIIHE TO COM?UTE WEIOMTED ER;OR VECTOR
MEVCT2 STORAGE MAP
pvCT 24365 R XVCT 24310 R
MBAR 24401 R TEMPS 23545 R
RYCURL 24055 R
UNCIMENSIOI.ED PROORAM VARIABLES
5'1Mc^OL LO 	 . 1 1 ON TYPE SYMEOL LOCATION TYPE
sm155 24407 1 MXSUM 24410 R
MrsuN 2L4z12 R KYSUM 24413 R
L 244 15 1 OF 1 24416 R
XONA I 2442r. R VGHAT 24421 R
WAYS 2442.' 1 %NCLRS 24424 R
j 24426 1 1 24427 1
gi 24431 R DLTA 24432 R




GEIRM:o SECTION 12 RAYTR SECTION 13
COS SECTION 15 .FRWI. SECTION 16
.FWRO. SECTION I8 .FEFT., SECTION 19
.FRCS• SECTION 21 EXP SECTION 22
.FWRD . SECTION 24 GOIX SECT 1014 25
.FWLR. SECT SON 27 .FELT. SECTION 28
.FRLR. SECTION 30 .UN%. SECTION 31
.FCNv. SECTION 33 E.1 SECTION 34
E.3 SECTION 36 E.4 SECT 1014 37
CC.2 SECTION 39 CC.3 SECT 1014 40
SYSLOC SECTION 42 .FRET. SECTION 43
EFN IFN	 CORRESPONDENCE
[FN IFN LOCATION EFN IFN	 LOCATION
200 2A 24500 100c, 23A 24616
500 12A 24553 1500 34A 24675
4300 167A 256E/) 1800 SGA 25240
1700 GSA 25127 1775 76A 25235
1750 75A 25216 25[10 156A 25462
1825 S6A 25311 1650 102A 25331
2000 13CIA 25443 1975 125A 25422
3000 14CA 25513 40V5 IGGA 25574
3800 161A 25557 32010 FORMAT 24457
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1





	Su3ROUt)NE TO CONPUTC DESIGN PARAMETER INCREMENTS	 02/16/66
	 PAGE 1
MOODLZ	 - Er"
	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S)
SUBROUTINE NOOOL 40001900
C
C	 000	 INPUTS 000 40001600
C NOSGV
	 VECTOR CONTAINING CURRENT DESIGN VARIABLE NUMBERS.(OATA COM"ON)"0001610




0*0 OUTPUTS "0 40001630
C DESGN	 THE	 INCREMENT	 ):! OESGN(3.1). FOR I A DESIGN VARIABLE NUMBER "0001640
C	 CONTAINED IN NOW.	 (DATA COMMON) 40001690
C
C	 **0 DESCRIPTION 0*0 M0001660
C	 MODDLZ USES DESGN(T.J),	 1:2.3.10 TO CALCULATE A NEW INCREMEN T "0001610
C	 STORED IN DESGN(3,J). 	 THIS PROCESS 13 REPEATED FOR EACH J 40001600
C	 DESIGN VARIABLE CONTAINED IN NOSGV. "0001690
C
COMMON / DATA / NCNTRL,	 CONTRL(102.	 TITLE 1 12). DATE (3), PUNCID. DTOOI000
1 DATA(3403) DT001100
DIMENSION	 WOO JH(7) , WCLRH(7) . W1MHT(7) . EIMHTl7) . CIMPL (1) , OT002000
1 WCLRS(6).	 NOSGN(4). NDSGV(111. LAT TC(3,26),	 BOUNDS0,100), DT002100
2 SURFC(20.100),	 DESGNC11.90),	 SUB3T(50O).	 ILATfC ( 3.26). DT002200
3	 ISURFC ( 20.100).	 IDESGN(10.90),	 ISUBST ( 900).	 IBND3 l 3,1001 OT002300
EQUIVALENCE
	 (DATA ( )),	 LHODE ).	 I DATA ( 2). NRAYS ).	 ( DATA( 3). DT101G00
1	 NSLCS ).	 ( DATA (4).	 NCLRA ).	 I DATACS).	 NJAIL ).	 ( DATA(6). DTIO1100
2 NSUBT ) .	 I DATA(?) ,	 N3UBP	 ) .	 I DATA(B) ,	 NIPLN ) ,	 I DATA(9) , OTIO1200
3	 IMODE	 ).	 I DATA(f0),	 NSPLN )-
	
I OATA(11).	 NOSJH ).	 I D4TA(12), OiTIO1300
4 N3URF	 ) .	 I DATA(13) ,	 AFLAG	 1 .	 ( DATA(14) ,	 DELY ) .	 f DATA(1 S) - OTIO1400
9 FNUM8 f.	 ( DATA(16), FLNGIN' ).	 I DATA(17)- WFLGH ).( DATA(IS). DTIOIS00
6 ZETA ).	 ( DATA(19).	 MEXPP ).	 l DATA(20). OEXPP ).	 ( DATA ( 21). OT101600
7 WEXPP ).	 ( DATA(22). DLPLN ). 	 I DATA(23). ONO A2 >. 	 l DATA(24), DT101700
S 0640A1
	 ).	 I DATA(29). DELD	 ),	 l OATA(26).	 EPRAD 1-	 ( OATA(27). OT101800
9 P3CAL ) .	 I DATA (26) . OMGAF J.	 ( DATA (29) . 	 SPFEA ) ,	 I DATA (30) . 07101900
A OUNIN ).	 ( OATA(31). ODIST ).	 ( DATA(32).	 NO	 ),	 I DATA(13). DT102000
0 DELH	 ).	 ( DATA(34).	 3YS14X 1.	 ( DATA(39). WXDIR ),	 ( DATA(36), DTfO2100
C WYDIR ).	 I DATA(37),	 ROTAN ),	 ( DATA(36), NOSGN(1)	 ),	 1 DATA(42).OTIMOO
0 NOSGV ()) 	 ) .	 ( DATA(93) , WOBJH(1)	 ) -
	
(DATA(60) . WCLRH(1)	 ) - DT302300
E	 ( DATA(67) . WINHT ( 1)	 ) .	 (DATA(74) .	 EIMHT ( f)	 ) ,	 I DATA(Sf) , OT102400
F C1MPL(1)	 ),	 f DATA (08). WCLR3(1)	 ). DT102500
G	 (	 DATA(94) .	 LATTCf 1, 1) ,	 ILATTC(l, l)	 ) r	 ! DATA(162) ,	 SURFC(1, 1) - DTIMODO
H	 ISURFC ( I. 1)	 ) •	 ( DATA ( 2162) •	 OESO" ( 1, 1) .	 IDESGN(1. 1)	 )t Dr1U2'?00
I	 ( OATA(26e2).	 3UBST(1).	 13USST())	 ).	 I OAT4C3162).	 BOUNDS ( 1,1), OTIO2600
J	 IBNDS(1,1)	 ),	 I 0ATAI e463), NCOND ) OT102900
INTEGER	 CONTRL. AFLAb, DATE DT201000
REAL	 LATTC DT202000
C




INAW s NDSC V (f)	 40002200




IF ( DESGN(IO.f7) .NE. 0.) OESGN ( 3.1Z)	 A03( DESGN(3,IZ) • SONT(040002600



















COMMON BLOCK DATA ORIGIN 00001 LEW TH 08666
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE 3YMBOI. LOCATION TYPE
HCHTRL 00000 1 CONTRL 00001 1 TITLE 00013 R
DATE 00027 1 PUNCto 00032 R DATA 00033 R
LNODE 00033 / NRAYS 00034 f NSLC$ 00039 1
NCLRS 00036 1 NJAIL 00037 / NSUBT 00040
NSuBP 00041 1 Hirt.N 00042 1 IMODE 00043 1
MMLN 00044 1 NOBJH 00045 t NSURF P0044 f
ff L AG, 00047 1 DEL Y D0050 R FNUMB 00051 R
FLNGH DOWN, R W► LGM 00053 R ZETA 00034 R
wxPP 00055 R OEXPP 00056 R WEXPP 00057 R
DLPLN orlso R ONGA2 00061 R OMGAI Goose R
GELD GUM R EPRAD 00054 R PSCAL 00055 R
04G AF 00066 R SPFEA 00(>d7 R DUMIN 00070 R
aD f 4 T 0007.1 R NO 00012 R DEL H 000/ 3 R
srSMnc 00074 R WxOIR 00013 R WYD 1 R 00076 R
RDTAH 00077 R NO30M 00100 1 NDSGV 00104 1
W5B JN oats? R WCIRH 00126 R WIMHT 00135 R
EIMNT 00144 R CINPL 00193 R WCLRS J0l42 R
LATTC 00170 R ILATTC 00170 1 SURFC 00320 R
ISURFC 00320 1 DE30N 04240 R IDE36N 04240 1
SUBST 05224 R MOST 09224 I 9:)UNDS 06210 R
OINOS 06210 / NCONO 06665 I
UN01MENSIONEO PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE




SORT	 SECTION 6 SYSLOC	 SECTION	 7
EFN	 IFN	 CORRESPONDENCE
FFN IFN	 LOCATION EFN ',FN LOCATION EFN IFN LOCATION
300 14A 06742
THE FIRST LOCATION NOT USED BY THIS PROGRAM IS 09163.
f














. 401000 1 . 41100-0.TT79T.All 1C
	 IRJN LIMR1 TON A
s+
$TITLE
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5Uo*3UT ►NE TO GENERATL WEIGHT VECTOR	 D2/ii /66
"WvCT!
	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S)
5U6ROUTfNE NWVCTR	 WVDD1200
C
r	 •o* INPUTS 0.0	 W001600
C
	
VARIOUS DESIGN WEIGHTS. 	 (DATA COMMON) WV001610
C
C	 ♦.. OUTPUTS 00*	 Wv001620
C VCTSTR WEIG"T VECTOR OF LENGTH DfMVCT.	 (TMOESN COMM") WVOf)1630
C
C	 *00 DESCRIPTION 	 WV001640
C	 MWVCTR 18 USED TO GENERATE THE WEfGl4T VECTOR IN VCTSTR. WHOSE WV001630
C	 LENGTH 18 DIM VC T • FROM THE DESIGN WEfGHTS IN DATA COMMON. 	 WV001360
C
CO"MON / DATA / MCNTRL. COMTRL(10). TITLE ( 12), DATE ( 3). PUNCID.	 OT001000
I DATA(3463)	 DToolloo
DIMENSION WOBJ" (7) . WC^RH (7) . WIMHT ( 7) • EIMHT(7) , CIMPL ( 7)	 DT002000
I WCLR3(6) . NDSGN(4) . NOSGV(II) . LA TTC(3.26) , 90C..A3(3.100) . 	 OT002300
2 SURFC(20.100). DE30N(10.30). SUB3T($00), fLATTC(3,26), 	 DToo2200
3 13URFC(20.100). IOESGN(10.90). ISUBST(SOO), I6P(D3 ( 3.100)	 OT002300
EQUIVALENCE (DATA(1). LMODE ). ( DATA(2). NRA Y3 ). ( DATA(3).	 DT1010oo
I N3LCS ) . ( OATA(4) . NCLR3 It ( DAUM # NJAIL )t ( DATA(*) . 	 DT101100
2 NSUBT ) . ( DATA (7) . N3U9P I  ( DATA(&). NIPLM ), ( DATA(6) . 	 DTfol2oo
3 11400E ) . ( OATA(10) . 1)SPLM ) . ( DATA(11) , NOBJH ) I ( OATA(12) ,	 OTIO130C
4 NSURP' ) . ( DATA ( 13) . AFLAG ) . ( DATA(14) . MY ) . ( DATA(1 S) .	 OTIO1400
3 FNUMB I. ( OATA(16) . FLNGH ) . ( DATA ( 17) . W 1.0 04 ) . ( DATA(1 &) .	 DT101300
6 ZETA ) .	 ( DATA(19) . MEXPP ) . ( DATA(20) , DEXPP ) , ( DATA(21) ,	 DT101600
7 WEXPP ). ( DATA(22). DLPLN ), ( DATA(23). OMGA2 )• ( DATA(24). 	 DTIDITOD
6 OHGAI ) • ( DAWES) . DELD It ( DATA(26), EPRAD ). ( DATA(27), 	 OTIOISDO
0 P3LAL ). ( DATA ( 28) ' . OMGAF ), ( DATA(29). 3PFEA ). ( DATA (30),	 OTIO1900
A DUN IN ) . ( DATA(31) , 001ST ) . ( DATA(32) , NO 	 ) . ( DATA (33) , 	 OT1020o0
B DEL" I . ( DATA(34) . SYSMX It ( DATA(35) . WXDIR ) p ( DATA(36) .	 OTIC2100
C WYDIR ) . ( DATA(37) . ROTAN ) , ( DATA(38) . M03GN(1) ), ( DATA(42),DTIO,^,200
D MD30V(I) ). ( DATA(33), WOBJH(1) ). (OATA(60). WCLRH(1) ), 	 DTID2300
E ( DATA(67). WIMHT(1) ). (DATA(74). EIMHT(1) ), ( DATA(81)9	 OT102400
F CIMPL(1) ). ( DATA (08), WCLRS(1) ).	 DT102500
G ( DATA ( 94). LATTC(l.f). ILATTC(1.1) ). ( DATA(182). SURFC(1.1). DT102600
H 13URFC ( 1.1) 1. ( DATA(2182). DESGM(1,1). IDESGN(1.1) ),	 DT102700
I ( DA TA(2682)t 3UO3T(1). I3UBST(I) ). ( DATA(3 82), BOUNO3(1.1). OT102800
J I8NOS(l.1) ) ( DAT'A(3493:. "COMO )	 OT102900
INTEGER CONTRL. AFLAG. DA TE	 DT201000
REAL LATTC	 OT202000
C
COMMON / TMOESN / PERIOD. PCOUNT, WVrMO JAIL ( l0. f 0) . 3EN TM ( I O) , L7001000
I DIMVCT. CORD(6). SIRE. OETRM. EOLNG. E3LNG, IMPRV, VCTSTR(6000). 0002000
2 VINOX(II)	 L7002100
REAL IMPRV	 0003000
INTEGER PERIOD. PCOUNT. SEOTM. DIMVCT. LORD. V INDX 	0004000
1
C
C	 START OF Ml4VCTR
C
L a 0
1000 IF ( WFLGN .Ed). 0.0 ) GO TO 2000
L : L • 1
VCTSTR(L) aWFLGH
,1000 IF ( WExPP CO.. 	 0.0 ) GO TO LOS 00















SUORJUTfNE TO GENERATE WEISNT VECTOR	 02/1Sls$
	 PAGE t
MWVCTt	 -	 EFN






&S00 "RAYS a "RATS WV003400
)rf LMOOE	 .Et.	 O )	 MRAY$ z IIRATS • MRA ►S WV003000
ABORT a SORT( FLOATt MRATS )
	 1 WV004000
SSORT a SORT( FLOAT( NCLRS 1 	 ) wV004200
THAN	 a NCLRS WV004400
IF( LNODE
	 .NE.	 1 )	 INAX a MAX • IMAX WV004000
C
C	 BEGIN DO LOOP ON OBJECT KICKS wV009000
DO	 4000	 J z 1. NOBJN wV009200
TX z WOB J)((J)	 • WXO IR / ASORT wV003100
Tr z Wf3BJN(J) • WYDIR / ABORT wV Dose Do
C
C	 BEGIN DO LOOP ON NUMBER a COLORS MV006000
00	 3000	 1 z 1. NCLRS WVo0S2o0
Txx z WC%-RS(f)	 • TX WVOO6400
Trr s WCLRS(I) • Tr WV006400
C
C	 BEGIN DO LOOP ON RA)' NUMBER wV004800
DO	 3000	 K z 1. NRATS WV00/0D0









Txx z WCLRH(J)	 / BSORT WVDO9200
00	 7300	 f z 1.	 INAX WVGO8400
L z L
	 •	 1 WVDosSOO
3!00 VCT3TR(L)	 s TXX wv008800






CALL	 PRMSUB( $1000 D WV101000
IF( L
	 .CO. DIMVCT )	 GO TO 32000 wv1o1200
C
C	 ERROR	 -	 TERMINATE RUN WV102000
WRITE
	 ( t.	 322°J )	 L. DIMVCT WV102200
32100 FORMAT(	 IND. 3TFMUNBER OF COMPONENT'S IN WEIGHT VECTOR. 	 IS. 29H DOCWV102400
BS NOT AGREE WIT" DIMVCT z. 	 19 ) wV1D2s00
CALL	 GOOF WV303000
C
C	 END OF MWVCTR SURROUTINE WV103000
]2000 RETURN wVIas000
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COMMON BLOCK DATA ORIGIN 00001 LENGTH OSs6$
LOCATION TYPE 5VIMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
00000 f CONTRL 00001 1 TITLE 00013 R
00027 r PUNCIO 00032 R DATA 00033 R
00033 l NRAYS 00034 1 NSLCS 00039 1
00036 I NJAIL 00037 1 NSUST 00060 I
00061 I 041PLN 00012 1 IMOOE 00013 1
00016 I NOBJM 00069 1 "SURF 00014 1
00017 t DELY 00090 R rMUMs 00051 R
00052 R WrLGM 00053 R ZETA 00051 R
00035 R DEXPP 00054 R WEXPP 00097 R
00060 R ONGA2 Was R (MGA1 00062 R
00063 R EPRAD 00041 R PSCAL 000ss R
00066 R WE A 00067 R OUN IN 0007 0 R
00071 R NO 00072 R DELM 00073 R
00071 R Wx0IR 00075 R WYDIR 0007s R
000► 7 R NOSGN 00100 1 NDSGV 00165 r
00117 R WCLRN 00126 R WIMMT 00135 R
OOt11 R CIMPL 00153 R WCLRS 00162 R
00170 R ILATTC 00170 1 SUwc 00320 R
0 13320 f OESGN 01210 R IDESGN 01210 1
OS221 R ISUBST 09221 1 BOUNDS 05210 R
05210 I NCOND 05665 1
COMMON OLOCR TMDEL'M ORIGIN 05667 LENGTH 13770
00000 1 PCOUNT 00001 I NOFrND 000[1! f
00003 l SENTN 00117 1 DIMVCr 00161
00162 / SIZE 00170 R DETRM 00171 R
0017E R ESLNG 00173 R I1PRV 00171 R
00175 R VINOX 13735 I
UNDIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
LOCAr /ON TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE fYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
22657 r MRAYS 22660 I ASORT 22641 R
22662 R 114AN 22663 1 J 22661 I
22665 R TV 22666 R 1 22667 t	 '






SORT	 SECTION S PRMSUB	 SECTION	 ! .rwRD.	 SECTION
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3uas"u11NE TO GENERATE uIEIGNT vRCTOR
04vvCTi aTORA4[ NAP
.FC04v. SECTION	 14 [.1 SECT low	 to
[.3 SECTION	 17 [.A SECTION	 to
cc.2 SECTION	 !0 CC-3 accTION	 2t
ATSLOC SECTION	 23
Er" IF" CORK[ SPONOEMCE
07 04 IF" LOCATION EFN tFN LOCATION
1000 RA 22723 2000 1A 22739
4000 40A 23134 3000 34A 23IOlt
32000	 94A 23143 32100 FORMAT	 22702















1NF NOIO 1i01r44903'0o77 j E7l AM IC	 IEJOE LICyMKC 7094 A 	 09/24/68	 FACE
STIILE	 SUBROUTINE TO CONTROL 
DESIGN LOGIC







SUBROUTINE 10 CONTROL DESIGN LOGIC
	 09/24 /6 8	 P AGE
$1 ARE 2	 EFN	 SOURCE S141EME141 - IFN(5) -
SUBROUTINE STARE 52GS12C, ►J
C
C •## 1N'rVTS #+i# 5200600
C ND, SG 	 VECTOR DESCRIBING DESIGN ITERATIONS. 	 (DATA COMMON) 52001610
C NDSGV	 VECTOR DEFINING DESIGN VARIASLES. 	 (DATA COMMON) 52601620
C NJAIL	 JAIL SENTENCE.	 (DATA COMMON) 52061630
C ID JOLD	 TEMPORAR Y STORAGE FOR D(J)	 (TMDESN COMMON) 52691635
C
C ### DESCRIPTION #h# 52601640
C STARE TESTS THE DESIGN DATA FOR VALIDITY, SETS UP	 INITIAL 52:161650
C VALUES ► AND CALCULATES THE WEIGHT VECTOR. 	 THE CON7W)L LOOP	 IS S21301660
C EXECUTED FOR EACH ITERATION AN-` CONSISTS OF A CALL TO JU GE, 52601670
C A CALL TO CYCLE,	 AND THE SETUP OF THE NEXT DESIGN VARIABLE SET.S20D1660
C
COMMON	 / DATA / NCNTRL,	 CONTRL(10) ► 	 TITLE(12), DATE(3)9 PUNCID, DTG01000
! D AI A (34 86) 07 001100
DIMENSION	 WOE)JH(7) ► WCLRH(7) 9 WIMMT(7),	 EIMHT(7),	 CIMPL (7) , D7002C'150
1 WCLRS(6) 9 NDSGN(41, NDSGV(11)+	 LATIC(3 ► 26)!	 BOUNDS (3,100) ► 07002100
2 SURF 
	 (2!i+1CM) ,	 DE SON (I0,5Ci) , 	 SUBS7 (500) ,	 ILATTC(3+26) , 07602200
3 ISURF020,1001 + 	IDESGN ( 1Ci+50)I	 ISUBST ( 500) ► 	 IDNDS(3,10Ci) DT00230G
EQUIVALENCE
	
(DATA ( 1)+	 LMODE )+	 ( DATA(2)9 NRAYS ),	 ( DATA ( 3), DT101G0(1
1 NSLCS ),	 ( DATA (4),	 NCLRS	 ),	 ( DATA(5), NJAIL ),	 ( DA7A(6) 9 DT101100
2 NSUBT	 ) ,	 ( DATA (7) , NSUBP	 1 i	 ( DATA ( 8) ► NIFLN ) ,	 ( DATA ( 9) , D1101200
3 IMODE	 ) r	 ( DATA(1G) ► NSFLN ) +	 ( DATA(11) ,	 141E J H ) ,	 ( DATA(12) , D%01300
4 NSURF	 )+	 ( DAT A ( 13),	 AFLAG	 )+	 ( DATA ( 14) + DELY ),	 ( DAT A ( 15), DT1014G0
S FNUMD ) ► 	 ( DATA(16) , FLNGH ) ,	 ( DATA(17) ► WrLGH ) , ( DATA(I 8) 9 D%01500
6 ZETA 1,	 ( DATA(19),	 HEXFP	 ),	 ( DATA(2C0 , OEXFP	 ),	 ( DATA(21),	 . DT1G16G0
7 WEXFF	 )t	 ( DATA(22) +	 DLPLN )v	 ( DATA(23) ► O'(GA2 )v	 ( DATA(24) , DT1G1700
8 OMGAI
	 )+	 ( DATA(25), DELD	 )+	 ( DATA(26)+ EFRAD ),	 I DATA(27)9 DT101800
9 PSCAL	 ) s	( DATA(28) s OMGAF	 )o	 ( DATA(29) ,	 SFFEA ) ,	 ( DATA( 301 , DT101900
A DUMIN ),	 ( DATA(31)+ 04157	 ) ► 	 ( DATA(32)1	 HO	 ),	 ( DATA(33), DT102GC,0
D DELM	 ),	 ( DATA(34)9	 SYSMX ),	 ( DATA(35) ► WXDIR ),	 ( DATA(36), 01102100
C WYDIR ) ,	 ( DATA(37) , 	 ROTAN ) ,	 ( DATA ( 38) ,	 NDSGN ( 1)	 ) +	 ( DATA ( 42) +DTIG2200
D NDSGV(1)	 ),	 ( DATA(53), WOCJH(1)	 )+	 'OATA(60) ► WCLRH(1)	 ), D7102300
E	 ( DATA(67) , WIMHT (1) 	 )l	 (DATA(74) , 	 EIMHT(1)	 )s	 ( DATA(8I) , 07102400
F	 CIMFL(1)	 ),	 ( DATA(88)+ WCLRS(1)	 ), OT1025G0
G	 t	 DATA(94),	 LATTC(1,1)9	 1LATTC(1,1)	 ),	 ( DATA(182),	 SURFC(1,1), D1102600
N ISURFC(1,!)
	
)+	 ( DATA(2182),	 DESGN(191),	 IDECGN(l,i)	 ); •DT102700
I	 ( DATA(2682),	 SUDST(I),	 ISUBST(I)	 ),	 t DATA(3182)+	 WIUNDS(191), 07102800
J	 IE140S(191)	 )+	 (	 DATA(3483) ► 	 NCOND	 ) DT102950
EQUIVALENCE	 ( DATA(3464) +	 ATRGGR ) s 	( DATA(3485) , GAUSS ) 07103000





COMMON	 / TM,DESN	 /	 PER1 C14,	 PCOUNT,	 NOFFND,	 JAI',(1091S),	 SENTN ( 10)+L700100G
1 DIMVCT ► 	 CORD(6) ► 	 SIZE, DETRM,	 EOLNG,	 ESLNG,	 IMPFV,	 VCTSTR(6000)9 L7002000
2 VINDX(11)+	 0JOLD(7) 1.7022100
REAL	 IM,• RV 1.7003000
INTEGER	 PERIOD, PCOU N T,	 SEN IN , DIMVCT,	 COG4, V , NDX L7004000
. C
IF (ND SON (4) . LE . Co) RETURN 52002000
IF(NDSGV(1).GT.01GO TO 40 52002200
{`tiT 







SUBROUTINE 10 CONTROL DESIGN LOGIC 	 09/24/68	 FAGE
$1 Art 2	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 IFN(S) -
GO 10 400	 52424444
36c,	 NGSGV(I.1)=NCSG V (l + l^ • 1	 =202460!1
400 CONTINUE	 52024840


















SU£ROUIINE 10 CONTROL DESIGN LOGIC FAGE
S1 AR" 2	 EFN	 SOUF.CE ' STATEPEN1	 -	 IFNt.)	 -
WR11E	 16,600) 52402444	 6
600 FORMA7 4 PHIBAD DESIGN DATA INPUT) 52002600
CALL G07F 52Ci02804	 7





IF(LM0DE. NE.1)MDIM =V,DIM+NCLRS 52004400
14DIM=MDIM4. N0BJN 52004200
IF(WFLGH .NE.O. WDIM .MDIM+1 S2004400
IF(WEXPP.NE . Q.)MDIM=MDIM+l 52004600
DIMVCT=DIMVCT+MDIM 52004804
BALL PRMSUB( $ 50) 52005004	 23
1MAX =NDSGV (I) $2005200
MD 1M:1MAX+2 S20!)54G0
IF(MDIM*DIMVCT . LE.6%)0)GO TO 170 52005600
WRITE
	 (6,601)DIMVCT $2005800	 34
601 FORMAT ( OH1DIMVC1 = Ilo,28H PrvDDLEM TOE BIG FOR MACHINE) 52006000
CALL GOOF 520:'16200	 31
170 VINDX(1)=OI14VC1+1 	 - 52006400
DO 210 1=2,11 52006600
210 VIN0X(I)=V1 NDX(I-i)+D1MVCT 520068:10
FER10D•2(R^CSGN(3)-NDSGNt2)+f) 52007000
PCOUNT =O 52007200
t N?FFNo= O $2007400
00 220 1=1110 52007600
SENTN (I) =0 SeCi? Sri 
DO 220 J=1910 $2008000
220 JAIL(19J)=0 520'38204
CALL MWVCTR 52008440	 55 J
CALL MEVCTR(VCTSTR(DIMVCT+1) , $ p6o,ATR(, (,RsGAUSS) S200e6013	 58
-IF	 ( NSUBT	 .NE. 0 )	 GO 10 27:1 S20DOG50
CO 230 11 z 1, NOBJH 52008700
230 DJOLD111)=C1MPL(I1) 52008750
GO TO 270 $2008800
260 WRITE	 (6,602) 52021000	 73
602 FORMAT ( 1H136HRAY FAILURE DURING COMPUTATION OF ED) .$2p21200
CALL GODF 42021400	 74
270 CALL DOTE (VCTSTR (DIMVCT + l),VCTSTR (DIMVCT+1) , FOLNG) 52C+21600	 78
EOLNG=SQRT(E pU40) 52421800	 84
DO	 260	 JJ = 1, NSURF 52:121900
IF(	 SURFC(5, JJ) 	 .NE.	 1.	 )	 GO TO 290 $2021920 {)
280 CONTINUE 52021940
290 CALL	 CORDER( NCLRS,	 SURFC(S,JJ), CORD ) 52Ci22000	 93
CALL FRTCTL 520222:.14	 95
WRITE	 (6,603) S20224Q0	 96
603 F0RMAT ( lH:t;a23HDESIGN VAR1A £LE NUM £ERS6X12HIHCR. FACTOR3X1fMDETERMS2022600
11NANT5X10M7LD LENGTH5XICMNEW LENGTH0 !1HTMP ROVEMENT) 52022800
LINE=LINE+2 $2023000
320 CALL JUDGEM501 52023200	 98
CALL CYCL r (14201 $20234;10
	 101
NDSGN(4)=ND5GN(4)-1 S2023600
3! $5 DO 400	 1=1,IMA ,: $2023804
IF( NDSG V( I . 1)	 -I.N0SGN(3))G0 TO 380 52024000
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$UBROU11NE 10 CONTROL DESIGN LOGIC
	 09/24/65
	 FACE
SIARZZ	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - 1FN(S) -
60 10 400	 $202 44 00
























































IMF RV 00174 R
DJOLD 13770 R	 11











SUOUT 1	 ST RDR	 4E A 2
COMMON	 VARIABLE 5
COMMON BLOCK DATA ORIGIN 00001
SYNCOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
NCIITRL 00000 I CONTRL GOODS 1
WE 00027 1 FUNCID 00032 R
LND+:E 00033 1 NRAYS 00034 l
NCLR5 00036 1 NJA1L 00037 1
HSUDP 00041 1 NIFLH DO012 1
45PLN 00044 1 NOSJH GOO45 1
(FLAG 00047 1 DELY 00050 R
FLNGH 00052 R WFLGH 00053 R
►EXPP DOCi55 R DEXPP 00056 R
DLPLN 00060 R OM6A2 00051 R
CELD 00063 R EPRAD 0006. R
040 AF 00:'66 R SPFEA 00:67 R
Cr1151 00071 R IA 1007L R
SYSMX 00074 R WXDIR DOO75 R
WAN Onh77 R NDSGN 00100 1
WBJH 00117 R WCLRH 00126 R
EIMHT 00144 R CIMPL 00153 R
LATTC 00170 R ILATTC 00170 1
ISURFC 00320	 -- 1 DESGN 04240 R
SUBST 05224 R ISUBST 05224 1
1EN0 S Op. 210 I NCOND 06665 I
GAUSS 06607 R
COMMON BLOCK FRNT ORIGIN 06672
L;NE 00000 I PAGE GOODS I
COMMON BLOCK TMDESN ORIGIN 06674
FER1O0 00000 I PCOUNt 00001 I
JAIL 00003 I SENTN 00147 1
C0 '+0	 • 00162 1 SIZE 0017 i4 R
EGLNG 00172 R ESLNG 00173 R
VCTSTR 00175 R VINDX 13755 1
U140IMENS1014ED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
MIN 22673 I MRAYS 22674 I








Page Revised 10/1 /68
SUBROUTINE TO CONTROL DES16N LOGIC FADE
	 5
STAR22 STORAGE MAP
.FWRD. SECTION	 10 600F SECTION	 IS FRMSUp	 SECTION	 1;
KaVCTR SECTION	 13 MEYCTR SECTION	 14 DO1F	 Scc110N	 1!
SORT SECTION	 16 CORDER SECT 1014	 17 FRTCIL	 SECTION	 1;
JUDGE SECTION	 19 CYCLE SECTI ON	 20 .UN06 .	 SECTION	 2
.FFIL. SEC 11014	 22 .FCNV. SECTION	 23 5Y5LOC	 SEC 1101 4 	2.
EFN	 IFN CORRESPONDENCE
CrN IFN LOCATION EFN IFN LOCATION EFN IFN	 LOCATIO'
40 6A 23006 600 FORMAT 22713 SO SA	 23007
170 32A 23112 601 FORMAT 22720 210 36A	 23116
220 SOA 23144 260 73A 23205 270 7SA	 23216
t30 67A 23200 602 FORMAT 22730 260 SEA	 23253
290 SIA 23256 603 FORMAT 22740 320 $?A	 23306
350 104 A 23321 420 123A 23347 400 117A	 23340
380 114A 23335








' .may	 ky +^ 'Yr 77,7,77,07a	
.'I
y,^,, ,.	
'^.	 k3	 r t 	5d	 ,. ,art y	 e.}. • 	 T	 c ,'. g	 i
Ff t i. #sAtl r!;d_^d
 ,.'1 g#fJ*'}'^''^° ^'^''^! '3[ ^ ^ ^tts ,!z ^,. G	 :)	 r x	 {^' -












	 PL MATRIX INVERSION LIBRARY SUBROUTINE











JILL '(ATRIX INVERSION LIBRARY SUBROUTINE
NVRTt	
- EFN SOURt[ STATEN[NT - IRN(l) -
SuOROUT)NE NATINV (N01N.A.NORDER.B. "onto .OL'TZRN.SI,$&$
c






C	 ?"OCR (M.1) =S1((N^1)-ftN))
OINENSION S1(8).Stiv
INTEGER Z1.RR.41







19 00 80 Js).N
80	 S1(J)=o




38	 Z8: Z 1.N
c
c	 SEARCH FOR P 1VOT ELSLIENT
c
40 ANAXs0.0
49 00 109 Js1.N
Su	 IF (41(j) .C4.2) GO TO gap
SO 00 100 Ks1.N
70	 IF fit (X) -1) 0001000740






110	 S J (ICOLUN) sS I (ICOLU)q +1
C




for (IROM.[i.ICOLUN) So TO 960
110 O[T[RNs-OE'YRN






IF (N. Lt. 0) 00 TO 260
t10 00 850 La1.N
Ito SMAPw9(lROM.L)
t30 8(I NOW. L)aB(ICOLUN.Lt
190 S(ICOLUN.L)*SWAP
no as ( i1) rIROw















JPL NATR/ n IIIVCN&10N LIBRARY WWROUTIN9
NVRTI
	 - CF" louRct •TATt"tNT - IIN191
3*0 OCT90NvOCT9400119111
c
c	 O l V IOC PIVOT NOW SY PIVOT CLCNCWT
c
330 AlICQLUN.IcOLUNI.1.0
740 00 $50 Let.N
350	 A/ICOLUN.L)nA/ICOLUN.L)O01 111
355	 IF /N. Lt. 0 00 TO 300
300 00 370 L•t.N
3ro 10CICOLUN.Lfw9IICOLUl#@UAslll
c
c	 Mcouct NON-V IVOT Iwo
c
300 00 550 Lt:t.N
350 IF ILl.M ICOLUN) W TO 550
400 TeA1Lt.lOOLUN)
400 A(LI.ICOLUN) nO.0
430 00 450 Lut.N
450 AOL$eL) WAILS .LI-AIMMUN.LW
455	 IF (N.L[.0) 00 TA 59t










Soo	 IF 15 1 1Lt).[9.s1 1l.9)) 00 TO Tlo
070 JOWxSI CLt)
04 0JCOLUNrS t /L9)
050 00 T05 Kst.N
















11THOOL LOCATION TTPC 8T490L. LOCATION rvpc
to 00004 I t1 00005 t
JROw 00001 t ICOLUN 00001 1
Aa1Ar 00003 R T 00003 R
w 00016 t M 0000► t
! 00011 I K 00011 f








6►N free LOCATION CPU RN LocATtun
10 IA 00031 is 3A OG037
30 11A 00046 $110 133A 00461
31 164 00130 40 17A 00133
1o/ 40A 00103 30 RIA 00737
too 30A 00100 70 t#A 00113
740 16SA 00171 S1 34A 00171
61 36A 00176 110 ARA 00!01
so 74A 00171 140 41A 00110
100 17A 00040 160 IRA 00134
on GOA 00141 117 63A 00211
no GOA 00164 130 GOA 00166
310 71A 00307 310 111A 00111^
340 11A 00331 350 SSA 00343
300 204A 00371 360 96A 00336
300 1074 00411 400 !!OA 00411
430 114 A 00414 410 1171 00431
400 ILIA 00147 100 tlSA 00455
T10 16114 00567 610 141A 00501
618 1434 00!11 6110 144A 001W
MO 191A 00535 650 153A 00540
00 $1141A 00017 67 0 1514 00561
Tt.t FIRST LOCATION NOT USCD /T THIS PROGRAM IS 00763.
01J*f60611	 PAOC a
aTHOOL LOCATION TYPE
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SUOKOUTINC TO CONPUTC FOCAL QNSTN AND FOCAL POINT
iIMTC 'ARAXT NOA.XRP	 LINK • (PARAK)
	 P4001000
f
-ml ;%^ d l,^	
•:
4 Y	 ^r'^:'^ f	 t r^^,
A"`rrr
^5d	 {^ "'	 ^'!^}+^k t
it' `^;	 y ,
tot1	 f	 ^^
^





SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE FOCAL LCNGTH AND FOCAL POINT	 Ot/!S A•
	 PAGE !
PARAXI	 - CFM SOURCE STATEMENT - IFA1(S) •
SUBROUTINE
	
PARAXI COLOR, FOCALL. FOCALP ) P11001100
C
C	 +++ INPUTS 000 PR001200
C COLOR	 NUMBER OF COLOR TO K USED. P4001210
C
C	 +++ OUTPUTS 000 PROO2300
C FOCALL FOCAL LENGTH VALUE. PROO1310
C FOCALP FOCAL POINT VALUE. PROO1320
C
C	 +++ 0[SCRIPTION042 PROO2400
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE FOCAL LENGTH AND FOCAL POINT PROD1410
C	 FOR THE SPECIFIED COLOR. 	 IF THEY ARE INFINITE. THEN FOCALL PROOS420
C	 AND FOCALP ARE SET TO ZERO. PRODS430
C
COMMON	 / DATA / DUNNY! CRY) . DATA(3403) PR001900
EQUIVALENCE	 ( DATA (23). ONGA2 ). ( DA
T
A (26) 	 EPRAO ). ( DATA (12)•PROOSTDO
! NSURF ).	 ( DATA ( 102). SURFC(!.!)	 ) PR001S00
DIMENSIoN	 SURFC(20.100) PROU2000
C
COMMON/A M j#,THTR • SNTMTR. CSTMTR A2004000
C
INTCGQR	 COLOR PROO2000
DIMENSIC ,4	 XVCT(3). OVCT(3) PROO2200
C
C	 START OF PARAX SUBROUTINE PROW000
C
M s EPRAO 0 ONGAR PI1003900
FOCALL s 0.0 PR003700
FOCALP s 0.0 PRD03000
CALL	 RAYTR( 0.. ONGrA2. M. COLOR. XVCT. QVCT. SWISS. $400. 	 :900. 0';';70040Wa040
1 S0009 Of DUMMY. DUMMY ) PRO04100
GO TO 000 PR004900
400 WRITE ( G. 32000) 	 SWISS PR009000
32000 FORMAT( IHO. 21M ARAXIAL RAY MISSED SURFACE. 14 ) PR003200
CALL	 GOOF PR009400
300 WRITE ( G. 32010 )	 SNISS PRODa000
32010 FORMAT( IND. 33W ARAXIAL RAY REFLECTED AT SURFACE. 14 ) PR005200
CALL GOOF PROOS400
+00 IF( QVCT(2)	 Co.. 	 0.0 )	 GO TO 3000 PROOS000
ALPHA s - QVCT(3) / QVCT(R) PROOPRGO
FOCALP s ALPHA M XVCT(R) • XVCT(3) PRODT400
FOCALL • ALPHA 0 N PROQ/600
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sTMBOL	 LOCATION	 TYPE	 SYMBOL	 LOCATION	 TYPE
01RNVI













COMM BLOCK	 AW8J	 ORIGIN	 09"?	 LENGTH	 00001
INTO	 00000	 R	 sNTNTR	 00001
	
R	 CSTNTR	 Do=	 R
OfMEMSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
sYNBOL
	 LOCATION	 TVPE	 sVMBOL	 LOCATION	 TVPE	 SYMBOL	 LOCATION	 TYPE
xVCT	 0H7B
	
R	 GVCT	 maps	 R
UNDIMENSIOP IEO PROGRAN VARIABLES
s"MaL.	 LOCATION	 TYPE	 SYMBOL	 LOCATION	 TYPE	 SYMBOL	 LOCATION	 TYPE
N 00700	 R	 S"M	 05701	 R	 OUINY	 05702
	
R




RAVTR	 SECTION	 S	 .FMRD.
	
SECTION	 !	 GOOF	 sECTION	 to











	 7A	 GoM	 G00	 !A	 0)011
3N000	 FORMAT	 09714
	 M010	 FORMAT	 01724	 1000	 13A	 00043
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SUBROUTI N E TO PERFORM OPTIC D1AGN0511C CALCULAT10115
	 GS/24/6$	 PAGE
STARS?	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATEMEN T • IFN(S) -
SUBROUTINE	 STARS 53001204
C
C 000 DESCRIPTION 44* 63041500
C TH'S SUCROUI114E	 IS USED TO CALCULATE AND PRINT CERTAIN OPTIC 53001510
C DIAGNOSTICS.	 AVERAGE X,	 To AND SPOT SIZE ARE COMPUTED FOR ALL S5,501526
C SPECIFIED PLANES AND FOR THREE SPECIAL ONES CHOSEN TO MINIMIZE 53061530
C RMS X, RMS To	 AND SPOT SIZE. 63001540
C
COMMON / DATA / NCNTRL, CONIRL(10), 	 11 T LE ( 12), CATE(3), PUN CID, DT401460
I OATA(34861 070011no
DIMEN S ION 	W4CJH(7), WCLRH(7), WIMHT(7)1	 EIMHT(7)o	 CIPPL(7), 01042466
1 WCLRS(6) , 	 NOSGN(4) ,	 NOSG V( I1) ,	 LATIC(3126) ,	 fiOUNDS(39100) , DT(};12100
L SURFC(20,1001 1 	CESGN(14,SW 1	 SUCST(500),	 ILATTC(3,26), 0 1;,02200
3	 ISURFC(20,10 +J1,	 IDESGN(10,50),	 ISUCST(5401,	 W405(3,100) 07602340
EQUIVALENCE
	
(DA,A(1),	 LW DL 1,	 ( DATA ( 2)9 NRAYS 1,	 ( DATA(3), 01101040
I NSLCS	 ),	 ( DATAl4),	 NCLRS	 ),	 ( DATA(5),	 NJA1L	 ),	 ( DATA(6)1 D,101100
2 NSUD T 	),	 ( DATA(?),	 NSUCP	 I 	 ( DATA(81, NIPLN ), 	 ( DATA(9)9 01101200
3	 IMODE	 1,	 ( DATA ( 10),	 NSPLN ),	 ( DATA(11),	 NOEJH 1,	 ( DA,A(12), 07101300
4 NSURF	 I,	 ( DATA(13)9	 AFLAG	 ),	 ( DATA(141,	 CEL Y 	),	 ( DATA( 15) CT 101400
5 FNUmP, I 	 t DATA(16), FLNGH ),	 ( DATA(17), WFLGH ),( CATA(18), 07101500
6	 ZETA ),	 ( DATA(19)9	 MEXPP	 ),	 ( DATA(20),	 CEXPP	 )1	 ( CATA(21), 07101606
7 WEXPP	 ),	 ( DATA(22), CLPLN ),	 ( DATA(23)9 OMGA2 ),	 ( DATA(24), D1101700
014GA1
	
) 1	 t DATA(25) , DELD	 ) ,	 ( DAUM) , EPRAD ) , 	 ( DATA(27) , DT1O1800
S PSCAL	 ) ,	 ( DATA(28) , OMGAt'	 ) ,	 ( DATA(29) ,	 SFFEA ) ,	 4 DATA( 30) , 0,101900
A DUMIN ),
	
( DATA(31), OD 15T	 ),	 ( DATA ( 32),	 HO	 1,	 ( DATA(33)1 01102ono
B DELH	 )/	 ( DATAQ 1),	 SYSMX ),	 ( DATA(35), WX01R ),	 ( DATA(36), 01102100
C WYD1R ),	 ( DATA07),	 ROT AN ),	 ( DATA(36),	 NC SGN(1)	 ),	 ( DATA(42),D,102240
D NDSG V (1)	 ),	 ( OATA(53), WOCJM(I)	 ),	 (OATA(60), WCLRM(1)	 ), 0,102300
E	 ( DA,A(67), WIMHT(I)	 ),	 (DATA(74),	 EIMHT(1)	 ),	 ( DATA(81), D, 102400
F	 CIMPL ( I)	 ),	 ( DATA(88), WCLRS(1)	 ), OT1C12500
4	 (	 DA,A(9411	 LA11C(1,11-	 ILATTC(I,I)	 )1	 ( DAYA(182),	 SURFC(%it), DT102640
H	 ISURFC(1,1)	 1,	 (	 DATA(2162),	 DESGN(lit),	 IDESGN(1,t)	 ), DT1C127Do
I	 ( DATA(2682),	 SUDST(1)0	 ISUCST(1)	 ),	 ( DATA(3182),	 WUNCS(i,l), DTIG2000
J	 IENDS(1,1)	 ).	 ( DAT A(3403)1 NCOND	 ) OTIC12900
EQUIVALENCE
	
( DATA(3484),	 ATRGGR ),	 ( DA, A(3485), GAUSS ) D,103000
INTEGER	 CONTRL,	 AFLAG, DATE, ATRGGR D7201000
REAL	 LATTC 01202060
C
COMMON / TMPAT,	 / NM1SS, NRFLCT, NVIGN, NRAYSD, XDAR, 	 YEAR,	 XSTAR,L3O:11000
I YSTAR, RSTAR,	 SJSTAR, XCURL(201), 	 YCURL(201), MXDAR, KXEAR, L3001200
2 MYSAR,	 KYDAR,	 AX,	 BX,	 CX,	 AY, DY,	 CY,	 ACAP, CCAP,	 CCAP L3;1O140D








0 V4ENSION 	XVC7(3)1	 OVCT(3) 0 	HE1TS ( T),	 LAMOA(ISO),	 FMT(T), $3002000
I OLIST(0),	 TEMPS(400) 63002200
C
DATA	 FMT(1)	 / 6H(1H	 ,T	 It FMT(2)	 / GH3,2 X ,	 /,	 FM'(?)/6M	 12	 ) /,S"G5064
1 EFRMT	 / 6HE16.7,	 /1	 AFRMT	 / 6H4XZA6,	 /, FINT Y 1	 / 6M	 INFIN	 Is $3003200
='F1141Y2	 / 6HIT Y	/ 63063400
C
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SUDROUTINE TO PERFORM OPTIC DIAGNOSTIC CALCULA110NG 09/24/65
	
/AGE
STAR32	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 IFN(S)





I (MYCURL(I)oytURLt1)1,(KYCURL(1),TEMP S(201)) 53005020
REAL MXCURL (200) oKXCURL (2001	 M--CURL (2!10) 	 KYCUfNL (200)	 XCORD ( 200) i 63005fj30
I YCORD(200) $3005040
C
C START OF STAR3 SUBROUTINE 53007000
C
CALL	 PRTCTL 63007500 !
WRITE 1 6,	 32010 ) 53008000 3
32010 FORMAT(	 JH:l,	 5HCOLORe 3X * 	12HFOCAL LENGIHP 5XP	 11HFOCAL POINTo 5XPS3008200
1 IGHBACK FOCUS o ?X, 9HF / NUMBER ) 530084 Go
LINE z LINE • 2 $3008600
WHIR z 0.0 $3008600
Co 7000	 1 z 1r NCLRS $3101000
THTR c 3.14159265 53101200
CSTHTR s - 1.0 $3101400
C
C COMPUTE FOCAL LENGTH AND FOCAL POINT 53102000
CALL	 PARAX(	 10 FOCALLs FOCALP ) $3102200 6
THTR z 0.0 53102400
CSTHTR c 1.0 53102600
C
C COMPUTE BACK FOCUS A140 F NUMBER 	 _S3103000
CALL	 MER1D( to EFOCUS, FSHUMB ) $3103200 10
IF(	 1	 .EQ.	 1 )	 BF1 s BFOCUS S310340n
C
C GENERATE OUTPUT LIST AND FORMAT FOR FOCAL LENGHle FOCAL S3104000
C POINTo BACK FOCUS, AND F/ NU14DER 53104200
C IF A14Y VALUE 1S 0.0 THIS INDICATES INFINITY SHOULD	 BE 5310440!1
C PRINTED OUT 53104600
DO	 2000	 J = 31 6 53105000
2000 FMT(J)	 c EFRMT $3105200
ITEMP z I 53105400
IF( FOCALL	 .EQ. 0.0 )	 60 TO 2500 53105500
OL1ST(1)	 z FOCALL 531058(10
ITEMP z 2 53106000
C,O TO 3000 $3106200
2500 OLIST(1)	 z FINTYI •53106600
OLIST(2)	 c FINTY2 531068(10
FMT(3)	 z AFRMT 63107000
ITEMP z 3 • 53107200
3000 1F( FOCALP	 .EQ. 0.0 )	 00 TO 3500 S3107400 I
OL1ST ( IIEMP)	 c FOCALP 53107600
ITEMP z	 ITEMP	 • 1 S3107800
60 TO 4000 53108Ci00
35,x,0 OLIST(ITEMP)	 z FINTYI 53108600




ITEMP	 z	 ITEMP	 • 2 53109200
4000 IF( EFOCUS	 .EQ.	 0.0 )	 00 TO 4500 53201000
OLIST(I T EMP)	 a EFOCUS $3201200
ITEMP	 z	 ITEMP	 •	 1 $3201400
G0 TO 5000 3201600
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Program listing;
Link G
Pad c Revises! 10/1/6b
SUCROUTINE 10 PERFORM OPTIC DI&4NJS11C CAICULA114115 09/24166
	
PAGE
STAR32	 EFN	 SOURCE SIATEME141 	 -	 irum	 •
OLISI M EMP.1)	 t FINTY2 $3202200
F141(S)	 t	 AFRMY 63202400
I1EMP	 s	 ITEMP	 • t $3202600
S ppp IF( FSNuMB	 .EO.	 0.0 1	 GO TO 550 $3203000
OLIS1(11EMP)	 s FSNUMD 63203206
GO 10 6000 $3203400
9500 OLISI(11EMP)	 s FINTY! $3203000
OLISMIE11P•I)	 t F1NTY2 63204000
11EMP	 t• 11EVP	 •	 1 $3204200
WIG) t AFRMT $3204400
C
C ► MT	 15	 (111 03,2X,	 AND E1G.7 OF 4X2AG, DEPENDING ON 53205000
C WHETHER THE VALUES ARE ZERO OR NJT 63205200
C
C PRINT OUT VALUES OR COMMENT 	 INFINITY 63205400
6000 WRI TE	 ( 6,	 FMT	 )	 1,	 I OLIRIIJ),	 J=I,ITEMP	 1 632n5G6n	 50
LINE t LINE • 1 63206000
70pn CONTINUE 63207000
C
C CO11PU1E OOJECT HEIGHTS $3206000
DO	 0000	 J t I, N')OJH 63206200
•Opp NEITS(J)	 t t0 • FLOAT(	 J-1 )	 DELH 53200400
IHTR s 0.0 63209000
SNIHIR t 0.0 63209200
C6THIR t 1.0 63209400 C
C PRINT HEADING FOR EXIT PUPIL 63301000
WRITE 1 69 32020 ) 63301200	 65
32020 FORMAT(	 SHOP 4X, 6HHEIGHT, 6X, 5HCOLOR, 4X,	 10HEX1T PUPIL 1 53301400
LINE t LINE • 2 63301600
DO	 13600	 J t 1, F►OBJH 63302000
!Ft	 11EITS(J)	 .EC-	 0.0 )	 GO 10 13600 $3302460
DO	 13500	 1 t 1, NCLRS 53303000
ALL	 RAYTR(	 0.,	 0.,	 HEITS(J),	 1,	 XVCT,	 OVCT,	 $MISS,	 3102nD, 53303400
1 SS p2000	 SSOpnO,	 Of DUMMY, DUMMY ) 63363600	 76
10000 IF(	 CVCT(2)	 .NE.	 0.0 )	 GO 10 16500 6330400n
-10200 EXITP t 0.0 $3304200
GO To Ism 63304400
10500 EXITP	 t	 - OVCT(3)	 4 XVCT(2)	 / OVCT(2)	 • XVCT(3) 53304000
110np IF(	 LINE	 .LE. 54	 1	 GO TO 11500 63305000
C
C CEGIN NEW PAGE,	 PRINT TITLE 63305200
CALL	 PRTCTL 53345400	 00
WRITE
	 1 61	 37, 020 63305600	 09
LINE t LINE	 - P $3305000
115 pp IF(	 EXITP	 .':%.	 O.0 )	 60 TO 120CiO 53306600
C PRINT	 INFINITY FOR VALUE OF EXIT PUPIL $3306400
WRITE	 ( 6,	 32:130 )	 HE1TS(J),	 1 53306600	 92
32030 FORMAT(	 I ► 1	 ,	 E14.7,	 4X,	 1S,	 6X,	 9H	 INFINIT Y 	) $3306000
Go To 13000 :3307000
C
C PRINT EXIT PUPIL VALUE 63307600
12t1p0 WRI T E	 t 6,	 32040 )	 HE1TS(J),	 It	 EXl1r =3307000	 95
32rmCi FORMA T (	 IH	 ,	 E14.7,	 4X,	 II,	 E10.7	 f $3306000
130no L 1 ► 1E	 t	 LINE	 •	 ! $3306200
135 pp CONT1HUE $3300400
r
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SUCROUlIt1E 10 fERFORM OPTIC DI&ONO311C CALCULATIONS 	 09/24/60
	
PAGE
S/AR32	 - EFN	 S:IURCE SIATEMEtIT - IfN(S)	 -
13600	 CONTINUE $3308500
1MIR s
	 ROIAN • 3.14159265	 / too. $3309000
SNi"TR s SIN( THTR ) $330A200
CSIHTR s COS( THTR 1 53309400
14RAYS z NRAYS $1309600
If  LMODE .EQ. 0 1	 MRAYS z 2 • MRAYS $3309600
C
MTEMP s 0 53400500
DO	 20000	 J s to NOBJH $3401000
DO	 20000	 1 t 1, NCLRS 53402000
C
141EMP 	 s MTEMP	 • 1 $3402200
C	 COMPUTE STATISTICAL INFOR14AIlON 53402400
CALL	 SMPOP(	 1,	 J,	 HE1TS(J),	 DF1,	 1,	 TEMPS 1 53402600
CALL	 PRICIL $3402600
MR17E	 ( 6,	 32050 1	 MTEMP,	 J,	 1 53403000
32050 FORMAT(	 IMO,	 //13,14N. OBJECT POINT,	 12,	 1X, 6M COLOR,	 12,	 21H ...53403200
t ................. 	 1 $3403400
C
C	 PRINT OUT RAY TRACE INFORMATION 53404000
NRIIE' ( 6,	 32CI60 1	 HEITS(J),	 THTR,	 MRAYS,	 NMiSS, Nr-,FLCT,	 NV1GN, 53404200
1 NRAYSO $3404400
320SU FORMAT(	 IHO, 7X, 6iltiCIGH1,	 10X, 7HAZIMUTH / 2X, 2EI6 . 7	 // 6X 9 $3405000
1 52NRAYS TRACED
	
MISSED	 REFLECTIONS	 VIGNETS	 SUCCESSES / 9X, 13,53405200
2	 $X,	 130	 $X,	 139	 SX,	 131 7X,	 13	 ) S3405400
LINE s LINE • 10 $3405600
t
C	 PRINT OUT RAY STATISTICS $3406000
WRITE	 ( 6, 32070 1	 MXv AR, KXpAR, MYDAR, KY p AR, AX, DX, CX,	 AY $34C45200I DT,	 CY,	 ACAP,	 DCAP,	 CCAP $3406400
32070 FORMAT(	 IHD,	 OX.,	 5H14XEAR,	 11X,	 SHKXD AR,	 I1X9	 SMMYCAR,	 11X9 $3406600
1 5HKYDAR / 2X , 4E16.7	 // 10X, 2HAX,	 10, 2HEX,	 109	 2HCX / 21(, 53407000
2 3E16.7	 // I'As 2HAY,	 We 2MEY,	 14X, 2HCY / 2X, 3E16.7 //	 I1X, 53407200
3 IMA,	 15X,	 IMD,	 101	 1HC / 2X,	 3E16.7	 1 $3407400
LINE a LINE • 12 $3407600
WRITE	 ( 6, $2000 1 $340e000
32000 FORMAT( ;MO, 20, 13HLOC. Or PLANE, 5X, 9HAVERA6E X, 7X, 
ON 
AVERAGE $3406400
I Y, 5X,	 120 MAGE MEIGHT,0,5HRMS X,	 11X,5MRMS Y,9X,9HSPOT SIZE	 ) 53406600
L114E s LINE • t $3406800
LAMDAX s - DX I AX 53409000
LAMDAY z - D Y / AY 53409200
LAMDAR s - DCAP / AC AP $3409400
IF(	 1	 .NE.	 1 )	 60 TO 14500 53501000
LAMDAU z S+'TAR ♦ FLOAT( NSPLN 1 * DLPLN 53501200
DO	 14006	 K z 1, NSPLN 53501600
14000 LAMDA( K i	 z LAt4DA0 • FLOAT( K-1 1 	 i DLPLN 53501600
1430L1 LAMDAT z IAMDAX $3502000
KTEMP s I 53502400
FNR--NRAYSO $'3502402
15000 XCAR z MXOAR i LAMr}A1 ♦ KXpAR $3502600
TDAR z MYDAR 4 LAMDAT • KYpAR 53502800
"IMAGE z XpAR a SNTHTR • YDAR a CSIHTR 53503000
XSTAR20. 5.5503010
TSTAR:0. $3503012
DO	 15010 K:I,NRAYSO $3503014
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SUORQUT INC TO tERFORM OPTIC D IA0 1 1W IC CALCULATIO N S	 49 / 24 /6(1	 P A6 E
STAR32
	 '	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEME141 VNIS)
15010 1 CORD (K)cMY(URL(K)4LAMDAl e %YCURL(K1 $3503016
04 1501? KcI,NRAY50 $3503020
X6TAKcXS1AR^X(ORCfR)r+XCORCfKI 53503022
15012 TSIAR:YSIAROYCORD(K)*Y CORD (K) 53$03024
ISIARcSORT (XS IAR/FNR) $3503026
TSTAR:S0RTITSTAR/FNR1 53$03025
RSTAR:SORT(XSTAR*XSTAR•YSTAR*YSTAR) 53$03030
60 TO l	 15500,	 160'30,	 16500 1,	 KTEMP 53504000
C
c PRINT MINIMUM RMS X 53505000
15500 WRITE	 ( 6,	 32090 1	 LAMDAX, XEAR,	 YDAR,	 HIMAGE, XSTAR, YSTAR, RSTARS3505200
32090 FORMAT/	 1" , 3X, IOHMIN. RMS X, 0, 7E16.7 1 53505400
KTEMP c 2 53506000
LAMDAT c LAMDAT 53506200
60 TO ISOOO 535064GD
C
C PRINT MIN114UM RMS Y 53507000
IS Ono WRITE	 ( 6,	 32100 1	 LAMDAY, XDAR,	 YDAR,	 H1MA6E, XSTAR, YSTAR, RSTARS3507200
32100 FORMAT(	 1H	 ,	 3X,	 JOHM1N.	 FMS To 4X,	 7Ci e 7	 ) 53507440
KTEMP t 3 53$06400
LAMDAT c LA140AP 53506200
60 TO 15000 53508400
C
C PRINT MINIMUM SPOT SIZE $3$09000
16500 WR I TE 	 ( 6,	 32110 )	 LAMDAR, XBAR,	 YEAR,	 HIMAGE, XSTAR, YSTAR, RSTAR53509200
32110 FORMATt	 1H	 ,	 3X9	 1/'"IN.	 SPOT SIZE, 7E16.7	 ! 53509400
LINE c LINE • 3 53509600
p0	 18000	 K c 1, NIPLN $3601000
IF( LINE	 .LE. 54 )	 60 TO 17000 53601200
C MIN NEW PAGE	 -	 PRINT HEADING$ 53601600
CALL	 PRTCTL $3601600
WRITE	 ( 6,	 32080 ) s3602000
LINE c LINE	 2 53602200
C
17000 XDAR s MXEAR ♦ LAN,DA( K )	 • KXDAR $3603000
TDAR c MYOAR • LAMDA( K)	 • KYDAR 53603200
HIMAGE c XEAR 4 SNTHTR • YDAR 4 CSTHTR 53603400
XSTARzO. 53603410
TSTAR:O. $3603412
DO 17OSO I1ERcI,NRAY50 $3603414
XCORD(ITER)=MXCURL(I TER) *LAMDA(K)•KXCURLt1TER1 $3613416
17010 YCORO(1TER)sMYCURL(1TER)4LAMDA (K )* KY CURL( I TE R ) $3603416
D0 17012 ITERcI,NRA Y 55 $3603420
XSTAR:XSTAR•XCORD(1TER)4XCORD(I I E R ) 53603422
17012 YSTAReYSTAROYCORD(ITER)*YCORD(1 TE R ) 53603424
XS7ARc50RT(XSIAR/FNR) 53603426
YSTAR=SORT(YSTAR/FNR) $3603426
RSTAR:50RT(XSTAR4XSTAR4YSTARAYS T AR) $3603430
WRITE	 ( 6,3212:.)	 K,	 LAMDA(K), XEAR,	 YSAR,	 HIMAGE, XSTAR,YSTAR,RSTAR
3212:. FORMATf	 4X,	 SMF LANE,	 14,	 5 X ,	 TE16.7	 1 53604600
LINE	 c	 L 114E	 •	 1 $3605400
te00n CONTINUE $3605800
10000 CON I114UE 53607000
C
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COMMON BLOCK DATA ORWIN 00001 LENGTM 06611
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATIt'►N TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYP
NCNTRL 00000 1 CONTRL 00001 1 TI-LE 0SOIS R
DATE 00027 1 PUNC10 00032 R DATA 00033 R
LMODE 00033 1 NRAYS 00034 1 NSLCS 00!135 1
NCLRS 00036 1 NJAIL 00037 1 NSUBT r	 005.40 1
NSUBP 00641 1 NIFLN 00042 t IMOi;E 03043 1
NSPLN 00044 1 NOBJN 00045 1 NSURF 0'+546 1
IFLAO 00047 t DELY 40050 R FNU14e a	 UO551 K
►LNGM 40052 R WFLGH 00053 R ZETA 00054 R
►ExPP 00055 R •DEXPP 00056 R WEXRP 00057 R
DLPLN OOCI40 R OMGA2 00061 R OMGA1 00062 R
DCLD 00063 R EPRAD 00064 R FSCAL 00065 R
CNGAF 00066 R SPFEA 00067 R DUMiN 00070 R
ODIS T 00071 R MO 00072 R DELH DOW R
SYSMx Ov074 R WXD I'I 00075 R Welk
 00076 R
my
 AN 00077 R NDSGN 00100 1 NDSGV 00104 1
WDBJH 00117 R WCLRH 00126 R WIMHT 00135 R
E1MH7 00144 R CIMPL 00153 R WCLRS 00162 R
LATTC 00170 R ILATTC DOM t S1'RFC 0032U R
ISUALFC 00320 1 DESGN 04240 R IDESCN W240 1
Wort 05224 R 1SUB57 05224 t ROUNDS 06210 R
IONOS or) 21u t NCOND 06665 1 AT Roo R 04666 t
GAUSS 06667 R
COMMON BLOCK TMPATT ORIGIN 06672 LENGTH 00651
N41SS GOOOO I NRFLCT 0:1001 1 NVIGN 00002 1
NiAYSO 00003 1 %BAR 00004 R YOAR 00005 R
XSTAK' GOODS R YSTAR 00007 % RSTAR 00010 R
SJSTAR 00011 R XCURL 00012 R VCVFL 011323 R
W DAR 0063A R KXBAR 00635 R MYBAR 00536 R
KYBAR 00637 R A9 00640 R EX 00641 R
Ot 00642 R AV 00643 R BY 00644 R
CY 00645 R AC AP MUG R BC AP 00647 R
CC AP 00650 R 14XCURL 60012 R MYCURL 00323 R
COMMON BLOCK A!OBJ ORIGIN 07543 LENGTH 00003
THTR OOODO R SNTMTR 00001 R CSTMTR 40002 R
COMMON BLOCK PkNT ORIGIN 07546 'LENGTH 00052
L1NE 00000 1 PA► £ 00001 1
DIMENSIONED PRCK,RAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TY!
xv CT 10370 R OVCT 10373 R HEITS 10376 R
LAMOA 10405 R FNT 10551 R OLIST 10560 R
TEMPS 07550 R KXCURL 07554 R KYCURL 10060 R


















SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE SYMBOL LOCAT1014	 TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION	 TYPE
LAMDAX 11410	 R LAMDAY 11411	 R LAMOAR 11412	 R
LAADAD 11413	 R LAMD AT 11414	 R SMISS 11415	 1
1 11416	 1 FOCALL 11417	 R FOCALF 11420	 R	 j
EFOCUS 11421	 R FSNUMB 11422	 R US 11423	 R
1 11424	 1 EFRMT 11425	 R 1TEMP 11426	 1	 j
FINTYI 11427	 R F1NTY2 11430	 R AFRMT 11431
	
P
DUMMY 11432	 R EXITP 11433	 R 14RAYS 1;43•	 1
MTEMP 11435	 1 K 11436	 1 KTEMP 11437	 1
FNR 11440	 F MIMAGE 11441
	 R
ENTRY PO 11415
SU 1.3 SECTION	 11
SUBROUTINES CALLED
FRTCLL	 SECTION	 12 .FWRD. SECTION	 13 FARAX SECTION
14ERID SECTION	 I5 KA "TR SECTION	 16 SIN SECTION
COS SECTION	 I6 SMPOP SECTION	 I9 SORT SECTION
.FXEM. SECTION	 21 .UN06. SECTION	 22 .FFIL. SECTION
.FCNV. SECTION	 24 E.1 SECTION	 25 E.2 SECTION
E.3 SECTION	 27 E.4 SECTION	 28 CC.1 SECTION





EFN IFN	 LOCATION EFN IFN	 LOCATION EFN IFN	 LOCAT1
32010 FORMAT	 11463 7000 554	 12174 2000 16A	 12004
	 i
2500 24A	 12023 3000 25A	 12033 3500 30A	 12050
4000 33A	 12066 4500 36A	 12103 5000 41A	 12121
5500 46A	 12133 6000 50A	 12151 6000 61A	 12204
32020 FOP.MAT	 115413 13600 100A	 12404 13300 98A	 12402
20200 62A	 12312 10000 79A	 12306 10500 64A	 12314
1100D 65A	 12323 11500 90A	 12344 12050 95A	 12363
32030 -FORMAT	 11514 13000 97A	 12377 °32040 FORMAT	 11523
20000 2034	 13344 32050 FORMAT	 11530 32060 FORMAT	 115.46
32 CA 0 FORMAT	 L%6O% 32080 FORMAT	 1165^ 14500 133A	 12677
14000 130A	 12657 15000 135A	 12713 15010 141A	 12144
15012 1SOA	 12762 15500 158A	 13034 16000 161A	 13065
16500 164A	 13116 32090 FORMAT	 1167: 32100 FORMAT	 11704
32110 FORMAT	 11713 16000 201A	 13342 17000 173A	 13174
17010 162A	 13231 17012 192A	 13247 32120 FORM0.1•	 %1722
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SUBROUTINC TO C014PUTC LINE AND CHARACTER POSITION Or POINT
	 OR-pl6n$	 PASS I




























SCTLC( X. To $NIN. DELL. DELC. NCNAR. "LINE )
C
C 000 INPUTS Mt
C I X COORDINATE Or POINT.
C T T COORDINATE O< POINT.
C SHIN VALUE ASSI6HED TO LONER LErT OORHER Or GRID.
C DELL INCREMENT IN T DIRECTION (LINE).
C DELC	 INCREMENT IN X DIRECTION (CHARACT[R).
C
C 0" OUTPUT$ OF$
C NCNAR CHARACTER POSITION Or POINT ON GRID.
C MINE LINE POSITION Or POINT ON 61M.
C
S 0" DESCRIPTION 0"
C GETLC COHPUTCS THE LINE AND CHARACTER POSITION Or AN INPUT
C POINT WHICH t$ THEN OUTPUT ON A SPOT DIAGRAM POINT PLOT.
C
GX s t X - SH IN ) / DELC
OT a ( T - SHIN ) / DELL
TX n Ir IX t ex )
TT s MIX( 6T )
NCHAR a TX
MINE s TT
Irt OX - TX -GT. 0.9 )
	
"CHAR a "CHAR ♦ I
IF t $T - TT .GT. 0.9 )	 MINE a MINE • I
NLINE s $! - MINE
C
C END 'OP' GETLC SUBROUTINE
RETURN
END
^'+'.r_—_ —^_^____^__— -- 	 j ..."----
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AVOROUTINE TO COMPUTE LINE AND CHARACTER POSITION OF POINT





SYMBOL	 LOCATION	 TYPE 6"OK	 LOCATION	 TYPE
0	 00001
	





















!fm	 IFN	 LOCATION - EFN	 IFN	 LOCATION
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so
1TlTLE	 SUSROUTINE TO PRODUCE SPOT DIAGRAM POINT PLOTS
I
	 SfIW TC STARTE 1461. x R1	 LINK 1	 (STAR?)	 51001000
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SUBROUTINE TO PRODUCE SPOT DIAGRAM POINT PLOT&	 02/1&^B8
	 PASC I






C 040 DESCRIPTION 000 $7001000
C STAR? LISTS THE ENTRANCE PUPIL PATTERN AND THE IMAGE PLANE &7008100
C COORDINATES FOR EACH COMBINATION OF COLOR AND OBJECT POINT. &TOWS00
C SPOT DIAGRAM POINT PLOTS ARE PRINTED FOR THE ENTRANCE PUPIL $7000300
C AND EACH COMBINATION UNLESS A RAY FAILURE OCCURS. 117002400
C
COMMON / DATA / NCNTRL- CONTRL/SO). T ME 1 12)• DATEf3)• PUNCIO- OT002000
I DATA(3403) OT001100
DIMENSION	 WOBJM(7) 9 WCLR14(7)• WIMHTf7)• EIMHT(7)• CIMPL(7I. 07002000
I WCLRS(G). NO36N(4)• NDSGV(11)9 LATTC(3.251• 9OUNDS(3.100)- 07001200
2 SuRFC(20.Io0)- DESGN(SO-50)- SUBST(50o)•	 ILATTC(3.26)9 DT002200
3 ISURFC (20.I00)• 	IOESGN(S0.5o).	 ISUBST (S00)-	 IBNDS (3.100) DT000300
EQUIVALENCE
	
(DATA(!). LHODE I. 	 f DATA f2)- NRAYS )•	 ( DATA ( 3)• OT101000
1 NSLCS It	 ( DATA(4). NCLRS )•	 ( DATACS). NJAIL ).	 t OATAfs). OT102100
2 "suer I.
	
( DATA(?). NSUBP I 	 f DATAC81. NIPLN I•	 ( DATA(!)• D7101200
3 IMODE I.
	
( DATA(f0)- NSPLN It	 ( OATA(SS)• MOOJH )• 	 f DATA ( 12)- OT201300
4 NSURF I.
	
( DATA(13)• AFLAG I.	 f DATA(14)- RELY It	 (DATA M B DT102400
5 FNUMB It
	
( DATA C SG) - FLMGH ) •	 ( DATA C I7) . MFLGH I . ( DATA(I 0) o 07201500
S =ETA ).	 ( DATA f 39). HEXPP It	 f DATA (20)- DEXPP I.	 ( DA7A f 21)• DT102&00
7 WEXPP I.
	
( DATA(22) • OLPLN It	 ( DATAf23) - OMGA2 It
	
( DATA(24) - DT101700
S ONGAI I.	 ( DATAf2S). GELD	 It	 ( DATA (2&). EPRAD It	 ( DATA( LOT) • 07201800
9 PSCAL It	 ( DATAWI - OW-AF I s 	( DATA (29) - SPFEA I •	 ( DATA  30) • DT101B00
A OUMIN It	 ( DATA(31)- 00157 It	 ( DATA (32)• NO	 It	 ( DATA(33). 07102000
B DELM	 It	 ( DATA(34)- SYSHX it	 ( OATA (33)- WXOIR If	 ( DATA(36). 0720!200,
C WYOIR I t 	( DATA(37). ROTAN )•	 ( DATA(30). NDSGNf1I I•	 ( DATA(42)-OTIO2200
D NDSGV ( 1)	 1.	 ( DATA (33). WOBJH ( 1) I-	 (OATA(BOl• WCLRH( IJ )- OTIOR300
9 f DATAf&7) - WIMHTf 1) ) • 	 (DA7A(74) - EINHT(1) ) - 	 ( DATA(H) • OTSONOO
F CINPL(f)	 It	 ( DATA(88). WCLRSfI) 	 It OT302900
G	 ( DATA(94). LATTC(1-S)•	 ILATTC(2-1)	 I-	 ( OATA(182).	 SURFC(I-Il• DTIO2600
H ISURFC(1.1)	 I-	 ( 0ATA(21S2)• DESGN(S.f).	 IOESGN(S-2)	 It 071027,00
I ( OATA(2582)- 3UBST(1)• 	 ISUBST M ).	 f OATA(3182)- SOUNO3CIt2). 07102800
J IBNDS (Is 1)
	
)-	 ( DATA 13483)• HCOND I OTIC2900
INTEGER	 CONTRL. AFLAG- DATE 07202000
REAL	 LATTC 07202000
C
COMMON / TMPATT / NMISS. NRFLCT. NVIGN• NRAYSB- XBAR- YBAR. X61AR.L3001000
I YSTAR- RSTAR, SJSTAR. XCURLC20S). YCURL(201). MXBAR• KXBAR- 	 L3002200
It NYBAR, KYBAR. AX- BX- CX, AY. BY- CY. ACAP• BCAP. CCAP	 0001400
REAL MXBAR, KXBAR. NYBAR. KYBAR	 L3002000
C





DIMENSION NRBAR(42) . NX(20S) . NY(2D3) • PRTL(S03) • TEMPS(200) -
I PLTCMRf38). CNRSPT(200)
C
INTEGER COLOR- (NUMB- RYCNT
REAL LENSTH
C
DATA PLTCHR(1I / SM1 /• PLTCHRf2I / SN2 /• PLTCHR(3) / !H3 /-
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PASS 1SU6ROUTINE To P11000CC wa y DIASRAN POINT PLOT• O1/IRh•
STAf ► 8	 -	 CPU	 SOURCC 6TATEIICNT	 -	 1FN161 •
& PLTCN4111
	 / IM /• PLTCIIRfs)	 / IM6 to PLTCN0191 / IN6 /. 1170016109
3 PITC,H4110)
	 / IMA /. PLTCH41111	 / IND /. PLTCN0911) / INC /. 27d06309
4 PLTCM4f13)	 / IND /• PLTCM111141	 / INZ /• PLTCNRIII) / IMP /• 27004400
5 PLTCHR(1•)	 / INS /• PLTCMRII7I	 / INN /. PLTCNRtI•) of	 INI	 /• 67006900
6 PLTCMRII!)	 /	 /INS	 . PLTCNRf&M
	
/ INK /• PLTCNRf1I) / IML /• 07006600
7 PLTCHNISR)	 Of INN /. PLTCNR(13)	 / 1N1 to PLTCI11114) Of 110 /• 67006700
• PLTCNR f 16)	 of 1M /. PLTCNRfhI / 1"0 /. PLTCHR(e7) / INR /. 67006.00
f PL f CHR f 8S1	 / 1115 /. PLTCW f f9I	 / IMT /. PLTCIN41301 Of INU if •7006900
A PLrCM4 1 315	 / INV /. PLTCN4131)	 / IOM /. PLTCNRf331 of INf /• •7006000
6 PLTCNR f 34)	 / INV /. PLTCHR(39) / 1N8 /• PLTCIMf30 / IM	 /• 67oo1)o0
C PLTCHRf371	 / IMO /• PLTCMRf2s) / IIM / 27006100
C
C	 START or 6TAR7 suswuTt16E 67081000
C
MR a "RAY& 67091100
IF( LM000 .CO. 0 )
	
NR a MR 4- MR 27091000
I4RATS = 0 67088000
RYCNT s O $7028200
DA	 0002	 1 s i. MNAT$ 27091400
i1YCNT a RYCNT •	 ' 67091600
CALL	 LATTf Yroov. 1RYCNT). YCURLfRYCNT). MRAY• I 27091.00	 II
IF ( LM00E .NC. 0 1	 SO TO 1000 67093000
XCURL f RYCNT b-I ) s - XCURL ( RYCNT I 27083100
YCURL( RYCNT•l 1 s YCURL( RYCNT ) 67013400
RYCN': s RYCNT • I 67093600
&000 coNrlMM $7013.00
DELL a R. / $ l. 27014000
DELC a 1. /Sol. 27024100
LM a 10 s7021100
C
00 1000 I = I. MR	 67011ooD
IF( LINE .LE. 60 1 RO TO 4000	 67025800
C	 9EGIN NEW PAGE	 37025400
CALL Parcra.	 67025500	 31
	
WRITE f 5. 3!010 1 27025600	 33
3&010 FORMAT( 1Hd, 49suAY COOROINATES ON UNIT RAD1Us ENTRANCE PUPIL / 67026000
14H RAY. •tt. :N(. 65x. 1HY. SX9 !ONLINE CHAR rLOT CHARACTER 1	 •87026100




C CONPUTC LINE AND CHARACTER 27086600
4000 CALL	 GETLC( XCURLIY)a	 YCURL(11.-1., DELL. DELL. NK(I)• NY(1)	 1 67085/00 3$
CHAR a PLTCMR(331 87087000
IF( MR .LC. 31 )
	
CHAR s PLTCNR(I) 27087100
WRITE f •. 32080 )	 1. XCURL(1),	 YCURL(I). NY(I). NX(I). CHAR 67027400 43
390&0 FORNAr1 /N.	 13. 8CI5-T.	 15.	 16.	 ION. Al 1 $7087600
LINE = LINE • I 67027•oo
5000 CONTINUC 67028000
KDAR a NR • 1 67026800
C
C CONVCRT ORIGIN 67 OLD" 00
CALL	 4CTLCf 0.. 0..-I.. DELL. OCLC. N)f(K9AR). NY(K9ARI I S708M00 14
PA•C a PACC • I 2702.100
LINE a D $7011000 C
C PRINT FIRST LILAC 27041700
WRITE I s. 36030 1	 1 T/TLt f ) . Lal.l& J. PASC 67041100 '	 IT
e
4}y	 I	 J , 





PASC 3SUMUTI"t TO P000UCC SPOT 014604" POINT PLOTS 01/16068
STARTZ	 -	 CPU	 WURCC STATCNCNT	 -	 IFNIS1	 -
32040 F044ATf	 1101.	 11M. 3110 16"RAT PATTCRN ON CNTRANCC PUPILO	 10119 97041400
1 4MPASC.	 14 1 07061600






• PLTCHN I SS) $7041100
00	 6000	 K it 1. 101 $7041400
6000 PRTL IK)	 n PLTCHNt36) 67049400
IF e L INC	 ME. O
	 . ANO.
	
LINE .NC. Of )	 GO TO 7000 $7041600
00	 6500	 K a 30	 2010 1 27043000
6900 PRTL fR) • PLTCW(38) $7043900
7000 OO	 7500	 R s 1. MR $7063400
IF f L INC .NC. NY(K) )	 GO TO 7500 $7063600
RL • NxfK)	 • f 27043900
PRTL(KLI	 n PLTCNR(R) $7044000
Ir e
 MR .or. 35 )	 PRTL (KL)	 r PLTCNR(33) 27044100
7500 CONTINUO $7044400
Ire LINE .MC. NYtKBAR) )
	
GO TO 8000 27045000
KL s UX (KBAR)	 • 2 27045100
PRTL kXL) r PLTCNR(371 27045400
9000 Ire L INC .E6. 0)	 W TO 8100 27043600
Ire LINE
	
CO.. 	 Of )	 GO TO 8400 27043800
WRITE f 6- 51040)	 PRTL 870411000 108
32040 FORMAT( 101.	 103A) ) $7046100
Go TO 8500 87046400
c
C	 PRINT UPPER LINE 87046600
1100 $HAS s 1. 57046800
WRITC 160 31050 )	 SMA1(0 PRTL 27047000 111
',11050 FORMAT( 6110 E1f.4.	 3x-	 203A1 ) $7047100
GO TO a 00 S7047400
c
C	 PRINT LOWER LINO 87047600
1400 MIN s - 2. 97047000
WRITE f 6. 32050 )	 MIN. PRTL $7048000 126
1500 LINE s LINE • 2 87048200
c
C	 BEGIN REGULAR PLOTS 27051000
NsPOTs s O 87051200
LINO a 60 $7051400
REMIND	 I2 $7052600
C !23
00	 9000	 I s 2. 41 57091800
$000 NRSARM a 0 870s1oo0
Ir e IMOOC -NE. O )	 GO TO 10000 87092100
TNTR r 0. 27082400
suTNTR a O. 87091600
CsTNTR s 2. 57091800
CALL	 NCRID f It W 2 - OUNNY f 57093000 134
!(1000 YMTR z OOTAN • 3.141511265 0 180. 97093100
surmm a slut TNTR I 57053400 138
CsTNTR s COS( TNTR f 87093600
c
C	 BEGIN 00 LOOP ON OBJECT NEI6NT 57093800 137
DO	 11500	 J 0 2- NOBJN 27094000
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PAGE 4Su$ROYT/NC TO ► R00uCE SPOT 01"PAN POINT PLOT$
START?	 - EFN $OURCC STATENEHT - 1/14181 -
C	 6E6 IN LOOP ON COLORS
00 11pS00 I	 1• NCLRG
C	 TRACC RAY PATTERN
CALL SNPOPI t. J. MCIGMT. Br2, 30 TEHP$ 1
IF f NRAYSR .96. 0 1 60 TO 111500




YT1N1N a YCNRL( ))
YTHAX a YCURLf1/
p f NRAYSR CO.. 	 I ) 40 TO 11100
C
DO 11000 K a !. NRAYN
x TW IN a AN IN I f X TH IN. XCUK CIII )
XTNAX a ANAXI( XTMAX. XCURLCK) I
YTNIH a ANINII YTHIN. YCURLCK) I
11000 YTMAX a ANAXIC YTHAX. YCURL09) )
11!00 IF f NSPOTi.NE. I ) GO TO )1'300





11800 XNIN a ANMI C XH /N. XTHIN )
xHAx s ANAxI( XHAX. XTNAX 1
YMIN a ANTN1 f MIN. YTNIH )
MAX a ANAX I C MAX v YMAX )
C
C	 WRITE BINARY TAPE 11 - 1 RECORD
secoo WRITE ( 11 ) A. I. XBAR. YBAR. NRAYSR. XTHIN. XTNAX. YTMIN.
I YTNAx. f XCURL(K). Ka1.NRAYS9 ). f YCURLfK). Ks1.NRAYS9 I.
! f rews (K). Ka 1.HR )
ttl00 CONT2NUE
IF f NSPOTS Co..
	




SHIN a PSCAL 0 ANINI( XNIN. MIN 1
$MAX a PSCAL ♦ AMAX21 xNAx. MAX I
C
C	 COWUTC SCALC
CALL SCALCKC SHIN. SNAX. PLX. PLY. XNIN. XNAX )
SNIN a PLX
SMAX a PLY
1Ff SNIN .GE. 0. .OR. SMAX .LE. 0. ) GO TO 13000
SMAX a ANAxtf AW SHIN to SNAX )
SHIN a - SHAN
15000 LCNGTN • SNAX - SNIN
DCLL a LCNGTN / 62.




CALL SCTLCf 0.. 0.. SHIN. DCLL• DCLC• NXORS• 47046 )






























$7 or Iona	 I$$
$7051 $00
$7072000
S7 012200	 I 
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3113"UT INE To PROOUCE SPOT DI A64" POINT PLOTS PASS	 S
STARTS	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 -	 RN($$	 •
RBAR	 NRSAR(I1 s70t11800
C
C	 READ BINARY TAPE It 6101$000
READ ( It 1	 HNUMS- COLOR, X$AR. YBAR- DUMMY. OUN NY. OUMMT. DUMMY.S10►$200
f OUNMY.	 ( XCURL(K)-	 KX(.KBAR 1,	 (	 TCURL(K). KX)- KBAR 1. 6101$400
2	 (	 TEMPs(K1.	 981.114 1 6701$$00 000
IF( LIP.
	 .ST.	 110 1	 CALL	 PRTCTL S107$s00
C 21$
WRIT[ ( S- 32060 )	 ►NUMB, COLOR. XBAR. TBAR- ROAR 67017000 oft
32(160 FORMAT(	 INO.	 I2HOBJECT POINT.	 I2. 21(9 SHCOLOR.	 It / 13 11.	 9HA1(RRA6670107200
IC X- TX,	 9VA VERAGE V. 0,	 14NNUMMEN OF RAYS of OI. K16.7.	 III IPI 67077400
2
%X- 3HRAT. 6	 N(X.	 INK,	 ISX,	 IHY,	 SOX.	 SO	 (SCALED). SX-	 10HY	 (6CAMISTUP1$00
301 - 4X- 4HLI II"., RX , 4HCHAR. V. 14WLOT CHARACTER 1 670/7500
LINE s LINE • 1 slo/so0(1
RYC11T s 0 67078800
C
00	 15000	 K s !. MR 67or8400
IF( LINE .LE. SS 1	 GO TO 14000 s10►Aoo
C	 BEG IN NEW F ASE 87 SA 8800
CALL	 PRTCTL 57016$00 226
WRITE ( So 3207 0 )	 NNUNB. COLOR 8T 016000 INS
32010 FORMAT( IMO,	 f2H09JEC7 POINT- Its 2X- SNOOLOR. It 	 314RAY. $7001000
! SX-	 1N(.	 15X•	 SHY,	 SOX,	 10N(	 (SCALEO). 611-	 SONY (SCALE). 4X. $70811p00
2 4HLINE. 2X. 4MCMAR- 2X . 14HMLOT CHARACTER ! $7061400
LINE s LINE • 4 57061600
14000 INORAY w TEN S(K)	 • 1. 67061600
(L	 GO TO ( 14:00-	 24400-	 14$00.	 14000 ).	 INDRAY $700*000
C
C	 SUCCESSFUL MAY 67002200
11200 RYCNT s RYCHT ♦ 1 67062400
xi = PSCAL • XCURL(RYCNT) 67062$00
Yt s PSCAL ♦ YCURL(RYCNT) $7082600
C
C	 GET LINE AND CHARACTER COORDINATES $7063000
CALL	 GETLC( XS- Ys. SHIN. DELL. DELL. NX(RYCHT). NY(RYCNT) 	 1 $7063000
C
C	 OCT PLOT CHARACTER 5706;400 234
CHRSPT(RYCNT) • PLTCHR(K) s7osnoo





WRITE	 ( 6,	 31080 )	 K. XC # IRL(RYCNT).	 .,.h	 'YCNT). X11.	 Y6. 67084000
! NY(RY.l NT) - NX (RYCNT) - CHRSPT(RYCHT) 67084200 242
3!010 FORMAT( 2H , 4X-	 139 4E16.T.	 IS.	 Is.	 !O(- AS $7084400-
GO TO 1 11 000 SPOS4600
C
C	 MISSED .RAT 67084800
14400 WRITE ( S. 32000 )	 K 670611000 219
32090 FORKAT( IN , 4X-	 13- sX - 6H01 113E0 1 5706!200
SO To 111000 6106941/9
C
C	 RULECTED RAT 1170611$09
14000 WRI TE ( 6- 31100 1	 R $7005000 2611
3!100 FORMAT(	 IN . 4X-	 I3. 1131 - SHREFLECTEO 1 61066000
so TO 211990 6101111200 C
C	 VISNETTED RAT 6t 011$100
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Gu10ROuT) 1Q t0 PROOuCE OPOT 01540&" POINT PLOT& Q:JIOh•	 PAGE	 6
START 	 . tFN Ounce STATtIKNT - AN(s$ -
70110 FORNAT( 191, 49, 	 f3, 10X, 9NVI6NETTE0 t R10AsOs
17 000 LINE • LINE • 1 870"000
WO1TE
	 (	 It 1	 M(uN6, COLOR,	 (Nt(K) # Rff1,R6AR 1,	 ( NTfKI, 1 21, 196AR870A100
1	 It	 1	 CNROPT(KI,	 use 9019411 1 $7087400 196
16000  CO1w T f Nut $7 087$ 00




00	 10000	 f a _. NOPOT$ $7080100
KEAN • UNDAR(i) $7088SUO
REAO ( 11 1	 ~@a COLOR, ( MUCK), Rs1,K6AR I  ( NT(R1, KsI,KsAR 07086800
f 1,	 t CNROPT in) , KnI,KEAN $7000000 177
PAGE • PAGE • 1 87008000
LINE • 0 87089100
WRITE ( G, 3>t110 1	 f TITLE(L) , Lit, It ) , KAM6, COLOR, PAGE	 $7081000 183
70100 FORMAT( into 1t", 39, 13NKIGHT NUNK*# ft, 11(0 ffNCOLOR NUN6ER, $7081100
I	 11.	 01(. 4/PAG9,	 14 1 87081400
C	 CONSTRUCT JTN. LINE CW PLOT 07081600
C
00	 10000	 J n 1, of $7 081800
PRTLt1) n PLTCNRf3S) 87081000
PRTL f 1031 n PLTCNR('s) 87081100
00	 1GS00	 R a 1,	 101 $7091400
14000 PRTL (K) s PLTCNR(30) 87081600
IF( LINE .NE. 0	 .AND.	 LINE .Nt. Of )	 GO TO 17100 87001800
00	 fT000	 R s 39 101+ 1 87083000
17000 PRTL (R) n PLTCNR (301 27009100
1►0o0 00	 17500	 K • 1, REAR 87083400
IF( LINE .NE. MY (K) )	 GO TO 17;.00 $7099600
XL s NX (R)
	 • 1 $7003000
PRTL(KL)	 cr CNR$PT(R) $7084000
D000 cow Tflow 37094100
IF( LINE	 W. NVORS )	 60 TO 10000 870?4400
RL • NKORS w 1	 , 0TO94000
PRTLIKL) n PLTCNR(3T) 07094800
11000 IF C LINE .E6. 0)	 GO TO 10200 0708!000
IF( LINE .LO. Of )
	
60 TO 18400 $7009100
WRITE ( O, 31040 )	 PRrL $7085400 937
Go To 18900 $7020600
10800 WRITE ( G, 31020 )	 OMAN, PRTL $7091000 340
GO TO 18900 87098000
10400 WRITE ( G, 31090 )	 ONIN, PRTL $7096100 343
109 00 LINE • LINE • 1 $7094400
10000 CAN T INUE S709101000
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COM140N BLOCK DATA ORIGIN 00001 LENGTH asses
SYMBOL LOCAT MM TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION T1TE
NCNTRL 00600 1 CONTRL 00001 I TITLE 00013 R
DATE 00027 J PUNCID 00031 R DATA 00033 R
LHODE 00033 t NNAYS 00034 1 NSLC$ 0003$ J
NCLRS 00036 J NJAIL 00037 I Nsuer 00040 t
N#U$P n0041 I NIPLN 00042 I IN= 00043 J
NSPLN 00044 J NOBJH 00045 t NSURF 00046 t
ffLAG 00047 I DELY D0030 R FNUMB ODDS$ R
FLNGM 000s2 R MFLGH 00053 R ZETA 000$4 R
wxPP 00099 R OEXPP 00096 R MExPP 00057 R
OLPLH 00050 R ONGA2 00081 R OMGA1 00092 R
OFLD 00053 R LTRAO 00094 R PSCAL 00065 R
CMGAr 00066 R 3PFEA 00057 R OUNIN 00070 R
MIST Ways R NO OOOF2 R DELH DOOF3 R
SYSMX 00074 R wxOIR OOOPS R MYDIR OOOFs R
POTAN OOOF7 R NO3GN 00100 I NDSGV 00104 I
%DBJN 00117 R WCLRH 00126 R MIMHT 00139
R
E11647 00144 R CIMPL 00133 R WCLRS 00102 R
LATTC 00170 R ILATTC 00170 I 3uRFC 00320 R
ISURfC 00320 J OESGN 04240 R IO-c3GN 0024 0 1
SUBST 09224 R IsuasT 09224 1 BOUNDS 05210
R
lams 05210 I NCONO 06669 1
COMMON BLOCK TW ATT ORIGIN 05667 LENGTH 00631
miss 00000 1 NWLCT 00001 I NVIGN 00002 t
NRAYSS 00003 I XBAR 00004 R YEAR 00005
R
xSrAR 00006 R Y3TAR 00007 R RSTAR 00010 R
sJsrAR 00011 R XCURL OOOJ2 R YCURL 00323
R
WBAR 00834 R KXBAR 00535 R MYBAR Oas36 R
KYBAR 00637 R AX 00340 R BX 0054f R
OR 00642 R AV 00343 R BY 00644 R
CY 00645 R ACAP 00549 R BCAP 00547 R
CCAP 00650 R
COMMON BLOCK PRNT ORIGIN 07940 LENGTH 00002
LIWE 00000 I PAGE 00001 1
COMMON BLOCK AZOBJ ORIGIN OF542 LENGTH 00003
THTR 00000 R sNTHTR 00001 R C$THTR 00002 R
DIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLES
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION
TYPE
NRNAR 0P545 I NX O7e17 I NY 10130 1
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SttMpL LOCATION	 TTPE 4"190L
	
LOCATION	 TT►E SYMOOL LOCATION	 TTPC









f BELL stool	 R DELC Islas	 R
aNAR !Ito► 	 R 199AR fA a10	 1 R f2l1f	 r
a 111111	 I WAX fists	 R WIN 11514
	 R
1sPOT6 lists	 t W t lists	 R OUNNY 11117	 R
11520	 f MtIGMT	 !toll	 R MIN lists	 R




Iism	 R XNAX slot?	 R MIN 11530	 R
,"A 1SS32	 R PLX f1032	 R PLY 11533	 Q
won 11134	 t "YOM 11531	 r INDRAY 11534
	 r




LATT SECTION	 It PRTCTL
	 SECTION	 is .FWRD.	 SECTION	 14
GETLC SECTION	 Is .FSLO.	 SECTION	 16 .FRWT.	 SECTION	 17
MENID SECTIOW	 16 SIN	 SECTION	 to CAS	 SECTION	 t0
SNPOP SECTION	 is XWRB.
	
SECTION	 9t .FEFT.	 !ECTION	 t3
SCALER SECTION	 24 .FRDB.
	
SECTION	 t5 .FXEM.	 SECTION	 is
.LINOS. SECTION	 t7 .FFIL.	 SECTION	 90 .FCMV.	 SECTION	 Ito
.UN1l. SECTION	 30 .F1dLR.
	
SECTION	 31 .FBLT.	 SECTION	 32
.FOOT. SECTION	 33 .UMIr.	 SECTION	 34 .FRLR.	 SECTION	 35
E.2 SECTION	 36 r4	 SECTION	 37 E.3	 SECTION	 30
E.4 SECTION	 39 CC.1
	
SECTION	 40 CC-J?	 SECTION	 41






woo IF"	 LOCATION CPU IFN	 LOCATION EFN IF"	 LOCATION
2000 22A	 11110 5000 40A	 12236 4000 34A	 121st
31!010 FORMAT	 11573 32020 FORMAT	 11620 32030 FORMAT	 2to"
Won 1t0A	 12475 6000 60A	 12330 7000 BOA	 12350
4500 77A	 12344 7500 94A	 12374 5000 903A	 1241t
!00 222A	 1!436 0400 11SA	 12456 32040 FORMAT	 11043
32050 FORMAT	 11046 0000 127A	 12512 10000 135A	 12533
121100 179A	 1303! 21200 1SIA	 12713 11000 1SSA	 1t7ot
22500 165A	 12730 12000 166A	 2t7o6 32000 351A	 14061
13000 IDEA	 13132 16000 2611A	 23575 32050 FORMAT	 1105!
15000 254A	 13527 14000 227A	 13335 32070 FORMAT	 11723
14200 230A	 13354 14400 2494	 13475 14600 t51A	 13508
14100 253A	 13517 32000 FORMAT	 11760 39090 FORMAT	 21707
32100 FORMAT	 11774 39110 FORMAT	 29009 20000 3410A	 14057
32220 FORMAT	 19010 10000 34GA	 14035 16500 303A	 13720
24200 314A	 13740 17000 321A	 13734 1TS00 32SA	 13711
18000 338A	 13773 15200 340A	 14027 10400 343A	 14035
I
r ^-I; x^'r.9R^ v	 7 
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SUBROUTINE TO PCRPORN SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
	 0(4#16,06#	 PABt 3




C A•4 INPUTS •^^ $80016011
c NPERrs WNBER Or PARAMETERS TO St PERTURBED. 	 (PERT$ COM") $0001610
C PERT$
	
PERTURBATION MATRIX CONTAl"ING PARAMETER INDEX 	(Pears COMM") 8#003420
C AND PERCENT AND THE PARAMETER 8Y40L. 88001630
C REFOCS FLAG MINING, THE T YPE OF REFOCSING DESIRED.	 (PtRTs COMMON) $6001640
C
C 00+ OUTPUTS •t0 68001680
C VARIOUS RAY STATISTICS FOR 110NIAL AND PERTURBED SYSTEMS. S#001660
C
C •A• DESCRIPTION 000 88001610
C STARS PERFORMS THE COMPUTATIONS FOR THE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS. $0001660
C STATISTICAL DATA FOR THE NOMINAL SYSTEM Is CALCULATED FOR EACH $8001680
C COLOR AND 08JECT POINT.	 TIE CALCULATIONS ARE MEN REPEATED $6003700
C FOR EACH PERTURBED PARAMETER. 	 A RErOCus OPTION MAT K sS003710
C SPECIFIED TO OBTAIN THE PLANE LOCATION FOR MINIMUM RNs X• 8800010
C RKS Y • OR SPOT SIX. 80002730
C
COMNON / DATA / NCNTRL. CONTRL(1D)- TfTLEtIR)- DATE(3)- PUNCIO. DT00f000
1 DATA(3403) OT001100
DIMENSION	 WOBJH(7) . WCLRF((7?	 WINHTt7) - EIMHT(7) . CINPL(71 . OTO0R000
I WCLRS(G)- NDS%N(4). NOSGV(11). LATTC(3.26). BOUND8(3.100). OT00R100
2 suRrC(RO. l oo) . DEsGN(f0-SO)• sussT(S00)• MATTC (346)• 07000200
3 ICURFC(RO- 100) . 	 JOESGN(30-SO) . 	 ISUBST(900) . 	 ISND$(39100) DTOIIR'300
EQUIVALENCE	 (DATA (1) • LMODE ) • 	 t DATA (2) • WAYS ). 	 t DATA (3) DTf01000
I NSLCS ) .	 ( DATA(41 . NCLRS 1 •	 ( OATA(3) . NJAIL )o	 ( DATA(S) . OTf01300
2 IISUBT ) .	 ( DATA(7) . NSUBP ) .	 ( DATA(#) - NIPLN ) - 	 ( DATA(8) . OT10fROD
3 )MODE )v	 ( OATA(f0) • NSPLN ) •	 ( DATA(II) - NOBJH )m	 ( DATA(!!). OTIO13W
4 NSURF ) .	 ( DATA(13) . AFLAG ) p	 (DATOW . DELY ) -	 t OATA(33) . OTIO2400
S FNUMB )t	 ( DATA(IG) - FLNGH ) .	 ( OATA(17) . MFLGH ) . t DATA(! #) • OTfO1D00
6 2ETA ) .	 ( DATA(19) . HEXPP ) •	 ( DATA(20) . OEXPP )o	 ( OATA ( Rf)•. 07101600
7 WEXPP ) .	 DATA(2R) - OLPLN ) . 	 ( DATA(03) - ONGA2 It 	 t DATA (24) . OTfOf700
# OMGAI )•	 ( DATA(2s)- DELD	 )-	 ( OATA(26)- EPRAO )-	 ( DArA(27). DT101s00
0 PSCAL ) •	 ( OATA(2#) • OMGAF )v ( DATA(29) - WWEA )p ( DATAOM . DT1038010
A OUNIN )s	 ( DATA(31) . C7IST ) •	 ( OATA (32).	 /D	 ) .	 ( 0ATA(331 . DTlOR000
8 OELH	 ).	 ( OATA(34)- SYSMX ).	 t DATA(33). WXDIR )•	 ( OATA(36). OT30Rf00
C WY0I11 )v
	
( OATA(37) - 10TAN ) . ( DATA(30)9 NDSGN(I) ) . ( DATA(4R) •OT1000RR
0 NDSGV(I)	 )o	 ( DATA(33) • +#OBJH0) 	 ) -	 (DATA(60) . WCLRH(I) 	 ) - D7202300
E	 ( DATA(47)• WIMHT(I)	 )-	 (DATA(74)9 EIMHT(1)	 ).	 ( DATAISI). 01302400
F CIMPL(1)	 )•	 ( DATA(##)- WCLRS(f) I OT30R300
G	 ( DATA1941-	 LATTC(1.1).	 ILATTC(f•11	 ).	 ( DATA(f#t)-	 SURFC(303). OT308600
H IsURFC(3.3)	 ).	 ( DATA(tf82)-	 OESGN(f•I)-	 lOtsGN(101)	 ). 0720S7DD
I	 ( DATA(2682). SUSST ( f)•	 ISUBST(f)	 I.	 ( 004(3IO2)• BOUNDS(!.!). DT301800
J IMMOS(l.f)	 ).	 ( DATA(3403). MOND) OTfOls00
INTEGER	 CONTRL. AFLAQ.. OATS DTR03000
REAL	 LATTC DT8011000
C
COMMON / TNPATT / NNISS- NRFLCT. NVIGN- NRAYS$. XBAR. MBAR. XBTAR43001000
I Ys TAR. RsTAR- sJsTAR- XCURL(R01). YCURL (203)• NXBAR. KXBAR. L300SROD
2 MYSAR. KYSAR. Ax, Sit. CX. AY. BY. CY. ACAP. 8CAP. CLAP L3001400
REAL	 NXBAR- KXSAR. NYBAR- KYBAR L3008000
C
CONMDM M RN T /LINT . P ASt P T 0088 0B
INTEGER PAGE PT001700
L c
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STARSZ	 . EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - 1FNcs) -
C
C THIS BLOCK OF COMMON CONTAINS PERTURBATION VALUES P8001000
COHNON i PERTB I	 PERT9(30,4). NPERTB- REFOCS P9001000
EQUIVALENCE
	






DIMENSION	 STATN Cf. 8.1) .	 TEMPS(400) , GM X (S.I?) , C1.3(425) • $5002000
1 GAMMA IS
	
.	 SJN(T),	 T1(30).	 DEL TAT( 30),	 IGMX(49!T).	 1STATN(S.to?) 35002200
C
INTEGER	 SYMBf. S YMB2 55003000
EQUIVALENCE
	
C NMfSS.	 CL3(i)	 ),	 ( STATN(i•f,f)•	 ISTATN(1.1•f)	 ), $5003600
f	 C	 GMX ff.  1) •	 IGNX ( It 9)	 1 580032' 00
C
C START OF STARS SUBROUTINE 35008000
C
DO	 2000	 1 a 1. NPERTB 380Q7000
fNDX a IPERTBc1.21 8801W200
Tiff)	 a	 .01 • PERTBfJ.1) SSa(Ir400
THP a OATAfINOX) 5801.6170
IF(	 TMP	 .NE.	 0.0 )	 TI (I)	 = TW Q (	 1. + TI (I)	 ) 3800)800
2000 DELTAT(I)	 a Tiff)	 - TIP 55005000
TNTR n 0. 38005800
SNTHTR a 0. 38005500
CSTHTR a I. SSOO9000
C
C COMPUTE NOMINAL BACK FOCUS 58022000
CALL	 MERIO( i, BFN, OUMMY ) 38021200
C
C COMPUTE NOMINAL OBJECT AZIMUTH 58021600
TNTR a ROTAN * 3.14159265
	 110. 58021500
SNTMTR a SIN( THTR 1 58022000
CSTHTR a COS( TNTR ) SS022200
00	 $000	 J a It NOBJH 58023000
HEIGHT a RIO • FLOAT( J-1 ) • DELM 38023100
DO	 4000	 I a 1 • NCLRS 30023400
C
C ZERO OUT LINK3 COMMON U31MG EQUIV4LENCED ARRAY 38023600
00	 3000	 K a 1. 415 38023500
3000 CL3(K)	 a 0.0 350?4000
C
C TRACE RAY PATTERN 5/024400
CALL	 SHPOP( I.
	
J• HEIGHT, BFN, 4• DUMMY ) $8004600
STATN(I.I,J)











ISTATN(I,S.J)	 a NRAYSB $5005500
ISTATN(I.T.J)	 a HNISS 55028000
1STATN(f,S,J/
	 a NRFLCT 55026100
f STAIN (f , B. J/	 a NYISN 45026300
4000 CONTINUE $5026400
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I
SJ^T^JTINE	 TO PERFORM SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS tome	 PACE	 3
STAR$?
	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE STATtNSNT	 - frugal
5 woo CON? INUE 5101!7000
NR : "RAYS 59020000
IF r 0OWC	 .E4.	 0 )	 NR s NR • MR S9020100




W4 f rc	 (	 6 .	 32010 1 58025900 96
32:710 FORMAT(	 IMO,	 03 X •	 4344+** • * UWERTURSEp SYSTEM RAY STATISTICS 000**S8029000
I //7AH OBJECT POINT	 COLOR	 RAYS TRACED	 SUCCESSES	 MISSES REFLECS8029200
ZTIOMS	 VI:NETS ) 50029100
C
00	 4000	 J a 1. NOBJM $8041000
00	 6000	 I z 1. NCLRS 3/0/1200
4RITE(
	 4.	 32020 )	 J.	 1.	 NR.	 (	 ISTATN(I.K.J). K s 6.	 9 1 58041400 60
32020 FORMAT(	 IHO.	 17.	 I10.	 SX.	 f3.	 9X.	 I3.	 6%-	 13. SIC.	 13-	 8X.	 13 1	 /140/1600
6000 CONY INUE 3806 1800
C
00 IS000	 K s ). NPERTB 38042000
PCRCNT a PERTOCK.1) 38Wz200
INOX s	 IPERTBIR.2) $0042400
3YNB)	 s	 fPERT9(K.3) 38042600
SYMB2 s	 IPERT90t.4) 38042800
C	 SAVC M: ?INAL VALUE Cr KTH. PARAMETER 38043000
TM(P	 s DATA(	 INOX ) SSW3200
C	 PERTURB KTH. PARAMETER 38043600
DATA ( INMX) a TIM 38043800
x	 C	 COMPUTE BACK FOCUS - COLOR I 38044000
TMTR + 0. 88044200
SNTMTR a 0. 3SW4400
CSTMTR a 1. 38044600
CALL	 MERID(	 1. BFI. DUMMY 1 38045000
C	 SET AZIMUTH OF OBJECT $8063200 Be
THTR z ROTAN 0 3.14159265	 180. 3L043400
SNTHTR a SIN( THTR 1 $0045600 k
CSTMTR a COS( THTR 1 38045800 09
LINE a 60 380460011
C
00	 14 000 J a 1. NOB JH 38066200
MCIGNT z HO • FLOAT( J-1 ) • OELH 38W6400
DO	 5000	 I s 1. NCLRS 38047000
C
C	 ZERO LINKS COMMON 38047200
DO	 7000	 LK3 + 1. 425 38047400
7000 CL3(LK3)	 a 0.0 380476070
CALL	 SMPOP (	 /.	 J.	 HEIGHT.	 BFI. -1.	 TEMPS ) :.0007000
C	 LOAD GNX FROM LINK3 COMMON 58048000 44
DO	 7500
	
LK3 z 413. 425 38048200
7500 GMK( I.lK3-4111	 + CL3(LK3) 58048400











IF( REFOC3 .E6. 0 )
	
GO TO 0700 $9061000
SUNA a 0. $80$1200
SUN$ a 0. $0061400
_	
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'AGE 4Sus R3UT)NE TO FERFORN SE1481TIVITY ANALY616
STAR#?	 - E►N SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNIft -
DO 8500 1 : S. NCLRs
SOMA : SU14A + 4Nx(1.KNDX)
•1100 SUNG s SUNG + GNx()•KNOx+I)
FLANDA a - SUNG / SUNA
0700 DO 14 000 1 s 1, NCL IS
IF( ISTATNf I.6. J) CO.. 	 0 ) GO 70 14000
1F 4 L i NE .Lt. 48 1 GO TO 6000















WRITE ( 6. ;2030 ) K. 3YN81, SYN82. TNP. T1fK)P DELTAT(K)P PEACNTS8083400
32030 FORMAT( SHOP 42X . 9HPARAMETER. 13, 1X. 2AG // 24 1S • 3OHNOMINAL VALU38063800
SE PERTURBED VALUE. 4X. SONDIFFERENCEP 4XP 1S)PER CENT CHANGE / $8053300




9000 WRITE 1 6. 32040 ) J. I. ( STATN(I.KTPJ). KT s I.$ ). 	 31/035000
1 13TATH (I .6 - J) 	 380195200
32040 FORMAT( IND. 12HOBJECT POINT, 12, 2X , SHCOLOR. I2 // 309 4 HXBARP 380554 00
S 112X- 414YBARP S2X - SHRN3 X. SS X . SHRMS Y. UP 9HSPOT SIZE. 521 P 	 58065600
2 414kAY3 / 9X. SBHNONINAL VALUE...... SE16.70 16 I 	 3805.4800
LINE s LINE + S
	
58056000




WRITE f 6. 32050) f IGHXfI.KT). KT z 14. 17 )	 38056400
32050 FORMAT( SHOP 3S X • 39HS000E3SE3 013SE3 REFLECTIONS VIGNETS /	 380b6400
1 3SX- 13. 6X9 13, 8XP 13. 8XP 13 1	 88056600






9500 XOBAR s 3TATNII.S.J) 	 '58058000







ELANDA s SJSTAR	 38069000
A38IGN 10200 TO IGO	 38089200
C
C	 SPECIAL LOGIC SECTION 38081000
C
9800 SOAR = GMX(I.f)	 * ELANDA + GMX(I.2) 38082200
MBAR = GMX( 1-3)	 * ELAMOA + 014X(I.4) 38081400
XSTAR = 30RTf GMX (IPS) * ELANDA * ELANDA + 2. * GMX(1P6) * ELANDA 38081600
1	 + GMx(I.7)	 ) 58081800
YSTAR z 3CRT( GMX().8) * ELANDA * ELANDA + 2. * GMX(IP9) * ELANDA 58082000
+ GNxf1P10)	 ) 58062200
RSTAR m 3QRT( GNS (IPSS) * ELANDA * ELANDA + 2. * GMX( IP12)	 t SSO02400
1 ELANDA + GMX (IPS3) ) 38092600
DX9AR s x9A4 - XOBAR 38082800
DYNAN s YBAR - YOGAR 38083000
OX37AN s XSTAR - XOSTAR 38083200
073TAR z YSTAR - V03TAN 38083400
ORSTAR s RSTAR - ROSTAR 58083600
00	 10000	 L s 1P 3 38003090
20000 GANNAM) • 0. 5808' d00
IFf XOGAR .NE.	 0. )	 GANNA(1)	 v ( 100. * OXNAR 1 / XOSAR 58084200
IF(	 YO3AR .NE.	 0. )	 CANNA(2)	 r 1 500. t DYNAN ) 0' TOOAR 58084400
IF( xOSTAR










3UW'UrtME rO PERFORN SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
	
01-416/00	 'ASE •
STARS!	 -	 EFN	 SOURct STATEMENT	 -	 f/M(S)	 -
IF(	 TOSTAR
	 K. 0.	 1	 GAINA141
	
a f )00, • OYSTAR )
	
tf TWTAR 11110114500
IF( ROSTAR .NE.	 0.	 )	 GAMNAIS)	 s f too. • DRSTAR )	 t ROSTAR 11/10/111000
C
C END OF SPECIAL SECTIOM 11/10116000
c
Go To IGO. ( f Otoo.
	 13000 1 1111086200
20200 WRITE	 f G.	 3&060 )	 XRAR.	 T@AR. XSTAR.	 VGTAR. RSTAR.	 IGMXff.14). $6061000
I DKOAR. OY6AR. OXSTAR. DYSTAR. DRSTAR.	 f GAMMAW . L a 1. 3 ) 11/1091200
3&mo FORMAT( IM . SX.	 ISMERTURKO VALUt.... KIS,Y. 	 fG of We	 11100fFFERS11093400
FENCE.........	 U t6.T	 of K.	 ISMSENSITIVITT....,... 	 SC1G.Y 1 $0091500
LINE * LINE • 3 $00631100
NRCrC a KIFOCS • 1 11/1092000
c
GO TO 1	 14000.	 1 05 00.	 11000.	 111100 1.	 NRCFC 11/1092200
10900 WRITE f G. 320Y0 )	 FLAMOA 5/1092/00
3way a FoRMATf	 1" . SX . &G/N/N. RMS X PLANE LOCATION*, E14.4 ) 5/1092500
GO TO 111000 1111092/100
31000 WRITE f G. 32000 1	 FLANDA 60093000
32080 FORMAT( 1" . 11X. 2GMNIN. RMS Y PLANE LOCATION:. E14.4 ) 20093200
GO TO 12000 20093400
11300 WRITE 1 6. 32090 )	 FLAMDA $0093500
32000 FORMAT(	 114 . SX. 30HNIN. SPOT SIZE PLANE LOCATION*. E14.7 1 5/1093000
12000 ELAMDA a FLANDA 5/1094000
ASSIGN 13000 TO IGO 3/1094200
GO TO GOOD 2/1094400
c
13000 WRITE	 ( G.	 32050 )	 XSAR.	 TSAR, XSTAR.	 YSTAR, R3TAR.	 IGNX ( I.f41. 30095000
1 DX6AR. D YSAR. DRSTAR. DYSTAR. DRSTAR.	 ( GAMMA (L). L * I. 5 ) 5/1095200
LINE a LfNC • 4 2/1095400
31000 CONTINUE $0095600
c
C RESTORE PARAMETER TO NOMINAL VALUC 115096000
DATA (fNOX) a TNP 11/1095200
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CONNON BLOCK DATA 04161" 00001 LEN&TM OS6s6
SYMBOL= 1.0C A T ION	 TYKE SYMBOL LOC A T ION Type SYMBOL LOC A T ION T YP E
W16TRL 00000	 1 COMM 00001 1 TITLE 00013 R
DATE 00027	 / PUNCID 00032 R DATA 00033 R
LNODE 00033 "RAYS 00034 f NSLCS 00035 1
14CLRB 00030
	
; NJAIL 00037 I NSUBT 00040 I
MSUSP 00041
	
f N1PLN 00042 l ►MODE 00043 I
NSPLN 00044	 f NOSJH 00041 l NSUW 00046 1
ALAS 00047	 I DELY 00090 R ►NUMB 00071 R
rLMR N 00072
	
R WLGH 00093 R 2E TA 00094 R
MLxPP 00095
	
R DExPP 00095 R WExPP 00097 R
OLPLN DOOSO	 R OMGAR 000/1 R ONGA1 00092 R
GELD 00=3	 R EPRAD 00084 R PSCAL 00009 R
CNCAr OOOSs	 R SPrEA 00067 R DUMIN 00010 R
mIST 00071	 R to ODOR R DELH OOOT3 R
sYsm 00074
	
R Worn 00079 R WYOIR 00076 R
ICITAN 00017	 R No"" DOWD I NDSGV 00104 I
Wc*j" 00117	 R kCLRN GOING R WIMHT 00137 R
EIMNT 00144	 R CIMPL 00193 R WCLRS 00162 R
LATTC 00170	 R ILATTC 00170 I SUR1C 003to R
ISUWC 00320	 1 DESGN 04240 R IDE30N C14t40 I
sussT 01224	 R ISUBST 09224 1 BOUND$ 06210 R
ISND 6 Os210	 I NCOND Goofs I
COW"*" BLOCK TMPATT ORIGIN 09667 LEWTH 00191
miss 00000	 I NRFLCT 00001 1 NVIGN GOODE I
1RAVS9 00003	 1 xBAR 00004 R YBAR 00009 R
xSTAR 00005
	
R YSTAR 00007 R RSTAR 00010 R
aJSTAR 00011	 R XCURL D00l2 R YCURL 00323 R
WDAR 00634	 R KYBAR 00939 R MYBAR 00636 R
OVAR DOW	 R All 0T1s40 R Bx 00541 R
or 00942	 R AT 00943 R BY 00641 R
CV 00$4$	 R ACAP 00646 R BCAP 00947 R
CLAP 00ss0	 R CL3 00000 R
COMMON BLOCK PRNT ORIGIN %540 LENGTH 00002
LINE 00000	 1 PAGE 00001 1
COMMON BLOCK PERTs ORIGIN 01942 LENGTH 00171
PERTs 00000	 R NPERTB 00170 ! REFOCs 00171 I
IERTS 00000	 I
COMMON BLOCK AWMJ ORIGIN 01734 LENGTH 000fi;i
TNTR 00000
	
R SNTHTR 00001 R CSTMTR OOODi: R
DIMENSIONED PROGRAM VARIABLE$
S7MOOL ..CATION	 TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION
TYPE
STAIN 07131	 R TEMPS 1477 R CNN 10131 R
It
° %w i`w E 
























GAMMA f 1117 R 6!N filed R
WLTAT 11!71 R 16101 10531 t
U►MIMENSIONEO PROGR?.M VARIAOLCO
SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE SYMBOL LOCATION TYPE
SYM6 I loci? I 6"1 11630 t
IMOK 11038 t IMP 11033 R
BUNNY 11031 R j 11030 1
R 11040 f NR 11641 t
PtRCNt f 1043 R r f 1 tb/4 R
n►M6 13044 R FLAMOA f 1647 R
Y06AR 11091 R M057AN ffble rc
ROSTAR 11014 R EL/..:DA 1 1651 R
Ox BAR 11097 R DYBAR 11460 R








SECTION 14 SIN	 SECTION is
bHPOP
	
SECTION 17 PRTCTL	 SECTION 14
SORT	 SECTION t0 X(EM.	 SECTION 21
.FFIL.	 SECTION 23 .FCNV.	 SECTION 24
E.2
	
SECTION tb E.3	 SECTION 27
CC.1
	
SECTION to CC.2	 SECTION 30
CC.4
	
SECTION 32 SYSLOC	 SECTION 33
EFN	 IFN	 CORRESPONDENCE
trN IFN	 LOCATION EFN IFN	 LOCATION
2000 14A ftf?t $000 47A 12352
3000 30A 12310 32010 FORMAT 11714
32020 FORMAT 11744 fs000 RITA 13445
d000 f OSA J2641 7000 93A 12003
•o0 219A 1247! 0300 116A 12660
32030 FORMAT 11756 32040 FORMAT 12007
32050 FORMAT leads 10200 191A !3250
WOOD 170A 13201 13000 VITA 1317%U
10500 199A 13330 11000 ROSA 13u41
32070 FORMAT 121/1 fr000 204A 13362
32090 FORMAT 11133
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Revised Date 4/17/65
SPLOT/S-C 4020 FORTRAN IV PLOT ROUTIIM
The following set of FORTRAN IV plot routines are very similar to the
FORTRAN - II Version III routines. The following subroutines have
been changed:
1. SINTRP no longer has a variable length calling sequence.
2. WRITE no longer uses a dummy tape number.
3. In many of the routines the user is no longer allowed to use
either integers or floating point numbers. He is restricted
to the type specified in the calling sequence.
4. Provisions have been made in SDINIT to use the EXPAND image
mode or REDUCE image mode of the SC 4020.
Although	 tape number NT appears in the calling sequence of many
subroutines, it is not used. It was left f •,)r compatibility purposes.
All plot output is put on SYSPLI (unit 18).
k
	









SPLOT is a basic set of subroutines to
1. prepare decimal, Hollerith or curve data and write a
binary tape for use on the S-C 4020.
2. provide for control of the S-C 4020.
While preparing curve data, linear interpolation can be used to fill
in between the points of the curve. Provisions are made for points
of the curve which are off the plotting surface to be saved and used
for interpolation purposes but not plotted.
MCMDi
The S-C 4M plotting surface is square with coordinates of (0,0)
for the upper left hand corner and (1023, 1023) for the lower right
head corner




figure 1. S-C 4020 Plotting Surface







For plotting curves another coordinate system Specified by the
user is considered. The bounds of the surface are specified by
giving the coordinates (x0 ao ) of the loner left corner and the




figure 2. Users Plotting Surface
For plotting curves everything will be relative to the users plotting
surface.
To plot a curve the user supplies
1. The coordinates (xo , yo ) and%, ym ) for the corners of the	 ( 1
plotting surface.
2. The points (so ,t0 ) and(sm, m) on the S-C 4020 plotting
surface at which to locate (xo ,yo ) and (^ ,ym ) respectively.
3. A one dimensional array ` +here the S-C 4020 instructions
generated by the subroutines are to be stored. This array
will subsequently be called a buffer area.
4. If desired, a grid to superimpose over the graph.




6. When the last point has been supplied, a signal to the
subroutines to dump the S -C 4020 instructions onto a specified
tape unit.
The following FORTRAN statements are used to plot a curve
1. CALL SDINIT (BUF,NB,X.S,NT,...)
2. CALL GRID (NT, NX, N?, X0, 20 ) ... ) or CALL "ID (BUF, NX, NY, K )
3. CALL PLAB (BUF,NDX,FMTl,NDY,FMT2)
CALL SCALE ( R,A, B, C,D)	 SOAr& & *-VS Scck Aad6b roe ye,eA 4Y - - set S&AW Ara AitIrruA
5- CALL SDNPUT (X,2,BUF,L)
6. CALL PpL*T (X,?,BUF,1Rs)
7- CALL SINTRP (BUlr )
8. CALL SMM (N', BUF, ... )






9. CALL SML (N) - CALL RESPL u'v 'r 1 'j rH E we -re s mr& H e N 7	 +/tEif 'es ?V u +J/T /^
10. WRIM (UNIT ,FMT) 'List'	 r
U. CALL SPRINT (NT 1,1QL ,NlL, +NS,NHX,... Xn, ...)	 . 1
12. CALL SPUTA ( NT, NXL, NII., ±NS, A, N, ... )
13. CALL SIAM
The following statements are used to control the S-C 4020.
14. CALL CAMRA (lrl',110 )
15. CALL .ADV (NT)
16. CALL n4RN (NT)







In any of the folloving FORTRAN statements the restrictions
imposed by FORTRAN in naming variables will be used and the type
of variable ( fixed or floating) vill not always be mentioned.
It is assumed the user is familiar with the techniques of using
Hollerith tent in the parameter list of a subroutine.
Furthermore it is assumed the user has familiarized himself with
the S-C 4020 by reading the S-C 4020 PRO(3RAman MANUAL.
Befc ^re curves are plotted certain control routines have to be used:
1. CAKCRA to select the cameras for the desired output.
2. SLABBL to label the user ' s job for identification.
(	 1




1. SDINIT: The FORTRAN statement
CALL SDI NIT (BUF,NB ,X,S,NT,...) will set up the buffer area BUF
for the subroutines SDNPUT ,PLAB ,PPLOT,SIRM0STEM
vher-:
BUF is the name of a buffer urea.
Ni3 is the number of locations in the buffer area and the
sign of NB is used to indicate the image mode. A minus
(-) NB vill use the expanded image mode. Positive (+)
NB will use the reduced ( standard) image code.
X is a one dimensional array containing the coordinates the







S is a one dimensional array containing the coordinates of
	 +
points on the S-C plotting surface at which to locate the
	 1
points (xo,yo) and (^,ym ) '	 1
(xo ,yo ) will be at the point (S(1), S(2))
(%,ym) will be at the point (SM .
. S(4))
NT is a FORTRAN tape number used to dump the buffer if it
should become filled. This is not used in F16RTRAN IV.
The parameter list in variable and the 5-tuple (W?LoNB ,Z,S,NP) may
be repeated using other variable names or constants.
BDINI I
 uses 20 locations in BUS' to store information Vhich will
later be used by SDMM and other subroutines.
riP






Each buffer area to be used for plotting not appear in the
parweeter list of a CALL SDIEIT (List) statment.
Once a buffer area BUY has been associated vith a coordinate
system by using SDIM, none of the other SPLOT routines will
destroy this association unless SDI 
	
is used again.
SW must be less than s(3) and S(2) greater than S(4) because
of the upside down character of the S-C plotting surface (see
f igure 1) .
Any element in the S-array must be? 0.0 and 15 1023.0
The only restrictions on the X-array are that x ( 1) ^ x(3) and
x(2) ^ Y(4).
If xo = nor yo = ym, the diagnostic
ERROR
 IN COORDINATES DEPMNIJG PLAT SURFACE
will be output on A3 and return is made to the user.
Depending on the sign of NB, a S-C 4020 instruction to either






2.1 ORID: The FORTRAN statement
CALL ORID (NT V Nx 0 NY,X0 0 20) vill draw a grid using the S-C 4020
instructions GXA and 01A. (see page 24 S-C 4020 Programming
Manual.)
where:
XT is a FORTRAN tape number.
IM is the nwber of intervals for the x-axis.
NZ is the number of intervals for the y-axis.
XO is the x-coordinate of the lower heft corner of the grid
desired by the user.
70 is the y-coordinate of the lower left corner of the grid
desired by the user.
The parameter list is variable and if any parameter (which may be
fired or floating) is caitted, all following parameters must be






Thus, if a CALL an (xT,XX) statement were used then 1M,X0,70 would
be assumed to be 20,80 and 9" respectively.













2.2 BMID: The Fortran statement
CALL 1MM ID (BUF v MX, M, K) where
BUF is a buffer region previously initialised by SDINIT.
NX is an integer of the fore mx
 + 1000n  indicating first that
the x-axis is to be divided into n  intervals and then into
mx intervals.
NY is an integer of the form my + 1000n  indicating first that
the y -axis is to be divided into 
Y 
intervals an(, then into
m intervals.
Y
K is an integer indicator which is either 0 or positive. The
last grid line parallel to the y-axis will not be drawn if
K=O.
will generate and store in BUT the S-C 4020 instructions for gener-
ating a grid pattern on the plotting surface defined previously by
a CALL SDINIT.
The grid will have n  + 1 grid lines parallel to the y-axis and then
mx + 1 grid lines drawn over these. mx may be zero in which case a
second set of grid lines will not be drawn. mx is intended for dark-
ening certain major grid lines.
my and ny dictate the grids parallel to the x-axis in the ease manner
as mx and n  for the grids parallel to the y-axis.
If K:0 then the last grid line parallel to the y-axle is not geDmr-
ated. This would probably be used when the S-C 4020 is operating in
the EXPAND IMAGE MODE and the user is making a continuous strip chart.	 '




3. PLO: The FORTH statement
CALL PLO (MM,=,F1M,NDZ,TAT2) where
BUS' i* the now of a buffer area previously initialized by
SDIALT.
NM is the number of equal divisions considered on the
z-skis. 1M+1 labels vill be generated. If NM - A, no
x-axis labels vill be generated.
PMT1 is a hollorith array containing a fo.•mat statement for
the conversion of the labels for the z-axis. Only F or E
type couvwrslons are alloyed.
1®2 is the number of divisions considered on the y-axis.
IMY + 1 labels gill be generated. If I= = 0, then no ywazis
labels gill be dons.
PM is a hollsrith array containing a for at scat went for
the conversion of the labels for tbs yaaxis. Only 7 or s
type cow rsions are allowed.
will label a grid with the information Won frm the array M7.
Rye information used by PW is inserted in BY by SaIBI' P . The
generated label information is put back into EN. To put this
information onto tape, 8K must U used. The labels arm centered
on the grid lines.
lEMple :
CALL PLAD (MW,10,61(76.2),1o,6z(r6.3)) vould put 11 labels
on the z-antis vith 2 places after the decimal point and 11
labels on the y-axis with 3 places after the decimal point.















To capute upper and lower lints for a variable whict is to be
plotted so that the plot will to ecopatible with the scale
lines of the graph paper.
l9TMD
The variable, say Z, is specified as lying between A and B and
the 2 scale on the grr . -i paper is specified as having a range of
K major scale units, i.e., K+1 mayor scale lines.
Y-values of C and D &are to be assigned to the first and last major
s%:ale lines respectively, so that the total range (D-C) will be as
srmU as possible, subject to the following conditions.
1. C ! min (A,B) -< mat (A,B) !^ D.
(a tolerance of about 1/1000 of a mayor scale unit (U)
is allowed in this condition to preclude the possibility
of round off error causing an unnecessary increase in
(D-C).)
2. The major scale unit, which will be U = RC , 	 ttis to `O
of the form 1Op , 2*10p , or 5*10p for same integer ,^
3. Each major scale line is to correspond to an K va:'-ui^ to _:
is an integer matiple of 10P, where this p is the same as
in condition 2. The stronger, and more dniirable, condition
that each major scale line shoald correspond to an integer




4. If A*B 'S 0, then one of the major scale lines is to
correspond to :w0.
RESTRICTIONS
If K :n,^ - 0 or MB then SCALE sets Cumin (A,B) and D=max ( A,B) and
malt  the normal return.
The combination of K ul I A*B --c- 0 is not illegal but in this
case conditions 1. and 4. +ire incompatible. SCALE treats this






K = lumber of major scale units. K 	 1.
.A,B = Limits on the range of the variable to b: plotted.
Zither A mc. B or A > B is acceptable.
Pbr OMPUT
C,D u Desirable lower and upper Units, respectively, for use
in plotting.
MLWLE OF USA=
Stpose a curve y s f(x) is to be platted on graph paper
which has lOOz150 minor scale units and 1OX15 major scale units.
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Suppose X min t 2 min, X max, azd ? ma: are stored respectively
in X(I), I = 1,2 ,3,4. The statement CALL D3M (MM I 1000 0 X, AT)
wi31, for general values of X min, o4tc. 0
 lead to a graph `+hick
bears no simple relation to the scale lines on the graph paper and
is, therefore, difficult to read.




As a second 3xample, suppose it is desired to leave a one inch
margin around the plot, say for labeling. The folloving statements
will provide the desired positioning of the plot.
CALL 3CALB (13,X(1),X(3),X(1),X(3))
CALL 	 (8,X(2),X(4),X(2),X(4) )
UNIT _ (X(3)-X(l ))1FLOAT (13)
X(1) s X(1)-UN=
X(3) = X(3)+ Y, aT
MaT = (X(4)-X(2))/M= (8)
X(2) - X(2)-MaT





5. SDNPUT: The FORTRAN statement
CALL MMwlT (x ?,$UF,L) vill take the coordinate pair (x,?) and do
one of the following:
a. if it is the first point it will be stored in Mg
b. if it is not the first point and linear i.ntasrpolation is
requested, SDIWUT will do the linear interpolation between
the previous point and (x,y),	 generate the S-C instructions
(draw vectors) and store then in MR.
c. if it is the second point and quadratic interpolation is
requested then (z,y) is stored in MW along with the first
point.
d. if it is the third point and quadratic interpolation is re-
quested, then a quadratic is fit thrau& the 3 points and
ergs points are generated to give a suroth looking cLu-m
xnn the first point to the third point. She S-C instructions
are formed and stored in MM.
vbere :
WF is a buffer area previously set up by II111F'.
'r is a value of the Inds adept variable of the curve t ho
user vishas to plot.
T is the value of the dependent variable of the curve corresponding
to Z.
L is 0 if 
	 4rpolation is desired and 1 if the user
wishes k.,,, r ; .:laterpolation between suce"ait Y 4nts.
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If the buffer area should become full voile using SDRM, it is
auton+atically dumped on the tape unit S73PLI.
If the point (z,y) is off the plotting surface, interpolation is
carried only to the boundary. Points outside the plotting surface
are saved and vill be used for interpolation should any subsequent




6. PPWr : The TORTM statement
CALL PPL& (x,7,Mg,lV) `rill plot at the point (a,y) the single
Hollerith character •. The character * :an be replaced by any
acceptable Hollerith character.
where:
X is the z-coordinate of a point (z,y) in the users coordinate
system associated with MW.
? is *,he y-coordinate.
BOY is the nsme of a buffer r-rea previously initialised by SDINr:e.
• is any Hollerith character.
r
ta ^.^^	 R +	
is y^f	




7. 3;IIrM: The FOR'1M statMOnt
CALL	 (mw) vill resat the buffer area such that the nest
time BUY is used in the pazvmter list of ATP the corresponding
point will be considered as a first point.
where:
BUY is a buffer area.
S	 can be used for plotting discontinuous functions.
K ^"f d;F ' S	 'F	 -	 , ^ SP r	
t^^^	
rr+,a-' m ^°z
- ,	 .	 ' ^,	 t .,	 '
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8. STM : The FORTRAR *tat easnt
CALL STM (NT,BUF,...) vill write any S-C 4020 instm,tions in BU!
onto tape SYSPL1. In addition it resets certain control parameters
in BUF and leaves the buffer as if SDMT vere used -amain.
vhere :
HT is not used in the P-IV version
BUF is a buffer area set up by SDINIT and used by SDRRPUT.
STM is usually used after the last point of a curve has been put
in"w BUF by using SD1WUT.
The pare	 ter list is variable and the parsaeter BUY aryr be repeated





7N/s suatnan,J& 's CVO 4" 4)d;64
,CeQu l eE D f Ar 7W&	 UAJ/T 1 4)
9. 3EVio-r. WL : The 1roRTRAIf state nt
	
rm a AU R -, rt	 S`rn r&"&AJr ,eAVd44-
W KAJ i r 18
CALL MML(1R) `+ill not a counter (00M) in the output routine
equal to NY and cause all subsequent Wt=(UNIT,PW) I List' to output
on UNIT in a SC 4020 format.
vbere:
NY is the y-coordinate of a point on the S-C plotting surface.
CALL YMPL will nullify the eVect of SLTPL and all subsequent
statements vill take their noraal action.
`,	 ",'^^d, /'•"'^.l^f. i .	 ^..,	 '^,t	 :,fie
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10. OY UT: The FORTRAN statement
M1I'1Z (UNI'1' OPM) 'List' will astput the list of parameters
under control of the format statement Mr.
where:
UNIT is a FORTRAN-IV logical tape unit.
FM is a fixed point integer corresponding to a FORMAT statement.
'List' denotes all the parameters the user wishes to output.
The printed characters occupy a width of 8 units on the S-C 4020
plotting surface and the shortest distance lbetveen tvo succeeding
lines of print (without using 31sT) is 16 units.
All lines of printing start at (8,z) on the S-C 4020 plotting
surface, where z is fixed either by gVt'P'Ot' or SM. The first
character of the line will, have its center at (8,z) and will
proceed horizontally from there.
The first charactaa- of the line governs vertical placement on the
page as follow :
will advance the film, set a line counter (COUNT)
in the subroutine to zero and start printing at (8,0)
in the 8-C coordinate system.
b. NpN a 2 ,3,4 ,5,6,7, will add to the line counter (COUNT)
the smotimt 1024/A and start `rya liner of print at the point
(8,OOIJb:N) on the 3-C coordinate system. if COW exceeds
1023, the film Mil?, be advanced and printing will be
resumed at (8,0) of the My i`nr.
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c. 0 will add 32 to the line counter wad start the lino of
print at the port (8,
d. "blank" will add 16 to the line counter and start the line
of print at the point (8 1, Oil M) .
The first character will be replaced by a blank when outputted.
Only 120 characters are Permitted on a line.
Before my WKM (UWZTsPW) 'List' statements can be used for SCAM
















11. SPXW: The YWIRA11 statement
CALL 3P	 will put on tape HT the
S-C instructions to plot the N Rallerith characters Xl..Xn starting
at the point (1Q,11Y) and being 115 units high. The line of characters
will be plotted either horizontally or vertically depending on the
sign of 11S.
vbere:
VT is not used in FORTRAN IV.
XXL is a fixed (or floating) point number indicating the X
canpanent of a point on the S-C plotting surface.
NIL is a freed (or floating) point number indicating the T
c=ponent of a point on the 3-C plotting surface.
R8 is a fiord (or floating) point number indicating the number
of units high to print the characters. +g8 indicates printing
Ill to be done horizontally and -XS indicates vertical.
XM..Zn is the standard vary of carrying W31 rich test in a	 r
parrt^r lire.
Sw parsreter list is variables and the	 (mm,N3L,!w, um..Xn)
my be repeated using different names.
The point (MM,.M) will be at the lower left edge of the first character.
Sw ratio of the hei&t to the width or the aimmicters is 7 to 5. Se	 ,
distance betreea the characters (center to center) in the horiroatal
direaCwa is the height of the characters and in ttie verZ ical direction
an estre 1/3 or the hart is used
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32. MMM: The FOR'RM stat scent
CALL E'RM (NP, M 'L S MS =•S,A j N, ...) will do the sacra thing as
SPF= emept the Hollerith test is taken Sran the array A starting
at A(1) and proceeding to A(N).
where:
NT,M6,1TL, =H5 are the ssime as for P'RI^t'.
A is a 1-disensional array containing BDUeritb characters.
N indicates Uie number of words in A to be printed.
A user desiring to set up the array A using conversion under foraat





13. SLABEL: The FQYt'LMY statement
CALL SLAuEL vill put on tape "YSPLl (18) the S-C instructions
to do in order the following:
a. Advance the film
b. Plot the $JOB card of the current .. maw
c. Advance the film.




14. CJKCM: the FOATRAI statrient
^J1 Z CAOMA (M,UO) vill vrite on taps SZMa the S-C instruction to
a. select camera #1 if 210 • 1
b. select comers f 2 if NO• 2
c. select cameras #1 sad #2 if 110 ! 3
where:
1R is not used and my be my dui number.
21Oiseyther1.2or3.
Cavern #1 will be a 350M comers and requires photographic processing
before the plots are available.
Camera #2 will be used in conjunction with as 1680 which is a fast
copy device.






15. ADV : Zbe FORTRAN stataswnt
CALL ADV (NT) vi11 output on tape S73M the
	 4020 instruction
to advance the film one fr
,sae in the ca^mera(s) previously selected.
+here :
NT is not used and may be any dUMW number.
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16. FOW : ?he FORM" stataswnt
CALL FdW (Wf) will write on tape SMa the S-C instruction to
superimpoa the intorsation on the lore slide (see S-C 4020 Manual)
to the film of the previously selected cmera(s).
Vhera :
NT is not used and mar be any dumq comber.
l ^0	 { ,	 4^ +t !fliRm'^w	 ^, ,.^	 ^^, K
	
err _	 ,




	 bw bGMMU b/3op i9rA14ABJ4
CALL SSE (18,110) will write an tape SWL1 the S-C instruction
to plot all succeeding inrormation with light or heavy intensity
depending on whether NOwl or 2 respectively.
vhere:
18 is not used and may be any dummy number.
110 is1or2.
MM uses light intensity and cannot be varied. The subroutine
:P18, SPRIFPA, SDMM use heavy intensity and cannot be varied.
The reason being that the S-C 4020 instructions "dra y
 grid" and
"draw vector" have their intensities rized. ZXPM will effect





Once a buffer BUF has been initialized by SDINIT, the first 20
locations are used for control information. The locations and uses are:
BUF (1) = Xo
BUF (2) = Yo
	users coordinate system and set
BUF (3) = X	 by SDINIT
m
BUF (4) = m
BUF (5) = So
BGF (6) = to 	S-C 4020 coordinates and set by
BUF (7) = S	 SDINIT
m
BUF (8) = tm
BUY ( )	 S9 = n- 1"	 last S-C 4020 point used by JDNPUT
BUF (10) = to-1
BUF (11) = A defines transformation of x variable
BUI' (12) = B to S-C 4020 units, i.e., E A-x+D
BUF (13) = Al defines transformation of y variable
BUF (14) = B1 to S-C 4020 units, i.e. t T=A l•y+B
BUF (15) = number of S-C 4020 instructions input
into BUF.	 The first instruction is
at BUF ( 21).	 BUF ( 15) is changed by
SDINIT, STORE, OUT, STZRK.
imw (16) = the size cf the array BUY and set by
SDINIT. This is checked by SORE
1'MF (17) =	 not used
BUF (18) = Sn-2	 next to last S-C 4020 point used by
BUY (19) = to-2	 SMCw
BUF (20) = NP	 is a flag used SDNPUT.
\	 Z^t,•^t y 	 i	 Mt	 l^
	
f	 1





When drawing a curve on the S-C 4020, interpolation is needed
between the points supplied by the user. The 3-C 4020 can not drRx a
line between t% o points if they are greater than 64 unite apart. The
user ix provided two options for generating points in between.
1. Linear Interpolation:
Let (Xn , Yn) be the last available point and (X n-1' Yn-1)'
(X n-2' Yn-2) be the two points previous to iL. Then
interpolated points (Xp , Y p ) are generated from the
formulas;
Q = meat	 Xn-Xn-1 , Yn-Yn-1	 + 1
P
Xp = Xn -1 + Q (xn - Xn-1)
P
Zp • Zn-1 + ^ (Zn - Zn-1) for P . 1	
Q
, ...,
which guarantees that no two successive points kill be
greater than 64 units &part.
2. Quadratic Interpolation:
Let the sequence of points be given as above. Then








	 ()	 Yn-2	 Yn-l.)
S -	 (X	 - X ) 2 + (Y	 - Y )?
2	 n-1	 n	 n•-1	 n
DS - S1 + S2
15
X (S) M Xn-1 + AXS ' z S2
Y(S) - Yn-^ + A S + yS2
where S runs from -Sl to S2 in steps of DS and AX , bX,
Ay, by are determined from the liniar equations formed
by letting
X(-S1)	 Xn-2
X( S2 ) ' Xn
Y(-S1) - Yn-2
Y( S2 ) • Y 
The above equations guarantee that no two successive
points will be greater than 15 units apart.
The parameter S is roughly equivalent to the arc length.
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The furmulas have the advantages of:
a, uniform victor lengths along the arc length
b. capable of handling the order in which points are
supplied if , . handle closed curves.
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APFENLIX III
Several low level utility routines were developed which are.
if general use to the SPLOT subroutines
A. LOGIC: Tials is a set of FUNG7ION type subprogramiused for
packing and unpacking SC-4020 instructions. The individual
programs Are:
a. ARS (14,A)-will shift A right N places
b. ALS (N,A)-will shift A left N places
e. ORA (A,B)-will CIt together A and B
c. ANA (A,B)-will AND together A and U
B. STORE: The statement
CALL STORE (OP,BUF) where
01P is a SC-4020 instruct. , on
BUF is a buffer region initialized by JJDINIT,
will store OrP in BUF. It OP should fill the buffer region,
all the operations currently in BUF will be output on SYSPLI 	
r
(unit 18). The subroutine OUT is used for dumping BUF.
C. OUT: The Statement
CALL OUT (Bt1F) where
BUF is a buffer region
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D. SETPR-RES" PR: The statement
CALL SE!'PR (A, N) where
A is an array for storage of an output line image,
N is an integer for storage of the number of words
in the line image
will cause any subsequent
PRINT fmt, 'List'
statements to put the formatted line image into the array
A and the number of words of the line image into N. No
physical unit action will take place.
CALL RESPR
will nullify the action of CALL SETPR (A,N).
E. SETRD`RESRD: -The statement
CALL SETRD (A) where
A is an array containing an input card image
will cause any subsequent
READ fmt, 'List'
statements to obtain the input card image from the array A.
CALL RESRD




FROM M sun (X&Srj V/t)
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Subroutines Used	 Coisents
This routine has tr,e same
calling sequence as SDINIT








































S , RFD, ALSO
WMD, SZT'PR, RLSPR
ORA, AAA, ALS, ARS,
STORE
This is the standard PCR -
GLVrJ0B




Sn RP, S=WM, STERN
STFAZ
FW RDP
An alternate FWRD subr.
An alternate FPRN subr.
FRCDA
An alternate FRCD subr.
